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PREFACE

Like Greek philosophy after Socrates, Greek historiography in

the fourth century B.C. developed along more lines than one. The

rhetorical style of history writing was cultivated especially by the

pupils of Isocrates and its characteristics are revealed fairly clearly

in later authors who tried to follow in their footsteps. Very dif-

ferent from this rhetorical history with its elaborate moralizing

were the dry chronicles of local Athenian history written by Clei-

demus and Androtion and others, who called their works Atthides

and apparently took for their model the first writer to compose a

specifically Athenian history, Hellanicus of Lesbos. With a strong

emphasis on religious history, mythological interpretation, and,

where possible, accurate chronology, they established a distinct

literary tradition which endured into the following.century when

Philochorus wrote an Atthis that came to be more widely read than

any_other.

No specimen of an Atthis has survived. But the development

and continuity of the Atthid tradition is often taken for granted

as an established fact of literary history and the qualities which its

adherents shared are more generally known than the fragments

of individual Atthidographers. When a conventionalized critical

opinion has been generally accepted and the reasons for it have

been largely forgotten, the time seems ripe for a new presentation

and a new study of the evidence. This monograph, therefore, is a

study of the characteristics of the local historians in the fourth and

third centuries B.C.â��the Atthidographersâ��as revealed in their

fragments. It is concerned with their individual peculiarities as

well as with the qualities which they had in common and with their

loyalty to a literary tradition, the beginnings of which must be

sought in early Ionian historiography.

Since the works of these and almost all other Greek historians

in the fourth and third centuries have been lost, we are obliged to

study the history of Athens during that period from other sources

and our knowledge of the development of Greek historical writing

between Xenophon and Polybius is dependent on fragmentary ma-

terial. Fragmentsâ��a misleading term to the uninitiated, since
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papyrus fragments of the original texts play a much smaller part

than quotations and criticisms in the works of later Greek authorsâ��

are notoriously treacherous as sources for literary history. Authors

who indulge freely in quotation are quite capable of misunder-

standing and misrepresenting their predecessors and their criticisms

are, at best, one-sided. Any verdict, therefore, passed on the work

of an author which is not extant, must be provisional. The danger

is that criticism of lost works may become conventionalized and

that the pattern of literary development may be unduly simplified.

When the papyrus texts of Menander and Callimachus were dis-

covered, it became clear that mistakes could be made in attempting

reconstruction on the basis of later quotation and comment. But

no such object lesson is available for us when we attempt to recon-

struct the lost works of Greek historians. The Hellenica of Oxy-

rhynchus, which is by far the most important historical fragment

discovered on papyrus, is still a work of disputed authorship and its

discovery has not enabled us to revise our views of Ephorus or

Theopompus.. It might be possible, perhaps, to shield some student

carefully from direct contact with the work of Thucydides and

notice how far astray he would go in attempting to reconstruct his

history after reading Dionysius of Halicarnassus and other ancient

critics and laboriously collecting his "fragments" from lexicog-

raphers, scholiasts, and anthologists. It might be possible to make

such an experiment; but its results would scarcely justify its cruelty,

especially since the days of fragment collecting are now almost over.

For myself, indeed, I admit that I am a mere mortal and have

never collected fragments of historians. The tremendous work

done by the brothers Karl and Theodor Miiller, in a day when

comprehensive indices were few, is too rarely appreciated; but with-

out the first volume of their Fragmenta Historicorum Graecorum the

present study would not and could not have been attempted. The

fragments of local Attic histories, except for the Atthis of Hellanicus,

have not yet appeared in Felix Jacoby's Fragment* der griechischen

Historiker. Professor Jacoby has for some time been busy in Oxford

preparing the volume which is to contain them, but the publication

of new volumes of his Fragmente, like many other scholarly under-

takings, has been interrupted by the war. There are a number of

new fragments which should be added to the Miiller collection and

must be taken into account in any discussion of the Atthidographers;

and it will be extremely valuable to have them collected in one
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place together with any further additions that Professor Jacoby

may have discovered himself. In the meantime, one is dependent

on the standard bibliographies and works of reference for informa-

tion about the new fragments, from authors previously neglected

or unknown, which have been discovered in the last seventy years.

The places in which these new fragments were published and dis-

cussed for the first time are indicated in this book in the footnotes

and in the bibliographies at the end of the sections in Chapters IV

and VI.

Some of the fragments of the Atthidographers are well known

as evidence for controversial points in Athenian history, especially

constitutional history and the problems connected with Solon and

Cleisthenes and the tyranny of Peisistratus. I have not attempted

in many cases to offer new solutions of these problems or even to

decide in each instance between alternative solutions; nor have I

attempted to list all the literature in which these problems are dis-

cussed. This does not mean that I have overlooked such problems

or regard them as irrelevant to a study of this kind. The difficulty

is that, when there is uncertainty over historical details, it is

impossible to pass final judgment on the trustworthiness of an

Atthidographer. When that is the case, one can only hope to

clarify the issue by attempting to estimate the general character of

the writer from other evidence. It is in this respect that an in-

vestigation into literary history, such as this book offers, may be

of some value to the student of political history.

This study was written in the first place as a dissertation which

was accepted by the Graduate School of Yale University in 1939

in partial fulfilment of the requirements for the degree of Doctor

of Philosophy. Since that time it has been thoroughly revised and

partially rewritten, but the changes have been in matters of detail

and manner of presentation; the conclusions remain essentially

unaltered. It owes a great deal to the careful criticism of Professor

A. M. Harmon, who supervised the writing of the original disserta-

tion and has given me valuable help in the work of revision. Others

who have enjoyed the privilege of his advice and his penetrating

scholarship will understand how happy I am to acknowledge my

indebtedness to him. To Professor M.I. Rostovtzeff and Professor

C. B. Welles I am also deeply obliged for suggestions in matters of

detail as well as for their constant encouragement. Nor must I

forget my colleague at Stanford, Professor Hermann Frankel, who
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has been responsible for some important changes in the final version

of the manuscript. Last of all, I take the opportunity to acknowl-

edge most gratefully the assistance and cooperation given to me

by the Monograph Committee of the American Philological Asso-

ciation and by the present editor of the Association, Professor

T. R. S. Broughton.

LIONEL PEARSON

STANFORD UNIVERSITY,

April 1942.
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CHAPTER I

THE Atthis OF HELLANICUS

It is a hard task to reconstruct the development of early Greek

historiography, since all the historical works that were written in

the sixth and fifth centuries have been lost except for the histories

of Herodotus and Thucydides. It is equally difficult to estimate

how much these two authors owed to their contemporaries and

immediate predecessors. Both of them, following no doubt the

custom of their day, and unwilling to give a free advertisement to

rivals in their own field, are disappointingly silent about contem-

porary writers. Hecataeus belonged to a previous generation, and

Herodotus could therefore safely mention his name as author of

two^almost classical works. But his other allusions to historians

and geographers are carefully vague; he speaks only of "the

lonians" or "the Greeks" or "certain Greeks anxious to gain a

reputation for cleverness." 1 Thucydides mentions Hellanicus once,

in order to remark that his Atthis was not detailed enough nor

sufficiently exact in its chronology in dealing with the period be-

tween the Persian and Peloponnesian Wars. This is the only occa-

sion, however, on which he mentions any historian by name;

though he finds fault with several statements of Herodotus, he

never actually names him.2

For further information about the progress of historical writing

in the fifth century we are thrown back on much later authorities.

From them we learn, what we might have suspected from the

allusions in Herodotus, that most of these early historians came

from the Aegean islands or from Asia Minor: Dipnysius, Cadmus,

and Hecataeus from Miletus; Hellanicus from Lesbos; Stesimbrotus

from Thasos; Charon from Lampsacus; Damastes from Sigeum.

At the same time the career of Herodotus is sufficient evidence that

Athens could attract the Ionian historian and draw him away from

his native city, just as surely as it attracted the sophists. But if

1 E.g. 2.16, and 20; 3.32; 6.134; 7.151.

2 Hellanicus is mentioned in 1.97 (see note 7 below); two passages of Herodotus

are referred to in 1.20.3, as examples of mistaken ideas held by Greeks outside of

Athens (oi aXXoi "EXXiji-ts).

1
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an Ionian historian was to make a name for himself in Athens, he

could not confine himself to Ionian themes; he would be expected

to apply his Ionian historical technique to questions which particu-

larly interested Athenian readers.3 These considerations explain in

some degree why Hellanicus, a native of the Aeolian island of

Lesbos, who was practised in the Ionian method of historical inquiry

(icrroptTj), was the first writer to attempt a specifically Athenian

history-â��an Atthis.

Hellanicus was a prolific writer who wrote extensively about

mythology, about the history and the country of the Persians and

Egyptians, and about the early migrations of Greek tribes into

Asia Minor and the islands. The exact number of his works is a

problem which does not concern us here and seems insoluble in

any case.4 But a fortunate remark by a scholiast on the Frogs of

Aristophanes gives us the information that his Atthis was not

written or at least not completed until the closing years of the

Pelopqnnesian War. This scholiast quotes Hellanicus as saying

that the slaves who fought on the Athenian side in the battle of

Arginusae were given their freedom and grouped with the Plataeans

as Athenian citizens.5 Some earlier scholars (for reasons which will

be discussed later on) tried to evade the evidence of this scholion,

but more recent criticism accepts it as a certain indication of the

date of composition of the Atthis.* Thus the notion of an Atthis

or local Attic history, as a literary form, was quite a new thing

when Thucydides wrote, as indeed we might have guessed from

his own words: "All my predecessors have neglected this period

(the Pentecontaetia) and have dealt either with Hellenic affairs

prior to the Persian Wars or with the Persian Wars themselves;

the only author who has dealt with it at all, Hellanicus in his Attic

History, has written too briefly and with too little accuracy in the

matter of dates." 7

8 Note how readily Herodotus reports insulting remarks about the lonians and

affects to despise them, while admitting the advantages of their climate; cf. 1.142-43

(see note in How and Wells); 4.142; 5.69.

4 Jacoby, RE s.v, " Hellanikos" 111-12, wisely refuses to spend much time on this

problem which so much exercised earlier critics like Preller, Gutschmid (Kl. Schriften

4.316-26), and Kullmer. See bibliographical note at end of chapter. Cf. my Early

Ionian Historians (Oxford, 1939), 155-56.

5 Sch. Ar. Ra. 694: TOUJ avvvavnaxiiaavTa.* SouXous 'EXXdnKos <Â£>)<nc (\ev6(pw8rjvaL

Kal fyypa<t>ci>Tas iis nXaTaieis <rvinro\iTtvoaa6ai avrois, &ieÂ£iwv TO Â«ri 'A.pTiytvovs TOU

<rp6> KaXXiou. The discussion which follows will make it clear that this reference

must be to the Atthis. Cf. esp. pp. 24-25.

' Jacoby, loc. cit. 109.

7 1.97: iypa<]/a 81 alrra Kal rfiv IK@O\JII> TOV \6yov CTroiijffdjjijv Sta roSf, Sri TOIS irpb

f/ioC ataaiv ixXiiris rovro fy T& X"p'Â°". fal fj TO. TrpA ruv MjjStKwc 'EXX^ctKci Â£vvtrl8taav
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Hellanicus was the first to publish an historical work treat-

ing exclusively of Athenian affairs. Earlier writers had chosen a

broader field and written Hellenica; Herodotus had not confined

himself to Hellenic affairs, but had combined Hellenica with Persica,

Aegyptiaca, Scythica, Libyca, and the affairs of other barbarian

nations. Hellanicus also had worked in this more extensive field,

probably in his younger days. But he was not the first to make an

attempt at local history. Indeed local history was known as a

literary form under the technical name of ^oof at least as early as

CharorToTXampsacus; 8 and behind him again is the misty figure

of Dionysius of Miletus, about whom so little is known and so

much has been conjectured.9 The date of Charon, as of many of

the logographers, cannot be established with certainty. Suidas, as

usual, is untrustworthy; the only really satisfactory piece of evidence

comes from Plutarch, who in the Life of Themistocles 10 mentions

Charon as one of the authorities who assumed that Artaxerxes was

king~when Themistocles took refuge at the Persian court. Since

Artaxerxes succeeded Xerxes in 464, this remark provides at least

a useful terminus post quern for the work of Charon, but for a

terminus ante quern we must be content with the statement in the

De malignitate Herodoti that Charon was "older than Herodotus." u

In general, it is probably true to say that Tfipoi began to be written

in Ionia some time later than 450 B.C.; it is only fair to leave

Dionysius of Miletus out of the picture. This date, moreover, is a

most suitable one for a revival of interest in Ionian local history.

By the middle of the century the Greek cities of Asia Minor had

recovered their independence from Persia; and with the recovery

of independence and the renewal of local patriotism, it was natural

that people should once again become interested in the past history

of their native cities.

The middle of the fifth century also marks other developments

in the Greek world that had a profound influence on Greek his-

torical writing. The cessation of hostilities with Persia restored

$ afrra rd MrjSiKa- rovrwv 51 otrirep Kai fi^aro kv rfi 'ArTtKfl Â£vyypa<j>y 'EXAapiKOs,. /

Tf tcai rols \pbvois OVK cucpt/SuJs eircfjLv^ffOri.

8Suid. s.v. XApau- Aa^aKijv&s; Ath. 11.47SB; 12.S20D. Jacoby, "Ueber die

Entwicklung der griech. Historiographie," Kl 9 (1909) 110-19, regards the develop-

ment of 'fipoi as post-Herodotean. Laqueur's article in RE s.v. " Lokalchronik " is

concerned more with the origin of official records than with the birth of a literary form.

' Cf. e.g. Ed. Meyer, Forschungen 1.176.

iÂ»27.

11 8S9B. Cf. Tertullian, Anim. 46, who speaks of Charon as Herodoio prior. For

a fuller discussion of Charon see Early Ionian Historians, chap. 4.
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contact with the East and renewed the interest of Ionian readers

in the manners and customs of the various nations under Persian

rule. Two generations previously Hecataeus, in his Periegesis or

Tijs HepioSos, had written on these subjects and now we find Herod-

otus and Hellanicus following his lead, continuing the geographical

and ethnographical discussion which he first popularized. But if

one of the literary forms developed by Hecataeus regained its

popularity in works like the Persica, Aegyptiaca, and Barbarica

Nomima of Hellanicus, mythography, the other branch of prose

writing which he developed, suffered a different fate. The treat-

ment of mythological themes by the tragedians inevitably over-

shadowed the work of prose mythographers, and later writers strove

to attract attention by novelty and rationalistic discussion. Traces

of this tendency are clear enough in the mythographical works of

Hellanicus and become more pronounced later with Herodorus of

Heraclea. But the more straightforward treatment of mytho-

logical subjects in prose, literary or instructional in character rather

than controversial, naturally declined as tragedy developed. There

is no certain proof that Hellanicus wrote his Phoronis, Deucalioneia,

and Troica early in his career; but it would be in keeping with

literary and historical developments if mythography occupied him

in his earlier years and he devoted himself to ethnology and local

history in the middle and latter part of his life.

With these considerations in mind we are in a position better to

evaluate the evidence about the life of Hellanicus. Suidas, how-

ever untrustworthy, cannot be ignored.12 He tells us that, in com-

pany with Herodotus, Hellanicus was at the court of the Macedonian

king Amyntas "in the time of Euripides and Sophocles." There

is some confusion here, since Amyntas I is too early for these drama-

tists and Amyntas II too late; but the statement that he went to

the Macedonian court need not be dismissed because it is un-

intelligently reported. Suidas continues: "His career follows upon

that of Hecataeus (since he was born at the time of the Persian

Wars or even earlier) 13 and extends down to the time of Perdiccas;

12 S.v. 'EXXdpiKos : MiruX^paTos, ioropiKis, vlos 'A.v8pon&ovs, oi 8k 'Apurronevovs, ol

5i ZKajuuipos â�¢ ov i>n&vvpov ftrx*v vlbv. 5tcTpt^c &k EXXd^iKos <rvv Hpofior^ irapa 'Afjtvvra

Ttf M v.KilihvKv j3a<riXei, Kara roia xp^ous Ebpivi&ov Kal So^o/cXeous- Kal 'EKaraiif T$

MiXijaicfj 4ir4/3aXe, -ytyovoTi Kara TO. Htpama Kal /JILKPM jrpos. i&Ttivt St Kal ju'XP' â�¢"

TlepS'iKKov xp6vuV' *a' ereXcuTT/ffej* kv Hep-jrfpTjvj] rjj Kar' avTLKpb A&7/3ou. avveYpa^aTO

$e ir\ettTTa Trefws re Kal TTOITITLKWS.

131 have adopted Jacoby's emendation: 7*701/015 . . . ^ M'"P4> icpbaQtv for the MS.

reading: ftyovim . . . Kal ^IK/IW Trpos.
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he died at Perperene, on the mainland facing Lesbos; he wrote a

large number of works both in prose and verse." This indication

of date, consistent with the statement of Pamphila that he was

born in 496,14 is hard to reconcile with the scholion already quoted,

which indicates that the Atthis was not composed till after 406;

more especially since a catalogue of long-lived men 15 allows him a

life of Only eighty-five years. Either the tradition of Suidas and

Pamphila is incorrect, or else the scholion, as it stands, must be

disregarded. Diels and Rutherford chose to emend the text of the

scholion: Diels substituted Â®e6xo/nros kv 'EXXTjwKois for 'EXXdwKos;16

Rutherford thought that the scholiast cited Hellanicus for the en-

franchisement of the slaves who fought at Salamis, and that it was

Philochorus who described the repetition of this reward after

Arginusae.17 More recent criticism has rejected these emenda-

tions, and reasonably so.18 We do not know on what evidence the

biographical tradition about Hellanicus rests; hence we are not

justified in accepting its testimony, when that involves rejecting

the clear and intelligible reading of the text of the Aristophanes

scholiast, who is quoting an actual passage from the Atthis.

Pamphila's dates for the three historians are generally held to

rest upon calculations in which the year of each author's floruit

is taken to be his fortieth year: Thucydides is thought to "flourish"

at the opening of the Peloponnesian War, so that the date of his

birth is 471; Herodotus likewise is said to be born in 484, forty years

before the colonization of Thurii, in which he took part; but why

should the floruit of Hellanicus be 456? The most ingenious expla-

nation is that of Riihl,19 who thinks that Apollodorus in his Chronica,

where Pamphila found her information, made Hellanicus a con-

temporary of Euripides; and that 456 was taken as the year of his

floruit because Euripides produced his first tragedy in that year.

Other ancient writers believed the two writers were both born on

14 Cell. 15.23: Hellanicus initio belli Peloponnesiaci fuisse quinque et sexaginta

annoa natus videtur, Herodotus tres et quinquaginta, Thucydides quadraginta.

Scriptum est hoc in libro undecimo Pamphilae.

"Luc. Macr. 22.

MRhM 31 (1876) 53.

17 The scholion is printed as follows in his edition: rods SaXajiuci paujuaxwai'Tas

Sob\ovs 'EXXdptros <t>i}cnv f\fv9tp<a6rjvai <cai ffypa<}>tvTas a>s nXarcueis av/jnro\iT(vaa.a8ai.

avrots' <Kat 3>iX6xopos > 5teÂ£tcl)i> TO. kirl ' A-vriytvovs TOV <irpd > KaXXfou < >.

18 For a strong protest against Diels' method see Wilamowitz, H 11 (1876) 291-94.

"RhM 61 (1906) 473-76.
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the day of Salamis and that the name of 'EXXdvixos, a contracted

form of 'EAXawviKos, celebrated this "victory of the Greeks." 20

It seems impossible to establish the date of Hellanicus' birth.

But the character of his work evidently led critics to regard him

as belonging to the generation before Thucydides; Dionysius of

Halicarnassus in his letter to Pompey groups Charon and Hellanicus

together as predecessors of Herodotus, though in his essay on Thucy-

dides he speaks of Hellanicus and Herodotus as older contemporaries

of Thucydides.21 For the present, however, we are concerned

principally with the date of the Atthis; whatever the exact date of

his birth may be, we can accept the scholion as evidence that the

Atthis was not published till the closing years of the fifth century.

About Hellanicus' family circumstances and his way of life we

have no direct evidence. But we are entitled to draw some con-

clusions from the fact that he wrote an Atthis. Like Herodotus,

he evidently abandoned his Ionian public and went to Athens in

search of fresh success. We are much better informed about the

literary tastes of Athens during the second half of the fifth century

than about those of Ionia. The development of Athenian democ-

racy had stimulated interest in oratory, and this was the field in

which Athenian prose writers made most progress. This interest

in the art of speaking encouraged some sophists to try the experi-

ment of giving lectures on historical themes. Though Herodotus

and Hippias of Elis are the only ones recorded to have been success-

ful in this venture,22 Jacoby maintains, plausibly enough, that

Hellanicus had a successful career as a travelling lecturer.23

Ionian lecturers and historians, probably contemptuous of

Athens as a state with a shorter artistic history than Ionia and

jealous of its newly-won literary fame, would naturally pick out

themes likely to appeal to popular taste. In the middle of the

century the obvious theme was the struggle of the Greeks against

Persia (Ta Mr;5tKa). But after 450 the interest in this subject

waned. Tradition places the successful lectures of Herodotus prior

to his departure for Thurii. With him we may suppose that treat-

ment of Ta Mr;5iK<i reached its highest pitch. At least, the tale of

his enormous fee for a single lecture is an indication that his treat-

20 T.6 (FGrH 1, no. 4)â��Vit. Eurip. (ed. Schwartz) p. 2, S. Whatever its historical

value may be, this statement seems to prove that the penultimate syllable of his name

is long.

Â» Pomp. 3, 7; Th. 9.

Â» Plu. Malign. Herod. 862A-B; PI. Hp. Ma. 285D.

"REs.v. "Hellanikos" 106.
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ment was regarded as classical and final.24 What other subject

subsequently occupied the attention of historians? Thucydides

gives us the answer: "Hellenic affairs prior to the Persian Wars." 26

This, however, is an enormous field, and the historian might succeed

or fail according to his choice of material. An Athenian audience

could scarcely be roused to enthusiasm over the affairs of Ionian

cities. It was interested in its own history, in the affairs of its own

ancestors.

As Athenian historical interest quickened, intelligent Athenians

became aware how little knowledge they could muster of their own

city's past. Certain episodes, of course, were generally familiarâ��

the tales which Herodotus had used, anecdotes of Solon and

Peisistratus, the story of Harmodius and Aristogeiton. But history

before Solon was a blank. The legendary figure of Theseus was

popular enough, but, like King Arthur in England, he was not

brought into relation with history. In contrast with the Ionian

cities, many of whom could boast of rich and eventful histories,

Athens must have felt humiliated. A golden opportunity, there-

fore, presented itself to the courageous writer who could reconstruct

the Athenian past, bring its legends into relation with reality, and

prove to the world that there was such a thing as Attic history.

It was a difficult task, needing the experience of a man well versed

both in legendary and in historical lore. The ideal person would

be a man who had done some work in elucidating the early history

of other states and had studied mythology from a rationalist point

of view. Such a man was Hellanicus, a writer with an established

reputation. It would really be not at all surprising if he was

actually invited to Athens by Pericles and engaged to write the

first history of the Athenians.

This conclusion may seem fanciful, more especially as we do not

possess the text of his Atthis. But the fragments, scanty as they

are, are exceedingly informative, and the arguments of the last

paragraph depend upon what is revealed in them and by the text

of Thucydides. There is one point, however, which should be

made clear before the fragments are approached: Hellanicus never

became an important literary figure in circles where style was

regarded. The few specimens of his narrative style which have

" Plu. Malign. Herod. 862B. Gilbert Murray, Ancient Greek Lit., 135, prefers to

rationalize this story, thinking the reward is for some serious public service, i.e. collect-

ing material about regions politically important to Athens.

26 1.97, cf. note 7 above.
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been preserved "are not distinguished in any way, except for their

pedantic insistence on obvious detail and their repetition of nouns

instead of using pronounsâ��a style which suggests a lawyer's pains-

taking care to prevent any possible misunderstanding.26 It is not

surprising, therefore, that Hermogenes ranks him among the writers

who, so far as he can tell, left no influence on Greek style, and Cicero

lists him as one of the early Greek authors to whom history meant

no more than annalium confectio.y' That he did not interest hi s

literary contemporaries at Athens is clear from their failure to

mention him; except for the solitary reference in Thucydides, there

is no explicit mention of him and no certain allusion to him in any

classical Attic author. Their taste was for oratory, rather than

for dry historical records. His day was to come later, when a

reaction set in against the over-rhetorical treatment of history and

the cry was for facts rather than wordy argument. To the pedantic

antiquarians of Alexandria in their search for curious aetia his works

were a mine of information.28

The fragments of the A (this show clearly that Hellanicus applied

to early Attic history and national legend the same methods of

research which he had followed in other branches of history and

mythology. A few characteristic fragments from his other works

will suffice to show what this method was. Scholiasts frequently

refer to him as authority for the parentage of a mythical character;

he sometimes confirms but often differs from the version current

among the poets. For example, he said that Dardanus married

Bateia, daughter of Teucer (F.24), a lady whose name is not found

in classical authors; the mother of Priam, according to his account,

was not Zeuxippe, as in Alcman, but Strymo (F.139); and he gave

a complete list of the divine lovers of the Pleiades and their children

(F.19a). It is probable that many of these details are innovations

of his own, since considerable ingenuity and originality were neces-

sary if he was to offer a consistent and comprehensive account of

heroic genealogy. There were many inconsistencies to be resolved,

M The best examples are F.28 (a rationalist explanation of Achilles' fight with the

Scamander) and F.79a (the migration of the Sicels under King Sicelus to Sicily,

formerly called Sicania, which took its new name '' from this Sicelus who also became

king in it").

Â« Hermog. Id. 2.12 (p. 412, ed. Rabe)â��Hellanic. T.1S; Cic. De Oral. 2.S3â��T.14.

28 The scholia on Apollonius of Rhodes and Lycophron are enlightening in this

respect. The interest of Callimachus in local Attic tradition is illustrated by his

engaging Ister to write a book on Attic history. His relationship to Hellanicus and

the Ionian logographers is a subject worthy of special study.
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since the story tellers who built their tales round an individual

representative of a legendary family tried to involve him in as

many famous events as possible and often contradicted tales already

current about some other hero.

To introduce some order into this confusion had been one of

the aims of Hecataeus, and he had expressed his dissatisfaction

with the existing condition of mythology in his famous introductory

remark that "the tales told by the Greeks are many and ridicu-

lous." M Hecataeus wished to give a reasonable version according

to his own interpretation (cos /ioi 6oKÂ«), hoping that it would come

to be regarded as the standard account. In this respect he was a

successor to Hesiod, who tried to establish a standard theogony.

His contemptuous remark about the conflicting accounts was doubt-

less a partial reminiscence of the famous lines of Hesiod:30

"These were the words they spoke to me first, those goddesses holy,

Muses Olympian, daughters of Zeus who carries the aegis:

' Shepherds so rude and worthless, shame on ye, bellies and nought else.

We can tell many a tale untrue that resembles a true tale,

But, when we so desire, we can tell truth in our verses.'"

Homer and Hesiod, as Herodotus tells us, established the family

relations of the gods,31 and no argument about them could be enter-

tained by later writers. Hecataeus attempted, without success, to

gain similar recognition for his account of heroic family relations.

Hellanicus also followed in the Hesiodic tradition, but he had to

reckon with contemporary rivals engaged in mythography and was

doubtless more modest in his pretensions.

The traditional way of reckoning the passage of time in mytho-

logical narrative was by counting generations. It has been argued

that Hecataeus reckoned the generation as equivalent to forty

years,32 but Herodotus reckons three generations to the century 33

without hinting that this is unusual, and it seems fairly certain that

this was the orthodox reckoning of Ionian toropij; in the latter part

28 F.la (FGrH 1, no. 1): 'Exaraios MiXi7<rios <MÂ« jiv0eirar " Td8e-ypa$a>, ais fiai Sonet

a\r}6ca tivai- oi yap 'EXA^vajp \6yoi TroXXot Te Kal 76X0101, tbs e/Ltoi (fraivovTat, eifflv."

3Â» Th. 24-28.

31 2.33: OVTOI. de etffi oi Trotrnravres dtoyovlriv "EXX^trt Kai TOUTI Oeoiffi rds tri'Mi'Vfiius

56cTes Kai rt/id? Tf Kal rk'xya's die\6vres Kai eZfca airr&v ffrjfji^vavTfs.

32 Cf. Ed. Meyer, Forschungen 1.153-88; A. R. Burn, "Dates in Early Greek

History," JHS 55 (1935) 130-46; and D. W. Prakken, "Herodotus and the Spartan

King Lists," TAPhA 71 (1940) 460-72.

33 2.142. Heracleitus reckoned thirty years (H. Diels, Vorsokrt 22 A 19). Cf.

H. Frankel, "Heraclitus on the Notion of a Generation," AJPh 59 (1938) 89-91.
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of the fifth century. The only way of establishing a chronological

basis for mythology was to construct parallel family trees for the

various great families beginning with the divine ancestor of each one.

It was comparatively rare, however,, for tradition to preserve

a continuous list for as many as ten generations. If there were not

names enough available to cover so long a period of time, some

explanation of this fault in the tradition had to be devised. A con-

venient solution was to maintain that the same name had been

held by more than one member of the family, and that the less dis-

tinguished bearer of the name had been forgotten and his deeds

(if any) falsely attributed to his more illustrious namesake. Such

a procedure was particularly convenient in explaining contradic-

tions in the tradition, when the current tales about some hero were

not entirely consistent. The fragments of Hellanicus show several

examples of characters duplicated in this manner. For example, in

his Persica he maintained that there were two kings of the name of

Sardanapalus,34 one an active conqueror, the other luxurious and

idle; this was his way of explaining the somewhat inconsistent stories

of the wealth of Sardanapalus. Again, in the Phoronis he was

anxious to show that the Pelasgians originated in Argos and bore

that name before they went to Thessaly; accordingly he distin-

guished Pelasgus I, the Argive founder of the line, son or grandson

of Phoroneus, from Pelasgus II, who led his subjects to Thessaly.35

It also seems extremely likely that Hellanicus duplicated Oeno-

maus, in order to complete the genealogical tree of the descendants

of Atlas. In this case we may have recourse to the Bibliotheca of

Apollodorus, that mythological handbook which sets out to clarify

the genealogy of heroic families and most certainly contains a

great deal of material from early mythographic writers. Many of

its details agree with fragments of Hellanicus and it is not necessary

to repeat here the arguments which prove that its author used

Hellanicus as one of his principal sources.36 In the Bibliotheca

Helen, as daughter of Tyndareus, is seven generations removed

from Atlas.37 So also are Priam and Anchises; and Priam's grand-

father Ilus, the founder of Ilium, is distinguished from another Ilus

who dies childless, son of Dardanus and brother of Erichthonius;

" F.63.

Â» F.4 and Jacoby's note: cf. D.H. Ant. Rom. 1.17 and 28.

" The connection between Hellanicus and the Bibliotheca was realized long ago by

L. Preller, Ausgewahlte Aufsatze 29-30.

Â» 3.10.3. See also 3.10.4, and Sir J. G. Frazer's note (Loeb ed., vol. 2, pp. 20-21).
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this Ilus I is great-uncle to IIus II.38 Menelaus' grandfather Pelops

married Hippodameia, daughter of Oenomaus; but Hellanicus, in

his Atlantis or Atlantica, tells us that the daughter of Atlas, Sterope,

had a son called Oenomaus.39 If this Oenomaus is the father of

Hippodameia, Menelaus is only five generations removed from

Atlas. This creates a difficulty, since Priam, Anchises, and Helen

all belong to the seventh generation after Atlas. The obvious

solution is to suppose that there are two persons called Oenomaus;

and if one is grandfather of the other, the genealogies of Helen and

Menelaus work out perfectly in the following manner:

Atlas

Taygete Sterope

Lacedaemon Oenomaus I

Amyclas

Cynortas Oenomaus II

Perieres Hippodameia (m. Pelops)

Tyndareus Atreus

Helen Menelaus

Apollodorus' genealogy of Priam and Anchises corresponds

exactly with this:

Atlas

Electra

Dardanus

Ilus I Erichthonius

Tros

Ilus II Assaracus

Laomedon Capys

Priam Anchises

The Bibliotheca shows this same method in its list of Athenian

kings;40 the list is filled by using the same name more than once,

and here too the hand of Hellanicus can be clearly seen. Apollo-

"3.12.1-3.

"F.19a.

40 3.14.5-15.5. See also C. Frick, Hellanikos von Lesbos und die Athenische

Konigslisle (Progr. Hoxter, 1880) and V. Costanzi, "L'opera di Ellanico di Mitilene

nella redazione dei re Ateniesi." Riv. di Storia Antica, 8 (1904) 203-17, 243-53.
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dorus, however, has not reproduced all the kings from Hellanicus'

list, because he does not go back beyond Cecrops. His list of early

kings is as follows: Cecrops, Cranaus, Amphictyon, Erichthonius,

Pandion, Erechtheus, Cecrops II, Pandion II, Aegeus, Theseus.

The duplication of the names of Cecrops and Pandion suggests the

hand of Hellanicus. But to understand why in this case Hellanicus

should have inserted new kings into the list we must examine what

the chroniclers tell us of his chronological scheme.

Julius Africanus tells us that Hellanicus and Philochorus

reckoned 1020 years from the time when Ogygus reigned in Athens

(the time of the deluge) to the first Olympiad;41 in other words, to

use our modern system of dating for the sake of convenience, they

gave 1796 B.C. as the date of Ogygus (presumably of his accession).

The period from Ogygus to Cecrops, according to Philochorus,42 was

189 years, and, in the absence of contradictory evidence, we may

assume that here too, as in the date of Ogygus, he is following

Hellanicus. Thus the reign of Cecrops begins in 1607, as compared

with 1581 in the Parian Marble;43 if 1796 marks the end, not the

beginning of Ogygus' reign, a generation later, we can bring the

date of Cecrops a little lower; but the earlier date, 1607, will do

just as well. Now the list of kings in the Bibliotheca gives eleven

generations from Cecrops to Demophon, the second successor of

Theseus; and, according to Hellanicus, Troy was captured at the

beginning of Demophon's reign.44 Reckoning three generations to

the century, we count 367 years from Cecrops' accession to Demo-

phon's; and this gives us 1240 B.C. as the date for the fall of Troyâ��

"about 800 years before my time," as Herodotus says,46 evidently

following the orthodox opinion of his day. Thus everything works

out perfectly. But if the list of kings were shortened, if Cecrops II

and Pandion II were left out, the count of generations would be

wrong. It will appear even more clearly later how necessary it

was for Hellanicus to have exactly this number of kings from

Cecrops to Demophon.

Another characteristic of his method is his use of etymologies

and aetiological legends. Like Hecataeus before him, he delighted

Â« Hellanic. F.47aâ��Bus. PE 10.10 (488D). The form "Qyvyos, rather than -ijs, is

preferable. Cf. J. Miller, RE s.v. "Ogygos,"

Â«Fg. 8 (FHG 1.385).

"Section 1 (FGrH 2.993).

"F.152a.

Â«2.145.
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to derive place names from mythological characters: thus Batieia,

"a high place of Troy land," was named after Bateia, wife of

Dardanus (F.24); Acele, a city in Lydia, after Acelus, a son of

Heracles and Omphale's slave girl Malis (F.I 12). He also liked to

explain the names of mythological characters: Pelias, according to

his account, received his name from the livid mark on his face

(kird tirf\iuOt] O.VT& 17 o^ts) where he had been kicked by a horse in his

infancy (F.123) ;46 and as for the iron-smiths of Lemnos, who nursed

Hephaestus after his famous fall from heaven, they were called

Sinties (so he said) because of'' their acts of aggression against their

neighbours" (irapa TO aivta6a.L TOVS ir\ricrlov), since they were the first

to manufacture offensive weapons of war (F.71c). Likewise in the

Atthis he tells us that Munychia was named after an Athenian king

Munychus (otherwise unknown), son of Pantacles (F.42); that the

shrine of Artemis Colaenis was so called because it was founded by

a certain Colaenus (F.I63); and that the Areopagus got its name

because Ares fixed (Â«njÂ£e; root, pag.) his spear in the ground there

(F.38).

Evidently, then, in writing the Atthis Hellanicus did not abandon

the devices which characterized his earlier mythological works.

He applied his old methods to fresh material. With this pre-

liminary conclusion established, the next step is to see what special

peculiarities distinguish his Atthis from his other works, and how

many of these peculiarities become established as part of a literary

tradition.

The first and most striking feature of the Atthis is that it sets

out to cover the whole of Attic history ab urbe condita up to the

author's own time. This does not mean that it approximated in

length to Livy's history of Rome or the universal histories of the

fourth century. The fragments give some indication of its length,

but unfortunately the evidence is incomplete. There are four frag-

ments cited from the first book,47 three of which refer to the period

before Theseus. Of those from the second book, F.42 explains the

origin of Munychia: how the inhabitants of Minyan Orchomenus,

driven from their country by Thracians, came for refuge to Athens,

and King Munychus allowed them to settle in the region which

was called Munychia in his honour. One would expect this inci-

dent of heroic times to occur in Book I; since Book II is specifically

Â« Cf. Apollod. 1.9.8.

" F.38-41.
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cited for the fragment, it must be assumed that the story was told

in a digression. F.45 refers to the Hierophantae and F.46 to the

heroon of Stephanephorus; such discussions of Attic institutions and

cults might come at any point in the narrative. F.43 refers to

Hippothoon, son of Alope and Poseidon, eponymous hero of the

tribe Hippothontis, whose name would naturally appear in a descrip-

tion of the new tribal system established by Cleisthenes.

There remains F.44. Harpocration in his note on Pegae cites

"Hellanicus in the fourth book of the Atthis." The earlier critics

thought that Pegae would most naturally be mentioned in an ac-

count of the Pentecontaetia or the Peloponnesian War, and that

the fourth book was the closing book. This reference to a fourth

book stands alone, however, and Jacoby will not accept it as

genuine, arguing that the Atthis, like the other major works of

Hellanicus, except the Priestesses, consisted of two books only.48

If there are not more than four books, the treatment of the

mythical period may seem disproportionately long. But tradition

about early times was abundant, whereas for the later period, as

far as the fifth century, it was almost wholly lacking except for

certain episodes, like the tales of Cylon and Draco, Solon and

Cleisthenes, and the rise and fall of the tyrants. In the fifth cen-

tury itself, Hellanicus' account of the Pentecontaetia was not de-

tailed enough to satisfy Thucydides. On the other hand, when

he reached the Peloponnesian War and events which had taken

place after his own arrival in Athens, he was in a position to offer

much more detailed treatment. The scholion on the Frogs already

quoted *9 refers to him as describing "the events in the archonship

of Antigenes"; and another scholion on the same play remarks that

"Hellanicus records the minting of a gold coinage in the archonship

of Antigenes." 60 The implication is that he described the events

of these latter years in true annalistic fashion; that the eponymous

archon of each year was mentioned and the events during his term

recorded. Such, indeed, as will appear, was the method of Philo-

chorus for events in the fourth century; and the method of Thucy-

dides is similar. The question is: at what point in Attic history did

Hellanicus introduce this method? The criticism of Thucydides

precludes the possibility that he used it for the Pentecontaetia.

Â« Cf. his remarks in RE s.v. "Hellanikos" 142.

49 See note 5 above.

60 F.I72â��Sch. Ar. Ra. 720, with Bentley's emendation 'EXXcbucos for the meaning-

less fiXAii viKii..
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If we could establish the fact that he gave an annalistic account for

the whole period of the Peloponnesian War, the result would be

most important for the criticism of Thucydides and the first two

books of Xenophon's Hellenica. But a definite conclusion is im-

possible.

It seems, however, that the subject matter of the Atthis falls

naturally into three divisions, and that each division was treated

in a different way: the period of the kings, the historical period

up to the middle of the fifth century, and the period of the Pelo-

ponnesian War. The first book is not cited for any event later

than the time of Theseus and it is commonly believed that Book I

dealt only with the regal period. The fragments themselves and

the division of the material by later Atthidographers show how

much attention was devoted to this mythical age. Hellanicus'

method of dealing with it deserves closer attention.

Starting at the beginning, he would be obliged to establish, or

at least to assert, the claim of the Athenians to be autochthonous.

Harpocration quotes Hellanicus for the statement that the Arca-

dians, Aeginetans, and Thebans were autochthonous:61 he does not

tell us where this statement was made, but it seems most likely that it

came in the Atthis and as a comment on the Athenian claim. Very

few traditions survive about the kings before Cecrops, the immediate

successors of Ogygus. Munychus, who gave his name to Munychia,

is presumably one of these early kings,62 and Colaenus is another.

A scholion on the Birds gives the comment: "Hellanicus says that

Colaenus, a descendant of Hermes, established a temple of Artemis

Colaenis in obedience to an oracle." 63 Pausanias was interested in

this shrine and mentions the tradition that Colaenus ruled in

Athens before Cecrops, as well as the tradition that he led some

settlers to Colonides in Messenia;64 it is likely enough that both

pieces of information came from Hellanicus.

The period from Cecrops to Demophon was marked by four

famous trials before the Areopagus: the trial of Ares, opposed by

Poseidon, for killing Halirrhothius, of Cephalus for killing Procris,

of Daedalus for killing Talos, and finally the trial of Orestes. The

Eumenides had aroused interest in the early history of the Areo-

pagus, and it appears that Hellanicus expected to find this interest

" S.v. airr&xSor(S (F.161).

"F.42. See p. 13 above.

"Sch. Ar. ATI. 873 (F.I63).

" 1.31.5; 4.34.8.
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still alive, perhaps renewed by the oligarchic agitation after the

Sicilian disaster. At the time of the democratic movement in the

sixties, when the Areopagus was shorn of its political powers and

survived only as a court for homicide trials, it was natural that

historical precedent for its judicial activity should be sought.

Aeschylus captured popular imagination by his treatment of the

trial of Orestes; but it is from the fragments of Hellanicus that

we first learn the details about earlier trials. Hellanicus is the first

authority to record in full how Ares was tried for killing Halirrho-

thius. Allusions in the Electro, and the Iphigeneia in Tauris of

Euripides BB show that he did not invent the tale, but it finds no

mention in earlier literature.66 How Cephalus killed his wife Procris

was told in full by Pherecydes;67 but there is no earlier authority

known for the story and for the trial of Cephalus no authority

before Hellanicus.68 So also for the trial of Daedalus, who killed

his nephew and pupil Talos, Hellanicus is the earliest known

authority.59

The absence of these tales from earlier literature suggests that

they were invented for political purposes in the middle of the fifth

century. But it was still open to Hellanicus to improve and

rationalize them and put them in their chronological setting. Ac-

cording to his account, as reported by a scholiast on the Orestes of

Euripides,60 the trials took place at intervals of three generations.

At first sight there seems to be a difficulty in the account. Halir-

rhothius is killed by Ares for attempting to rape Alcippe, grand-

daughter of Cecrops, an event which should most probably be

placed in the reign of Cecrops' successor, Cranaus; Apollodorus

describes the trial in his account of the reign of Cecrops, the Parian

Â« El. 1258-63; IT 945-46.

68 Cf. P. Friedlander, RE s.v. " Halirrhothios" 2268-69.

."F.34 (FGrH 1.71).

68 Cf. Schwenn in RE s.v. "Kephalos" (1) 218-19. See also M. A. Schwartz,

Erechlheus el Theseus apud Euripidem et Atthidographos (Leiden, 1917) 39-43.

69 For later references see van der Kolf in RE s.v. "Talos" 2087.

so There are two separate scholia. The first (1648â��F.169a) gives the actual words

of Hellanicus, but the text is exceedingly corrupt; the second (1651â��F.169b) sums it

up as follows: Tra-foiaiv kv ' fiptioiaiv. kvra.vSa irpCirov iitv "Apijs xal Hoaeiduiv rj-fwvi-

ffavTO' SfjjTfpov fii ij.rrt'<. Tpets "yepeas Ke0aXos 6 AT/iopews tiri yvvaini FlpoKpiSf /cat jutra

Tpfls AaiSaXos 6irl rcj> ade\<pi.5Q TdXejv ctra /xerd Tpets 'Opcarijs, cos 'EXXavtKOs. Max

Wellmann, "Beitrag zur Geschichte der attischen Kbnigsliste," H 45 (1910) 554-63,

thinks that this scholion argues a shorter list of kings than that of Apollodorus, but he

is surely wrong in taking yuerd rpels 7Â«/Â«ds as equivalent to TPÂ£TJJ ycvtQ iWepoc, i.e.

two generations later. See also G. De Sanctis, 'A.r6is (ed. 2) 114-16.
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Marble puts it in the reign of Cranaus.61 The trial of Orestes must

take place in the reign of Demophon, about fifteen years after the

fall of Troy, and this is ten, not nine, reigns later than the reign of

Cranaus. This difficulty, however, disappears when one remembers

that each reign need not correspond exactly with the length of a

generation and that Amphictyon, Cranaus' successor, reigned only

twelve years.62 The trial of Cephalus, therefore, might well be

put in the reign of Erechtheus, four reigns after Cranaus, and

rather more than a hundred years after the first trial; not precisely

three generations or 100 years, but at all events less than four

generations. The chronological scheme of Hellanicus, then, would

be as follows (the dates of course are approximate, and no great

importance should be attached to them, except to the date of the

fall of Troy):

1. Cecropsâ��accession 1607 B.C.

2. Cranausâ��trial of Ares and Poseidonâ��c.1550

3. Amphictyon (short reign)

4. Erichthonius

5. Pandion

6. Erechtheusâ��trial of Cephalusâ��c.1440

7. Cecrops II

8. Pandion II

9. Aegeusâ��trial of Daedalusâ��c.1330

10. Theseus

11. Menestheusâ��fall of Troyâ��1240

12. Demophonâ��trial of Orestesâ��c. 1230-25

The Bibliotheca of Apollodorus mentions various incidents sup-

posed to have taken place in the period before Theseus, some of

which were doubtless recorded by Hellanicus. All earlier char-

acters, however, are insignificant as compared with Theseus him-

self. Plutarch's Theseus shows how much attention was devoted

to this hero not only by Hellanicus but also by the later Atthi-

dographers. It is noteworthy indeed that Plutarch refers to the

Atthidographers for his evidence, rather than to the dramatic and

lyric poets. The place subsequently occupied by Theseus in the

61 3.14.2; Mar. Par. section 3.

62 3.14.6. It is interesting to note that Herodotus gives a reign of only twelve

years to Sadyattes, the third Mermnad king of Lydia (1.15); this short reign offsets

the long reigns of Ardys and Alyattes and the total reigns of the five kings amount to

170 yearsâ��a proper period for five generations. He does not try to achieve such a

perfect result for the earlier Heraclid kings, whose 22 reigns ('with son succeeding

father') cover only SOS years.
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tradition of the Atthis will be discussed in a later chapter. But the

fragments reveal that Hellanicus was instrumental in establishing

a tradition about Theseus, and especially in attributing to him

certain characteristics which made him into an Athenian Heracles.

His work on Ktiseis or Foundings of Cities had doubtless taught

him something about the popular attitude towards national heroes,

and in the Phoronis he had dealt with the legend of Heracles.

Theseus was, in a sense, the founder of Athens since he was re-

sponsible for the synoecism, and a most suitable character for a

national hero. Was he recognized as such before Hellanicus ele-

vated him to this rank?

Reverence for Theseus as an oi/aorifc doubtless goes back to early

times.63 But it is true that the actual aBKoi of Theseus are not

attested before the fifth century. The scanty references to Theseus

in early literature mention only his slaying of the Minotaur and

his abduction of Ariadne and Helen.64 The evidence of works of

art is similar. Apart from the Cretan adventures, some black-

figure vases show him fighting against the centaurs; only one shows

his conflict with the Amazons, although their fight with Heracles

was frequently portrayed. His struggle with the Marathonian bull

is difficult to identify, because of this animal's resemblance to the

Minotaur. The other labours appear for the first time in works

of the fifth centuryâ��for example, in the metopes of the so-called

Theseum at Athens and on red-figure vases. Probably, therefore,

it is fair to say that, though these tales were well enough known in

the time of Hellanicus, much remained to be done by way of re-

arrangement and addition of detail in order to establish a definite

Attic tradition of his life. In this task, Hellanicus' experience as

a mythographer was bound to prove itself useful.

63 De Sanctis, however ('Arffis 22-24), thinks the tradition of the synoecism of

Theseus is of quite late origin; that Thucydides is theorizing on his own, rather than

recording what is generally accepted.

64 F. H. Wolgensinger, Theseus (Diss. Zurich, 1935) 7-9, cites Homer, II. 1.265;

Od. 11.322, 631; Alcman, Stesichorus (Paus. 1.41, 4, 2.22, 6), and Sappho (Serv. Ann.

6.21). He also gives the evidence from works of art. Similar conclusions about the

date of origin of the labours of Theseus were reached over sixty years ago by W. Gurlitt,

Das Alter der Bildwerke und die Bauzeit des sogenannten Theseion in Athen (Vienna,

1875). Cf. also Preller-Robert, Griech. Mylhologie (Berlin, 1921), 2.2.676-756, and

H. Herter, "Theseus der lonier," RhM 85 (1936) 177-91, 193-239, and "Theseus

der Athener," RhM 88 (1939) 224-86, 289-326. Herter's main thesis, that the

glorification of Theseus took place in Peisistratid times is not adequately supported

by the evidence. A new black-figure vase from the Athenian agora, apparently de-

picting one of the combats of Theseus, is reported by T. L. Shear, Hesperia 8

(1939) 229-30.
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The fragments show that among the exploits of Theseus de-

scribed by him were the slaying of the Minotaur, the founding of

the Isthmian games, the expedition against the Amazons, the victory

in Attica over the Amazons, and the abduction of Helen and

Persephone, the latter apparently from the lower world.66 These

are exploits parallel and comparable to the labours of Heracles,

which he treated at some length in the Phoronis. Plutarch gives

enough details to show the method of his treatment, which was

evidently highly circumstantial. The rape of Helen (especially

since it involved a descent on the Peloponnese) could not be omitted,

but there were chronological difficulties: Theseus was more than a

generation older than Helen;66 hence Hellanicus insists that Theseus

was over fifty years old and Helen a child of seven at the time of

her abduction.67 The legend of the Minotaur was more completely

rationalized in the later tradition;68 Hellanicus' work contains no

trace of such rationalization, but instead an exact account of the

circumstances which led to Theseus' departure for Crete: "Hel-

lanicus says," writes Plutarch, "that the city did not send its

young men and maidens by lot, but that Minos himself used to

come and pick them out, and that he now picked out Theseus first

of all, following the terms agreed upon; and he says the agreement

was that the Athenians should furnish the ship, and that the youths

should embark and sail with him carrying no weapons of war, and

that the penalty was to be exacted no longer if the Minotaur were

killed." 69 If this account deprived Theseus of the credit for volun-

teering to go of his own accord, it at least magnified the wickedness

of Minos and the despair of the Athenians who, if they went un-

armed, could never hope to kill the Minotaur.

Up to the time of the Trojan War the chronological scheme

rested upon counting generations. This system could not be con-

tinued further, because tradition did not offer enough material

upon which to build. It might have been possible to continue the

system until the death of Codrus, the last Athenian king; but if

there was no traditional date for his reign, and no tradition about

"F.164-68â��Plu. Thes. 17; 25; 26; 27; 31; F.134â��Sch. Horn. II. 3.144.

" The Trojan War breaks out in the middle of the reign of his successor.

67F.168aâ��Plu. Thes. 31: i^Srj 64 ictvri\iiovT' irr] ytyovws, ws <t>ri<riv 'EXXdi/i/cos,

ra Trepl TT)V 'EXep^p, ou Kad' &pav. F.168bâ��Sch. Lye. 513: </Â»/(rt 8k 6 'EXXdciKos e

ovaav 'EX^c apirayTJvai viro Â®r)<7Â«os.

68 Cf. Philoch. Fg.38-40 (FUG 1.390f.).

"'F.164â��Plu. Thes. 17.
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his immediate predecessors, Hellanicus could scarcely venture to

reconstruct with so little foundation. The same difficulty holds

good for the early archontate; there is no way of telling exactly

what records, whether genuine or falsified, were preserved in the

Metroon, but a mere list of archons' names would be of little help

to him.70

The lack of fragments about the early historical period and

indeed the generally scanty information given in Athenian litera-

ture about the period from the ninth to the sixth centuries suggests

a further conclusion about the Atthis of Hellanicus. Admittedly

it is rash to conjecture the character of a work from the absence of

references, and conclusive proof is impossible. But the negative

evidence about the Atthis is borne out by similar evidence about

the other Atthidographers, and by the text of Herodotus, Thucyd-

ides, and Aristotle's Constitution of Athens. Not only is it un-

likely that Hellanicus had any chronological scheme for this period;

it is unlikely that he even narrated many historical events from

it, for the good reason that neither records nor tradition offered

much material. In the lack of tradition about historical events,

he would be obliged to fill the space somehow with material of

local interest. Fragments of his own Atthis and of the later Atthides

suggest very strongly that this material related to topography and

to religious cults; and his experience in writing the Ktiseis would

render him inclined to seek this way out of the difficulty.

There is no necessity here to emphasize how greatly the later

Atthidographers were interested in religious material.71 Philo-

chorus was himself an Exegetes and is supposed to have written

works on specifically religious subjects: On Festivals, On Sacrifices,

On the Soothsayer's Art. Cleidemus and Phanodemus show a similar

interest. It seems not to be generally recognized, however, that

the tendency of the Atthides to deal with religious matters is the

result of a tradition started by Hellanicus. Of the five fragments

quoted from Hellanicus' second book two are concerned with re-

ligious institutions. Harpocration (5.11. 'lepo^acrTjs) remarks: "Hel-

lanicus has discussed the clan of the Hierophants in Book II of his

70 De Sanctis ('ArSij, 99-116) has made an attempt, which is not entirely convinc-

ing, to show that Philochorus gave a complete list of Athenian rulers as far down as

the founding of the annual archontate. He does not try to reconstruct Hellanicus'

list of kings after Demophon.

71 Cf. A. Tresp, Die Fragmente der griech. KuUschriftstdler, in Religionsgesch.

Versuche u. Vorarbeiten 15.1 (Giessen, 1914).
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Atthis";12 and again (s.v. STÂ«0am;06pos) he distinguishes Stephane-

phorus the son of Heracles (also mentioned by Hellanicus) from an

Attic hero of that name with a heroon "to which Hellanicus refers

in the second book of the Atthis." 73 Another fragment from the

second book speaks of the naming of the tribe Hippothontis,74 a

matter of religious as well as of political importance. The other

two fragments concerning Pegae and Munychia have already been

discussed.76

The fragments of the Priestesses offer further evidence. The

Priestesses is supposed to have been a chronological work, which

dated various events in the Greek world by the name and year of

the priestess of Hera holding office at Argos. The elaborate chrono-

logical statement of Thucydides at the beginning of his second book

takes account of this method of dating: "When Chrysis had been

priestess in Argos for forty-eight years, when Aenesias was ephor

at Sparta and Pythodorus still had four months to run as archon

in Athens, etc." Although it is unnecessary to suppose that this

particular date is taken from Hellanicus' work, it is generally

admitted that the Priestesses dealt with events in the Peloponnesian

War. Stephanus in his note on Chaonia quotes some actual words

of Hellanicus in the third book of the Priestesses: "Ambraciots and

the Chaonians and Epirotes who accompanied them," and this

phrase is most naturally understood in reference to the campaign

in Ambracia of 429, described by Thucydides in 2.80-82.76 Since

fragments of the first book of this work are full of references to

mythical characters like "Macedon, son of Aeolus," and "Phaeax,

son of Poseidon," 77 it must have covered just as large a period as

the Atthis; but if the year 429 had already been reached in the

third book, some portions of the period were evidently treated in

a very perfunctory manner.

It appears, moreover, that the resemblance of the Priestesses

to the Atthis went further than this. The fragments show that it

contained a number of aetia and topographical notes, and of the

ten fragments cited from it only one, besides that already quoted,

" F.4S.

" F.46.

74 F.43â��Harp. s.v. 'AXom;: . . . KepKixScos Svyarrip, lÂ£ j}s K<U II

6 Tijs lJ.7nro8ouvTi5os <t>v\ijs eTrwpujuos, ws 'EXXdi'iKos kv /3' 'A-rOLSos.

Â« F.44, 42. Cf. pp. 13-14 above.

76 F.83: 'AnfipaiiiuTai Kai 01 fttr' ai/rav Xdoces Kal 'HirfipStrai.

"F.74, 77.
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deals with an incident of historical times: the founding of Naxos

in Sicily by Chalcidians and Naxians under the leadership of

Theocles.78 No doubt this event was dated in accordance with

the traditions and records preserved in this Sicilian city. But the

number of fragments not strictly chronological in character suggests

that Hellanicus found the same trouble as in the Atthis; that there

was insufficient material relating to chronology and that the gap

had to be filled by references to myths and genealogy and the

foundation legends of citiesâ��such as the legend that Chaeroneia

was founded by Chaeron, son of Apollo and Thero, and Corcyra

was named after Cercyra, mother of Phaeax by Poseidon.79 A

date, however, had been fixed by some means or other, probably

in Sicilian tradition, for the Sicel emigration to Sicily, in the twenty-

sixth year of the priestesship of Alcyone.80

Furthermore, even if this argument about the character of the

Atthis is in the main an argumentum ex silentio, based on the lack

of fragments referring to historical incidents, the silence is not con-

fined to Hellanicus alone. Both Herodotus and Aristotle's Con-

stitution of Athens are lacking in information about the early

Athenian historical period, except as regards a few incidents. The

lost chapters at the beginning of Aristotle's work appear to have

dealt with legendary and semi-legendary times; his treatment of

the seventh century, which is substantially intact, is extremely

meagre. Plutarch and Pausanias, despite their knowledge of the

Atthidographers, can add very little of genuine historical value.

Even on the historical questions which were popularly discussed,

because they marked epochs in Athenian history, the variation

among the accounts shows the lack of an authoritative version.

Thucydides shows this lack by his protest against what he considers

the current version of the tale of Harmodius and Aristogeiton; he

"F.82â��St. Byz. s.v. XaXitis: . . . 'EXXdviKos 'lepeuoc 'Hpas 0'- "Â©awcXijs IK

\a\KLoos jueTa XaX/aSecoi' KCLL NaÂ£icop & ~i/v<-/\('>/ iroXtv %KTi(7fv." F.81 is disputed.

St. Byz. s.v. Xatpcopcia tells how the town was named after Chaeron; TOVTOV Si pv6o-

\oyovaLv 'A7r6XXcoj>os Kai Q-rjpovs, cos 'EXXdpiKos iv fi' 'lepeicop "Upas. Then follows an

apparent quotation: 'Aftjvcuoi /cat <ol> ptr' aiirSiv liri rods 'Opxo/Ki'ifoj'Tas rat

BOICOTCOJ' iirfpxo^pot Kal Xatpwveiav iroXii/ 'Qpxontviwv tl\ov, which seems to refer to the

Athenian campaign in Boeotia in 447, but does not follow naturally on what goes

before. Jacoby accepts the existence of a lacuna. Wilamowitz (Aristoieles u. Atken

1.281 note) thinks the quotation may be from Theopompus.

"F.81, 77.

80 F.79bâ��D.H. Ant. Rom. 1.22.3: TO ii.kv Sff SixeXiicoc -j-eros OUTCOS Â«Â£eXurÂ«> 'lTaXÂ£aiÂ»,

cos fjifv 'EXXdpiKos 6 Aâ�¬<r/3ios tpijtri, Tpirfj yevefa irpbrtpov TCOC TpcotKCOf, '

fa> "Ap-yÂ« KtiTti TO HKTOV xai AKOITTOV eros.
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finds it necessary to point out that Hipparchus, whom they killed,

was not tyrant at the time, despite the evidence of the famous

scolion :

K.O.I rdv rvpavvov HTav'tTt]V

' 'ABrivas

Furthermore, epigraphic evidence is and apparently always was

lacking. Quotations from and appeals to the so-called axones and

/cup/Sets of Solon, whatever their historical and legal value may be,

prove nothing about the survival of the original wooden tablets

which Solon is supposed to have set up in the Stoa Basileios.

At the same time, the rise of the Solonian legend is not itself an

indication of historical ignorance; it is not necessary for a national

hero, "the father of his country," to be an altogether obscure figure

before legends can accumulate about him.82 More significant is

the fact that, among all the accusations made against the revolu-

tionary oligarchs of the Four Hundred and the Thirty, the charge

of misleading the people by falsifying history never occurs. The

forging of a Draconian constitution appears to have been a com-

paratively safe political manoeuvre; 83 and the proposal of Cleito-

phon to "investigate the ancestral laws of Cleisthenes" seems to

imply the lack of any authentic tradition about the details of his

reforms.84 From the divergent theories of the Atthidographers we

can conclude that by the middle of the fourth century people had

become aware that a great deal of "interpretation" was needed

81 6.54.

82 This is one reason why Plutarch is not necessarily a less trustworthy authority

for the work of Solon than Aristotle. For the prevailing ignorance in Athens about

Solon's constitutional reforms, cf. I. M. Linforth, Solon the Athenian 74-76, 278-84;

Ed. Meyer, Geschichte des Altertums (ed. 2) 3.600, note.

83 This is the prevailing interpretation of the mysterious Draconian constitution,

as described by Aristotle, Resp. Ath. 4; that it was a forgery, made by the oligarchs in

order to supply historical precedent for some of the details in their suggested constitu-

tion cts TOV jueAAopTa \p6vov (Resp. Ath. 30â��31). Cf. Busolt, Griech. Staatskunde 52â��58.

M Arist. Resp. Ath. 29.3 : KXeiro^cop 51 TO. pey dXXa KaQairep Ilu^oSajpos etjrep, Trpovava-

^rjrrjffa.1 5i Tofo a.lpf@kvras fypa^v rous irarptous PO/ZOUS ous KXetotfepTjs WrjKtv ore Kafltar?;

rr]p SijfjiOKpaTiav, oirais dKOutracTes Kttt roirruiv /SouXeiKrcofrat TO apurrov, cl>s ov 8rjnoTLKr)V

&XXd TrapairXrjffiav ovua.v rrjv KXetaOevovs TroAireiac TJJ ZoAcopos. J. A. R. Munro(

"The Ancestral Laws of Cleisthenes," CQ 33 (1939) 84-97, has offered a very remark-

able explanation of this passage; he suggests that there is not merely one constitution

of Cleisthenes but three, of which the first is undemocratic and reactionary; he thinks

that the good reputation enjoyed by Cleisthenes in later times was largely due to the

efforts of his kinsmen, the Alcmaeonidae, whose influence "shamelessly colours, con-

ceals, or distorts the truth."
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before the story of the origins of their constitution could be under-

stood.

In brief, therefore, the argument may be summed up as follows.

No fragment of Hellanicus or of the other Atthidographers refers

to any important Athenian event in the early historical period

which is not recorded elsewhere. The silence of other historical

authorities suggests very strongly that authoritative evidence about

this period was in the main lacking; and this makes us ready to

believe that the silence of the fragments is not merely fortuitous.

On the other hand, in a comprehensive work Hellanicus could not

jump from mythical times to his own day without making some shift

to treat of the intervening period. The evidence of his fragments

and of the fragments of the later Atthides suggests that he evaded

the difficulty by substituting religious and topographical discussion

for historical narrative. It should follow, therefore, that so far as

he established any tradition for the early historical period, this

was a religious rather than an historical tradition. This question

will call for further discussion in later chapters.

It remains to examine the evidence relating to the third portion

of the Atthis, which dealt, as it appears, in more detailed fashion

with events of the Peloponnesian War. The direct evidence is

confined to three fragments. The scholion on the Frogs, referring

to the slaves who fought at Arginusae, has already been quoted.86

In another scholion on the same play it is mentioned that Hellanicus

recorded the minting of a gold coinage in the same year.86 In each

case it is made quite clear that Hellanicus dated the event in the

year of the archon Antigenes, and in the first scholion he is said to

report the enfranchisement of the slaves "when describing the

events in the archonship of Antigenes." There is no explicit refer-

ence to the Atthis and the difference in character of these fragments

from others referred to the Atthis is marked. But fragments of a

similar character from the Atthides of later writers (especially those

quoted from Philochorus by Didymus) seem to show that this kind

of annalistic record was customary in an Atthis; that it was one of

the traditional characteristics of any historical work written under

this title. When so many other features well established in the

literary tradition can be traced back to Hellanicus, there is no good

reason for denying his influence in this particular detail. Accord-

s' F.I 71 (see note 5 above).

â�¢ F.I72 (see note 50 above).
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ingly, these two fragments from the scholia on Aristophanes may

be taken as certain evidence that a portion of his Atthis was devoted

to an annalistic record, with the events of each year grouped under

the name of its eponymous archon.

Unfortunately there is no certain indication, either for Hel-

ianicus or the later Atthidographers, at what date their annalistic

treatment began. Likewise, the uncertainty about the number of

books in the Atthis makes it impossible to know what proportion

of the work was occupied by this section. But at whatever point

he started it, it marked a complete break from the earlier portion,

and it is likely that the break was marked by the beginning of a

new book.

It is worthy of note that Thucydides' history, like Hellanicus',

falls into three divisions, an Archaeologia, a summary of historical

events previous to the Peloponnesian War, and a detailed annalistic

treatment of the later period. But in Thucydides the final portion

is seven times as long as the first two parts put together. Hellanicus

evidently observed a very different proportion and doubtless this

was a feature of his work which irritated Thucydides.

Yet despite the difference in character of the final portion of the

Atthis from the earlier part, Hellanicus did not exclude genealogical

interests altogether from his account of the Peloponnesian War.

This is shown by a third fragment referring to this period, which is

reported in three separate places.87 Andocides, the orator, accord-

ing to Hellanicus, was descended from Hermesâ��a matter of con-

siderable interest since he was suspected of complicity in the affair

of the Hermaeâ��but also from Telemachus and Nausicaa. The

account in the Lives of the Ten Orators is muddled and misses the

point of the genealogy: after mentioning his reputed descent from

Hermes, it adds that for this reason he was sent with Glaucon to

help the Corcyreans against the Corinthians in the conflict preceding

the Peloponnesian War. Clearly Hellanicus gave his descent from

Nausicaa as the reason; because Corcyra was supposed to be the

ancient Phaeacia, and an Athenian of Phaeacian descent would be

a most suitable emissary. Thucydides 88 mentions Andocides, son

of Leogoras, as one of those in command of the ships sent to Corcyra,

but his name does not appear in the Athenian inscription recording

funds voted for this campaign.89 Consequently Thucydides has

87F.170aâ��Vit. X Oral. 834B; F.170bâ��Plu. Ale. 21; F.170câ��Suid. s.ii. 'Ai/ioicJ&js.

88 1.51.

89 M. N. Tod, Gk. Historical Inscriptions no. 55.
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been suspected of a mistake. In his defence it has been suggested

that perhaps Andocides was only unofficially attached to the expe-

dition,90 though it is also possible that Dracontides (whose name is

given in the inscription) resigned in his favour before the expedition

started. In any case, Andocides the orator would have been too

young to be OTPCITT/YOS at the time, and his grandfather, who is

likely to have borne the same name, would have been too old.

Plutarch understands the statement to apply to the orator; but

here of course he may be misunderstanding Hellanicus. If, there-

fore, the appointment was an irregular one, the tale of his Phaeacian

descent may be supposed to explain it. Whether such a reason

was really offered or not is immaterial. The interest of the frag-

ment is that it shows how Hellanicus retained to the end the

interest in genealogy which he inherited from Hecataeus, and

brought genealogical discussion into contemporary questions. One

of the tasks of the next chapter will be to show how far even

Thucydides was influenced by this interest in genealogy, which

was firmly established in the tradition of Ionian historiography.

BIBLIOGRAPHICAL NOTE

The fifth chapter of my Early Ionian Historians is devoted to Hellanicus and a

portion of the chapter to his Atthis. In the preceding discussion it has been necessary

to go over some of the same ground and a certain amount of repetition has been

inevitable. The only alternative to such repetition would have been a poorly balanced

argument with numerous cross-references. Among earlier discussions of Hellanicus

the following may be mentioned:

L. Preller, "De Hellanico Lesbio," in Ausgewahlte AufsiUze (1864).

H. Kullmer, "Die Historiai des Hellanikos von Lesbos: ein Rekonstruktionsversuch,"

Neue Jahrbilcher fur Philologie, Supp. 27 (1901) 44S-691.

F. Jacoby, RE s.v. "Hellanikos."

W. Schmid, Griechische Literaturgeschichte, 1.2.680-92.

For a fuller bibliography see Early Ionian Historians (Oxford, 1939), 233-35.

The fragments are quoted according to Jacoby's edition in Die Fragmente der griech-

ischen Historiker (referred to as FGrH) 1, no. 4. The abbreviations T. and F. are used

for Testimonium and Fragmentum.

90 Cf. e.g. Jacoby's note on F.170; Tod, loc. cit.; G. F. Hicks, Gk. Hist. Inscr. no. 41;

Marchant's note on Th. 1.51; Bockh, Kleine Schriften 6.75.



CHAPTER II

THE PLACE OF THUCYDIDES IN THE TRADITION

Thucydides stands apart from lesser historians by virtue of his

independence of outlook and his skill in applying the principles of

the rhetorical schools to historical writing. It is exceedingly doubt-

ful whether Hellanicus showed any such independence. It is also

quite clear that Hellanicus was not greatly influenced by the rhe-

torical schools, since his style has been characterized as undis-

tinguished and no kind of critical discussion is attributed to him.1

It is, therefore, unlikely that Thucydides owes any of his stylistic

peculiarities or his analytic qualities to Hellanicus. But it is

scarcely to be expected that a writer will entirely disregard the

traditions of his predecessors or free himself completely from their

influence. A search in the text of Thucydides for the features

which we have found to be characteristic of Hellanicus is not made

in vain.

The object of such a search, however, is not merely to establish

a conclusion which most critics would be ready to grant beforehand.

The investigation is necessary in order to show that Hellanicus

does not stand alone in representing the traditions of Athenian local

history in the fifth century. If we find that certain characteristics

which are common to the earlier and the later Atthides are also to

be found in Thucydides, we shall establish a much surer foundation

for any remarks we may make about a continuous literary tradition.

Thucydides expresses his scorn for the manner in which his prede-

cessors had written history;2 but it will become apparent that,

perhaps unwillingly and unintentionally, he helped to keep alive a

tradition which he despised. It will also follow that the later

Atthidographers, reactionary in their methods though they appear

to be, did not entirely disregard Thucydides. They may have set

aside his rhetorical and sophistical characteristics, antagonized, in

all probability, by the exaggerated rhetoric and shallow moralizing

of Ephorus and Theopompus and others of the Isocratean school.

i Hellanic. T.15 (see Chap. 1, note 26).

1 Cf. his famous remarks in 1.22.

27
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But like him, they may still be attempting to produce a "possession

for ever"â��a truthful account of Attic history without bias or

exaggeration. If they fail to produce an enduring work, it is

because, in their anxiety not to deviate from the narrow path of

historical research, they deliberately shirk certain tasks which we

expect a serious historian to undertake; because they attempt to

follow strict principles and to conform to a narrow unchanging

tradition. Thucydides, fortunately, like Herodotus, did not fetter

and confine himself in this way.

This chapter is not concerned with the innovations of Thucydides

except in so far as they are adaptations of older methods. Thus,

in his selection of a theme, the choice of the Peloponnesian War in

particular is a novelty. But there is nothing new in adopting a

particular period for a theme; he says himself that his predecessors

have dealt either with the Persian Wars or with Hellenica previous

to the Persian Wars. In selecting a limited period for treatment

he throws in his lot with Herodotus, rather than with those who,

like Hellanicus, tried to deal with the general history of a particular

state. Like Herodotus again, he sets out to give the causes and

antecedents of the quarrel between the combatants. Like Herod-

otus he has digressions: before the scene shifts to Sicily, he gives a

brief sketch of Sicilian history and of the Greek settlements there,

just as Herodotus seized the opportunity for a digression on Egypt

before describing the campaign of Cambyses in that country. In

his actual treatment of digressions, however, Thucydides differs

greatly from Herodotus. He keeps them within reasonable limits,

does not attempt to put down everything he knows, pays little

attention to the social customs of peoples. He makes no such

ambitious attempt as does Herodotus to trace the previous history

of the combatants or to catalogue their earlier disagreements. In-

deed, his sketch of the Pentecontaetia is an exception to his rule,

and he feels obliged to justify this exception with the excuse that

no good account of that period exists.3 He has no comparable

account of the rise and development of Sparta or the Corinthian

mercantile empire, of Spartan military traditions or the develop-

ment of democracy in the various Greek states.

None of these matters would be irrelevant to his main theme

and it is easy to think of other topics which he might reasonably

have discussed in order to explain more fully the significance of the

Â» 1.97.
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Peloponnesian War. Indeed the absence of such discussions is

one of the reasons which have led scholars to believe that his

account of the Pentecontaetia is an unfinished sketch. This is not

the place to discuss how far the present form of Book I differs from

what its author intended it to be. Fourth-century historians could

not answer this question any more definitely than we can, and there

is nothing to show that they concerned themselves with it at all.

Consequently, so far as its influence on later writers is concerned,

it makes no difference whether or not Book I was completed in

accordance with the original plans of Thucydides, and for the pur-

pose of the present discussion the question is not relevant; it affects

the merits of Thucydides as an historian and a literary artist, but

it has nothing to do with the part his book played in the develop-

ment of a literary tradition. The following discussion, therefore,

will be based on the book as it stands, in the form in which his

literary successors knew it.

In the first book, his digressions are for the most part concerned

with imperial developments that might be considered as in part

responsible for the war or else with specifically Athenian matters.

It is true that his choice of topics is to some extent influenced by

the lack of any accurate treatment of these questions. But in his

general preference for digressions about Athenian matters he shows

an affinity to Hellanicus rather than to Herodotus. His brief ac-

count of the ceremony of public burial, his remarks about Athenian

religious and social traditions (the Hermae, the rural habits of the

Athenians), and his occasional insistence on points of Athenian

topography are all in conformity with the traditions of an Atthis.

These brief digressions or allusions deserve fuller treatment at a

later stage in this chapter.

In one of his early chapters Thucydides admits the possibility

that the absence of sensational stories and curious legends in his

history (TO /ui7 pvdudes O.VT&V) 4 may disappoint his readers. He means

that he will not treat history as though it were myth (an implied

criticism of Herodotus) and that he is not primarily concerned

with legend at all. Certainly, in comparison with Herodotus and

Hellanicus and the Ionian school in general, he devotes very little

space to mythological discussion. But it is not entirely lacking,

and it is instructive to notice the form which such discussion takes

and the occasion for its appearance. He is not concerned with

4 1.22. For the meaning of juuftMes, cf. his use of the word in 1.21.
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establishing the detailed truth about early times. Though ready

enough to express his own opinion on questions of policy or recent

political problems, he is not prepared, like Hecataeus, to offer a

dogmatic account of the heroic age.6 He admits that the history

of very early times cannot be established by research and that the

passage of years has so transformed the tradition that no trust can

be put in it.6 But this recognition of his helplessness has not

blunted his interest in early history. In justifying his choice of a

theme, his first impulse is to compare the Peloponnesian War not

only with the Persian Wars, but with the wars of the heroic age;

and he ventures to say that, in his opinion, formed only after

careful investigation, the warlike movements of those days were

on a comparatively small scale.7 These opening chapters are ex-

ceedingly interesting and, before the development of archaeology,

formed the basis for scholarly opinion about early Greek history.

It is doubtless true that, in its good sense and lack of prejudice,

this discussion is far superior to any treatment of the same theme

by his Ionian predecessors. But it is in the Ionian tradition none

the less, for it is an attempt by rationalistic methods to extract the

nucleus of truth out of the mass of myth contained in the Homeric

poems and the epic cycle.8

The attitude of Thucydides towards Homer is, in a modified

form, the Ionian attitude. He rationalizes the Homeric account

of the Trojan War, maintaining that it was the superior power of

Agamemnon rather than any religious sanctions which enabled

him to rouse the various states against Troy.9 But with details of

Homeric legend he is not concerned. In speaking of the early

inhabitants of Sicily he is obliged to mention the Cyclopes and

Laestrygonians, but dismisses them with the remark that we must

6 Hecat. F.I. Thucydides in his introductory chapters is much less confident in

expressing his opinions. Cf. 1.1.3: rd yap vpi> avrCiv /cat TO. en jraXatTtpa <ra0cos ptv

tiiptiv did. \pbvov irXijdos &56para yv, en 8t TCK/tTjpuo*' QJV eiri jua/cpoTaTop aKOTrovvrl /tot

Trtcreijcrat t;v{4@aivâ�¬if ov /ie'ydXa po/uÂ£"co yevetrdat. cure Kara TOVS TroXe/iOus ovre ts TO. aXXa.

6 1.21: Â« 5i TUV fipijuivuv Ttn^pluv o/juas TotaDra av Tts vo^wv ^aXurra a StijXflov

o&x d/^apTavot, /cat OUTâ�¬ cos TrotJjrat vfjanjKaai ircpi a&rwv kiri TO /mÂ£*op /cocr/ioDi'Tes

Triarevuv OUTC cos hoyoypatpoi avvWtaav eiri TO irpoGaywyoTtpov Tfl ct/cpoacret

OVTCL ave^fXeyKra /cat TCI iroXXd UTTO xpovov O.VTWV dirtcrTcos e?rt TO /

rivprjvBai Si ifr^o-a^iecos tK ran iri<t>a.vÂ«rTa.riM' ar/tntiav cos iroXatd etvai

7 The first twelve chapters of Book I are occupied with this theme.

8 Note especially his use of Â«U6s in 1.4 and 1.10.3, and of ei/cdfeti' in 1.9.4. Cf.

also his references to the Homeric poems in 1.3 and 9; 3.104.4.

* 1.9.1: 'Aya^i/wav rk /zot So/eel" TCOJ* Tore &vva/j.ii irpoiixuv /cat oil TOCTOVTOV Tots TvvSapeia

opKois Ka.Tti\i]pij.'tvovs Toys ^EXe^s /tpjjoTTflpas a'yco*' TOV G-rtikov d^etpat.
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be satisfied with what the poets have said and everyone is entitled

to his own opinion about them.10 But the element of truth in the

story of Scylla and Charybdis is not allowed to pass unnoticed.

When he has occasion to speak of the straits of Messina and the

Syracusan plan to occupy Rhegium as well as Messene, he remarks

that this strait is the traditional site of Charybdis, and that, because

of its difficult currents, it deserves its reputation for danger.11

The Ionian writers had found that the surest way to interest

their readers in geography was to connect certain cities and pro-

montories with Homeric legend. The fragments of Hecataeus'

Periegesis are full of references to Homeric characters and episodes

in mythology. Familiarity with Homer was a qualification which

every Greek writer expected from his readers. He expected it far

more confidently than a knowledge of the real geography of the

west. It is not surprising, then, if Thucydides sometimes falls

back on legend to introduce his readers to unfamiliar lands. The

contemporary quarrels between Amphilochians and Ambraciots

doubtless seemed unimportant to most Athenians, and it is probable

that many of them never even knew about their existence. But,

luckily for Thucydides, he can make the situation seem like a

sequel to a familiar legend. Amphilochus, an Argive, founded

Amphilochian Argos after his return from Troy, dissatisfied with

conditions in his native Argos; then, "many generations later,"

the Ambraciots were admitted to partnership in the settlement and

became hellenized; in time they obtained the upper hand and

expelled the Argive inhabitants; these in their turn asked help

from the Acarnanians and Athenians.12 Thus, with a minimum of

technicalities and introductory explanations, Thucydides is ready

to begin his story of the Athenian activities in that country. Again,

he can readily explain the inability of the Athenians to capture

Oeniadae by reference to the legend of Alcmeon. He can make his

readers understand the size of the Achelous by reminding them of

Alcmeon: how he could not be free from blood guilt till he found some

land which the sun had not seen when he killed his mother; and

10 6.2.1: jraXairaTOi n&> \kyovra.i kv pkpti nvl TTJS x<Â«>Pis KfoXwTres nal Aaiorpi/yom

oiKTJyni, Siy iyu oiire yhos exw Â«7reic o&re 6ir66(v 'tarjXSov fi oiroi airtxwpriaav apKeiru

64 is iroir/Ta.is TI ttpr/Tai KCU coj fKaarrfa -n-rj yiyvuaKti irtpi aiirCiv.

11 4.24.5: Kal %<TTt,v 17 Xapu/35ts K\ijde?cra TOVTO j; 'OSuffffeus XeytTat SiairXcvffai. did

ffrevoTrjTa 5c Kal â�¬K ^e'yaXaH' Tre\a.yQv, TOV Tâ�¬ TvptrijvLKOv Ka.1 TOV ZuceXiKou, !<nrt7rTou<ra TI

OuXnmra is afod KO.I pVMijs o5<ra tucdras x<^f^

Â« 2.68.
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how he at last discovered the newly formed land made by the

deposits of the Achelous and settled on the site of Oeniadae.13

It need not be supposed that Thucydides faithfully believes in

all these myths or expects his readers to do so. Like Herodotus, he

interjects an occasional XÂ«7erai or a>s fyacnv u in his accounts of

legends, as though to remind his readers that responsibility for

belief or disbelief rests with them. On one occasion, indeed, he

protests against the incorrect application of myth to contemporary

history. He insists that Teres, father of King Sitalces of Thrace,

is no relation whatever of Tereus, who married Procne, daughter of

the Athenian king Pandion; that the two men came from entirely

different parts of the country; and he adds a further argument

from probabilityâ��that the Odrysians were much too far away for

their king to contract an Athenian alliance in early times, whereas

Daulis in Phocis was more accessible.15 Like the Ionian mythog-

raphers, he is anxious that legends, whether true or not, should at

least be reasonable.

He recognizes, therefore, that it is a mistake to find any con-

nection between the Odrysians and Athenian mythology. But he

is anxious to point out any connection that can be established

between a semi-barbarian country and old Greek families. Per-

diccas, the Macedonian king, is said to be of Argive origin, de-

scended from the Temenidae in Argos.16 His decision to follow the

Argives in withdrawing his support of the Athenians in 418 is

supposed to be the result of this ancient Argive connection: "He

did not immediately withdraw from the Athenians but contemplated

the step, since he saw the Argives doing so; and he traced back his

own origin to Argos." n Thucydides also thinks it worth while to

give the traditional account of how the Macedonian dynasty estab-

lished itself: how the original settlers drove out the Pierians from

Pieria, the Bottiaeans from Bottiaea; how they settled along the

Axius and between the Axius and the Strymon, driving back the

Eordi and Almopes, and so gradually extended their power.18 His

"2.102.5.

"As in 3.96.1; 6.2.1. Note also the fy in 2.102.5: Xeyerai SI Kal 'AXK^eui-t T<f>

'\lj.fl>iapi.o.\ ore 5^1 dXaadat auT&v jterd TOV tfrbvov rrjs nrjrpos, TOV 'AiroXXaj TO.VTTIV TTJV yrjv

Xprjffai oUflv.

15 2.29.3: This introduction of an argument from TO ti/cos, after positive proof has

been offered, is in the tradition of contemporary Attic oratory.

Â» 2.99.3.

"5.80.2.

"2.99.
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account is a Ktisis in miniature, an account of the founding of a

nation, and it must be remembered that Hellanicus wrote a special

work on Ktiseis, devoted to the foundation legends of various cities.

Konrat Ziegler, in an interesting article on the excursuses in

Thucydides,19 suggests that these digressions from the main theme

are the result of research in the Ionian manner carried out by

Thucydides before he formed his project of writing a history of

the Peloponnesian War. It is certainly true that these digressions

show his affinity to the Ionian tradition and one of themâ��the so-

called Archaeologia of Sicily at the beginning of Book VIâ��is devoted

almost entirely to Ktiseis. First he enumerates the pre-Greek

settlers, beginning with the legendary Cyclopes and Laestrygonians,

then the Sicans, the Trojans, the Sicels, and the Phoenicians There

is no occasion here to discuss the source of his material;20 it is the

manner of presentation which concerns us. He gives the divergent

tradition about the origin of the Sicans, who claimed to be autoch-

thonous though research revealed that they came from the Sicanus

in Spain. He uses the appeal to reason (us nei> elms Kal Xe7ercu) in

support of the story that the Sicels, fleeing from the Opici, crossed

the straits of Messina on rafts. He gives the derivation of the

name of Italy from the Sicel king Italus, a typical Ionian explana-

tion, perhaps borrowed from Antiochus of Syracuse.21 In the

account of the Greek settlements which follows, care is taken to

name the original oiKurral and the date of the settlement.

It does not fall within the scope of this chapter to discuss in

detail the characteristics of Ionian Ktiseis nor the influence exercised

on Thucydides by this particular branch of quasi-historical litera-

ture. The interest of Thucydides in early settlements is relevant

here only because it is one of the points which show his affinity to

the Ionian school and the methods of Hellanicus.22 Apart from the

opening chapters of Book VI and his remarks about the origin of

Amphilochian Argos, it is worth while to note his mention of the

founders (otwcrrol) of Heracleia in Trachis,23 his account of the

attempts to colonize Amphipolis and their date,24 and the claim of

19 "Der Ursprung der Exkurse in Thukydides," RhM 78 (1929) 58-67.

20 Antiochus of Syracuse is commonly regarded as a source for Thuc. here. Cf.

W. Schmid, Griech. Literaturgesch. 1.2.704, where the relevant literature is listed.

21 Cf. D.H. Ant. Rom. 1.35, where the version of Hellanicus is also given.

22 For Hellanicus' account of the settlement of Sicily, cf. F.79 and 82. For his ety-

mologies of tribal and place names cf. F.13, 14, 38, 71.

233.92.5.

"4.102.
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the people of Scione that the inhabitants of Pellene came originally

from the Peloponnese and settled in their new home on their return

from Troy.25

Far more frequent than these remarks characteristic of Ktiseis

are those which recall the style of a Periegesis and the methods of

Hecataeus of Miletus. Such characteristics, as revealed by the

fragments of Hecataeus, are a readiness to connect geographical

sites with heroes and episodes of mythology; an interest in earlier

names of places; a tendency to describe an inland settlement or an

island by giving its distance from the coast; and above all a tendency

to use certain very brief formulae in giving the information. Nu-

merous sentences can be found in Thucydides, which show him

using formulae of description similar to those of Hecataeus. Ad-

mittedly, these formulae might be used by any writer of any age

and their appearance in itself proves nothing. One is justified in

claiming to find the influence of a Periegesis here only because there

are occasions when this conventional style of description is out of

keeping with its surroundings, and the geographical notes seem

uncalled for by the narrative or the argument. I have discussed

this question at greater length in a special article,26 and only a

small portion of the relevant material can be set forth here.

At the end of Book II Thucydides has a digression on the extent

of the Odrysian kingdom and describes the various peoples in it.

In this description there are a number of sentences which, to a reader

familiar with the fragments of Hecataeus and the later Periploi,

recall the style and manner of a Periegesis. For example, he de-

scribes some of the tribes on the boundary of the kingdom as follows:

"In the direction of the Triballi, who likewise are independent, the

boundary tribes are the Treres and Tilataei; these live to the north

of Mount Scombrus and extend in a westerly direction as far as the

River Oscius." Then he adds: "And this river has its source in the

same mountain range as the Hebrus and the Nestus; it is a desolate

and extensive range, bordering on Rhodope." 27 This is an irrele-

vant note for his purpose, though it would be normal and necessary

in a geographical handbook about Thrace.28

Â» 4.120.1. Cf. 7.57.4.

m "Thucydides and the Geographical Tradition," CQ 33 (1939) 48-54.

27 2.96.4: pet J' OUTOS IK roD opous otitvirtp Kal 6 Neoros Kai 6 "EjSpor fan 6i iprjuov

TO opos nal jue7a, Ix<>/urÂ»t> rfjs 'PoSojnjs.

28 Cf. a sentence from Hecataeus, quoted by Strabo (12.3.22â��F.217): txl &' 'AXaftp

3ro\t 7rora/i6s 'OSpfoffrjs p&w StA. Mi>75oj>t?;s TreStou [d?r6 56<7toy] CK TTJS \ip.c7/s TTJS ACUTKU-
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Again, he describes Epidamnus from the point of view of the

sailor on a coasting vessel (like Hecataeus and the later Periegetae):

"A city on your right as you enter the Ionian Gulf." 29 He adds

a note on the neighbouring barbarian tribe, the Taulantii, who

are of no particular interest for the moment, since the tribe plays no

further part in the history and is never mentioned again; but a

geographical description of Epidamnus would not be strictly com-

plete without mention of its barbarian neighbours. As a final

example, his description of Cheimerium may be quoted, whose only

importance is that the Corinthian ships anchored there for a single

night:

There is a harbour there, and above the harbour at a little distance

from the sea a city called Ephyre, in the Elaeatis district of Thesprotis.

Beside the city Lake Acherousia has an outlet into the sea; the River

Acheron, after flowing through Thesprotis, debouches into this lake,

and the lake takes its name from the river. The River Thyamis,

which forms the boundary of Thesprotis and Cestrine, also flows into

the sea there, and between these two rivers the promontory of

Cheimerium juts out.30

The number of geographical remarks which recall the style of a

Periegesis is far too great for them to be quoted in full here. To

anyone not familiar with the fragments the similarity of style sug-

gested by the passages just quoted may not seem particularly

remarkable. But there is a striking difference when Thucydides

describes some site or region which he has seen with his own eyes,

such as the district round Amphipolis. Then the conventional

manner at once disappears and there is both accuracy and character

in his writing. For example: "And Brasidas, realizing this, also

took up a position facing them on Cerdylium; this place belongs to

the Argilli and is on high ground on the other side of the river not

far from Amphipolis, and everything was visible from it, so that

Cleon could not have made a move with his army unnoticed." 31

A reference to the old name of a district does little to make the

geography more intelligible, as when he refers to Orchomenus "for-

merly called Minyan," 32 but by recalling the legendary associations

AiT-Wos 'K 'PvvSaKov !(7/3aXXei. AirA Sutrios is certainly incorrect; see Early Ionian

Historians 70f.

2* 1.24.1: TroXts kv dtt;iq. lffir\kovTi es rbv 'loviov itb\irov.

3Â« 1.46.4.

"5.6.3. Cf. 5.10.6.

32 4.76.3.
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of a place it doubtless helped to rouse the reader's interest, without

the necessity of a mythological digression. Whatever purpose the

device served, it was certainly popular with the logographers, and

became afterwards a favourite mannerism of Alexandrian poets.33

More specifically characteristic of Atthides and reminiscent of

Hellanicus' Atthis are remarks about the topography of Athens,

especially when they concern landmarks or monuments of anti-

quarian interest. The fragments of Hellanicus do not illustrate

his fondness for antiquarianism quite so well as the fragments of

the later Atthides do for their authors. But there is his aetiological

explanation of the names of the Areopagus (F.38) and of Munychia

(F.42); his account of the origin of the Phorbanteum (F.40), the

heroon of Stephanephorus (F.46), and the temple of Artemis Colaenis

(F.I63). Remarks of this kind would be of special interest to the

foreigner visiting Athens, in search of the kind of information that a

modern traveller expects to find in his Baedeker.

In the same manner, when Thucydides has occasion to speak of

the site of the temples on the Acropolis, as evidence that the original

settlement was on the hill, he is led on to enumerate the older

temples and to describe the history and associations of the spring

Enneacrounos, formerly called Callirhoe.34 He points out that the

national sepulchre for those who die in battle is in "the most beau-

tiful suburb of the city." 36 He mentions the Ambraciot spoils

"still to be seen in the Athenian temples,"36 and describes the

Hermaeâ��"the traditional rectangular stone images, found in great

numbers both in the doorways of private houses and in temples." "

He describes the position of Colonus, when recounting the meeting

of the assembly there at the time of the revolution: "it is sacred

to Poseidon, about ten stades distant from the city." 38 And

mention of the Pnyx prompts him to add that this was the place

33 Cf. L. Pearson, "Apollonius of Rhodes and the Old Geographers," AJPh 59

(1938) 443-59.

" 2.15.4-6.

36 2.34.5: Ti&eaffiv ovv ks TO Srjfj.6(7iov trrnjm, 6 kanv kirl TOV KaAXtoTou irpoaoreiou rfjs

TToXecos, KCU atct kv aura) d&TTTouai. TOUS kit TWV TroXe/zcop, irXrjv TOUS kv Mapaflcopr eKeivwc 5Â£

ouLTrpewij TTJV apcriiv KptvavTts avTov Ko.1 TOV T&.<$>OV eiroLijo'av. The view of R. Laqueur,

"Forschungen zu Thukydides," RhM 86 (1937) 316-57, that remarks of this type made

in parenthesis are later notes of the author cannot be accepted.

36 3.114.1.

37 6.27.1: iial 54 KO.TO. T& tinx<apu>v, 17 TtTpayuvos kpyaaia, TroXXoi nal kv ISioiS

irpodbpois Kal kv tepots.

38 8.67.2.
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where the assembly usually met.39 Finally, for the benefit of more

painstaking antiquarians, he mentions the altars dedicated by

Peisistratus, son of the tyrant Hippias, with the inscription in

"faint characters," and the stele on the Acropolis commemorating

the brutality of the tyrants, on which appear the names of Hippias'

five sons.40

Parallel with his interest in historic landmarks and monuments,

and equally typical of the Atthid tradition, is his interest in tradi-

tional Athenian habits, especially religious usage. He gives a full

description of the traditional ceremonies of state burial, as practised

after the first year of the war and in other years.41 He is careful, in

telling the story of the murder of Hipparchus, to point out that the

people carried shields and spears (but not daggers) in the Panathenaic

procession.42 He explains the failure of Cylon's insurrection by

his mistake about "the greatest festival of Zeus": he thought

these words described the Olympic festival and not the Diasia, in

which "the whole people of the Athenians makes offerings, not

ordinary victims, but special sacred offerings peculiar to their local

tradition." 43 He also describes, with considerable attention to re-

ligious detail, the method in which the Athenians purified Delos in

the sixth year of the war.44

But his interest in Athenian traditions is not confined to religious

ceremonies. He traces the rural habits of the Athenians back to

the way of life which they followed before the time of Theseus,

when the different villages in Attica had their own independent

prytaneaâ��a way of life which was not substantially changed by the

synoecism. He shows his familiarity with the changes made by

Theseus, and speaks as though there could be no doubt even about

so ancient an event: "When Theseus became king, he showed

himself both a shrewd and strong ruler, and besides other improve-

ments he abolished the separate council chambers and officials

in the different towns, uniting them all under the present city

89 8.97.1: 4s rf/v \lvnva Ka\ovij.iivi]v, ouirep KOJ. &XXorÂ« cl&6e<rav.

<06.54.7, 55.1. The remark about the faint characters of the inscription is

puzzling to archaeologists, since the stone has been discovered and the lettering is

perfectly clear. Cf. M. N. Tod, G*. Historical Inscriptions p. 11.

" 2.34.

42 6.58.2: Kui ol pb &.vrxwp''l<">-v oio/jtvni TI kptiv avrbv, 6 5i TOIS tiruu>{ipois <j>pacra.s

TOL OTrXa bTro\a.@tiV QeXkyero tvdiis oDs tTrprtaro KCLL et TIS fvptQij eyxâ�¬tpi5iop ?xa)I'' Mer(*

â�¢yap dffTriSov /cai Wparos tluBfaav TOS iro/iTrdj irottiv. This last remark, however, is

regarded as an interpolation by many scholars.

"1.126.6.

"3.104.
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of Athens, where he established one council chamber and one

prytaneum; while they continued to live on their own farms as before,

he obliged them to use Athens as the only city, which, as all con-

tributed taxes to it, became a substantial city before Theseus

handed it on to his successors; and ever since that day the Athenians

have celebrated the Synoikia as a national festival in honour of the

goddess Athena." 46 Then, after mentioning some of the evidence

for the extent of the old city, he goes on: "And so to a great extent

the Athenians lived in independent villages all over Attica, and

after the union under Athens, following their traditional ways,

most of the people, both in earlier and in more recent times, con-

tinued to live in the country where they were born; this custom

continued right up to the present war, and consequently their

removal to the city was not accomplished without hardship." 46

The story of Theseus occupies a very prominent place both in

the Atthis of Hellanicus and in the later Atthides, and it is interesting

to note that Thucydides gives such a careful, though brief, descrip-

tion of his political changes. Despite his expressed uncertainty

over the facts of earlier times, he has no doubt about the way the

Athenians lived "in the reign of Cecrops." 47 There is no trace of

polemic in his writing here, and it may be assumed that the tradi-

tions of the synoecism were well established. On the other hand,

he does not attempt to solve the vexed question of the quarrel

between the Athenians and the Pelasgians,48 though he has occasion

to mention the so-called Pelasgic or Pelargic wall at the foot of the

Acropolis, where people camped out in the time of the war, and he

mentions the curse on the place and the well known warning of the

Delphic oracle :

T& JItXapyiKov apyov

Another episode from more recent Athenian history which he

describes carefully and without any hint of ambiguity is the revolu-

tion of Cylon. He tells the story with full appreciation of the

power wielded by the archons at the time: "In those days the nine

archons managed most of the affairs of the city." 60 He is frankly

"2.15.

"2.16.

47 2.15.1: kvl y&p KexpoTros Kal rSÂ»> Trpuruv fja<r<.\iuv 17 'ATTIKI) es 07)(rea aiei Kara

7T<J/\Â« I V (fKfLTO K.T.X.

" Hdt. 6.137-39.

"2.17. Cf. 4.109.4.

" 1.126.8.
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rather scornful about the sincerity of the Spartans in their request

to drive out "the curse" which rested on the Alcmaeonidae by

expelling Pericles,61 but appears to have no doubts about the facts

of the story. The tradition of Cylon, like that of the synoecism,

was evidently well-established.

Much more controversial is his account of Harmodius and

Aristogeiton.62 Here too he is not content merely with pointing

out the error of the current versions. He tells the whole story on

an even more flimsy excuse than those which introduce the accounts

of Theseus and Cylon. He says that the fear of tyranny, revived

by the dictatorial ways of Alcibiades, was originally inspired by the

cruelty of the sons of Peisistratus,53 but that the Athenians were

shamefully ignorant of the facts about Harmodius and Aristogeiton.

The story, which he proceeds to tell, offers a commentary on the

methods of the Peisistratids: their contribution to Athenian pros-

perity, their quasi-constitutional rule, coupled with dependence on

a strong bodyguard. It is not strictly relevant to the study of

the Peloponnesian War, but it is a distinct contribution to Athenian

local history.

These three incidents, the synoecism, the revolution of Cylon,

and the story of Harmodius and Aristogeiton doubtless occupied

the attention of Hellanicus. They are three of the very few well-

established landmarks in Athenian local history. Of Codrus, Draco,

Solon, and Cleisthenes, equally prominent figures in Athenian local

history, Thucydides says nothing. His only other contribution to

strictly Athenian, as opposed to imperial history, in the period

previous to the Peloponnesian War, is his remark that the Helleno-

tamiae were first appointed when the tribute was assessed for the

allies, and Athens undertook the leadership against Persia.54 To

judge by the fragments, it was this kind of historical detail which

interested the later Atthidographers rather than the more stirring

incidents of the Pentecontaetia. It is perhaps a curious coincidence

51 Note the SijOfv in the opening passage of chap. 127: TOVTO Sf/ rb a-yos oi Aaxe-

Satfjiovtoi txtXevov cXavveiv Srjdev rots dtols Trpurov Ti/zcopoDpres.

52 6.54.1: T& yap ' ApiaToydTovos KO.I 'AppoSiov ToXfÂ«7jua Si' ipdinnriv ^vvrvxiav

tTrtx(ip'f]07J' nv ^Tw tKi TrXeoy diijyri<ra.fjLevos a7roipai>& ovre TOUS aXXous ovre abrous 'Adrjvaiovs

Trtpi TWJ> <r<t)â�¬Tcpwv Tvpavvuv oi>6Â£ Trepl TOV yfvofj.fvov aKpi/3es ovdlv \kyovTas. Cf. 1.20.2:

'Aftjvaiwc yovv TO irXijflos "Iwapxov otavrai v<t>' 'Appodiov Kai 'ApuTTOfeiTOVos riipavvov

ovra. dTrodapeTp, Kal oijK Iffafftv OTL 'IirTrtas n& irptapbraTOs &v fox* TWV

tfr.

"6.53.3.

" 1.96.
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that Thucydides mentions this detail just before recording his

dissatisfaction with the account of this period in Hellanicus and

beginning his own account of it.

Since Thucydides makes the specific complaint against Hellan-

icus that he gives insufficient information about dates, it is worth

while to examine in some detail the chronological indications which

he gives himself. For the early period of Athenian history he gives

no such indications, and there are no traces of his reckoning by

generations, except the remark that the celebrated sea fight between

the Phocaeans and Carthaginians took place "many generations

after the Trojan War." 66 On the other hand his account of the

colonization of Sicily abounds in dates. The Sicel invasion of

Sicily is said to be "about three hundred years before any Greeks

settled there," 66 and the dates of the Greek settlements are reckoned

from the time of the pioneer settlement at Naxos by the Chalcidians.

No date is offered for the founding of this colony, no indication

given with what events in the old Greek world it coincided. But

the settlement of Syracuse is definitely dated in the following year,

that of Leontini "in the fifth year after Syracuse," that of Gela in

the forty-fifth, and so on.57 Here Thucydides is evidently following

a well-established tradition, though a purely Sicilian one, which is

not concerned to show the chronological relations with events in old

Greece. Except for the remarks about Hippiasâ��that he was de-

throned in the fourth year of his tyranny and appeared again at

Marathon nearly twenty years later, when an old manâ��68 he offers

no date for any strictly Athenian event prior to the fifth century.

The alliance of Plataea with Athens, ninety-two years before its

fall in 427,69 is an event more important to Plataea than to Athens,

and it is more likely that he knew its date from a Plataean than

from an Athenian source. So also the dates of the various attempts

to colonize Amphipolis 60 are likely to come from an Amphipolitan

source.

In the fifth century (apart from the year-by-year dating of

events in the war) a number of events are dated exactly. Thus,

the first congress at Sparta, at which both the Corinthians and

66 1.14.1.

"6.2.5.

"6.3.1â��4.3.

" 6.59.4.

"3.68.5.

" 4.102.
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Athenians speak, is said to take place "in the fourteenth year since

the signing of the thirty years truce after the revolt of Euboea." 61

Again, the invasion of Attica by Pleistoanax is said to have been

"fourteen years before the present war." 62 A much more elaborate

statement of the date of the first hostile act, the Theban attack on

Plataea, is given at the beginning of Book II: "The Thirty Years

Peace made after the capture of Euboea remained in force for four-

teen years; in the fifteenth, when Chrysis had been priestess in

Argos for forty-eight years, when Aenesias was ephor at Sparta and

Pythodorus still had four months to run as archon in Athens,

in the sixth month after the battle of Potidaea, at the beginning of

spring." 63 This is the key date for all the subsequent narrative of

Thucydides, which makes it possible to dispense with such detailed

statements in the rest of his work. A point is being fixed, by which

all events connected with the Peloponnesian War may be dated.

The actual crossing of the border into Attica was about eighty days

after the attack on Plataea.64 The Peace of Nicias was signed

"when winter was merging into spring, immediately after the City

Dionysia, when just ten years and a few days had elapsed since

the invasion of Attica for the first time took place and the war

started." 66 Again, this peace, made when Pleistolas was ephor at

Sparta and Alcaeus archon at Athens, remained nominally in force

for six years and ten months.66 The whole Peloponnesian War,

including the period of unstable peace, lasted twenty-seven years

and a few days.67 Thus the chronological framework of the history

is complete; without any further necessity for naming ephors or

priestesses of Hera in Argos, events can be dated by referring them

to the winter, spring, or summer of the third, sixth, or fourteenth

year of the war.

Nothing could be simpler than such a scheme, and Thucydides

defends its accuracy as compared with the system of dating by

archons or other officials and saying that an event took place at

Â« 1.87.6.

"2.21.1.

63 2.2.1. According to the MSS. Pythodorus had only two months to run, but

Kriiger's emendation of Si/o to riaaapas is generally accepted.

61 2.19.

Â«5 5.20.1.

66 5.25.3.

67 5.26.1-3. We are not concerned with the strict accuracy of this dating. For

a discussion see J. A. R. Munro, "The End of the Peloponnesian War," CQ 31 (1937)

32-38.
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the beginning or in the middle of their term of office.68 This latter

method seems to have been followed by Hellanicus in the last

portion of his Atthis; M it was certainly adopted by Philochorus 70

and most probably by the other Atthidographers as well. Hel-

lanicus, moreover, in his Priestesses of Hera, seems to have tried to

construct a chronological scheme on a Panhellenic scale, dating

events by these priestesses in Argos and the year of their office.

Presumably it is through respect for this work of Hellanicus that

Thucydides refers to the priestess Chrysis in 2.2, and again in 4.133,

when he describes how the temple was burnt and she fled to Phlius,

her place being taken by Phaeinis; he adds that her term as priestess,

thus abruptly terminated, had covered eight and a half years of

the war.

On the other hand, in his Archaeologia of Sicily he differs sharply

from the chronology of Hellanicus at one point. Hellanicus re-

corded that the Sicels left Italy "in the third generation before the

Trojan War, during Alcyone's twenty-sixth year as priestess in

Argos"; he recorded two waves of migration, first that of the Elymi

driven out by Oenotrians, and then, four years later, that of the

Ausones, driven out by lapyges.71 Thucydides makes these move-

ments subsequent to the fall of Troy,72 though without any indica-

tion that he is correcting his predecessor. If he owes any of the

dates that follow to the Priestesses of Hellanicus, he does not give

any indication of his debt; and his preference for a purely relative

system of dating suggests very strongly that he distrusts the calcu-

lations of Hellanicus and is content with the local tradition.

It is also worth noting that Thucydides dates only one event

by the day of the month: the Argive invasion of Epidaurian terri-

tory. Here he gives not the Attic but the Dorian month, the

twenty-fourth day of the month preceding the sacred Carnean

month;73 for this date, then, his source of information is doubtless

not Attic at all.

â�¢Â« 5.20.

Â«Â» Cf. Chap. 1, p. 14 above.

70 Cf. Didymus, In D. (ed. Diels-Schubart) 1.19: tcpoBth &pxovra NIKO/ZOXOV <$Â»r\ai.v

ourco?. 7.18: Trpoflets ap\ovTa. "J'tXo/cXta 'Aca^XOortoj*. 13.44: ytyove 5' CLUTTJ /car*

'AiroXXo&opov &pxovra, Ka6airâ�¬p iffropei 'J'cXoxopos- Cf. below, Chap. 6, pp. 121â��132.

71 F.79b. Cf. Early Ionian Historians 227-30.

72 6.2.3: 'IXiou 5e dXiovco/iexou T&V Tprixov nvb . . . A.</>IKVOVVTIU. Then the Sicels

come: trri lyyiis rpianbaio. irplv "EXXijyas is i'lM.Xiuc

7Â» 5.54.3.
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Since Thucydides introduces his sketch of the Pentecontaetia

with the complaint that "Hellanicus dealt with this period briefly

and with too little exactness in the matter of dates," the reader

naturally looks for as much accuracy as possible in the twenty

chapters that follow this declaration.74 This expectation is not

fulfilled, and the history of the period is consequently full of chrono-

logical difficulties; the campaigns of Cimon and the Egyptian expedi-

tion provide noteworthy examples of such problems. Although one

may excuse brevity and the omission of material on the ground that

Book I lacks final revision, one would expect even preliminary

notes to contain the essential dates; it seems better, therefore, to

blame the inadequacy of his sources for his shortcomings. The

various chronological problems of the period have been discussed

many times,76 and all that need be pointed out now is the manner in

which Thucydides indicates the passage of years.

The opening chapter of his narrative of the period begins without

any indication of date: "first" comes the capture of Eion; "then"

the settlement of Scyros; "after this" the revolt of Naxos.76 After

a brief discussion of the grievances of the Athenian allies, we learn

that the Battle of the Eurymedon took place "after this" and the

revolt of Thasos "later on." 77 So it continues right through the

twenty chapters; the same formulae and others like them recur.78

When more precise indications of date occur, they are given in

relation to an event which has not yet been exactly dated: we learn

how long the Thasians resisted the Athenians, how long the helots

Â» 1.98-117.

"Among recent discussions may be mentioned W. Wallace, "The Egyptian

Expedition and the Chronology of the Decade 460-450 B.C.," TAPhA 67 (1936)

252-60. Beloch, in his narrative of the period, departs from the account of Thucydides

very considerably (Criech. Gesch. 2.2.178-216); for a rebuttal of his arguments see

W. Kolbe, "Diodors Wert fur die Geschichte der Pentekontaetie," H 72 (1937) 241-69.

Cf. also Allen B. West, "Thucydidean Chronology anterior to the Peloponnesian

War," CPh 20 (1925) 216-37.

78 1.98: Trp&Tov tiiv 'HtApo Tr/v iirl Zrpv/iinn MrjSuv 'txtÂ»'T<Â»v xoXtop/cia tl\ov nai

â�¢ijvdpairoSitTav, Kfjuupos TOV MtXna5oy crrpaTJ/'yoDj'TOs. ^Tretra Z/cDpop TJ)J> kv rep Aiyaly

VT)GOV, ffv &KOVV AoXoTres, rjvSpairoSLtTav /cat a>/aaay abroi. irp6s 5i KapuoTtous auTots

avtv T&V aXXcop Eu^oec*)? ir6XÂ«/xos tykvtro, Kai xpfo<? ^vveftrjaav KaO' onoXoylav. NaÂ£Â£ots

5i ajroo-Tacrt fitra. TO.VTU iiroKkiaitrav Kai iro\iopKla TrapiaTt[ua.vro.

77 1.100.1â��2: fjiera raura . . . xpwv ^ vtrrepov.

78 Cf. 1.114â��115: ficra. 5e raDra ou TroXXcp uorepoc Efy3oia airkarrj airo 'A.0rivalo>v. . . .

icai /xerd TOVTO ol He\OTrovvfjcrLoi TTJS 'ArrtK^s ts 'EXeuCTTya /cat @ptwfe ecr/3aX6j'Tâ�¬$ i$j)i*)oa.v.

. . . /cat 'Aftjcaiot irdXty is Eu^otav 8ia/3d>'Tes HepiKXeous arpartlyOVVTOS /caTâ�¬crrpe^aÂ»To

Tacrac. . . . dyaxwp^aai'Tes 6i dir' Kvfioias ob TroXXtji vartpov ffTrovfias firotrjffavTO irpds

A.aK(5tt.LfjLoviovs /cat TOUS ^Vfipaxovs Tpta/cocTOUTets.
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maintained themselves on Ithome (though there is a textual diffi-

culty here), and how many years the Egyptian expedition lasted; 79

but we do not learn exactly when the hostilities in each instance

started. Relative dating of this sort is fairly common,80 such as

would be perfectly satisfactory if we had a solid foundation on

which to build, like the second chapter of Book II which provides

the basis for all the dates of the Peloponnesian War.81 The lack

of such a basis for his account of the Pentecontaetia makes one

wonder whether Thucydides has really justified his criticism of

Hellanicus; and the meagre indications in fragments of later his-

torians make one wonder whether very much more precise informa-

tion was in fact available.

It remains to consider one more point of resemblance between

Thucydides and the Atthides. The fragments of Philochorus quoted

by Didymus show that this author followed an annalistic system

in describing the events of the fourth century. Evidence for the

closing portion of Hellanicus' Atthis is very scanty, but there is

just enough to suggest that he used this method for the period of

the Peloponnesian War. Lack of fragments renders it quite im-

possible to know what episodes, if any, he singled out for special

treatment or how complete he was in recording the skeleton of

military and political movements. It does seem worth while, how-

ever, to note what traces there are in Thucydides of an annalistic

style, apart altogether from his system of treating the events of

each year separately. His method is to single out certain episodes

for detailed treatment, but there are other events which he records

in bald and brief sentences, in what may fairly be called the style

of the chronicler or annalist.

In describing the opening year of the war, Thucydides devotes

most of his attention to the incident at Plataea and its immediate

consequences, the preparations on both sides for the invasion of

Attica and the invasion itself. The offensive movements of the

Athenians are treated in rather summary fashion. But there are

three chapters in particular which deserve quotation :

'Â» Thasos, 1.101.3. Ithome, 1.103.1: ol &' iv 'ISciM! SeK&Tt? (reraprv, Kruger)

erei, ws oft/ten iovvavro iunk~)(iiv, Â£vvtf)iri<Tav jrpAs rods \aK(Sai/jioviovs. Egypt, 1.110.1:

ovrta nlv TO. TWV 'EAA^ywi' Trpa.yfjta.Ta k$&a.pi] ?Â£ err) iroXc/^ffavTa.

80 E.g. 1.112.1: varepov bk &ia\nrovTwv trav rpiG>i> inrovSal ylyvovrai He\owovvri<Tlois

Kal 'AflTjvaiotj râ�¬i>T(T(Ls. 1.115.2: tKTtf SI (TO. 2a/uoÂ« /cat MI\TJO-IOÂ« jroXe/ios kykvtro.

81 Cf. above, p. 41.
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And about this same time the Athenians sent out thirty ships off

Locris, with the object also of keeping watch over Euboea; the com-

mander of them was Cleopompus, son of Cleinias. And making some

landings he ravaged some of the districts along the seaboard and

captured Thronium and took some of the people as hostages; and at

Alope he won a battle over some Locrians who came out to resist

him. . . .

And in the same summer at the beginning of a new lunar month,

which indeed seems to be the only time when it is possible, the sun

was eclipsed after midday, and became full again after it had become

crescent-shaped and some stars had been visible. . . .

Atalanta was also fortified by the Athenians as a guard post at the

end of this summer, an island off the coast of the Opuntian Locrians

which was formerly uninhabited; the object was to prevent pirates,

who would sail from Opus and elsewhere in Locris, from making

raids on Euboea.82

Again, in the second year, an attempt of the Spartans to conquer

Zacynthus is described in equally summary fashion :

The Lacedaemonians and their allies during the same summer made

an expedition with a hundred ships to Zacynthus, the island which

lies opposite Elis; the inhabitants are colonists of the Achaeans in

the Peloponnese and were in alliance with the Athenians. On board

the ships were a thousand Lacedaemonian hoplites and Cnemus, a

Spartiate, was in command. Landing on the island, they went

plundering over almost all of it. And when the inhabitants did not

submit, they returned home.83

Subsequent books contain equally short chapters written in the

same bald style, often without any explanation of the objects of a

movement or its consequences, though it is from such brief state-

ments in Thucydides that the policy of the Athenians in the Archi-

damian War must be deduced. In Books VI and VII, when most

of the narrative is taken up with his main theme, the progress of

the Sicilian expedition, the parenthetic paragraphs describing other

incidents of the war are particularly remarkable. After a descrip-

82 2.26: vir6 51 r6v ahrov xpovov rovrov 'Adrjvaloi TptaKovra vavs k^tre^av Trept TI)P

AoKplSa Kal EfyJoias afta <t>v\a.Kriv farparriyii Si abrav KXeoTropiros 6 KXeii/iou. Kal

airofia.<rtis iroLijffafjievos TTJS re irapadaXacrfflou ivriv a e5fla;crâ�¬ Kal @poviov eiXcp, &IITJPOVS

re ZXafiev abr&v, Kal kv 'AXoirfl TOUS {3aij6Jl]<ravTas AoKpcoc ju&XT? cKpaTT/trei/. . . . 2.28 : TOU

5' airrov Bkpow vovprivia Kara afMiinjV, Siaiftp Kal pbvov doKti clvai yiyyeaffai Suvaror, 6

rjXios Â£Â£Â£Xi7re IJKTO. neaimfSptav Kal TTO\IV dveTrXijpwflj;, ytvo/ifvos jui)coÂ«5i)s Kal aarkpav

rwGiv 6Ktj>avevTtoV. . . . 2.32 : ereixiffdrj 6^ Kal 'AraXai'TJ/ fnro 'Adtjvatctiv tppobpiov TOU

0cpous roirrov reXcuraij'Tos, 17 eirl AoKpoTs TCHS 'OirovvTtois ?7J<ros f.prnj.T] Trporepov ou<ra,

TOU /ii) XflffTas ^KTrXewTas &j 'OTTOVPTOS Kal TTJS fiXXijs AoKpWos KaKovpyeiv r-f/v E6f}otai>.

Â»â�¢ 2.66.
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tion of the preliminary negotiations between the Athenians and the

Egestaeans, before going on to give the speeches of Nicias and

Alcibiades in the assembly next year, he gives a brief and entirely

formal record of the Spartan invasion of the Argolid and the Argive

resistance with Athenian aid; and also of the Athenian movements

in Macedonia.84 Again in Book VII, where the unity of the narra-

tive is even more complete than in Book VI, there occurs this iso-

lated sentence: "During the same summer, towards its close, the

Athenian general Euetion, in conjunction with Perdiccas, also made

an expedition against Amphipolis with a large number of Thracians;

he did not capture the city, but bringing triremes round into

the Strymon besieged it from the river, using Himeraeum as his

base." 85 Amphipolis and the Athenian difficulties in Thrace seem

so far removed from and almost irrelevant to the problems of

Nicias in Sicily, that most readers would pass this chapter by,

scarcely noticing it. Nothing has been said about Amphipolis or

the Thracian situation in the whole of Book VI, no attempt is

made to trace developments there since the Peace of Nicias; con-

sequently this isolated record of Euetion's campaign seems almost

pointless.

In Book VIII the situation is entirely different. Here there is

scarcely any attempt to concentrate on a single aspect of the war

as in Books VI and VII. The historian records different events all

over the Greek world without singling out particular episodes for

special treatment, and the consequent lack of continuity in the book

renders it less interesting and makes this period of the war far less

vivid than the earlier years. Hence the reader is less likely to be

startled by the occurrence of passages in annalistic style such as

those quoted in the previous paragraphs. There is not the same

remarkable distinction in style between one chapter and another.

The reason for these special characteristics of Book VIII, its lack of

speeches and critical passages, though often discussed, has never

been satisfactorily established, and the question cannot be taken

up here. In this book, perhaps because the war has now officially

started again, Thucydides seems much more concerned to be com-

plete in his account than formerly. Consequently the annalistic

passages become less brief and concise, whereas episodes of the type

that previously enjoyed full treatment are dealt with in less detail.

"6.7.

Â« 7.9.
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It appears, indeed, that the author is trying to find a compromise

between the method of the annalist and that of the selective and

critical historian. Whatever the truth may be, the result was

disastrous for the future of history writing. Xenophon modelled

his style on that of Book VIII rather than on the earlier style, thus

preparing the way for a return to the older type of chronicle history.

From the point of view of the present investigation Book VIII

presents certain other peculiarities apart from those generally em-

phasized. It contains no mythological digression at all and none

of the characteristic marks of Ktiseis which are found scattered

through all the other books. It is full of geographical parentheses,

remarks characteristic of a Periegesis, more so than the earlier

books; but such remarks never include mention of an old geo-

graphical name or lead to any mythological allusion as is the case

elsewhere. The two remarks about the topography of Athens,

describing the position of Colonus and the fortifications of the

Peiraeus,86 include no allusion to the legendary associations of the

former nor the history of the latter place, such as he might reason-

ably have added. There is no mention of any date beyond the

normal division of activities into years and seasons. In other

words, except for the brief passages of geographical explanation,

the features which have been found to be characteristic of an Atthis

are lacking in this book.

In general, however, except for the refusal to date events by

archonships, Thucydides has not discarded any of these features.

His historical work stands apart from the Atthides because his

innovations are of such a striking nature as entirely to overshadow

his connection with the older tradition. The foregoing discussion,

if taken by itself, would be absurdly one-sided and disproportionate

as a critical estimate of his work. Indeed, for the student of

Thucydides these traditional characteristics are quite unimportant.

They are important only for the student of a literary tradition, who

is concerned to see whether or not Thucydides has completely

broken away from it, and their presence shows that he has not been

able to do so. Such loyalty to a tradition cannot be argued as a

point either for or against him. The same thing might be said,

though in less categorical terms, of Herodotus, whose relation to

the Ionian tradition is a much closer one and who makes a less

Â» 8.67.2, 90.4-5.
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determined and conscious effort to strike out a new line for himself;

he cannot be blamed for following a well-established tradition, but

he must certainly be praised for having breathed new life into it.

Both Herodotus and Thucydides have peculiar individual touches

which distinguish their work from the commonplace. Their suc-

cessors made little or no effort to copy these individual touches;

and they substituted nothing in place of them to enliven the bare

bones of annalistic narrative, except when they tried to make

history conform to the rules of the rhetorical exercise.



CHAPTER III

THE SUCCESSORS OF THUCYDIDES

Just as the real distinction of the work of Thucydides is some-

thing quite apart from the traditions of Attic local history, so also

the new tendencies of history writing in the fourth century are alien

both to the Atthis tradition and to the old spirit of Ionian histori-

ography. The link between history and oratory becomes a much

closer one, and the pupils of Isocrates lead the way in indulging a

fondness for moral reflection. The fragments of the Atthidogra-

phers, on the other hand, show little or no trace of these new

tendencies. It is not necessary, therefore, for the purpose of the

present discussion, to examine the special characteristics of fourth

century authors, any more than it was necessary to discuss the

distinguishing features of the history of Thucydides.

At the same time, however, the characteristics which were dis-

cussed in the preceding chapters continue to appear in greater or

less degree in all the historians of the fourth century. The interest

in mythology and Homeric interpretation, in geographical detail and

traditions about the founding of cities is still apparent; traces of it

can be found in the fragments of Ephorus and Theopompus as well

as in Xenophon's Hellenica and Aristotle's Constitution of Athens.

In examining the work of Cleidemus and Androtion we cannot

speak of the influence of Ephorus and Theopompus, since all these

writers were contemporaries. But it will be worth while first to

see what part the familiar traditional elements play in the work of

the more immediate successors of Thucydides.

There is one writer belonging to the fifth century, a contem-

porary rather than a successor of Thucydides, whose work calls for

brief discussionâ��Stesimbrotus of Thasos.1 It is true that the frag-

ments (which are very few in number) seem to represent him as

more typical of the fourth century than of the fifth; but Plutarch

and Athenaeus insist that he is a contemporary of Cimon and

1 The fragments are in FGrH 2 B, no. 107. See also W. Schmid, Griech. Literatur-

gesch. 1.2.676-78, R. Laqueur, RE s.v. "Stesimbrotos," Busolt, Gr. Gesch. 3.1.7-31,

Wilamowitz, H 12 (1877) 361-67.
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Pericles,2 and in the Platonic dialogue Ion he is held up as one of

the standard fifth century authorities on Homer.3 He is, in fact,

a precursor of the fourth century writers; like the Atthidographers,

he combined discussion of Athenian history with that of religious

ritual; and like Ephorus and the lonians he was interested in

Homeric problems. He is credited with a work On Themistocles,

Thucydides, and Pericles, to which Plutarch refers for a number of

unimportant and untrustworthy anecdotes about the personal life

of Cimon, Themistocles, and Pericles.4 This type of anecdote plays

its part in Herodotus, but is almost completely lacking in Thucyd-

ides; he does not even record the gossip about Pericles and Aspasia,

so that without Plutarch's help it would be difficult for us to

appreciate the Acharnians. In the fourth century the emphasis on

scandalous detail was very general; Theopompus, for example, is

said to have taken particular delight in "revealing the mysteries of

false righteousness and unsuspected villainy." 6

This gossipy or (as Wilamowitz maintains) venomous work of

Stesimbrotus would probably be interesting reading. The frag-

ments of his other work On Ritual (liepl TeXerai') are trifling;6 but the

title is worth noticing; it shows that there is a literary precedent

in the fifth century for Philochorus" work On Sacrifices (Htpl &v<n&v).

Xenophon's Hellenica calls for a closer investigation, since it is

the only complete historical work that concerns us in this chapter.

Xenophon was anxious, particularly in the first two books, to be

loyal to the Thucydidean tradition, and he is consequently sparing

with his anecdotes.7 By omitting the less creditable stories about

Â» Plu. dm. 4.5; Ath. 13.589Dâ��FGrH T. 1 & 2.

3 530Dâ��T.3: oljuat K&XXtora &i*6p&Trwv \tytiv Trepl 'Oju^pov, ws oftre MT/TpoSajpos 6

Aaju^<a(ojj>6$ oure ZrT/trtju/SpoTos 6 @a<rtos oDre rXauKwp OUTâ�¬ aXXos ou5ets rCiv ir&iroTe

ytvonkvuv effxtv etTreZp ourco TroXXas KCU KaXas diavolas irepi '0/zi7pou offas tyu.

'Them. 2.3â��F.I: KO.LTOL Sr^tri^poTos 'Ava^ayopov rt Sianovtrai rbv Â®Â«jiuoTOKX4a

<$n\ai K.a.1 irtpl M(\t<raov airovSaaai ^ov <t>vaiKoi>. Per. 13.16â��-F.lOb: 2rriffip[ipoTos 6

Â©dffios Setrof a<re/3?7jua KCLI fjivBuS^s QtvtyiitLV fToXprjtrtv els rfjv yvvoLKa TOV viav Kara TOV

IIepuÂ£X&>us. Cf. Ath. 13.589Dâ��F.lOa: ffv &' OVTOS avr/p irpos afypoblaia TTO.VV Ka.Ta.<jxpris,

5<TTts Kai rjj TOV vtov yvvaud avvijv, us STTffft/zjSporos 6 @a<rtos iaropfi, Kara TOIIS aurous

aiiT^J XPOVÂ°VS yevbuevos KO.L ecupaKO); avrov, &> ry eiriyp<L<j>optvi$ Hept @â�¬jut<7TOKXfe)us teat

QmxvtiiSov Kal nÂ«pi/Â£XÂ«>us.

Â« D.H. Pomp. 6.7.

Â«F. 12-20.

' Cf. L. Breitenbach, Xenophon's Hellenika (ed. 2, 1884) 1.22-23. The contro-

versy about the date of composition of different portions of the Hellenica is not relevant

here; for a lucid summary see J. Hatzfeld, " Notes sur la composition des Helleniques,"

RPh. 3me. ser., 4 (1930) 113-27, 209-26. Cf. also M. MacLaren, "On the Composition

of Xenophon's Hellenica," AJPh 55 (1934) 121-39, 249-62.
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Lysander he succeeds in producing a more flattering portrait of

the man; and indeed he prefers to ignore rather than contradict

calumnies against those whom he admires. Again, it is interesting

to compare the treatment of Agesilaus in the history with that which

he receives in the special essay devoted to him. In the Hellenica

only those stories are told which the author conceives to be his-

torically important: the quarrel with Leotychides about his acces-

sion, his emulation of Agamemnon in sacrificing at Aulis, his match-

making negotiations with Otys and Spithridates, and so on. In fact

he apologizes for recording the sayings of Theramenes after his

condemnation, on the ground that they are not really "worthy of

notice" (dÂ£i6Xo7a), but points out how they reveal the character

of the man, who did not lose his sense of humour even at the point

of death.8 He is also apologetic in recording the remark of the

machine-builder in Athens,9 who, when the party from Piraeus was

attacking the supporters of the Thirty in the city, gave orders to

bring up "rocks fit for wagons to carry" so as to block the way.

It is these rare picturesque touches that redeem the Hellenica from

complete dullness, but Xenophon feels a sense of guilt in thus

enlivening his narrative. His sense of what is historically inter-

esting is certainly different from that of Thucydides, but, being

first in the field, he can choose his material instead of parading his

cleverness by revealing what others have suppressed or ignored.

Xenophon's intention to be loyal to the Thucydidean tradition

is probably one of the reasons why touches reminiscent of Hellanicus

and the lonians are scarcer in the Hellenica than in Thucydides.

So long as the war lasts he preserves the chronological scheme of

Thucydides, recording the events of each year separately and adding

brief notices of events which he does not describe in detail.10 The

opening sentences of Book I offer a model of annalistic conciseness.

At the end of the first chapter, as it is preserved in the manuscripts,

there is another typically annalistic sentence about Hannibal's

invasion of Sicily "with 100,000 troops," when "in the course of

three months he captured two Greek cities, Selinus and Himera." u

Â« 2.3.56.

9 2.4.27: el 6e Kal TOVTO del eitrtiv TOV /xT/xa^OTrotou TOU kv ciarei.

10 Cf. L. Breitenbach, op. cit. p. 9â��"viele, mitunter bis zur Unverstandlichkeit,

kurze Notizen begegnen, die nicht unwichtige, zum Teil sehr bedeutende Ereignisse

betreffen." He cites 24 examples from the first two books, and also points out that in

Xen. it is not always clear (as it is in Thucydides) what time of year these events take

place (p. 41).

Â» 1.1.37.
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It seems to be the capture of these two Greek cities, familiar from

earlier events in Sicily, that, to his way of thinking, makes the

campaign relevant to the Hellenica; as a description of the events

of the campaign, the sentence is so absurdly inadequate as to be

useless; it is no more than a chronological indication and, indeed,

almost certainly an incorrect one; most historians place this cam-

paign a year later.12 A similar sentence occurs at the end of the

second chapter: "And so this year came to a close, in the course of

which also the Medes revolted against the Persian king Darius

and returned to their allegiance again." 1S There are brief allusions

in the same style to the later Carthaginian attack on Sicily at the

end of chapter 5 and to the rise of Dionysius at the end of chapter 2

in the following book.

The third chapter of Book I opens in the same annalistic style,

with mention of the burning of the temple of Athena in Phocaea.

But, in the typically Thucydidean sentence which follows in the

manuscripts, the indications of date are incorrect and generally

regarded as interpolations: "And when the winter came to an end,

with Pantacles as ephor and Antigenes archon, at the beginning of

spring, twenty-two years of the war having passed, the Athenians

sailed in full force to Proconnesus." 14

The likelihood of interpolation makes it difficult to be quite

sure how much Xenophon intended to give in the way of chrono-

logical indications. He is certainly not as conscientious as Thucyd-

ides in marking the beginning of each summer and winter season

and each new year of the war; on several occasions the passage of

time has to be deduced from events in the text; on one occasion the

mention of snow in the narrative is the only thing to inform the

reader that it is now winter.16 The text, as it stands in the manu-

scripts, contains some allusions to Olympic festivals and an occa-

sional sentence pointing out how many years have elapsed since

12 Beloch, Gr. Gesch.1 2.2.254-255, in common with other critics regards the chrono-

logical errors as due to an interpolator.

13 1.2.19: Kdi 6 IVIOJUT&S ^Xtjyev euros, kv <J> KCU M^Sot &ir6 Aapciou TOU Htpffuv /3a<rtXeu>s

vTes ira\iv irpoat'xwpTiaa.v a-vrtp.

14 1.3.1. Hude's text (Teubner ed. 1930) is as follows: TOV 5' liruWos trovs 6 kv

al<i viws rfjs 'Aftjvas tvtirpriaffri irptjortjpos luirvrdvTos. iirtl &' i> x"/"'"' &17'(

pTaKXeous ju&Â» etfroptvovros, &PXOPTOS 6' 'Avriyevovs, eapos 6.pxofj.^vov, SVOLV Kai flKOffiv

T(p iroKkiuf irape\r]\v66TO)v] ol 'A^Tjvatot jETrXeuffay ets HpoKbvvTjGov -Kavrl T$ orpa-

" 2.4.3. For other examples of this negligence on Xenophon's part see Breitenbach

(op. cit.) p. 39.
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the Peloponnesian War started; but since these indications are

incorrect, they are generally regarded as interpolations.16 Further-

more, in the later books, after the close of the Peloponnesian War,

there are no annalistic touches and the chronological scheme is

much less strict; and, with no indications of date except of the

vaguest kind, the result is confusion.

His failure to find an adequate substitute for the annalistic

method is significant; the return of the Atthidographers to the old

system is easily understood if other methods proved to be unsatis-

factory. To Xenophon's account of the forty years which follow

the surrender of Athens we can most aptly apply what Thucydides

said of the account of the Pentecontaetia by Hellanicus and say he

has written /Spaxews re ical rots xpo^ots OVK aK/ji/3coj. His brevity is to

be blamed, because so much is omitted which deserved to be re-

corded; and his chronology, when it is not merely inexact, is mis-

leading. In this last respect, if in no other, Xenophon apparently

resembled Hellanicus more closely than did Thucydides.

Geographical indications are by no means as frequent as they

are in Thucydides. Indeed, in the first book a number of com-

paratively obscure places are mentioned without any indication of

their locality: for example, Thoricum, Pygela, Coressus, Chrysopolis,

and the "Thraceward" gate of Byzantium.17 The reader never

learns the site of Alcibiades' castle on the Chersonese.18 In later

books the indications are more generous and there are occasional

touches reminiscent of a Periegesis, such as the description of the

Thracian Chersonese in 3.2.10â��a necessary description in order to

show both the magnitude and the importance of the task which

Dercyllidas undertook in building a wall across the isthmus. Argi-

nusae and Aegospotami, as the sites of important battles, are

honoured with brief geographical notes.19 The distance of Sestos

from Abydos and that of Ephesus from Sardis is indicated, though

Xenophon might reasonably have credited his readers with this

knowledge; and it is pointed out that Calydon at one time belonged

to Aetolia.20 Since Xenophon was with Dercyllidas' army in Asia,

16 Cf. J. Hatzfeld, Xenophon, Helleniques (Bude ed.) 1.153-58; G. E. Underbill.

A Commentary to the Hellenica of Xenophon, xxxvi-xl.

" 1.2-3.

Â» 1.5.17.

"1.6.27; 2.1.21.

20 4.8.5; 3.2.11; 4.6.1.
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his remarks about Leucophrys probably rest on autopsy and are

therefore in a somewhat different class.21

His remarks on Athenian topography are confined to Book II;

not unnaturally, since this is the only book whose interest centres

on affairs in Athens. Here too he assumes a certain amount of

knowledge, speaking without explanation of the Hippodamian agora

in Peiraeus and the road leading to the temples of Munychian

Artemis and Bendis; and he speaks of the Kco</>6s Xi^y and the mud

at Halae.22 But he adds such curious scraps of information as that

the soothsayer of Thrasybulus was buried at the crossing of the

Cephisus.23

Of allusions to Athenian mythological or archaeological tradi-

tions there is no trace, though he sometimes adds a note on a

religious festival; for example, he remarks that Alcibiades returned

to Athens from exile on the day when the city was celebrating the

Plynteria "when the statue of Athena was veiled," and that this

was a bad omen, because no Athenian ever started work on any

important project on that day; and he tells how members of a

family were accustomed to meet together at the Apaturia.24 But

he mentions the burning of "the old temple of Athena in Athens" 25

without any reference to its history or its associations for the

Athenians. In fact, the absence of such digressions is one of the

distinguishing features of the Hellenica. The readiness with which

Ephorus and Theopompus, like Herodotus, indulged in them is

perhaps an indication that in this matter Xenophon made too little

concession to popular taste.

In one respect, however, Xenophon is decidedly less severe and

critical: in his recital of omens and portents. He clearly believes

that these are supernatural warnings and records their supposed

occurrence without comment. Earthquakes, thunderstorms, and

the omens of sacrifice are all reported in similar style. Very dif-

ferent is the manner of Thucydides in describing the effect of

"certain peals of thunder" (^vv'tfii] Ppovras re d/^a rtcdj ytviadai) on

the Athenian fighters at Syracuse: how the inexperienced were

21 3.2.19.

22 2.4.11; 2.4.31; 2.4.34.

23 2.4.19.

"1.4.12; 1.7.8.

2S 1.6.1.
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alarmed, but the experienced merely recalled what season of the

year it was and took no notice.26

In general, it appears that Xenophon played a small part, much

smaller than Thucydides, in keeping alive the traditions of Attic

local history. Furthermore, since the Hellenica is a complete work

(though it may lack final revision), one is impressed by certain

characteristics which even a large number of fragments might not

reveal. Fragments can never show how much an historian failed

to mention, and very rarely can they illustrate national partisanship

so clearly as the Hellenica shows Xenophon's partiality in favour of

Sparta. Fragments enable us to conjecture some of the particular

qualities of individual Atthidographers. For example, we can de-

cide with reasonable confidence that Androtion had oligarchic

sympathies; but we cannot know with so much certainty that he

took little interest in military affairs as we do know that Xenophon's

interests were predominantly in soldiering and country life rather

than in political or constitutional matters.

In the Hellenica of Oxyrhynchus 27 the nature of the evidence

available is different. Passing judgment on an historian on the

basis of a short more or less continuous extract, unaided by any

independent knowledge of his life and personality, is in some ways

more difficult than judging him from a collection of direct and

indirect quotations. It is possible to learn more about his style

than would be possible from a thousand fragmentary quotations,

but a single extract does not enable the critic even to conjecture

the peculiar interests of the author. Fortunately, a single sentence

with its reference to an "eighth year" and "the beginning of

summer," 28 shows that the writer used an annalistic system of

chronology similar to that used by Thucydides and in the first

books of Xenophon, though it does not establish the starting point

of the history. There is also one excellent example of geographical

description in the style of a Periegesis about the course of the River

Maeanderâ��though here again there is uncertainty about the text.29

But it is the discussion of the causes of the Corinthian War30

Â» 6.70.1. Cf. Xen. HG 3.4.15; 4.3.10; 4.7.4-7.

27 References to the text are to Jacoby's edition in FGrH 2 A, no. 66.

28 4.1: T& fj.]ev ovv aSp6raTa rutv [ i-TeJt robrq tni^avTaiv [OUTCOS tytvtTO'

fapxpntvov] &t TOV Qkpovs T$ /ley [ ] eros oydoov tvti<TTr]Kci.

29 7.3: (TffiS'fi SI 5i,eirop[tvf)r)<Ta.v ravra. Karej3t/3]a<re TOUS "EXXtj^as Â«is Tijx &[pvylav ?ws

/L^IKOVTO irpos r]dv TUiaiandpov jroTajuoc, S[s TOS p(v irriyas Â«xÂ« &i"Â° KeXaiJcwc, TJ rSiv a>

iieyiffTtj [iroXts eariy, eK5t5a><ri 5']ets &a\a.TTa.v irapa. Hpir}vriv K[CU .

30 1.2-3.
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which has aroused most interest among critics; this is quite in the

style of Thucydides and gives us evidence enough that we are not

dealing with a mere chronicler or compiler.

Considerable importance has been attached to the manner of

this passage in all discussions about the authorship of the extract.

The unbiased treatment of the question, as well as the digression

on the nature of the Boeotian federal system,31 has led some critics

to believe that the author is definitely not an Athenian.32 A more

correct statement would be that, if the author is an Athenian, he

certainly is not bound by the same conventions as the authors of

Attic local histories and his work deserves the name of Hellenica

rather than Atthis. On the other hand, the restrained style, with

complete absence of rhetorical embellishment, is the chief argument

against accepting either Ephorus or Theopompus as author. The

claims of both these writers have had their day;33 more recently

the tendency has been to prefer the claim of some less distinguished

historian and Jacoby has argued in favour of an almost entirely

unknown candidate, Daemachus of Plataea.34 It is necessary to

point out, however, that the few remarks which recall the style of

an Atthis do not furnish evidence enough for claiming the author

as an Atthidographer;35 such characteristics can be found in com-

parative abundance in the fragments of Ephorus and Theopompus,

side by side with features which stamp them as pupils of Isocrates.

But it will be better to postpone the discussion of these two his-

torians until after the fragments of the earlier Atthidographers have

been examined.

"11.2-4.

32 Cf. W. Judeich, "Theopomps Hellenika," RhM 66 (1911), 94-139.

83 The case for Ephorus has been well set forth by E. M. Walker, The Hellenica

Oxyrhynchia (Oxford, 1913); cf. also E. Cavaignac, "Reflexions sur Ephore," in

Melanges Gustave Glotz (Paris, 1932) 1.143-61. The German critics have been more

inclined to support Theopompus; cf. Ed. Meyer, Theopomps Hellenika (Halle, 1909)

and R. Laqueur, RE s.v. " Theopompos" (9) 5A 2193-2205.

3<"Der Verfasser der Hellenika von Oxyrhynchos," NGG phil.-hist. Kl., 1924,

13-18. Cratippus, who was originally suggested as a possibility by Grenfell and

Hunt, receives no support any longer. The latest discussion of the problem is by

H. Bloch, "Studies in Historical Literature of the Fourth Century B.C.," HSPh,

Suppl. 1, Special volume in honour of W. S. Ferguson (1941) 303-40. Bloch comes to

the conclusion that the author is not any writer otherwise known to us and rejects the

formerly accepted view that only a well-known work would have been preserved in

Oxyrhynchus.

36 The view of De Sanctis, who thinks Androtion is the author, will be discussed in

the section dealing with Androtion, below pp. 85-86,



CHAPTER IV

THE EARLIER ATTHIDOGRAPHERS

I. CLEIDEMUS

Aristotle's Constitution of Athens contains some information

about Athenian constitutional history which is not recorded in the

extant text or fragments of any earlier Greek writer. Conse-

quently, the question of his literary sources has challenged the

ingenuity of scholars, and, when the fragments of earlier historians

have not supplied a clue, speculative argument has been ready

to suggest an answer. The earlier Atthidographers have been

suspected as the source of some of Aristotle's information; although

political pamphlets, written at the time of the Four Hundred

and the Thirty, may be responsible for some of his political tend-

encies,1 the need has been felt to postulate some more compre-

hensive work on Attic political and constitutional history as his

source. Wilamowitz argued strenuously in favour of an Atthis

earlier than any of those already known to us except the Atthis of

Hellanicus.2 He was inclined to believe that a work of this kind

established a fixed and semi-authoritative version of Athenian

political history, which was perpetuated by later Atthidographers.

Unluckily, this view, plausible though it may be in itself, is not

substantiated by the available evidence. No ancient author gives

any hint that an Atthis was published in the intervening period

between Hellanicus and Cleidemus. An attempt to determine the

character of Atthides written in the fourth century must therefore

begin with the fragments of this latter author, whom â�¢ Pausanias

characterizes as "the earliest of those who wrote on Athenian local

history." 3

1 For discussion see the works cited in Chap. S, note 43, and also K. von Fritz,

"Atthidographers and Exegetae," TAPhA 71 (1940) 91-126.

2 Aristoteles und Athm 260-90. See esp. 286.

3 10.15.6â��Cleidemus fg. IS. Cf. Plu. Glor. Athen. 345E, where Cleidemus comes

first in a list of Athenian writers who played no part themselves in the history which

they recorded. Pausanias does not include Hellanicus in this group of local historians.

But he quotes from other works of Hellanicus and, though he never actually mentions

his Atthis, he presumably knew it and perhaps consulted it. See above Chap. 1, p. 15.
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Of the ancient authors who refer to his work some call him

KXeiSrj^os, others KXeiToS^os; Athenaeus and Plutarch prefer the

longer form, while the lexicographers are inconsistent. There is

no reason to suppose that there are two different authors of similar

name. Since the form KXei5j)/ws is well attested in Attic inscrip-

tions, whereas the longer form is never found,4 it seems safe to

conclude that he should be called Cleidemus rather than Cleito-

demus, and more modern critics usually call him by this name.

Pausanias, after calling him the earliest of the Atthidographers,

goes on to cite his authority for a strange portent at the time of

the Athenian expedition to Sicily: the descent of a large number of

crows on Delphi, where they tore away the gold from the statue

of Athena with their beaks, damaging the spear of the goddess and

the owls and the palm tree in the statuary group. Since he empha-

sizes the early date of Cleidemus, Pausanias evidently thought that

he had witnessed this incident or at least had been living when it

was reported. But a more positive piece of evidence about his

date comes from another fragment. In discussing the division of

the Athenian people into naucraries in the time of Cleisthenes,

Cleidemus remarked that "they called these divisions Naucraries,

just as they now call the hundred sections into which the Athenians

are divided Symmories."5 The taxation groups known as sym-

mories were first instituted for the payment of eisphora in 377;

then by the law of Periander, in 357-56, the responsibility for the

trierarchy was transferred to twenty symmories.6 Cleidemus' refer-

ence to a hundred symmories, as opposed to the twenty set up in

357,7 is taken by some critics as evidence that he wrote before this

date and that he is speaking of the symmories formed in 377; in

that case the Cleidemus mentioned in an inscription as ypa^artv^

in 383-82 8 may be the historian himself. But, on the other hand,

no other authority ever speaks of as many as a hundred symmories

at any time; it is quite possible that this number is simply an error;

and when the passage is examined more fully later in the chapter,

it will appear more probable that Cleidemus was in fact referring

4 J. Kirchner, Prosop. Attica s.v. " Kleidemos."

s Fg. 8. This difficult passage will be discussed more fully later in the chapter,

pp. 67-68 below.

Â«[Dem.] 47.21. Cf. Busolt-Swoboda, Griech. Staatskunde 1202.

7 Demosthenes (14.19) is careful to distinguish the 100 jj.ipij which he proposes to

establish from the existing 20 symmories.

Â»IG 22.1930.
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to the twenty symmories set up in 357.9 If his Atthis was not

written until after that date, it probably antedates Aristotle's Con-

stitution of Athens by not more than thirty years.10

There is one other biographical indication about Cleidemus:

Tertullian (though the text is uncertain) says that he died from an

excess of pride when he received a golden crown for the excellence

of his historical work.11

Since a work called 'EfryrjTiKov is attributed to him (the title

suggests a book of authoritative religious interpretations and expla-

nations), it seems likely that, like his successor Philochorus, he held

the office of Exegetes. His authorship of the Exegeticon has been

called into question;12 but there are several fragments dealing with

religious matters, which might equally well come from an Atthis

or from some special work like the books on ritual and sacrifices

attributed to Stesimbrotus and Philochorus.13 Whether or not he

actually wrote a separate work on religious usage is of secondary

importance; the fragments at least show that he did concern himself

with details of religious practice.

Even if the references to the Exegeticon and the Nostoi should

be rejected, there is no reason for treating the two citations from

the Protogonia in the same way.14 The meaning of this title is an

9 Jacoby, RE s.v. "Kleidemos" (1), prefers the later date of composition, while

Miiller (FHG l.lxxxii) and Poland (RE s.v. Zvnnopla 1162) prefer the earlier. M. Gary,

CAH 6.74, accepts the existence of 100 symmories in 377, evidently following U.

Kahrstedt, Forschungen zur Gesch, des ausgehenden 5. u. des 4. Jahrhunderts, 209. Cf.

J. H. Lipsius, RhM 71 (1916) 172-75. Wilamowitz, Arislotdes u. Athen 286 note,

wants to refer the passage to an even earlier dateâ��some time between 394 and 380,

when attempts were first made to rebuild an Athenian fleet.

10 For the date of composition of the Constitution of Athens see Sandys's edition

(ed. 2), intro. xlix.

11 Anim. 52: Nam etsi prae gaudio quis spiritum exhalet, ut Chiron Spartanus,

dum victorem Olympiae filium amplectitur; etsi prae gloria, ut Clitodemus dum ob

historiarum praestantiam auro coronatur. Ob historiarum praestantiam is the emenda-

tion of Reifferscheid-Wissowa for the unintelligible MS. reading oft historicis diu

praestantiam.

12 There is only one reference to it. One passage in Athenaeus (9.409Fâ��Fg. 20)

refers to "Cleidemus in the Exegeticon." Another passage (13.609Câ��Fg. 24) refers

to'' Cleidemus in the eighth book of the Nostoi." The most recent editors of Athenaeus

[following Stiehle, Ph 8 (1853) 633] have emended KXeiSij^os to 'Avri/cXeiSTjs in both

these passages, since Athenaeus mentions works of Anticleides under these titles else-

where (4.157F, 9.384D, 11.466C, 473B-C). Jacoby, RE s.v. "Kleidemos" (1), though

inclined to agree with Stiehle about the Nostoi, retains the Exegeticon for Cleidemus.

K. von Fritz, TAPhA 71 (1940) 93, does not mention this controversy; he is convinced

that Cleidemus was an Exegetes.

Â« Mtiller attributes Fg. 19-23 to the Exegeticon.

"Fg. 17, 18.
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unsolved puzzle; since Athenaeus refers to the first book of both

the Protogonia and the Atthis for what seem to be parallel passages,16

it is arguable that he is quoting twice from the same passage and

is mistaken in thinking that these are two separate works;16 but

since Harpocration refers to the third book of the Protogonia,11 it

is hard to accept Jacoby's view that it is another name for the

first book of the Atthis. There are also five fragments which appear

to come from some work of Cleidemus on a scientific subject;18

whether genuine or not, they are not relevant to the present dis-

cussion, since they contribute nothing to our knowledge of Clei-

demus as an historical writer. To the remaining twenty-five rele-

vant fragments in Muller's collection, there should be added a

reference in the papyrus commentary on the Aetia of Callimachus,19

first published in 1912, and two references in Photius.20 Since it

seems impossible to establish with certainty the number of separate

books that Cleidemus wrote and the peculiar characteristics of each

one, it will be best to use the evidence that the fragments offer

without regard for the titles which they quote, in order to form an

estimate of his historical work as a whole.

15 The subject under discussion is cookery and the duties of heralds as cooks.

Ath. first cites Book I of the Protogonia (14.660Aâ��Fg. 17): &TL Si at\ivbv rjv f/ naycipLKr/

naBtLv tanv in TWV ' h8i\rr]ai Kr/piiKW olSf yap naydpuv Kai fiovriiiruv kiriixov Tafyv, us

0?7<7i KAei5?7juos iv UpoiroyovLas irp&TQ, Then a little later on he cites Book I of the

Atthis (14.660Dâ��Fg. 2): iv Ttj5 irpwrtg TTJS 'Ar0i5os KAei5?7juos $v\ov airotfraivei payeipuv

kxovrwv SriftiovpytKas Ti/.idv. See below pp. 63-64.

16 Cf. 9.410Fâ��Hellanicus F.2: -rbv Si rcj) xepvifitf pai/avra iralSa SMvra Kara xÂ«pAs

'HpatfXet &5wp, &v airiKTfivev 6 'Hpa/cX^s novSvXq, 'EXXdpiKos ftiv kv rats 'loroptais 'Apxiav

</>?7(7i KaXeicrdaf 5t' &v Kat e^ex^p^ffe KaXu5toi>os. kv 8i T^J Seurtpcj) TTJS QopwviSos XatpiaJ1

O.UTOV ovo/iaf ct. Since the Histories of Hellanicus are not known as a separate work, it

is probable that Ath. is quoting two different readings of the same passage in the

Phoronis. See Jacoby's note on the fragment and Early Ionian Historians 167.

" S.v. livvKlâ��Fg. 18.

18 Fg. 26â��30. Four of these references are in Theophrastus, the fifth in Aristotle's

Mft;orologica.

19 PBerol. 11521. Cf. Wilamowitz, SB. Berlin. Akad., 1912, 1.544-47; R. Pfeiffer,

Callimachi fragmenta, no. 4, lines 13â��20: vvv TOUS "EAX^yas 'Iijfapas] Ke[K\]tjK6v &.TTO T&V

'A-drivaiav TravT[as Koijpcoly] OVTOL yap TrpoTep[o\v Idoves tKa\ovv[TO' KaiJ "QfjLijpos tTrav

Xe*yj7 'Idoccs eX/ceatTreTXot TOLJS A^yatous \cyttt iro5i7p[eis 7a]p [xiT&vas k\<t>op[ov\v KO.T

dpxis 6v Tftbvov Kai IIepiro[i S]i>p[oi Kap]x'?[5]6i'ioi. laToptl 51 raSrra. KXei6[?j/iOS h]

'AreiSi.

20 S.v. aliixiov (R. Reitzenstein, Der Anfang des Lexikons des Pholios 31): aSUiov

Si Tivks ffra&t. TT\V iirl TW aSiKfutaTi TtBepivriv Â£ijfjtiav. Kai yap KXet6?7juos kv Tfj Trpwrn TUV

'firBlSuv OVTU ypa<t>t<,- "No<rcw yap TOIS AiyivriTais yiyvopivr/s Kai iiavTtvoptvois irporirixflri

r6 aSliajna Kai Kareyvwaffri iirl TOVT<P T(> adlKiov." S.v. aiipirra (Reitzenstein 47): ra

KaKa, ra Karapara, & dXXoi aurotv OVK ac ISpvtraivTO. flpijvrai Si Kai at

aiSpvrai vi
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These fragments, including the questionable citations from the

Exegeticon and the Nostoi,21 may fairly be classified as follows: two,

and possibly a third, refer to Athenian topography; seven or even

eight refer to events of mythical times, while five are concerned

with more recent Athenian events, from the time of Peisistratus to

the fourth century; the remaining twelve refer to details in the

political, religious, and social customs of the Athenians.

None of the fragments, unfortunately, contains any indication

of the chronological method used in the Atthis. Equally lacking is

satisfactory evidence about the length of the work, the number of

books it contained, or the proportion of space allotted to different

periods. There are allusions to a first, third, and fourth book,

and even to a twelfth.22 Since the twelfth book is cited for its

mention of the 'A.yaiJ.tiJivovi.a </>pÂ«ara, wells supposed to have been dug

by Agamemnon, and the reference to the third book mentions both

the reforms of Cleisthenes and the symmories, it seems futile even

to hazard a guess about the arrangement of material in the different

books. The references to Themistocles and to the Sicilian expe-

dition contain no mention of a book-number.23

Since the evidence about the organization of subject matter is

so meagre, it will be better to discuss the topics mentioned in the

fragments without any attempt to conjecture the context in which

each topic was introduced. The remarks about religious ritual

may be taken first. Athenaeus refers to the Exegeticon for some

technical details in the Athenian ritual of purification and quotes

verbatim the instructions given in that work: "Dig a ditch to the

west of the tomb; then standing beside the ditch look towards the

west; pour water into it, reciting these words: 'May there be

cleansing for you, for whom it is right and lawful.' Then pour

another libation of unguent." 24 Besides giving instructions for

21 There are also three other fragments of doubtful authenticity; the manuscript

reading does not give the name of Cleidemus in any of them, but it has been restored

by emendation for Kai 6 ATJJLKJS kv a.' 'ArSiSos (Fg. 1), Kai 6 ATJ/IOS (Fg. 23), Kai Aij/tos 5e

(Fg. 9). It is possible that Kai 6 Ai^uc is the correct reading rather than KXeÂ£5?;/Â«>s.

For Demon, see below pp. 89-90.

"Fg. 1, 2, 4, 8, 9.

23 Fg. 13, 15. The arrangement of books in the other works is equally obscure.

Book III of the Protogonia is cited for a remark about the Pnyx (Fg. 18) and Book VIII

of the Nostoi for the "return" of Peisistratus (Fg. 24).

24 Fg. 20â��Ath. 9.409F. These instructions apparently come under a heading

entitled "Purifications." Ath. quotes Cleidemus for his use of the word diron/^a:

ISiws fit KaXetTai Trap' Aflrfpaiots eiTuW^i/ta ttri T&V els TL/JL^V TOIS pecpois yi.vofj.tfwv Kai

eiri run ram tvayds naSaipovruv, us K
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the proper performance of religious rites, Cleidemus also offered

explanations of the meaning of sacred names. Suidas quotes "the

author of the Exegeticon" as saying that the Tritopatores were sons

of Uranus and Ge, and were called Cottus, Briareus, and Gyges;25

Suidas gives this reference after quoting various accounts by other

Atthidographers of these mysterious divinities.26 Again, Suidas

and Photius quote Cleidemus' explanation of the term "T?)s as an

epithet of Dionysus; he connected it with veu>, "to rain," "because,"

he says, "we offer sacrifices to him at the time when the god sends

the rain." 27 This connection of Dionysus with rain recalls Hel-

lanicus' etymology of the name of Osiris, with whom Dionysus was

often identified.28

It appears, however, that Cleidemus, like Herodotus,29 was care-

ful not to reveal too much of the mystic lore. He explained that

the "seventh ox" was the name of a cake sacred to the moon; but

Hesychius does not refer to him when explaining the reason for the

name: that there were horns on the cake.30 So also Thucydides, in

his note on the Diasia, at which festival this cake was offered in

sacrifice, says only that the Athenians "make offerings peculiar to

themselves"; it is the scholiast who gives the full explanation.31

Other fragments refer to the name of the festival Proarcturia or

â�¢jrpodtls yap irepi tvayiaijMv ypa<j>ti Taof '"Opbl-ai 060vvov xpis kairtpav TOV (rf)fia.TOs-

2ireira irapd TOV fiodvvov irpos kairtptiv /3Xc7rc, v8up KaTaxtt, \tyuv Tadf ' 'TjuÂ»* aTrocijuju',

ols XP1? Kai Â°'S OfW' Itreir' avBis iibpov Ka.Th.xtt."

25 Fg. 19.

11 The passage in Suidas (according to Adler's text) is as follows, s.v. TpiTOTrdropes â�¢

A^cov tv TJJ 'Ar0i5i ffaaiv avtpovs tlvai rous TpiToirdropas, $t\oxopos Â°^ TOVS Tptro-

Trdropas TravTwv ytyovtvat TTPOJTOUS. TTJV fj.lv yap yrjv KO.L TOV %\iov, <t>i]fflvt dv Kai AiroX-

\uva Tint KaXelp, yoreis aiiruv kiri.aTa.vTO 01 TOTt avBpuiroi, TOUS St CK TOVTWV rpirous

Tarepas. 3>av6SritJU>s 5e tv S' <j>ijtriv &TI n&voi '\6rjvaioi Svoval Tt Kai eCxovriu odrots

virtp ytvttr&jis ircu8&v, &TO.V yantlv /jLt\\u(nv. tv 5i Ttp 'Opc^ews ^uatxy ovofia.Â£t<rOa.t TOUS

TpiTOTraTopas A/ia^KfiSiiv Kai IIpcoroKXea Kai HpwroK\eovTa, dupwpous /cat 0{fXaÂ«as OVTO.S

T&V avifjiw. 6 5i TO E^rjyrjTtKov irotritras Ovpavov Kai F^s <t>Tj(riv a6rous clvat, 6^6/iara 5i

aiiT&v K6TTov, Bpidpewv, Kai YVJTIV. Since "the author of the Exegeticon" is quoted

side by side with several Atthidographers, there is good reason to suppose that Clei-

demus is meant.

27 Fg. 21â��Suid. and Phot. s.v. "T?;s- kviBtTov kioviiaov, tis KXÂ«JS7)yuos, 'Kirtiori, <f>ri<rlv,

tviTt\ovii.tv 6v<rias aiiT<? Ka8' ov 6 9eos vti xpovov. Cf. also Etym. Magnum and Favo-

rinus.

2S Hellanicus F.176â��Plu. Isid. 34.364D. Cf. Hdt. 2.42.2.

Â«â�¢ Cf. esp. 2.3.

30 Hesychius s.v. fiovs e/35o^os â�¢ nvrmovtiitL 5i TOV t/iiio^iou Â£06$. on 5i ire^po taTi Kai

Trjs 2eXi7V7js Itpov KXeW^^os iv 'Ar0i6i ifaaiv (Fg. 16). S.v. tfiSonos fiovs- tloos ireju/xoTos

KkpaTa %\pvTos. Cf. also s.v. ^ous.

31 1.126. The scholiast says that the SbfiaTa eTrix&pia were irtnnaTa cis Â£<ftw iwp<j>a.s

TtTVTTCtJ/jifVa.
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Proerosia, "the sacrifices before ploughing," and to the appoint-

ment of irapao-iToi in the cult of Heracles.32

Besides these fragments about ritual there are some concerned

with the sites of temples or other holy places. In the most exten-

sive of these fragments, from the old grammarian Pausanias, the

text is exceedingly corrupt (which is unfortunate since it appears

that the actual words from the Atthis were quoted) and it is not

possible to attempt a translation.33 There is an allusion to Helicon

as the old name of "the hill now called Agra" and the "altar of

Apollo of Helicon," as well as to the metroon in Agrae. Evidently

the quotation is from a topographical passage, and since it comes

from Book I it is quite possibly an attempt to describe the topog-

raphy and buildings of early Athens. Another fragment from

Book I establishes the site of the Melanippeion, the heroon of

Melanippus, son of Theseus, in the deme of Melite.34 Again,

Harpocration quotes his explanation of the name of the Pnyx,

"because of the crowding there." 36 This is a good example of an

etymological explanation, like his explanation of Dionysus "T?)s.36

Athenaeus refers three times to Cleidemus for his remarks about

the Heralds at Athens and their duties as cooks in preparing

sacrifices. In a discourse about the high repute in which cooks

have been and ought to be held, after a number of quotations from

the poets, the speaker adds that the honourable standing of cookery

is shown by the activities of the Heralds at Athens: "For these

sustained the duties of cooks and butchers, as Cleidemus says in

Book I of the Protogonia." 37 There follows a comparison (also

32 Fg. 23, and 11.

33 Fg. 1â��Bekker, Anecdota Graeca 1.326 (cf. critical note 3.1105). The text as

given by Bekker is as follows: KXei5ijjuos (sic) kv irpwr<? 'ArBiSos (see note 21 above).

"Td fj.lv ouv dcco TO. TOV 'IXitroD irpfa ayopav EiX?70uta. TCÂ£ 5' ox^V TrdXcu ovofj.0. TOUTCJ>,

4s vvv "Aypa KaXeircu, 'EXi/cajv, nai 17 hrxapa TOV noo-eiSwros TOV 'E\iKwviov Â«r' axpou."

Kal kv T$ Ttraprif- "Els TO Up6v TO la^rpifov T& kv "Aypais." For suggested emendations

see Miiller's note. For the topography of Agrae or Helicon and the eschara of Poseidon,

see W. Judeich, Topographic von Athen 45, note 2, 176.

w Fg. 4.

35 S.v. llvvniâ��Fg. 18: KXei&j/uos 5' iv rplrtf IlpaToyovlas, "Svvfitaav," <j>ri<rlv, "eis TIJK

IlfCf/ca, ovonaffOf-'iaap Sta rd rty uvvoUijffLv â�¢jrvKvov^ikvrjv tlvai."

36 The corrupt text of Fg. 25 may also hide a topographical note: Hesychius s.v.

Ilpooi/ttar irapa KXeiTo^MV' a> la<f T<J> Sratip. As it stands this means nothing, but a

reference to one of the demes may be intended. Miiller records various unconvincing

explanations and emendations.

37 Ath. 14.660A: &TL 54 atiivbv T\V ij /jta-yeipiKri paStlii ianv kit TUV 'Affrivyai Kijpi/cuy

ol&e yap nayeipoiv nal ftovrinrw t-Kti'xpv ra^iv, ws (frijffiv KXet6?//tus' kv IIpcoT07oi'tas irpwry.

TÂ« TO ptÂ£tLj> kirl TOV dveiv Tatrtrti, TO 54 6{>tiv tirl TOU ^atffra jucrafiopTTia 6vfj.iav
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due to Cleidemus) with the duties of heralds in Homeric times,

which has been partly anticipated in an earlier book of the Deipnoso-

phistae?* The speaker proceeds to remark on the sacrificial duties

of the censors at Rome and then recalls three Homeric passages

illustrating the duties of Homeric heralds; then he refers to Clei-

demus again: "And in Book I of the Atthis Cleidemus mentions a

tribe of cooks who have certain official privileges." 39 Evidently

Cleidemus is referring again to the Heralds; the "tribe of cooks"

is none other than the so-called "tribe of heralds" (KI\PVKIKOV 00Xoi<).40

It becomes clear, therefore, that he discussed the duties of the

Heralds, including their task of preparing and cooking the sacrificial

victims; and, in true antiquarian style, he traced the descent of

their office from the custom of Homeric times.

One of the new references in Photius refers to a pestilence

among the Aeginetans and the expiation which the oracle ordered

them to pay in order to be free from it.41 Since the first book of

the Atthis is cited, the incident must belong to early times and is

very probably connected with the quarrel between Athens and

Aegina described by Herodotus in 5.82-88. Herodotus says nothing

of a pestilence in Aegina, but his account shows that there was more

than one version of what happened. The final episode in his account

gives the reason for the change in the dress habitually worn by

Athenian women. After the destruction of the Athenian forces

sent to Aegina, the Athenian women whose husbands had been

killed blinded the sole survivor, plunging the brooches from their

himatia into his eyes, and as a punishment for this horrible deed

were obliged to give up their old Dorian dress: "They changed their

dress for a linen chiton, so as to avoid the use of brooches; to tell

01 unXiuoi TO Bvtiv bpav wyo^afov. iSpap &' ol K^puices &XP' ToXXoO (lovBurowTes ,

l, xai CTKeudfoi'Tes Ktd iuaT\i\\ovTts, In 5' oivoxoovt/Tes. Ki^puKas 5' aurous inro TOV

Kptlrrovos aiyo/iafo?. bvayeypairTai TC ouSa/ioi) payeiptp fiitrOos &\\a K-qpvKt. M tiller

gives only the first sentence of this passage (Fg. 17), but it seems certain that Cleidemus

is responsible for the appeal to Homer and that the <$rr\al in the third sentence refers

to him.

38 10.425E â�� Fg. 3. Cf. Busolt-Swoboda, Griech. Staatskunde 1058, note 6, and the

literature cited there.

3Â» 14.660D â�� Fg. 2: tv bi T<p Trpwr^ TJJS 'ArfltSos KXtiSjj/xos $v\ov inro<$xiivti naytipuv

ixovTuv SrHuovpyiKas Ttpds, ols nal TO TrAijOos ivtpytiv tpyov f/v. The text of this last

clause is corrupt. Miiller reports two suggestions of Siebelis, but the simplest emenda-

tion would be kvtlpytiv (even though this compound of tlpyav is apparently not attested

except in the epistles of Phalaris). Cf. II. 2.183-89 and 18.503 (the assembly depicted

on the shield of Achilles) : K^pwtes 5' apa Xaox epijTWx.

40 Cf. PI. Pit. 260D.

41 See note 20 above.
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the truth, however, this form of dress is not originally Ionian, but

Carian; the dress worn universally by Greek women in ancient

days was that which we now call the Dorian style." 42 The new

fragment from the commentary on Callimachus' Aetia shows that

Cleidemus wrote about the dress worn by Athenian men in early

times;43 it is to be presumed, therefore, that, perhaps in the same

context, he also discussed the change in the dress of the women,

either accepting or denying its connection with the tale told by

Herodotus.

In discussing the remaining fragments we can follow the chrono-

logical order of the events to which they refer. There are three

rather inconclusive fragments referring to events of very early times.

One is apparently an allusion to the settlement of the Pelasgians

at Athens and the wall which they built;44 a sentence quoted by

Porphyrogenitus may possibly refer to the migrations of heroic

times;45 and the other fragment mentions Creusa, daughter of

Erechtheus.46

We have more substantial evidence about his treatment of the

tale of Theseus, to which Plutarch twice refers. Like other authors

of Atthides, Cleidemus strove to add something of his own to the

story. Plutarch writes as follows:47

Cleidemus gives a rather peculiar and very complete account of

these matters, beginning a great way back. There was, he says, a

general Hellenic decree that no trireme should sail from any port

with a larger crew than five men, and the only exception was Jason,

the commander of the Argo, who sailed about scouring the sea of

pirates. Now when Daedalus fled from Crete in a merchant vessel

to Athens, Minos, contrary to the decrees, pursued him with his

ships of war, and was driven from his course by a tempest to Sicily,

where he ended his life. And when Deucalion, his son, who was on

hostile terms with the Athenians, sent to them a demand that they

deliver up Daedalus to him, and threatened, if they refused, to put

Â« 5.88.1.

43 See note 19 above.

44 Fg. 22â��Suid. s.v. "AirtSa- TO. iffoTttSa. H\fL8rjpos' "Kai rjireSi^ov Trjv aKpoTroXip,

7repiâ�¬j3aXXoj' 5e tvvâ�¬a.irv\ov TO IleXao-yiKo*'." Cf. also s.v. yiribi^ov.

Â«Fg. 7â��Const. Porphyrogen. De Them. 2.2 (Pair. Gr. vol. 113): dXXd KO.I T^V

6\ijv MaKedoptap Ma/certay olSev ovofjLafofjievijv KXet5?/|UOS kv irpcbrois Ar0i5os' Kai

â�¬%ifKio0r)aav iiirtp TOP Al-yi.a\6v avu rfjs KO.\OVperns Maxtrias."

46 Fg. 10â��Sch. Eur. Med. 19: irept 5i TTJS Kpeoyros duyarpos oux O/KM^COVOUO'I T<Â£ Eupi-

Trittji ol trirfYpaffrcts. K.\etT68tifio$ fifr yap Kptovtrav <t>r]ffi KaXeTatfai, yrj^Latrdai 5Â£ Eo^y,

'Aca{iKpaTt)s Si rXau/oji'. As Muller points out, the scholiast has evidently confused

the Corinthian Creusa (Jason's bride in the Medea) with the Athenian.

47 Thes. 19â��Fg. 5. The translation is by B. Perrin (Loeb. ed.), with a few changes.
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to death the boys and girls whom Minos had received from them as

hostages, Theseus made him a polite reply, declining to surrender

Daedalus, who was his kinsman and cousin, being the son of Merope,

the daughter of Erechtheus. But privately he set himself to building

a fleet, part of it at home in the township of Thymoetadae, far from

the public road, and part of it under the direction of Pittheus in

Troezen, wishing his purpose to remain concealed. When his ships

were ready he set sail, taking Daedalus and exiles from Crete as his

guides, and since none of the Cretans knew of his design, but thought

the approaching ships to be friendly, Theseus made himself master of

the harbour, disembarked his men, and reached Cnossus before his

enemies were aware of his approach. Then joining battle with them

at the gate of the Labyrinth, he slew Deucalion and his bodyguard.

And since Ariadne was now at the head of affairs, he made a truce

with her, received back the young hostages, and established friendship

between the Athenians and the Cretans, who took oath never to

commit any act of aggression.

Again, in the story of Theseus' battle with the Amazons, Plu-

tarch emphasizes how Cleidemus strove after detailed accuracy

(Qa.Kpi.povv ra Kad' eVacrra /SouXo^ei'os).48 But it will be best to refrain

from further comment until the treatment of Theseus in other

Atthides has been considered.

There is an interesting fragment referring to the time of the

Trojan War. There are various versions of how the Palladion was

brought to Athens through the agency of Demophon, which cannot

be traced to their ultimate source. But Demophon does not come

to the fore as a legendary figure until the fifth century and then

only in Attic tradition;49 in the earlier tradition of the Trojan

War Athens played scarcely any part. According to Cleidemus,50

it was from Agamemnon that Demophon stole the Palladion "when

Agamemnon put in at Athens. He slew a large number of his

pursuers. And when Agamemnon complained, they submitted to

trial before a court of fifty Athenians and fifty Argives, who were

called Ephetae because the decision was entrusted to them by the

two parties (oCs 'E^eras K\ijOrjvai. Sia TO wap' dju^orepcoi' ifaBrjvai. aurols

irtpi TTJS Kpiaecos)." The origin of the Ephetae at Athens is en-

shrouded in mystery for us, and so probably it was for the Athenians

themselves. Cleidemus traces its origin to Homeric times, just as

he did that of the Heralds; in similar style Hellanicus had described

" Thes. 26â��Fg. 6.

Â« Cf. Knaack, in RE s.v. "Demophon" (2).

'"Fg. 12â��Suid. s.v. 'Eiri IlaXXaSV
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the founding of the court of the Areopagus in the reign of Cranaus

and given an etymology of its name.51

Parallel with his attempt to show the origin of the Ephetae is

his interest in another vexed question: that of the naucraries.

Aristotle explains how, under the constitution of Solon, there were

forty-eight naucraries, twelve to each of the four tribes, and how

the naucrari in charge of these groups were concerned with arranging

direct taxes (dafyopai) and authorizing expenditures.62 Then, in

his account of Cleisthenes, he describes the rearrangement of the

tribes and the organization of the denies; and he says that Cleis-

thenes "also appointed Demarchi having the same duties as the

earlier Naucrari; because he made the demes take the place of the

naucraries."63 Photius, after referring to these two passages,

though in a rather confused manner,64 adds: "Cleidemus in his

third book says that when Cleisthenes set up ten tribes instead of

four, there was also a division of the people into fifty sections; and

they called these sections Naucraries, just as now they give the

name of Symmories to the hundred sections into which the people

are divided." 66 The accuracy of this translation is by no means

certain, and it is quite possible that the text of Photius needs emen-

dation. But as it stands there are several difficulties in the state-

ment attributed to Cleidemus. The question of the number of

the symmories has already been discussed; M but the remark that

there were fifty naucraries under the new plan of Cleisthenes seems

a plain contradiction of the statements of Aristotle.67

There are, as will appear later, other occasions when the Attht-

dographers disagree with Aristotle on matters of constitutional

history.68 The precise nature of Cleidemus' argument on this point

Â» F. 38. Cf. Chap. 1, p. 13 above.

"Resp. Ath. 8.3.

"21.5.

" Cf. Sandys' note on 21.5.

66 Fg. 8â��Phot. s.v. NavKpapia- ... 6 KXet6?7juos kv rjj rplrji (faaiv 3n KXeHrflerous

Sena 0uXdj TrouiaavTos &.VTI TÂ£IV Ttaaapuv, owe/37) xai els irecTijuoi'Ta juepi) 5iaT<ry?ji><u'

O.&TOVS 5e eKaXoup pauxpaptas, axrirep vvv ets TO. (KO.TOV /xepr; 5iaipe0ei'Tas KaXoutri criwtoplas.

This is neither very elegant nor very lucid Greek. The minor changes suggested by

Miiller and Siebelis do not really effect a cure. It seems likely that a whole clause has

been lost, with resulting confusion in the text. See also P. Giles, Eng. Hist. Rev. 7

(1892) 331.

66 See pp. 58-59 above.

67 For an attempt to reconcile the two passages see Busolt-Swoboda, Criech.

Slaalskunde 881.

68 See below pp. 82-84.
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is hidden,59 because Photius, in trying to be concise, has not made

his meaning clear. But it is evident that a comparison between

naucraries and symmories is emphasized. Cleidemus would scarcely

have thought the comparison worth making unless he believed that

the naucraries, like the symmories after 357, were organized for

equipping the fleet, each naucrary being responsible for one ship

(this is really the strongest proof that he wrote after not before 357).

Our knowledge of the naucraries is far too slight for us to be sure

that such a view is correct;60 but Cleidemus, whatever other

reasons he may have had, certainly could not have resisted the

etymological argument; the temptation to connect vampapla with

vavs6l would be too strong for a man who connected the Ephetae

with i<j>itvai.

The only other reference to the sixth century is from the dis-

puted Nostoi: according to the account given there, after Peisistratus

had returned from exile with a woman in the guise of Athena riding

on his chariot,62 he gave this woman, Phya, the daughter of Socrates,

as wife to his son Hipparchus; "and for Hippias, who succeeded

him as tyrant, he obtained the daughter of the polemarch Charmus,

a very beautiful woman." 63

There remain three fragments referring to the fifth century.

Once again there appears to be a conflict between Cleidemus and

Aristotle. Plutarch M says that, according to Aristotle, the council

of the Areopagus provided for the manning of ships in 480 by

giving eight drachmae for each man that served: "But Cleidemus

represents this also as a trick (arpan^^a) of Themistocles. His

story is that when the Athenians came down to the Peiraeus the

Gorgon's head was missing from the statue of the goddess; Themis-

tocles accordingly made a pretense of looking for it, and in the

course of a thorough search discovered a quantity of money con-

" What, for example, did he suppose was the relation now between naucrary and

deme?

Â«Â° It is accepted by Busolt-Swoboda (op. cit. 569, 599, 771, 817-18). For more

detailed argumentation and bibliography see H. Hommel, RE s.v. "Naukraria."

M This etymology is very generally accepted since the article of F. Solmsen,

RhM 53 (1898) 151-58, and the objection that the Athenians had no war fleet in the

days of Solon and Peisistratus is brushed aside. Since, however, according to Aristotle

Resp. Ath. 8.3, the naucraries were also organized TrpAs ras ei<r0opds (like the earlier

symmories), Cleidemus had more than the etymological argument to justify his

comparison.

Â«JCf. Hdt. 1.60.4.

18 Fg. 24â��Ath. 13.609C.

Â» Them. 10-Fg. 13.
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cealed in people's effects. This money was confiscated, and so

there was plenty to pay the men who were to embark on the ships."

This is a typical anecdote of Themistocles, comparable to others

which Plutarch very probably gleaned from one or other of the

Atthidographers.

Again, in the Life of Aristeides,K he quotes Cleidemus for the

tradition that the fifty-two Athenians who fell at Plataea all be-

longed to the Aiantid tribe, and that this tribe was accustomed to

offer to the Sphragitides nymphs the sacrifice which Delphi had

commanded in thanksgiving for their victory, receiving the neces-

sary funds from the public treasury. Pausanias M says that he

recounted many omens which should have deterred the Athenians

from setting out on their expedition against Sicily, including the

descent on Delphi of a great number of crows, who mutilated the

statue of Athena. About these two fragments there is nothing

special to remark except that, like most of the others, they illustrate

his interest in antiquarian details such as might concern an Exegetes.

The lack of further fragments referring to later historical incidents

renders it quite impossible to know in what manner he dealt with

the events of his own lifetime.

In general, then, there is no evidence to show whether or not

Cleidemus deserved the name of historian. In so far as he dealt

with religious and political institutions, he took pains to explain

their origin and point out parallel institutions in earlier times.

Though it is not possible to discover how much space he allotted to

different periods, it is evident that he gave considerable attention

to the early days of Athens and strove to show the part it had played

in heroic times. In this last respect the later Atthidographers cer-

tainly followed his example.
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II. PHANODEMUS

There is no need of a lengthy exposition to show the points of

similarity between Phanodemus and Cleidemus. Even a hasty

reading of the fragments will show how closely their interests corre-

sponded. Phanodemus was interested in sacred antiquities â�� in the

worship of the Tritopatores, which Cleidemus had discussed, and

in the festivals of the Choes and the Chalceia.1 His interest in aetia

is also clearly revealed by the fragments; he explained the name of

Artemis Colaenis and why the daughters of Erechtheus were called

irapdevoi. 'TaKivdides ; and he told the origin of the well-known scolion

\6yov, Hi Vcupe, natiwv rous ayadoiis <j>i\ti.2

It is evident that he devoted a great deal of space to early times

and sought to establish the remote antiquity of various Attic

customs; his fourth book is cited for Colaenus, the early Athenian

king who put up the shrine of Artemis Colaenis, and the fifth book

for the daughters of Erechtheus. He also dealt with questions of

Attic topography, such as the site of the Leokoreion and the position

of Xerxes' throne from which he watched the battle of Salamis.3

These points of resemblance, which show an adherence to tradi-

tional method, need not be emphasized further.

None of the fragments gives any satisfactory clue as to his date.

Miiller decided that he must be slightly younger than Cleidemus,

but old enough to be contradicted by Theopompus; the evidence is

a passage in Proclus, in which Theopompus is cited as reversing the

view of Callisthenes and Phanodemus about the supposed Athenian

origin of the Sai'tes.4 This opinion about his date is borne out by

a series of Attic inscriptions, in which a certain Phanodemus, son

of Diyllus ($aw6i7Mos AiuXXou &vfj.oiri.a5r)s) , plays a prominent part.

The earliest of these inscriptions records a resolution of the Boule

in the year 343-2 to honour Phanodemus with a golden crown for

the high quality of his speeches in the council ; and a further proposal

1Fg. 4, 13, 22.

2 Fg. 2 â�� Sch. Ar. Av. 873: <f>ri<rl &c 'EXXcictKos KoXniroc 'Epjiou &ir6yovov in navTciov

Iep6v i&pvvaffQai KoXaiptSos Apre/u6ost Â«ai 3>ai>65rifjios kv rp 6'. See above chap. 1, p. 15.

Fg. 3 â�� Suid. s.v. Ilap6(voi; cf. Apostol. 14 s.v. TrapBtvois tÂ£ feÂ£a,iuXXos (Paroemiographi

Gr., ed. Leutsch, 605-06). Fg. 9â�� Sch. Ar. V. 1231.

3Fg. 6, 16.

4 FHG l.lxxxiii. Procl. in Ti. 21e (ed. Kroll, 1.97): rods SI 'Afljjxaious KaXXifffltyTjs

pkv KO.I 4>ac65T?^os Trarepas TOW SatVwc l<TTOpov<rt yeveotiai. 0e6iro/x7ros 5e &.vaira\tv ATTOI-

KOUS aiiruiv tlpai <j>rf<rtv. Miiller also refers to Fg. 15, where Athenaeus quotes the name

of Phanodemus before that of Philochorus (larSpijaav &av66ritu>s Kai <J>iXAxopos) â�¢
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that the Demos shall honour him in a similar way.6 Again, in 332-1

it is proposed to honour him with another crown for his services to

the sanctuary of Amphiaraus at Oropus, since he had made excellent

arrangements, at his own expense, for celebrating the Penteteris

and other ceremonies at the temple.6 On the same day in the

assembly he himself proposes the gift of a crown to Amphiaraus,

because of the warm welcome given to Athenians by the god.7

Then three years later he receives yet another crown, as a member

of the committee chosen by vote of the people to supervise the

contest and other details connected with the festival of Amphiaraus.8

Finally, another inscription, which is not dated, mentions him as

one of the lepoiroioi sent from Athens to Delphi for the Pythian

festival, whose duty it was to supervise the start of the official

Athenian delegation on its way to Delphi ; 9 he was in distinguished

company, with Lycurgus and Demades among his colleagues.

The Phanodemus of these inscriptions is a man prominent both

in political life and religious services to the state. He has been

honoured with golden crowns, though not for the same reasons as

Cleidemus.10 His father, Diyllus, bears a name which is familiar

as the name of the Athenian historian ("by no means an insignificant

one," according to Plutarch) u who reported the Athenian people's

gift of ten talents to Herodotus as a reward for a lecture. Since

the historian Diyllus wrote towards the end of the fourth century,

he cannot be the father of Phanodemus ; but there is no reason why

he should not be the son of the Atthidographer, bearing the same

name as his grandfather. Adolf Wilhelm 12 was the first to suggest

that the Phanodemus of the inscriptions was the Atthidographer

and father of Diyllus, the historian ; and his view has been widely

accepted.

There are several fragments which show the interest of Phano-

demus in affairs outside Attica; but the indications that he was

not an Athenian are not definite enough to overrule the evidence

of the inscriptions. He spoke of the clan of prophets known as

6 Ibid. 287. Philip had restored Oropus to the Athenians in 338.

7 IG 7.4252.

S/G" 298.

Ibid. 296.

0 See section on Cleidemus, p. 59 above.

1 Mai. Hdti. 862 B.

*Anz. Akad. Wien, phil.-hist. Kl., 1895, 44-45. Cf. also Dittenberger's notes on

the above inscriptions, and Kirchner, Prosop. Attica, s.v. Q-avoSrinos and AiuXXos.
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i in Sicily, and Hesychius in citing his authority appears to

link him with Rhinthon as a citizen of Tarentum; most critics,

however, think that the text is at fault here." He also wrote a

work called Iciaca 14 about the island of Icos, and Miiller follows

Siebelis in the suggestion that he may be a native of Icos. This

is not a very well-known island, and when a fragment of Callimachus

was discovered in which the poet described his conversation with

an Ician named Theugenes about religious customs of the island,15

critics very properly recalled the Iciaca of Phanodemus, as a possible

source of Callimachus' information.16 In the poem about Acontius

and Cydippe in the Aetia Callimachus acknowledges that he learnt

the tale from "Xenomedes of old, who enshrined the whole island

(of Ceos) in mythological memory." 17 This Xenomedes, he con-

tinues, wrote about the foundings of the different cities of Ceos, its

various inhabitants and changes of name. Perhaps Phanodemus

wrote about Icos in much the same fashion. A work of this kind

would not be incompatible with his Athenian citizenship and the

activities revealed by the inscriptions.

Besides the Iciaca of Phanodemus Harpocration once refers to

his Deliaca; 18 and in the second book of his Atthis there is an

explanation of the old name of Delos, Ortygia.19

18 Fg. 23 â�� Hsch. s.v. -yaXeoi, juaj/Teis1 OVTOI Kara, rf/v Si/teXiai' ifKijaav, Kal -ytvos rl,

(is ^Tjffi "fcavASij/ios Kal 'Picftoc TapacTiroi. The emendation TapavTixos for Tapavrivoi

is simple. Cf. MUller's note and Christ-Schmid, Gesch. der Griech. Lit. (1920 ed.)

2.1.179.

"St. Byz. s.v. 'I/c6s- vijaos rav KvK\aSav irpoo'ex'is n) TSiifioif. o vricri&Ti]s "I/cios

KPOxy 11.1362, R. Pfeiffer, Callimachi fragmenta nuper reperta, no. 8.

16 The allusion to 'Opeoreioi Xots in the opening couplet recalls Phanodemus'

discussion of the Choes (Fg. 13); eiSores ws weirowri in the fragmentary second column

looks like a reference by Callimachus to his source. Cf. L. Malten, "Aus den Aitia

des Kallimachos," H 53 (1918) 171.

17 R. Pfeiffer, Callimachi fragmenta, no. 9, 53-77. Cf. W. Schmid, Griech. Litera-

turgesch. 1.2.680.

18 Fg. 26 â�� Harp. s.v. 'EKOTIJS VTJITOS- AwcoDp7os /card Meveaalxpov. rpA rfjs A^Xou

Ktirai TL vr/<rii&piov, &irep iiir' (vlav /caXeiTai ^amj^rlxn, ais "tavASij^jos bi a' A7)XtaKaJc.

Vossius, De Historicis Graecis 399 (ed. Westermann 483) wanted to emend the passage

and assign the Deliaca to Phanodicus rather than Phanodemus. Cf. R. Laqueur,

RE s.v. " Phanodikos."

19 Fg. 1 â�� Ath. 9.392D: irtpi SI rijs -fereo-fas aiirSiv (sc. dpriryuv) iaxoSTj^os b /?'

'Arflifos $n\alv, ws Kariibtv IEpu<r(x^a"' ATJXoi/ TT\V vfj<rov, rrjv iiirA T&V dpxi'W KaXou^eÂ«j>'

'Oprvyiav wapa ri> raj d^eXas T&V fcicoi' rolirwv <t>eponkvas IK rov TreXa^ous if avuv fit ri\v

vrjcrov, Sia. T& tdoppav tlnai. . . . The text is uncertain and the quotation is evidently

unfinished. Another foreign reference in Book VII is cited by Ath. 3.114C â�� Fg. 5, to

the Egyptian bread called KfcXXacrrts. Cf. Hdt. 2.77.4.
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There are some fragments, on the other hand, which seem to

reveal an exaggerated Athenian patriotism. In contrast to the

Herodotean manner of seeking an Egyptian origin for Greek things,

he insisted that the Sai'tes were descended from the Athenians; 20

and he subscribed to the view that Teucer came originally from

Athens.21 These statements seem to show that he was anxious to

stress the antiquity of the Athenian settlement in Attica. So also,

his statement that Persephone was carried off by Pluto, not from

Sicily, but from Attica,22 shows his desire to make Attica play a

more prominent part in legendary times. A rather cruder form of

national pride is revealed in his assertion that the Persians at the

battle of the Eurymedon had six hundred ships; Ephorus gave them

only three hundred and fifty.23 Plutarch also refers to him for

another story to Cimon's credit: that when he was at the point of

death before the city of Citium, he ordered that his death be con-

cealed from the men ; and that it was not discovered either by friend

or foe, with the result that the Greek'allied force was able to with-

draw safely, "thanks to the generalship of Cimon, who, as Phano-

demus says, had been dead for thirty days." 24

M tiller records twenty-six fragments of Phanodemus, as com-

pared with thirty for Cleidemus, and there is one probable addition

'to his collection. In a Paris manuscript of unknown authorship,

which contains explanations of proverbial sayings, there is an allu-

sion to the Atthidographer, if his name has been correctly restored

instead of Ildi'S^os.26 Owing to the corruptness of the text, it is

not certain exactly what remark is attributed to him, but it has

" Fg. 7. See note 4 above.

21 Fg. 8 â�� D.H. Ant. Rom. 1.61: TOVTOV Si (sc. Tempov) 4X\ot re iroXXoi nal 4>ax6-

Sripos, & T'/IV 'A.TTIK-/IV 7pd^as dpxtuoXo-yiai', IK rijs 'ArriK^s nâ�¬TOiKijaal <frr\aiv eis T$I>

'\<riav, 5-iinov EuTreraiaj apxavra.

22 Fg. 20 â�� Sch. Hes. Th. 913: ripTratrdcu 81 avTijv <t>a<riv ol niv &K ZiKcXfas, BaKxuXi$77S

Si (K Kpi7T7)S, 'Op<t>tvs in TWV wepi T&V wKeav6v TOJTUC, 4>ac65i;nos S( am TJJS '

23 Fg. 17â�� Plu. dm. 12.

"Fg. 18â�� Plu. dm. 19.

25 L. Cohn, "Z\i den Paroemiographen," Brest, philol. Abhand. 2.2.71, gives the

text as follows, as part of a note : ras kv "Aidov TpianaSas â�¢ Kal d0i5p6juara 'E/cdrTjs irpis

ratj rpi65ois Itrrl Kal ra vtubaia rpiaKadi &J(TCU. TO. yap vtunaru oil* apxaia, (is

Xexfo'1) *' a" 4 fapoijiua tiri ^S>v irepiepyuv Kai TO. drOKOEpV/t/uiya faTovvTwv

Wilamowitz, H 34 (1899) 208-09, first suggested $av6SriijLos for Hav&Tinm.

Instead of the unintelligible rd 7dp vfwpaTa R. Wiinsch, Jahrb. class. Phil., Supp. 27

(1902) 119-21, proposed Ttaatplutotfra. or Tc<r<rtpaKo<rra'ia. According to this con-

jectured reading, Phanodemus pointed out that sacrifices in honour of the dead on the

fortieth day were a modern innovation, and originally all sacrifices to Hecate were

associated with the number three.
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something to do with the days that are specially consecrated to

Hecate, to whom everything connected with the number three is

sacred. A statement on such a subject would be appropriate to

Phanodemus, since he was interested in the traditions of sacrifices

and festivals.

Two of the fragments which relate to religious traditions are

worth recording in detail. Athenaeus gives his account of the

origin of the Choes festival:26 Demophon, as king of Athens,

wished to offer hospitality to Orestes, but, since the stain of blood

was still upon -the stranger, he could not admit him to any temples

nor allow him to take part in public sacrifice; accordingly he gave

orders for the temples to be closed and cups of wine to be set in

front of each member of the party, with a prize of a cake for the one

who was first to drain his cup; he also announced that, when they

had finished drinking, they were not to take the garlands which

they were wearing to the temples (since they could not come under

the same roof as Orestes), but each was to crown his own cup with

his garland, and the priestess was to take the garlands to the shrine

at Limnae and complete the ceremony of sacrifice in the temple;

and henceforth the festival was called The Cups (Choes). This is

evidently the legend to which Callimachus refers in the Aetia: at

the house in Egypt, where he met the Ician Theugenes, the "Ores-

tean Choes" were duly celebrated each year.27

Athenaeus also records his account of how Dionysus received

his title Limnaeus ("in the Marshes"):28 the Athenians used to

come to the sanctuary in the marshes bringing the sweet new wine

(7\eOKos), take it out of the wine jars and mix it for the god and then

take some for themselves; and Dionysus was called Limnaeus be-

cause this was the first occasion when the new wine was drunk

mixed with water; and the springs of water were called nymphs

and nurses of Dionysus, because the mixture with the water "in-

creased the wine." These explanations seem to be peculiar to

Phanodemus and show the type of antiquarianism that interested

Callimachus and his circle.

One other fragment is of special interest. Phanodemus pointed

out that the festival of the Chalceia, celebrated by smiths and other

Â» 10.437Câ��Fg. 13.

17 TJUS ovTt TrtSoiyis cX&vdavtv ov5' ore 5o6Xots

Cf. note 16 above.

"11.465Aâ��Fg. 14.
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craftsmen in Athens, was dedicated to Hephaestus, not to Athena.29

This was a matter of personal concern to the historian. The earliest

inscription which records the voting of honours to him in the year

343-2 also records the dedication by the Boule of a statue to

Hephaestus and Athena Hephaestia, and certain arrangements for

this dedication are proposed by Phanodemus himself.30

The fragments thus illustrate admirably his interest in religious

aetia. There are, on the other hand, only two fragments which

refer to political institutions. He connected the origin of the court

of the Ephetae with the bringing of the Palladion to Athens, though

differing in detail from Cleidemus; according to his account, certain

Argives on the way home from Troy were killed on landing at

Phalerum by some Athenians who did not recognize them; and

when Acamas found out what had happened and the Palladion was

discovered, the court tirl HaXXaSuo was established in obedience to

an oracle.31 The history of the Areopagus also claimed his atten-

tion ; Athenaeus cites both Phanodemus and Philochorus for its old

function as censor morum, how it used to summon and punish

spendthrifts and people who had "no visible means of support." 32

The fragments do not indicate that he had much to say about

Athenian customs in his own time. Suidas cites him as an authority

for the practice of the Athenians in sacrificing to the Tritopatores

before marriage, when they prayed for the birth of children.33 He

also found occasion to point 'out that the boxes or wallets in which

envoys on a sacred errand carried their provisions were called

dxo.j'cu;34 and he spoke of a conjuror, who gave the illusion of

spurting alternate streams of wine and milk from his mouth, though

the liquid was concealed in bladders underneath his clothes and

shot upwards as he squeezed them.36

29 Fg. 22â��Harp. s.v. XaXxtla.

3Â«S/G3 227. Cf. R. Laqueur, RE s.v. "Phanodemos." Two other fragments

relating to religious questions must be mentioned. Phanodemus identified the mys-

terious goddess Daeira with Aphrodite (Fg. 21); and according to his account Artemis

substituted a bear, not a stag, for Iphigeneia, when she was on the point of being

sacrificed at Aulis (Fg. 10).

31 Fg. 12â��Suid. s.v. iirl Ua\^aSUf.

"Ath. 4.168Aâ��Fg. 15.

33 Fg. 4â��Suid. s.v. TpiToirdropes.

34 Fg. 25â��Hsch. s.v. 'Axacas.

36 Fg. 19â��Ath. 1.20A: Atoiret^s 5i 6 AoKp6s, a>s tpijffi 3>av687Hjtos, Trapa/Ycvbutvos els

Â®i^/3as KCU viroÂ£<j>vvvii.tvos oivov Kuorets Beards Kat -yaXaKros Kal rauras d7TO0Xt/3a)p hvipciv

l\eya> kit TOV (rro^aros. The context is concerned with Oau/iaroiroioi.
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Unluckily there is no indication at all how much space he devoted

to historical narrative. Plutarch cites him on three occasions in

his Lives of Themistocles and Cimon: for the throne of Xerxes from

which he viewed the battle of Salamis, for the battle of the Eury-

medon, and for Cimon's order to have his death kept secret; u but

apart from these three references there is no evidence whatever

about his methods or value as a chronicler of events.
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III. ANDROTION

Androtion has received far more notice from scholars than

Cleidemus or Phanodemus and fragments from his Atthis are more

numerous. These fragmentsâ��fifty-nine in Miiller's collection and

a few others of more recent discovery lâ��reveal his interest in the

traditional subjects and show that he received his share of attention

from scholiasts and lexicographers.

But before the fragments themselves are discussed it is necessary

to decide whether or not he is the same person as the orator whom

Demosthenes attacked in his speech Against Androtion. The earlier

critics contented themselves with dogmatic statement on this ques-

tion. Miiller speaks of his predecessors who, "with no arguments

to support them," 2 maintained that the orator and the historian

were the same man; and he follows Siebelis in remarking bluntly

that the author of the Atthis must not be confused either with the

orator or with a writer on agriculture mentioned by Theophrastus,

Varro, and Columella.3 In more recent times, however, scholars

have been inclined to take it for granted that the orator and the

"Them. 13, dm. 12, 19â��Kg. 16, 17, 18.

1 For references see the bibliography at the end of this section.

2 Nullis nisi argumentis (FHG l.lxxxiii).

s Thphr. HP 2.7.2-3; CP 3.10.4; Varro Rust. 1.1.9: De reliquis, quorum quae

fuerit patria non accepi, sunt Androtion, Aeschrion, etc. Colum. 1.1.10: Et alii tamen

obscuriores, quorum patrias non accepimus, aliquod stipendium nostro studio con-

tulerunt. Hi sunt Androtion, Aeschrion, etc. This writer on agriculture is quite

clearly a different person from the Athenian Androtion.
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historian are the same man.4 The evidence for this identification,

which is derived in part from inscriptions, was, it must be admitted,

mostly unknown to Miiller. He points out, as though it were a

decisive point in his favour, that Suidas, though he has no special

article on Androtion loropi/cos, does not say in his article on the orator

that he was also an historian.6

The anonymous Life of Isocrates mentions among the pupils of

Isocrates "Androtion, the author of an Atthis, who was prosecuted

by Demosthenes." 6 This statement of the biographer was not

known to Miiller,7 but any argument for the identification of the

orator and the historian must start from it; taken by itself it would

not be decisive evidence, but it is borne out by other testimony.

Plutarch 8 speaks of men whose literary work was carried out in

exile: Thucydides in Thrace, Xenophon at Scillus, Philistus in

Epirus, Timaeus in Athens, Androtion the Athenian in Megara, and

Bacchylides the poet in the Peloponnese. One may suppose that

Plutarch regards Androtion as an historian (since he calls Bac-

chylides "the poet" to distinguish him from the historians), and,

since the other historians are named in chronological order, that

Androtion is not older than Timaeus. Exile from Athens naturally

suggests some degree of political activity and prominence, such as,

indeed, the orator Androtion attained: he was a member of the

Boule and went as ambassador to Mausolus; 9 he was prosecuted

in 354-3 10 in a ypa.(j>fi irapavofiwv for proposing that the Boule be

crowned although it had not built ships, and he was under suspicion

of appropriating sacred property. This same Androtion (the son

of Andron) was honoured by the people of Arcesine in Amorgos

for his services to that city (probably about 357-55); and it is

4 E.g. E. Schwartz, RE s.v. "Androtion," and Dittenberger, SIC* 1.193: Eundem

Atthida scripsisse notum est.

6 Sed gravissimum est, quod neque Suidas neque Schol. Hermogen., qui de A.

rhetoris vita agunt et qua in re excelluerit tradunt, eum historicum fuisse dicunt.

Suidas writes as follows: 'AcSpOTiwi*, "ApSpwvos, 'AdijvcLlos, p-fjrwp KOLL S^jutrywyfo, j

6 Lines 103-05 (Isocrates, Bude ed. p. xxxvi) : '\vSporiuva. ^i>v rf/v 'ArBiSa ypa\f<a.vTa

KaS' ov KO.I A A7)juoffSec7)s iypa^f.

1 First quoted by Stiehle, Ph 8 (1853) 634-35.

8 Exil. 605C.

â�¢Dem. 24.12.

10 This is the date preferred by Schwartz, RE 1.2174. F. Kahle, De Demosthenis

oral. Androtioneae, Timocrateae, Aristocrateae temporibus (Diss. Gottingen, 1909),

prefers the previous year as given by D.H. Amm. 4. See also W. Jaeger, Demosthenes

(Eng. translation, Berkeley, 1938) 220.
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interesting to note that the three cities of Amorgos received mention

in the Atthis.11 Another inscription records that he proposed a

decree in honour of the two sons of Leucon, rulers of the Kingdom

of Bosporus, because of their promise to "take charge of the export

of grain " ; this was in 347-6. 12 And another record of a vote by the

people mentions an Androtion (the father's name is lost) as an

Androtion the orator is supposed to have been a pupil of

Isocrates, and his father Andron sought the company of sophists.14

It is true that the Atthis of Androtion (like other Atthides) appears

to have no rhetorical tendencies and Miiller thinks it unlikely that

a member of the Isocratean school would go over to the opposite

camp and write an Atthis. But to this objection one could reply

that the study of antiquities might well appeal to an orator in

exile, when the writing of speeches no longer had any purpose.

The second inscription cited above is probable evidence that the

orator did not surfer exile till after 347; a passage from Didymus

corresponds very well with this indication, since it shows not only

that the Atthis of Androtion mentioned events as late as 344 but

also (if the text is correctly restored) that its author actually took

part in a debate at Athens in that year.15 Of the fragments known

to M tiller none mentioned any event later than the Corinthian

War.16

Finally there is a fragment of Philochorus which should be

quoted. Harpocration, in his note on :ro/xireui, the sacred utensils

used in processions at Athens, refers to the charge of misappro-

priating sacred utensils made by Demosthenes in his speech against

Androtion and adds: "The Athenians, so Philochorus says, pre-

11 SIG3 1 .93 : t&ofcv rfj /fouXg nai TU <)i;;iw ruv ' ApKtatvkuiv â�¢ firaSri ' Av&poriuv avyp

ayados ykyove Trepi TOV dfjfjiov rbv ' ApKevivcoiv . . . ar&fravwaai ' Avdporl&va "Avbpojvos

'Afhjvaiov xPvffV o'Te^apc^, KT\. His presence in Amorgos is probably to be dated during

the Social War. Cf. also Fg. 19 â�� St. Byz. s.v. 'ApKeirivri, pla. rS>v Tpuav Tr6\fuv TWV kv

TJJ vrjaif. T\aav yap MtXacio, Mivua, 'Apufaivrj ... TO WVIKOV 'ApKcfftrevs.

fKTfi 'ArBiSos- '"Apopyiois, Mivwirois, ' ApKt<n.v(uau>." Miiller comments:

Vox 'AfMpyiois merito corrupta esse videtur Siebeli. Requiritur gentile MtXavias urbis.

aSIG> 1.206.

Â«ZG2.1Â«.61.

"PI. Prt. 31Sc, Grg. 487c.

15 In D., col. 8, 8-15: tiri &PXOVTOS AVK'KTKOV (344-3) /3a<riXeajs irptffftfts ffu/^Trpoai?-

KO.VTO ol 'Adyvcuoi, dXX' uTrepoirrt/cajTepov 7} kxpijv 6ieX^x^7?(ra*/ avrols. eipirjvfvffeiii yap

Trpos 'ApTaÂ£epÂ£7;j>, ka.v ^17 Â«irt ras EXX^i'tSas I'd TroXets. a<fayavvTO.i TO.VTO. 'ApSporiwc, 3s

Â«ai TOT' dirt, K<U 'Ava^i/jiivri!. The restoration os nal r\6r' flirt] is by no means certain.

16 Fg. 50 refers to the Spartan victory near Corinth.
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viously used the ironirtla which had been obtained out of the property

of the Thirty; later on, he says, Androtion provided another set." 1V

If Androtion, the orator, who was suspected of stealing sacred

property, wrote an Atthis, a golden opportunity presented itself to

discuss the whole history of iro^tia in his book, concluding with a

justification of his own actions. Hence it is arguable that Philo-

chorus is quoting, not from his knowledge of the suit against

Androtion, but from the Atthis of Androtion.

There is, therefore, enough evidence to make the identification

of the two men almost certain. Further evidence will appear as

the fragments are discussed more in detail.

The Atthis is the only work attributed to Androtion and it

evidently contained at least eight books.18 But, as usually happens,

we do not know precisely how he arranged his material and what

ground was covered in the different books. Harpocration and

Stephanus of Byzantium frequently refer to a particular book of

his for the name of a city or island, in the same manner in which

they cite Hecataeus. Sometimes a reference of this kind suggests

a definite incidentâ��for example, Arginusae was evidently mentioned

in Book IV on the occasion of the battle;19 but usually the only

inference we can draw from citations of this sort is that the author

did not confine himself to the purely domestic history of Athens.

The only reference to the first book is for the establishment of

the Panathenaic festival by Erichthonius (Fg. 1). In Book II we

find already a reference to the Peisistratid Hipparchus as the first

victim of ostracism in 488 (Fg. 5). Book III dealt with the revolu-

tion of the Thirty (Fg. 10, 11); and Stephanus cites the book for

its mention of Panactum (Fg. 8), which plays a prominent part in

the closing years of the Archidamian War. The battle of Arginusae

was evidently described in Book IV (Fg. 14). Androtion seems to

have wasted little time over the early part of the fourth century,

since the failure of Cephisodotus at Alopeconnesus in 360 was

" Philoch. Fg. 124. Cf. also the fragment 1C 2.1".216: TO plv irojuireia . . .

'fLvSporiuf. On the basis of this evidence K. von Fritz, TAPhA 71 (1940) 93 is

inclined to believe that Androtion was an Exegetes.

18 There are references in the fragments to each book from I to VIII. Harpo-

cration refers once to Book XII (Fg. 27), but it is probable that the number is incorrect:

Ennea Hodoi as an old name for Amphipolis would be more appropriately mentioned

in Book II (see p. 80 below) and the mistake kv i/3' instead of kv TÂ§ jS' is easy (cf.

H. Bloch, HSPh, Suppl. 1.344f.).

19 Fg. 14â��St. Byz. s.v. 'Apyfrrovaa, vrjaos irpos rfj riiriip<? Tijs TpwdSos . . . rd

'Apyfwobaw 'AvSporuar 'tv TtT&prif rrjs 'Ar9iSos 5id TOV I.
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recounted in Book V (Fg. 17). The later books, therefore, even if

there are no more than eight books altogether, were evidently much

more detailed. Didymus quotes the seventh book for an incident

of 350-49;20 but there is no way of telling how the subject matter

was distributed in this part of his work. The account of the origin

of the Bouphonia, "a very ancient festival of the Athenians," which

is attributed to Book IV (Fg. 13), evidently occurred in a digression,

a type of digression which recalls the manner of Thucydides.

Another link with Thucydides also suggests itself. Thucydides

found occasion to mention the part he himself had played in failing

to relieve Amphipolis 21 and his knowledge of some regions at first

hand is also occasionally revealed in his writing. It seems that

Androtion likewise made some allusions to his own career and did

not hide his political sympathies. It has already been suggested

that his mention of the cities of Amorgos may be connected with

the decree voted in his honour by the people of Arcesine and that

he found an opportunity to defend himself against the charge of

misappropriating the sacred processional utensils belonging to the

state.22 Another fragment from Harpocration mentions a certain

Molpis as one of the ten men who held authority in Peiraeus after

the fall of the Thirty.23 This Molpis is not otherwise known, except

that Lysias mentioned him in a lost speech;24 but since Androtion's

own father, Andron, was one of the Four Hundred,25 it is not sur-

prising that he should have special knowledge of the political

events of the end of the fifth century and have friends prominent

in oligarchic circles. Since he is cited as an authority for the

developments in Athens after the fall of the Thirty and the appoint-

ment of the board of ten,26 it seems quite possible that he gave

prominence in his description to the activities of his own family.

Oligarchic associations would also explain his interest in Thucydides,

the son of Melesias; Theopompus had called this opponent of

20 Col. 14, 35-49. This passage, which gives the accounts of Androtion and

Philochorus of the question of the Megarian Upa opyas and its settlement by the

Athenians in 350-49 B.C., will be discussed more fully in Chapter 6, pp. 128-29 below.

"4.104-06.

22 See above pp. 78-79. For a possible allusion to one of his own speeches see

note 15 above.

23 Harp. s.v. M6Xirts- . . . MiAiris 6 r&v kv IletpatcT. ot 5 apa /ierd TOUS TpLanovra

fitted. &.PXPVTK fipxov kv Ilcipcuet' wv cis TJV 6 M6A7TIS, ws AvSporlwv kv rplrig Ar0t5os.

2<Lys. Fg. 31 (Thalheim).

26 Harp. s.v. "AvSpwv.

26 Fg. 10â��Harp. s.v. Skxa KOI Stuadovxos.
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Pericles son of Pantaenus, and Androtion, not content with merely

pointing out his mistake, cleared up all difficulty by distinguishing

four different men of that name, including a poet, the son of

Ariston.27

Though the political side of Athenian history is far better repre-

sented in the fragments of Androtion than in those of any other

Atthidographer, it is clear that religious matters were not entirely

neglected. He mentioned an ancient custom of the Athenians

not to sacrifice a sheep if it had not been shorn or had not borne a

lamb.28 He explained that Dionysus obtained his name of Brisaeus

from Brisa in Lesbos where he had a temple; and he-explained the

origin of the Athenian festival called Bouphoniaâ��how an ox gobbled

up the sacrificial cake at the Diipolia and was accordingly killed on

the spot by a certain Thaulon.29 He attributed the foundation of

the Panathenaic festival to Erichthonius, just as Hellanicus had

done.30 Particularly interesting are his remarks about Eumolpus:

"Androtion says," writes a scholiast on Sophocles, "that it was not

the first Eumolpus who started the practice of initiation into the

mysteries, but another Eumolpus, four generations later than this

one; that Eumolpus had a son Ceryx, whose son was called Eumol-

pus; his son again was Musaeus the poet, and Musaeus' son was the

Eumolpus who started the mystic rites and became Hierophant." 31

This duplication of a legendary character, for one purpose or an-

other, was a favourite device of Hellanicus and it certainly looks

as though Androtion followed in his footsteps. A third example of

his loyalty to the author of the first Atthis is perhaps to be found in

his mention of Parparon, a little town in Aeolis whose principal

claim to distinction was that Hellanicus died there.32 Since he

27 Fg. 43â��Sch. Ar. V. 941: QovnvSLdris MeXi)<r(ov vids IlepiKXel 4j/TiiroXiT6u6^eiÂ»os

. . . @eo7ro/z7ros juepTot 6 iffropiKos T&v HavTalvov (fnjo'lv a.vTiTro\LTfvfffOa.t. IlepiKXei, AXX'

oil* 'Av&poriav, iXXA Kal aimis rbv Me\j)fflou. For the different men called Thucydides

see Fg. 44â��Marcellin. Vil. Thuc. Androtion also differed with Theopompus over the

name of Hyperbolus' father (Fg. 48â��Theopomp. F.9Sa, in FGrH 2 B), and an

ostrakon from the Athenian agora has shown that Androtion was right (Bloch, loc. cit.

354).

28 Fg. 41.

" Fg. 59, 13.

30 Fg. 1â��Harp. s.v. Hava.8Jivai.a- . . . f/yayt SI rf/v lopTT)v 6 'Epix^vios o 'H<Â£af<rTOi>,

Ka8a <t>a<riv 'EXXdpucos Tt Kal 'Avdporiuv, tKartpos kv TTP&TJI 'ArBiSos.

31 Fg. 34â��Sch. Soph. OC 1053 (accepting the emendation AvoporLwv for "Avopwv).

Hellanicus wrote about the Hierophants in his second book (F.45).

88 Fg. 9â��St. Byz. s.v. Ha.pTra.pwv, xtapiov fv 'Aaia AioXutoc ... 6 jroXirijs IIop-

Trapuipio?. . . . 'AvdporUijv 5' kv Tplrtf 'ArBiSos HapTrapuvturo-s (
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mentioned the place in Book III, which would cover the lifetime of

Hellanicus, it is quite possible that he recorded the time and place

of his predecessor's death.33

Mythology also received some attention from him, although

his continuous account of mythical times did not go beyond Book I.

There is one excellent example of his rationalism: he entirely re-

jected the miraculous stories of the Spartoi at Thebes, and insisted

that this name arose because Cadmus and his companions were

"scattered wanderers" (cnropdSes).34 In similar style he maintained

that the Amphictyons were originally called djuc/Hxriom ("dwellers

around"), arid that the story of Amphictyon, son of Deucalion,

was without foundation; and because of the traditional illiteracy

of the Thracians, he denied that Orpheus could have been both a

sage and a Thracian.35 On the other hand, he seems to have told

the story of Oedipus in an orthodox manner and to have accepted

the pious etymology of Colonus nrTreus: that Poseidon first harnessed

horses at that place.36 Indeed, there is no example in his fragments

of rationalist methods applied to Athenian mythology.

There are, however, some signs that he gave unorthodox and

rationalistic explanations of the origin of political institutions. His

statement that Apodektai were substituted for Kolakretai by Cleis-

thenes seems to be simply a mistake, since inscriptions attest the

activity of Kolakretai well on into the fifth century.37 But he also

remarked that the Kolakretai (in the time of Solon presumably)

provided the envoys going to Delphi with money for their journey

("or for any other purpose that might be necessary") out of TO.

vavK\ijpLKa.3S Aristotle points out that in the old laws of Solon

there frequently occur phrases like rous vavupapovs eicnrpdrTeij' and

33 Perhaps the Halicarnassian whom he mentioned in the same book was Herodotus

Cf. Fg. 6â��St. Byz. s.v. 'AXiKapvafftros- ... 6 iroXir^s 'AXiKappa<r<7eus. . . . 'Apfipa-

r'uiiv 6 kv rptrfl 'Ar0i5os 'AXiKapvafftTios tp^tri,

34 Fg. 28â��30.

Â» Fg. 33â��36.

35 Fg. 31. 32.

37 Fg. 3â��Harp. s.v. diro5eKT<u apx'n TIS tori Trap' 'A^Tji/atois 01 inrodkurai . . . ori

5Â£ &VTL T&V KcoXaKperwy ot d7To5tKT<u UTTO KXeiotfeyovs direSetx^ffa*1 'ApSpoTiajp /3'. For

the evidence of the inscriptions see J. Oehler, RE s.v. KuXaxperai.

38 Fg. 4â��-Sch. Ar. Av. 1540: T&I> KU\aKpiTiiv, T(>V TO./J.LO.V rCiv TCO\LTIK.&V XPIM^â�¢"-

'ApLaTotft&VTjs 6 ypafjifiaTLKOs TOUTOUS ra/uas elvaL 07;<ri TOV SiKatrriKoG nurOov, 06 pbvov 5Â«

roinov r^v eiri^Xetav tiroLovvTo, ajs <^<Tt, AXXd Kai TOL es 0eoi)s di/aXia'Kojuei'a 5td

UTWS- "ToTs 6c touat IIu$a)5e fieajpots TOU$ KcoX

pyupia Kai ety &\\o 6rt av 5cp
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ava\L<TKâ�¬iv ex TOV vavupapiKov dp-yupiou.39 Evidently rd vavK\rjpiKa is a

"modern spelling" for TO. vavKpapiKa, and Androtion thought that

vavKpapos was an old form of vawXripos. His statement about the

Kolakretai, therefore, must follow upon a discussion of the Nau-

craries, whose activities he connected, like Cleidemus, with ships

and shipping.40 Unluckily there is insufficient evidence to recon-

struct the whole of his argument and that of Cleidemus on the

subject.

More distinctly unorthodox is his account of the Seisachtheia.

According to Plutarch, Androtion was one of the authors who

denied that Solon cancelled all debts by this measure; his view was

that interest rates were reduced and that the "shaking off of the

burden" consisted in this concession, together with alterations in

the weights and measures which had the effect of an inflation.41

It seems fairly clear that Aristotle is deliberately rejecting this

view when he remarks that "Solon's cancellation of debts preceded

his legislation and his changes in weights and measures were sub-

sequent." 42

In other matters, however, there is good evidence that Aristotle

found Androtion a useful source of information. Androtion's

"rationalization" of the Seisachtheia is in conformity with his posi-

tion as a "moderate" in politics, who looked back to Solon for his

political ideals; it would be natural for him to make this measure

appear less revolutionary and more constitutional than the tradi-

tional view represented. It is quite probable, therefore, that the

MResp.Ath. 8.3.

40 See section on Cleidemus, pp. 58-59, 67-68 above.

41 Fg. 40â��Plu. Sol. 15: Kairoi nvls lypa\^av, Sir kanv 'AvSporiuv, OVK AjroKoirjj

Xpt&v, 4XXa TOKUV ficTpi6ri]Ti Kov<tna6cpTas a-yairijcrat roiis ire^ras, Kal atura-xBtinv

ni'Ofj.affa.1. r6 ^iXapflpajireujua TOUTO, Kal T^JV iifia TOUTCJ) ytvopkvTjv TWV re /zerpwc tirav^ijGLv

Kal TOV J'OjUtO'/iaTOS Â« TifJLrjV.

42 Resp. Ath. 10: ev pkv ovv rots co/zotj raura SOKCI detvat SrjfjaTiKa, irpo 8t TT/S cojuotfefftas

TrOLTJtra.1 rr^v T&v XP^V hirOKOirriv Kai fjitra raDra TTJV TC rClv /zerpwy Kat ffTaOfji&v Kal Trjv TOV

rojuoTiaros avltfaiv. Cf. B. Keil, Die Solonische Verfassung 45-46. N. G. L. Ham-

mond, "The Seisachtheia and the Nomothesia of Solon," JHS 60 (1940) 78, calls this

passage a "tacit criticism of Androtion's theory"; but on p. 75 he writes: "As Atthides

were written in a chronological form, it is clear what Aristotle has done with the work

of Androtion; he has re-arranged the matter in a form suitable to his purpose, laying

emphasis on constitutional points and passing his verdicts on Solon the constitu-

tionalist, and he has then introduced a note on chronology based on Androtion's

Atthis." This is an impossible conclusion, since Androtion denied the xpf&v AITOKOTT^

altogether. Hammond is also quite unjustified in his assumptions that a chrono-

logical (does he mean annalistic?) form was customary in all portions of Atthides

and that Androtion's account "crystallized" fourth century tradition.
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idea of Solon as 6 nioos iroXmjs, which is stressed by Aristotle, derives

not only from the Athenian "moderates" in general, but from

Androtion in particular.43 One notices a similar leaning to the

"moderates" in Aristotle's later chapters, especially in his summary

of the various irpoaTarai at Athens in chapter 28, where Nicias,

Thucydides, and Theramenes are said to be "the best of the

Athenian politicians after those of the early days." There are,

moreover, a number of points of agreement with Androtion over

matters of fact: Hipparchus was the first victim of ostracism, and

Peisistratus on his second return from exile won his victory in the

deme Palleneis.44 Again, Androtion is said to have described "what

followed" after the appointment of a committee of ten subsequent

to the fall of the Thirty; and Aristotle describes these events in

detail.46 When this evidence is taken into account, the case for

identifying Androtion the historian with the orator seems almost

complete.46

The fragments of the earlier Atthidographers revealed no po-

litical bias and indeed no very lively interest in political questions.

Although this may be an accident, the lack of any evidence makes

it impossible to argue that there was a consistent political tradition

which they followed. There is no reason to suppose that, because

Androtion was a "moderate," his predecessors held similar political

views, and consequently there are really no grounds for believing

in the existence of an " Atthid tradition " of political history; indeed,

as we have seen, there were questions of fact on which the different

writers were not agreed.

There is, unfortunately, no evidence to show whether Androtion

revealed any political opinions in his account of the history of the

fourth century. In his account of the fifth century, however, he

took occasion to note the exact year in which Cleon died and

remarked on the ostracism of Hyperbolus "as an undesirable" (5td

0au\6r7jTo) .47 He also described how the Athenian general, Phormio,

after an honest term of office as strategus, was in poverty and

suffered atimia through inability to pay a debt to the treasury; and

"On this point cf. F. E. Adcock, Kl 12 (1912) 14-16.

" 22.4â��Fg. 5; 15.3â��Fg. 42.

Â« 38â��Fg. 10.

4t De Sanctis in his earlier essay (see bibliography) denied the identification, though

admitting A. to be a moderate and perhaps a younger member of the orator's family.

In his later essay, after the publication of the Didymus papyrus, he gave way.

" Fg. 46, 48.
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how the people paid his debt for him, so that he could accept the

invitation of the Acarnanians to conduct an Athenian expedition

into their country.48 This tale would be of no particular impor-

tance, were it not for the fact that Pausanias (who records the story

without understanding all the details) describes Phormio as a mem-

ber of a distinguished family, "resembling the better class of people

in Athens." 49

Pausanias also tells us that Androtion described the condemna-

tion of the athlete Dorieus by the Spartans, and he remarks that

this description seems like an attempt to compare the action of the

Spartans with the Athenians' treatment of their generals after

Arginusae.50 This may possibly be an indication of anti-Spartan

animosity; but we also learn that he did not attempt to disguise the

defeat suffered by the Athenians in the territory of Corinth and

that he described the condemnation of Cephisodotus for his failure

at Alopeconnesus.61 These fragments, however, give no indication

of the general character of this part of his work; they do not even

show whether he used an annalistic system for events of his own

lifetime; the only date which is referred to an archon's name is

that of Cleon's death, in the archonship of Alcaeus, two years after

the production of the Clouds.

With so little evidence available about Androtion's treatment

of fourth century affairs, there is not much to support the view of

De Sanctis that he is the author of the Hettenica of Oxyrhynchus.

In fact, apart from the mere possibility on chronological grounds,

the only real argument of De Sanctis is that the author of the

Hellenica is "what we should call a moderate, and furthermore a

man of action, one who would examine the reasons of expediency

which seem to him to determine men's actions and would devote

himself extensively to financial questions." 62 He also insists on

the interest shown by Androtion in extra-Athenian affairsâ��a tend-

48 Sch. Ar. Pax 347 (not in Miiller FHG).

49 Paus. 1.23.10: Qopftiuvt. "yap T<HS kicitt.K.k<jiv 'A.drjva.iwv OVTI O/KHW *ai Â« irpoy6vow

Â£6Â£ap oiiK &.<t>aLvtt awtpaivev, KT\. It is only the scholiast on Aristophanes, not Pausanias,

who gives Androtion as his authority. Bloch, loc. cit. 348-51, sets the two passages

side by side and takes the errors of Pausanias as evidence that he did not use Andro-

tion's Atthis directly; but he says nothing about the political significance of the story

of Phormio.

"Fg. 49â��Paus. 6.7.6-7.

"Fg. 50, 17.

62 AA T 43 (1907-08) 348. Bloch (loc. cit. 328-34) gives other reasons for rejecting

the view of De Sanctis.
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ency which is suggested only by the geographical fragments; no

fragment reveals an interest in political events in which Athens

was not concerned. Since this is the case and since the points of

similarity between the Oxyrhynchus extract and the fragments of

the Atthidographers are so few, we must renounce any attempt to

draw conclusions about the Atthides from that quarter.
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IV. SOME LESSER FIGURES

Before going on to deal with Philochorus and Ister, about whom

far more is known, it will be convenient to set forth briefly the

scanty information that is available about three shadowy Athenian

figures who are generally regarded as Atthidographers: Melesagoras,

Demon, and Melanthius.
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But first a word must be said about Andron of Halicarnassus,

to whom Muller attributes an Atthis.1 No ancient writer ever

refers to his work under this title; but he wrote a work called

Su77Â«j'etai (Families), a title which recalls the Genealogies of Heca-

taeus, and some of the fragments show that he touched on various

points of Attic legend. Strabo remarks that, although the Atthi-

dographers disagree on many questions, "all that are of any account"

agree that in the division of land between the four sons of Pandion

Nisus obtained the Megarid; and then he adds in parenthesis the

divergent views of Philochorus and Andron on the extent of Nisus'

portion.2 There are other fragments of Andron referring to Eu-

molpus and the founding of the Isthmian games by Theseus;3

and Harpocration, in his note about the Phorbanteum, quotes

Hellanicus and "Andron in the eighth book of his Zvyytvetai." 4

Muller thought that these fragments must come from an Atthis,

which corresponded to the eighth book of a comprehensive mytho-

graphical and historical work.

The only evidence that Andron carried his treatment of Attic

affairs down to historical times is a remark of the scholiast on the

Frogs that "Andron differed from Xenophon about the recall of

Alcibiades." 6 Jacoby, however, rejects even this indication and

thinks that the scholiast intended to cite Androtion instead of

Andron. In any case, with so little evidence available, further

discussion is not profitable. Since Andron's work is never cited as

an Atthis, the mere fact that he discussed Attic myths in a general

mythographical work does not entitle him to be regarded as an

Atthidographer. His date is quite uncertain; Jacoby thinks that

he may belong to the fourth century.

Melesagoras 6 is another problematic figure. Even his name is

uncertain, since in the manuscripts of some authorities it appears

as Amelesagoras. Schwartz 7 wanted to explain this very curious

name as derived from the river of the underworld called Ameles

1 For the fragments see Muller, FHG 2.349-52, Jacoby, FGrH 1. no. 10. References

will be given to the latter collection. See also E. Schwartz, RE s.v. "Andron" (11).

'F. 14â��Str. 9.1.6.

3 F. 6, 13â��Plu. Thes. 25, Sch. Soph. OC 1053 (where the emendation 'ArSporltav

for "A.i/5puv is probably correct). See above p. 81, and note 31.

4 F. 1â��Harp, and Suid. s.v. &opf)avTeiov.

6 F. 18â��Sch. Ar. Ra. 1422. See Jacoby's note and Muller FHG 2.346.

8 For the fragments see FHG 2.21-22.

7 RE s.v. "Amelesagoras." Another Amelesagoras is mentioned in some MSS. in

[Hippoc.J Ep. 11 (ed. Littre 9.324).
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(River of Freedom from Care), but Kroll 8 insists, probably rightly,

that this is an impossible name and must be, wherever it occurs, a

mistake for Melesagoras.

A more serious problem is that of his date. Dionysius of Hali-

carnassus, in his well known list of "early historians before the

Peloponnesian War," groups him with Acusilaus of Argos and

Charon of Lampsacus; Clement of Alexandria, when he is discussing

plagiarism among the Greek historians, says that Gorgias of Leontini

and Eudemus of Naxos and a number of logographers and Atthi-

dographers stole material from him; while Maximus of Tyre speaks

of him as an Eleusinian "inspired prophet" ((cdroxos dtlq. MÂ°W) and

clearly thinks that he belongs to quite early times.9 If we accept

the statement of Dionysius of Halicarnassus, we must suppose that

Melesagoras was the first author to write an Atthis.10 Further-

more, we must believe that he preceded Hellanicus in working out

the longer list of kings between Cecrops and Theseus and was the

first to invent Erichthonius as distinct from Erechtheus, since the

story of the birth of Erichthonius is told in one of his fragments.

This fragment " tells the tale (afterwards told by Callimachus in

the Hecale) 12 of Athena's deadly quarrel with crows: the infant

Erichthonius, the "earth-born" child of Hephaestus, had been

hidden inside a box and Athena had entrusted this to the daughters

of Cecrops with strict orders that they were not to open it. Mean-

time she left Athens; and when she was on her way back, carrying

a mountain which was to be set in front of the Acropolis so as to

increase the natural defences of Athens, a crow met her with the

news that the daughters of Cecrops had disobeyed her order; where-

upon, in her anger at receiving this bad news, she forbade crows to

perch on the Acropolis henceforward and dropped the mountain,

which was subsequently named Mount Lycabettus.

It seems fairly clear that Callimachus took this story from

Melesagoras, just as he borrowed other tales from various Atthi-

8RE s.v. "Melesagoras." This Greek author thus enjoys the unusual honour of

two articles in RE.

"D.H. Th. 5; Clem. Al. Strom. 6.2.26 (ed. Stahlin 443); Max. Tyr. 38.3 (ed.

Hobein 439).

10 For a statement of this view see M. Wellmann, "Beitrag zur Geschichte der

attischen Konigsliste," H 45 (1910) 554-63.

11 Fg. 1â��Antig. Mir. 12. The text runs: 'A/tt\ii<Ta.~r6pa.s Si 6 'AS^aics 6 TJJV 'ArSi&a.

<rvyyeypa(j>&s. This is the only citation of the title of the work.

"Ida Kapp, CaUimachi Hecalae Fragmenta, Fg. 60-62; R. Pfeiffer, Callimachi

fragmenta, Fg. 34, pp. 80-81. Cf. Wilamowitz, Phil. Untersuch. 4.24.
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dographers. But his use of the story does not prove that Melesag-

oras belongs to the early part of the fifth century rather than to

the latter part of the fourth.13 The early date given by Dionysius

should arouse suspicion because no local history of Attica is heard

of at that time; that particular literary form does not occur in

the period before the Peloponnesian War.14 On the other hand,

Clement's remarks on plagiarism need not be taken seriously (his

statements on this subject contain more than one chronological

impossibility), and Maximus of Tyre is evidently thinking of some

legendary or semi-legendary personage. No elaborate theories

about forgery are necessary to explain their statements; and if we

suppose that Dionysius has been misled into dating Melesagoras

half a century too early (perhaps by the same authorities who were

responsible for the misdating of Hellanicus), there is no difficulty

in accepting the fragments as belonging to a genuine work written

in the fifth or fourth century.

There are, indeed, two fragments which are most appropriate

to an Atthis, since they relate to the Cretan adventures of Theseus.

Hesychius says that he gave Androgeos the name of Eurygyes;

and, according to his story, the blinding of Asclepius was due to his

resuscitation of Glaucus, the son of Minos.16

Little more than this can be said about the Atthis of Demon.16

Plutarch cites both Demon and Philochorus for the view that the

Minotaur was not a monster, but simply a general of Minos called

Taurus, though their versions of Theseus' triumph are somewhat

different.17 Suidas says that Philochorus wrote his Atthis "in reply

to Demon," and a special work of his Against the Atthis of Demon

is also attested.18 The natural interpretation of this evidence is

that Demon was an elder contemporary of Philochorus and antici--

pated him in his rationalization of the Minotaur legend. Of the

three other fragments from the Atthis, one refers to the Tritopatores

as winds (recalling the Orphic doctrine that they were guardians

13 Wellmann (loc. cit. 560) thinks Callimachus used a work written in the fifth

century and that there was a later forgery (made in early imperial times) attributed to

an "Eleusinian seer." Wilamowitz prefers the fourth century and is followed by

W. Schmid, Griech. Lileraturgesch. 1.1.707f. Cf. also Miiller, FHG 2.22 and Susemihl,

Gesch. der griech. Lit. in der Alexandrinerzeil 1.599.

14 Cf. Leo Weber, " Nachtragliches zu Androgeos," RhM 78 (1929) 26-29.

15 Fg. 3â��Hsch. s.v. Â«r' ~Evpv~/vy &yuv; Fg. 2â��Apollod. 3.10.3; Sch. Eur. Ale. 1.

16 For the fragments, see FHG 1.378-83. Cf. also E. Schwartz, RE s.v. " Demon"

(6).

17 Fg. 3â��Plu. Thes. 19. See below, Chap. 7, p. 152.

18 See below, chap. 6, p. 108.
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of the winds), and another refers to the institution of the Oscho-

phoria by Theseus and tells how the procession at that festival was

supposed to be a reenactment of the return of the Athenian boys

and girls from Crete.19 Both these fragments recall Demon's sup-

posed controversy with Philochorus, who maintained that the Trito-

patores were children of Ge and Uranus (and hence the "third

fathers" of the human race) and also had something to say about

the Oschophoria.20

The remaining fragment is quoted by Athenaeus from the fourth

book of the Atthis:21 "He says that when Apheidas was king of

Athens, Thymoetes, his younger brother, who was a bastard son,

killed him and himself became king. In his reign Melanthus, a

Messenian, being exiled from his country, inquired of the Pythian

where he should settle; she said that he should stay in that place

where he was received with hospitality and his hosts served him

at dinner with the feet and the head of an animal. And this

happened to him at Eleusis; since the priestesses were celebrating

a local festival and had used up all the meat and only the feet and

head were left, they offered these to Melanthus." Melanthus is

father of Codrus, the famous last king of Athens, so that this

fragment gives Demon's sequence for the last four Athenian kings.

Nothing is known of his treatment of later times.

More numerous than the fragments from Demon's Atthis are

those from his work On Proverbs,12 which is cited by scholiasts and

lexicographers to explain the origin of various proverbial sayings.

There is also one fragment from a work On Sacrifices.23 Evidently

Demon conformed to type and, like the other Atthidographers, was

interested in religious antiquities.

Finally something must be said about Melanthius.24 There is

only one reference to his Atthis, which is not particularly informa-

tive,26 but there are also three fragments from his work On the

Mysteries at Eleusis:26 one of these describes the details of sacrifice

18 Fg. 2â��Suid. s.v. TptTOTraTopes; Fg. 4â��Plu. Thes. 23.

20 Fg. 2, 3, 44.

21 Fg. 1â��Ath. 3.96D-E.

22 For which see O. Crusius, Analecta critica ad paroemiographos Craecos (Leipzig,

1883) 132-50; Ph, Suppl. 6 (1891-93) 269-74.

28 Fg. 22â��Harp. s.v. TrpoK&via.

24 For the fragments, see FHG 4.444.

26 Fg. 1â��Harp. s.v. ypviramov. He is cited as using the phrase icoi iypviriv ij yfj

in describing an earthquake.

26 Fg. 2-5 (4 and 5 really constitute one fg.).
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to Hecate, another the customs which governed initiation into the

mysteries, and the third the case of Diagoras of Melos, mentioned

in the Birds of Aristophanes: "And if one of you shall kill Diagoras

the Melian he shall have a talent." 27 The scholia on this passage

record that, according to Melanthius, this man disparaged the

mysteries and indeed deterred many from being initiated; so that

a stele was put up denouncing him and the citizens of Pellene who

refused to give him up, in which the following clauses were included:

eav Be TIS airoKTeivfl Aiayopav TOV M^Xi-op, Xaju/Jaceii' apyvpLov raXavrov

tav Sk TIS f copra ayayy, \anPavtiv dvo. The scholiast quotes the actual

words of the decree from his work and, in referring to Craterus,

gives only a paraphrase of it; hence Wilamowitz decided that

Melanthius quoted the actual words and Craterus did not; and that

therefore Melanthius must be earlier than Craterusâ��a very curious

piece of misleading argumentation.28 A number of respected

Athenian citizens called Melanthius, some of them holders of

priestly offices,29 are mentioned in inscriptions from the fifth and

fourth centuries, but without external evidence it is idle to attempt

an identification.

Apart from the fragments given by Muller it is possible that one

further reference to the work on the mysteries is to be found.30

But in any case the evidence available is very slight. The frag-

ments, such as they are, seem to show that he conformed to type

and they do not suggest that his work on the mysteries was other

than a dignified work, such as might be written by a priestly official,

showing proper respect for the secrets that might not be revealed.

His quotation of the actual words of a decree suggests a comparison

with the work of Philochorus on Attic Inscriptions.

Such information, therefore, as is available about Melesagoras,

Demon, and Melanthius adds little to our knowledge of the Atthis

tradition. It does show, however, that, besides those writers of

whose works more numerous fragments survive, there may have

been others of similar tastes writing works of a similar kind. It

does not tell us in what respects their work may have differed

from that of their more illustrious colleagues.

Â«' 1073f.

28 Aristoteles und Athen 1.286f.

29 Cf. Kirchner, Prosop. Attica s.v. " Melanthios."

30 Cf. Andree, RE s.v. "Melanthios" (11), who refers to Sch. Ap. Rhod. 1.1126

(where the MSS. have Matiriptf or M.a>av&p<f).



CHAPTER V

EPHORUS, THEOPOMPUS, AND ARISTOTLE

Since many of the characteristics of Hellanicus were found to be

present in the work of his contemporary Thucydides, it seems

appropriate at this point to attempt some comparison between the

Atthides written in the fourth century and other historical work

produced at the same time. A comparison of this kind is bound

to be less conclusive than that which was attempted in Chapter 2,

because the works of the most distinguished historians of the later

fourth century have been lost; instead of comparing fragments with

a complete extant work, we are obliged in this case to compare

fragments with fragments. Even Aristotle's Constitution of Athens

is not a complete extant work in the same sense as the history of

Thucydides. Although it is preserved in almost complete form, it

is in many ways comparable to a collection of fragments; it is the

only surviving example of a series of treatises on constitutional

history; it is not a self-contained work of Aristotle, but a fragment

of the work of his pupils; and its special qualities could be better

understood if we possessed the entire Encyclopaedia of Constitu-

tions compiled by the master and his students. At the same time,

Ephorus and Theopompus are sufficiently well represented in their

fragments, so that we are able not only to find points of similarity

between their books and the Atthides, but also to recognize some of

their distinctive characteristics. But the special peculiarities of

the pupils of Isocrates ' and Aristotle cannot occupy our attention

here except in passing; this chapter does not claim to offer a full

critical treatment of their work, but only to emphasize what they

have in common with the Atthidographers.

When the fragments of Ephorus are taken together with those

portions of Diodorus which depend on his work, there is an abun-

dance of material relevant to the present discussion.2 Certain tradi-

1 There seems to be no adequate reason to reject the tradition that Ephorus and

Theopompus were pupils of Isocrates (despite the arguments of E. Schwartz, RE s.v.

"Ephoros," 6.1-16). For discussion, see A. E. Kalischek, De Ephoro et Theopompo

Isocratis discipulis (Diss. Munster, 1913).

1 The fragments will be quoted from Jacoby's collection, FGrH 2A, no. 70. Jacoby

makes no attempt to include all passages of Diodorus and other authors who may be

borrowing from Ephorus. Cf. his remarks in FGrH 3A, Intro. 8*.

92
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tional features, inherited from old Ionian historiography, are illus-

trated remarkably well. There is plentiful evidence of his interest

in geography, which he seems to have indulged almost as freely as

Herodotus.3 Equally evident is his love of digressions, when an

opportunity occurs to write about "foundings of cities and their

founders, migrations, family histories";4 numerous citations by

Stephanus of Byzantium and others bear witness to his interest

in Ktiseis.5 His pride in his native city of Cyme and his anxiety

to remind his readers of the part it played in Greek history has

laid him open to much unkind criticism.6 But extravagant local

patriotism is not confined to Ephorus; we have found examples of

it in the Atthides, and there is no reason why it should be confined

to Athenian writers.

His interest in myths and genealogy is equally evident. Al-

though he professed to begin his history with the return of the

Heraclidae,7 this formal limitation of his theme did not deter him

from all kinds of digressions. We find references to the story of

Heracles, to the settlement at Delphi with criticism of the legends

about Apollo, to the legendary traditions of Aetolia, to the story of

Minos, which he rationalized.8 His interest in Homeric questions

was not confined to his Local History ('ETTIX^PIOS A6-yos) of his native

Cyme, but he discussed the Homeric Ethiopians and Cimmerians

in his geographical books (IV-V), and placed the latter in the caves

near Cumae rather than in their traditional northern habitat.9

On the other hand, there is a noteworthy lack of allusions among

8 Cf. J. Forderer, Ephoros und Slrabon (Diss. Tubingen, 1913), and M. Rostovtzeff,

Skythien und der Bosporus 6-7, 80-86.

4 T. 18aâ��Str. 10.3.5: TloXfySios. . , , (frrjeas Trepi TWV E,\\7]viKaiv rcaXus nkv ED6oÂ£oi',

KaXXtora 6' "E<Â£opop tfayelffdai Trepi nrlatwv, (Tvyyfftutiv, juerapaoraffeajj', apxijytTuv.

T. 18bâ��Plb. 9.1.4: ri>v ftkv yap QiMiKoov 6 yevta\oyiKos rpoiros iiriairaTai, ri>v 54

iro\uirpayfiova Kal TrepiTTOi' & Trept rets anruKias Kai Krltrcts Kal ffvyyevelas, KaBa TTOU Kal

Trap1 'E$6p<(> Xe*yeTai, T&V 5e TTO\LTIK^V 6 Trepl rds TrpaÂ£ets TWC Wv&v Kal TroXeaji/ Kal SuvaarStv.

'Cf. F. 11, 18b, 21, 24, 31b, 39, 40, 44, 56, 78, 89, 115. 126, 127, 136, 137, 146,

164, 216.

e Schwartz (loc. cit.) is particularly severe in speaking of his "small town" outlook

on history.

7 T. 8â��D.S. 4.1.3: "E^opos juii> "ycip 6 Kupatos, ItroKpaTous aiv /la^Tt;?, VTrotTTijtra-

Htvos ypafaiv ras Koivas 7rpaÂ£ets, ras /iiv iraXataj nvdo\oylas birtpefiri, TO. 5' aird rfjs

*HpaK\eL5Â£>v Ka06&ov TTpaxQtvTa vvvTafcanevos Tairrriv apx^iv liroiiiaaTO rfjs idroptav. Cf.

16.76.5â��T.10. It is uncertain how literally we should interpret Diodorus in such

matters, since he speaks of Herodotus as " beginning from the time of the Trojan War."

â�¢F.13-15, 31b, 122, 147.

â�¢F.128, 134.
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the fragments to Attic myths. Even Theseus appears only once;10

and since Minos is represented as a just lawgiver instead of a cruel

tyrant,11 the crowning exploit of Theseus' career, the slaying of the

Minotaur, is evidently denied altogether. There is no reference to

any stories about the Athenian kings either in his fragments or in

the fragments of the lost books of Diodorus. There is, therefore,

no evidence to show that he played any part in developing the

Attic mythological tradition, with which the Atthidographers were

so much concerned.

We should be in a better position to understand his method of

dealing with local legends if we knew more about his Local History

of Cyme. But unfortunatelyâ��and not unnaturally, since prob-

ably it was read by few people outside Cymeâ��we know nothing of

this work except that it claimed Homer and Hesiod as natives of

that city. This single scrap of evidence, recorded by a surprisingly

large number of ancient authors,12 gives us no useful clue to its

character, its value as an historical work, its system of chronology,

the proportion of space it allotted to earlier and later times, its

manner and style, or its relation to earlier local histories.13 Eduard

Schwartz insists that this work was a collection of patriotic anec-

dotes-â��an assumption quite unjustified by the evidence.14 But

even though we do know so little about its character, it is useful to

remember that Ephorus wrote a local history, as well as a universal

one. It seems that he and the Atthidographer, who like him is

supposed to have been a pupil of Isocrates, had some interests other

than those which Isocrates tried to encourage in his students.16

But if Ephorus showed comparatively little interest in myths

relating to Athens and seems to have paid more attention to other

legends, it cannot be said of him that he neglected Athens otherwise

or that his work is lacking in other characteristics typical of an

10 F.23 (the good relations between Athens and Thessaly are traced to the friend-

ship of Theseus and Peirithous).

"F.147.

12 F.I, 97â��103.

13 G. L. Barber, The Historian Ephorus (Cambridge, 1935) 4-5, has a violent out-

burst against local histories of this period and, after citing these fragments, adds: "No

better example than this is needed to prove that annals such as these were not an

accurate record of local history, but a chronicle more often than not deliberately

forged to promote the fame of one's native city." This sweeping condemnation is not

justified at all.

11RE 6.2: "Solche panegyrischen Zusammenstellungen der vaterstadtischen Tra-

ditionen und dessen was zur Tradition gemacht wurde."

Â» Cf. Chap. 4, p. 78 above.
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Atthis. His bias in favour of Athens, so clear from the text of

Diodorus, has been discussed many times 16 and needs no further

illustration here. Apart from Diodorus, whose chief interest is in

his account of political history, the fragments properly so-called

show how much attention he paid to anecdotes about Athenian

politicians and to the details of Athenian religious and social institu-

tions. In speaking of the Apaturia he offered an etymological

explanation of the name of this festival.17 After relating how

Themistocles was ostracized (the first to suffer this fate, according

to his account), he gave a description of the institution of ostracism,

ending with the fine sentiment, as reported by Diodorus, that the

Athenians "appear to have established this custom not in order

to punish ill-doing, but in order that the spirits of the victims may

be humbled through exile." 18 In telling the well-known story of

how Cimon paid the fine imposed on his father Miltiades, he added

what seems like an individual touch: that Cimon had married a rich

woman.19 He also had a special account of his own about the

manner in which Alcibiades met his death: how he revealed to

Pharnabazus the plot of Cyrus against Artaxerxes and asked for a

safe conduct to the king, so as to make his report personally; and

Pharnabazus passed on the warning to the king, but had Alcibiades

killed to prevent his getting credit for bringing the information.20

Another curious and significant fact revealed by the fragments

is the interest of Ephorus in proverbs. From such various sources

as the Platonic scholia, Macrobius, and the lexicographers we learn

his explanations of at least seven different proverbial sayings.

Macrobius quotes in full his explanation of how the term "Achelous"

came to be used generally for water (though he does not indicate

the occasion of this digression).21 Stephanus of Byzantium also

gives the actual words he used in explaining the term avairapiattiv:

how the Parians, when besieged by Miltiades, had agreed to sur-

render but went back on their word when they mistook a forest fire

on Myconos for a beacon signal from Datis; hence avairapiaftiv came

to be used for people who violated an agreement.22 Of the Atthi-

18 Cf. e.g. Barber, op. cit., chap. 6, "Bias in Ephorus."

17 F.22. Cf. Hellanic. F.12S and Ister fg. 3, 4 (FHG).

18D.S. 11.55.

"F.64.

!Â°F.70.

Â» F.20.

"F.63. Five other sayings are explained in F.12. 19, 27. 58, 59. Cf. also F.37,

149, 175, 183.
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dographers Demon actually wrote a separate work On Proverbs, and

Ister is cited for the explanation of two proverbial sayings.23 The

interest of the historians in origins and aetia of this kind is simply

another example of the antiquarianism of the fourth and third

centuries.

It remains to speak of his chronological method. Diodorus

at the beginning of his fifth book praises Ephorus for dividing his

material into books according to subject matter; and he announces

his intention of adopting a similar procedure himself, giving the

name The Book of the Islands to the book which he is just starting.24

In his later books, however, beginning with Book XI, Diodorus

uses an annalistic arrangement, but he sometimes makes the mistake

of crowding into a single year a series of events which extended

over a longer period. A notable example of this kind of confusion

is in 11.60-62, where all Cimon's movements, from Eion to the

Eurymedon, are crowded into the year 469.25 His error here is very

possibly due to careless reading of Ephorus. A papyrus fragment,

which has with good reason been identified as the work of Ephorus,26

describes these campaigns of Cimon without marking the passage

of the years; and if this is indeed the source used by Diodorus, it is

easy to see how he might make mistakes in trying to fit this kind

of narrative into an annalistic arrangement. It is certain that

Ephorus devoted some books entirely to western affairs and there

is.no suggestion that his early books were arranged according to any

chronological scheme at all.27 The papyrus fragment cited above

is the best indication of the method he used in dealing with the

fifth century; if the Hellenica of Oxyrhynchus could be identified

with certainty as his work, it would be good evidence that he

followed some kind of annalistic system for the fourth century; but

there is no other evidence to support such a conclusion. A detailed

comparison of his method with that of the Atthidographers or of

Thucydides and Xenophon is therefore not possible.

"Fg. 1, 2 (FHG).

24 D.S. 5.1.4â��T.ll: "E<Â£opos 5e ras Komis irp<i|eis dvaypa^iuv oil povov Kara rriv

\iÂ£iv, AXXA KOI Kord rf/v oiKovoiiiav 'tiriTtTtvxf TUV yap filfi\uv kna.ari\v tttiroiriKt irtpi.tx.tw

Kara 7ecos ras irpAÂ£eis. Swnep nai ijjtiets TOVTO r6 ytvos rov xtWP'O" TrpoKpivavres Kara

r6 &VVO.TOV ii.VTtxbii.t8a. raiirris TTJS Trpoaip&reus.

25 His narrative closes with the remark ravra piv ovv eTrpoxft) KO.TO. TOVTOV TOV

kviavrov. Cf. also 11.55-59, where the closing period of the life of Themistocles is

condensed into a single year.

26 F.191â��POxy 13.1610.

27 For the material covered in the different books see Jacoby, FGrH 2 C 27-30.
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In view of what has already been said about Ephorus, the posi-

tion of Theopompus 28 with regard to the Atthid.es may be described

more briefly. His fragments are more numerous than those of

Ephorus, and they illustrate certain of his interests very clearly and

fully. Most of these fragments belong to the Philippica. His

Hellenica is generally supposed to be an earlier work, and there is

less evidence of bombast and rhetorical method in it than in the

Philippica. Since it devoted twelve books to a period of seventeen

years (411-394 B.C.),29 and evidence of long digressions is lacking,

it presumably treated events in some detail, as indeed the anony-

mous Life of Thucydides testifies.30 We might reasonably expect to

find more touches reminiscent of an Atthis here; but we have much

less information about it than about the Philippica, and only those

who include the Hellenica of Oxyrhynchus among its fragments

have been able to reach definite conclusions about its character;

if we reject this identification, there is no evidence available about

its chronological method nor the proportion of space it devoted to

purely Athenian affairs. Indeed, since traces of the characteristics

which concern us in this chapter appear indiscriminately in frag-

ments of the Hellenica and the Philippica, it will be convenient, for

the present purpose, to make no distinction between the two works

nor between different periods in the life of the author. The possible

differences between these two works, the relation of Theopompus to

Isocrates, and the stages of his development from orator to historian

cannot be discussed here.

Unlike Ephorus, Theopompus apparently took little interest in

mythological tradition except that which related to Ktiseis. To

the stories of foundations of cities, as appears from the criticism

of Dionysius of Halicarnassus, he devoted some attention, and to

migratory movements in general.31 But when he remarked that

he would recount pvdoi in his histories "better than Herodotus and

28 The fragments are in FGrH 2 B, no. 115. For discussion see R. Laqueur, RE s.v.

"Theopompos" (9), SA.2176-2223, who follows Ed. Meyer and other German critics

in believing Theopompus to be the Oxyrhynchus historian; A Momigliano, "Studi

sulla storiographia greca del IV secolo a. C. 7. Teopompo," RFIC, N.S. 9 (1931)

230-42, 335-53; K. von Fritz, "The Historian Theopompus," AHR 46 (1941) 765-87.

"T.13, 14 â�� D.S. 13.42.5: 14.84.7.

30 Chap. 5 â�� F.5: /cat yap r6 Tetxos avruv KaQflpWvj /cat 57 TWV TptaKovra rvpavvis

KCLTfari) /cat iroXXats <ruju0opa?s irtpitTTtatv i) ir6Xts, as ^/cpi/Saxre @eoiro/i7ros.

31 T.20 â�� D.H. Pomp. 6.4: /cat yap '(ffvuv elpqKiv ouctajuous /cai ir6\eav KTiffets JireXiJ-

Xufle, f?aruAt':a:f re /3tous /cat rp&iruv tduojuara 5e5ijXa)/ce, /cai eZ n 0au/iaffT<Jc 7}

fKaffTf] yij /cat OaXatrtra 4>epet.
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Ctesias and Hellanicus and the authors of Indica," 32 he evidently

meant not so much episodes from mythology as tales of the mar-

vellous (davnara) and strange new stories. The few mythological

allusions that the fragments reveal are distinctly heterodox: for

example, his story that Odysseus, after his reunion with Penelope,

went away again to Etruria and then settled at Gortynaea, where

he died greatly respected by the inhabitants; or his remark that

Medea was in love with Sisyphus.33 His story of Cillus, the chario-

teer of Pelops, was told in recounting the Ktisis of Cilia.34 There

is no telling where his famous digressions may have led him, but,

considering the generous number of fragments, there is a remarkable

scarcity of mythological allusions. Since he is quoted not only by

authorities whose main interest is historical, but also by scholiasts

and lexicographers who are on the look out for mythological exposi-

tion and interpretation, it must be supposed that his work was in

fact not very helpful to them in this particular matter. Needless

to say, he expressed his view about the date of Homer.35

On the other hand, his interest in "the strange and the marvel-

lous" is well illustrated by the fragments. They show that he was

interested in foreign peoples and their customs after the manner of

Herodotus. Dionysius of Halicarnassus tells us that he included in

his history references to "anything remarkable or unusual that

each land and sea produced." 36 We find that his digressions took

him as far afield as the dwellers by the Ocean, Tartessus, and

Paphlagonia; and that in his treatment of the various campaigns of

Philip he found opportunities to describe the curious customs of

Paeonians, Illyrians, and Scythians.37

His love of personalities and anecdotes about historical char-

acters is equally well illustrated.38 These anecdotes are not con-

fined to the period formally covered by the Hellenica and the

Philippica. In Book XXI of the Philippica he pointed out that

Peisistratus kept no guards on his estates, but allowed all comers

to help themselves freely to his produceâ��a generous move which

82 F.381â��Str. 1.2.35: Â®â�¬&iroijnros 51 eÂ£ojuoXo7eiT<u <t>ri<ras mi. Kal iMovs iv rats

laropltus ipti KpeirTov fj us 'HpoSoros Kal Krijirias KOI 'EXX<icÂ«os Kal ol ra 'IvSiKa avy-

ypiuj/avrts.

33F.354, 356.

34 F.350.

"SF.205.

38 See note 31 above.

37F.62, 200, 201, 179; 38, 39, 45.

38 Cf. F.20 (Lysander), F.22 (Agesilaus), F.31 (Cotys of Thrace).
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Cimon imitated; and in Book X there was an excursus on "Athenian

demagogues," which included various anecdotes about Cimon and

Themistocles: Cimon's generosity and his responsibility for intro-

ducing corrupt practices into Athens, and the wealth of Themis-

tocles, which he used in order to bribe the ephors when the walls

of Athens were being built.39 His anti-Athenian prejudice appears

in his attempt to belittle the part played by the Athenians in

repelling the Persian invasion.40

His interest in the details and origins of Athenian institutions

is attested by only one fragment: he explained the origin of the

festival known as Xurpot; he also described the origin of the Carneia

at Sparta, and explained who were the Spartan enevvaKToi and the

KaruvaKo<j)6poL at Sicyon.41

It appears, then, from the fragments that Theopompus did

not cling so closely as Ephorus to the traditional methods and that

his work does not stand in such a close relation to the Atthides as

that of Ephorus. He has chosen a limited period for treatment in

both his works; he is not particularly well disposed towards Athens

and is severely critical of some Athenian statesmen of earlier days;

his digressions seem to have been concerned for the most part with

historical personalities or the strange customs of foreign lands,

rather than with Athenian aetia; and there is no adequate evidence

that he was particularly interested in the details of Athenian re-

ligious or mythological tradition.

Entirely different in character from the work either of Ephorus

or of Theopompus is Aristotle's Constitution of Athens. Although

not formally a history, but a description of the workings of govern-

ment, in its discussion of the historical development of the con-

stitution it dealt with material which occupied the attention of

Attic historians; and Aristotle's treatment of such material is par-

ticularly interesting for our purposes, since at least two of the

Atthidographers, Cleidemus and Androtion, preceded him. We

have already seen that he probably knew the Atthis of Androtion

and disagreed with some of its conclusions;42 no further attempt

will be made here to solve the problem of his sources; the present

chapter is concerned only with his attitude towards the traditions

"F.135, 89, 90, 85, 86.

"F.153.

"F.347. 357. 171, 176.

Â« See Chap. 4, pp. 82-84 above.
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of Attic historiography in general and the extent to which he was

interested in its traditional subjects.43

It becomes clear at once that, although there are certain obvious

points of resemblance, several of the familiar features of an Atthis

are absent. Aristotle's interest is primarily in political rather than

in religious institutions; he describes the functions of the magis-

trates thoroughly, as some of the Atthidographers evidently did;

but religious matters claim his attention only in so far as magis-

trates are concerned with regulating them. He is, therefore, content

to point out that certain preparations are supervised by a certain

official, but takes it for granted that his readers are familiar with

what follows when the work of the official is done. For example,

he points out the duties of the Archon and the Basileus in connec-

tion with the Dionysia and other festivals, but is not led on into a

digression about the nature or purpose of these celebrations. The

following sentence is typical of his manner: "He (the Archon) is in

charge of the processions that take place in honour of Asclepius

(when the mystae remain indoors) and those at the Great Dionysia,

with the assistance of the Epimeletae. These latter were formerly

elected by the people, ten in number, and paid the cost of the pro-

cession out of their own pockets, but now the people appoints one

from each tribe by lot and assigns them 100 minae to cover the

expenses. The Archon also supervises the procession at the Thar-

gelia and that in honour of Zeus Soter." 44 The length of the

explanatory notes in Sandys's edition shows how much he left out,

which an Atthidographer might properly have added.

One reason why Aristotle does not concern himself with the

origins of these festivals, which might be regarded as part of the

Athenian iroXiTÂ«ia, is that the discussion would lead him back into

mythical times. Though he makes no statement in the surviving

portion of the text about his attitude towards myths and the

history of very early days in Athens, he is in fact much stricter

even than Thucydides in excluding mythological material. His

discussion of legendary times was confined to the opening section of

43 It seems reasonable to make Aristotle himself responsible for some characteristics

of his work, rather than his supposed source, the mysterious " Anonymus," about whom

Otto Seeck ("Quellenstudien zu des Aristotles Verfassungsgeschichte Athens," Kl 4

[1904] 164-81, 270-326) and A. von Mess ("Aristoteles 'AS. FIoX. und die politische

Schriftstellerei Athens," RhM 66 [1911] 356-92) speak so confidently. Cf. also P.

Cloche, "Hypotheses sur 1'une des sources de 1' 'A9. FIoX.," MB 29 (1925) 173-84.

"56.4-5.
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the treatise, which is lost. In that part of his work he pointed out

the divine origin of Ion and described the constitution set up by the

early settlers under his leadership.45 He also apparently described

the constitution set up in the time of Theseus and gave a fairly

detailed account of his political reforms.46 But the fragments men-

tion no other event in Theseus' life beyond his journey to Scyros

and his death there at the hands of Lycomedes;47 Aristotle is

never cited as an authority for any of the heroic &8\a of Theseus.

Apart from this treatment of TO. iraw iraXcua. there is no allusion to a

mythological character or incident in the rest of his work. This

absence of mythological discussion distinguishes the Constitution of

Athens very sharply from the work of the Atthidographers. Just

because of his strict attitude in this respect, it would be particularly

interesting to know exactly how much space in the lost portion of

his treatise Aristotle allotted to the great Athenian hero of the

Atthid tradition, and how much importance he attached in general

to traditions about such remote times.

On the other hand, Aristotle does discuss the origin of some of

the political offices, more particularly if their origin is connected

with any of the turning points in Athenian constitutional history.

The famous landmarks in Attic history, the few significant incidents

known to have taken place in the otherwise obscure period of the

seventh and sixth centuries, naturally take on an added significance

in his work, because they mark stages in the development of the

constitution. One might expect him, in strictness, to confine him-

self to constitutional aspects of the work of Peisistratus and Solon

and to disregard the anecdotes which embellished the history of

their times. This, however, is not the case. He is sufficiently

45 Harp. s.v. 'AjroXXup irarptSos and Sch. Ar. Av. 1527â��Arist. Resp. Ath. (Oxford

text, ed. Kenyon), fg. 1: irarp^ov Tijuw<7iÂ»* 'ATroXXcoca AOrjvaioi, tirtl "Iwy 6 iroXt/zapxos

'AOriraiwv ej 'An-AXXax/os Kai Kpeofonjs T^S Eouflou <yvvau<6s > iykvero. Epit. Heraclid.

1: 'A&ivaioi TO itkv eÂ£ Apx>?s k\puivTo (iaaiXtici., <rvi>oiKri<rai>TOS 81 luros airous.Tore irp&Toii

"luvfs &Xi}0i;<ra>>. Note also the reference in Resp. Ath. 41.2 to the irp<!>T7) . . .

/utTcuTTOois TOJC Â«Â£ Apx>)s> "Iwcos "oi TUV fitr' avTov avvoiKriaavTwv rare yap ifpuTov els

rds T6TTapas avvtvffirjdrjcra.v <t>v\a.s Kal TOVS <Â£uXo$a<nXÂ«as KaTfffTrjffav.

" Plu. Thes. 25â��Kenyon, fg. 2 (see note 45). Cf. Resp. Ath. 41.2: Stirrfpa 6e Kal

irpWT?; juerd Ta(rri)v (\ovaa TroXiTeias TaÂ£iv ij iirl Â©T)CTÂ«OS yivontvi], fuKpov TraptyK\lvovaa.

rfjs iSaffiXiKTJs.

47 Sch. Vat. Eur. Hipp. 11: 'A. laroptl &TI k\6av Â©tjo-eus eis ZicDpoc kirl xaroffKoirTJc

â�¬tKOTo>s (5ia rifv Aiyeajy avyytvaav ereXfiiTijtrev aja$eis Kara Tcerptav, tttofirjBevTos TOV AVKO-

uri&ovs TOV /SairiXeuoi'Tos. Note the CIKOTUS, which argues a rationalistic approach to

the mythâ��what R. W. Macan calls "an a priori method in historical research"

('"Mitvalav HoXiTeia," JHS 12 [1891] 39).
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interested in the character of Solon to mention and reject the story

told about him by his detractors: that he joined with the yvupipoi in

buying land on borrowed money, which, when all debts were can-

celled by the Seisachtheia, they were not obliged to repay. He is

also interested in the character of Peisistratus, whom he regards

as a kindly, tolerant man, ready to lend money to those who needed

it in order to keep their farms in operation; and he records, without

comment or reference to Herodotus, the story that his second exile

was the result of his marital disagreement with the daughter of

Megacles.48

There are other examples of his interest in anecdotes and personal

details about Athenian public men. He makes some observations

on the characters of Themistocles, Aristeides, and Ephialtes.49 His

remarks about the generosity of Cimon seem to indicate some regard

for the tradition recorded by Theopompus.50 He also remarks on

the rude manner of Cleon in haranguing the people, and how

Cleophon came to the assembly drunk and wearing his breastplate

in order to make a truculent speech denouncing any effort to make

peace with Sparta.51 His recording of such trifles as these shows

not only his lack of any new significant information about these

men, but the influence on him of the anecdotal type of history;

his discussion of fifth century Athenian statesmen and the part they

played in Athenian constitutional development is not as illuminating

as the accounts of Herodotus and Thucydides.62

Furthermore, though he mentions Herodotus only once, Thucyd-

ides, Ephorus, and Theopompus not at all, he is ready enough to

take part in controversy. Sometimes the matter of controversy

is triflingâ��as, for example, his uncertainty about the native place

of the woman disguised as Athena who helped in the restoration of

Peisistratus.63 He dismisses as "obvious nonsense" the story that

Peisistratus was enamoured of Solon, because it is chronologically

impossible; M but his story about the intrigue of Themistocles and

"6.2-3; 16.2; 15.1 (cf. Hdt. 1.60-61). Note also his treatment of the story of

Harmodius and Aristogeiton in 18, which is in the nature of a digression.

"23.3; 25.1.

60 27.3; Theopomp. F.89, 90. See above p. 99.

"28.3; 34.1.

62 Yet one need not go so far as to follow Seeck (op. cit. 287) in believing that

Aristotle ignored Herodotus, Thucydides, and Xenophon, except in so far as his

source, the political pamphleteer "Anonymus," quoted or copied from them.

6314.4. Cf. Cleidemus fg. 24; and chap. 4 p. 68 above.

" 17.2.
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Ephialtes, which resulted in the weakening of the Areopagus,

appears equally impossible on the same grounds.86 More serious

points of controversy concern the date of the establishment of the

Archon's office, the question of the census of the Knights, and the

merits of Theramenes.56 In none of these instances does he mention

the names of the conflicting authorities.

A most important point is his attention to chronological detail.

In indicating dates he is much more careful and complete than any

of the earlier historians, and he indicates the year as a rule by

reference to the archon's name. Frequently also he will date an

event in relation to an earlier event. Thus Aristeides is said to

establish the tribute "in the third year after Salamis when Timos-

thenes was archon," and the generals in command at Arginusae are

condemned "in the seventh year after the fall of the Four Hundred,

when Callias was archon." " Not only are the dates of events in

these comparatively recent times thus definitely set down, but

indications for earlier times are by no means lacking, not only for

Peisistratus, but even for the disturbances after Solon's reforms.58

The institution of the Archon (subsequent to the Basileus and

Polemarch) is said to be in the year either or Medon or of Acastus,

the legislation of Draco in the archonship of Aristaechmus.59

Naturally this generosity in the indication of dates raises the

question of Aristotle's sources. The actual correctness of the indica-

tions is not a point which concerns us here. The significant thing

is that he gives the date, as a rule, without any discussion or argu-

ment, and without revealing whence his information comes. To

a certain extent he is indebted to documentary sourcesâ��as, for

example, when he mentions the actual proposer of a law, which he

does on a few occasions. His accounts of the revolutions of the

Four Hundred and of the Thirty contain several such allusions,60

and here he certainly had access to official documents. In a dif-

ferent category, however, is his mention of Aristion as the man

who proposed that Peisistratus should have a bodyguard.61 A

K 25.3. For discussion see Sandys's note and the works cited there. Cf. also

A. von Mess, op. cit. 389-90.

"3.3; 7.4; 28.5.

s7 23.5: 34.1 (it should be the sixth, not the seventh year; see Sandys's note).

" 13.1.

"3.3; 4.1.

"29.1; 32.1; 34.3; 40.2.

Â« 14.1.
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detail of this kind about an event of the sixth century is naturally

suspect and suggests a literary sourceâ��in other words, the invention

of a predecessor; unless a forger of documents is to be blamed for

supplying dates, as well as for forging the constitution of Draco.62

Students of Aristotle may think that they have achieved some

purpose if their statement that he borrowed from Critias or from

some other writer is not susceptible of disproof. It is always easy

to settle the matter of an historian's source by naming a writer of

whom comparatively little is known. In reality, to say that Aris-

totle borrowed material from an earlier writer is only to raise

another question: How did this earlier writer obtain it? If it could

be proved that the earlier writer invented it, then something would

be achieved; but this result can never be established. It is true

that by his readiness to raise controversial issues and mention

divergent opinions Aristotle shows he did not ignore those who

had preceded him in writing Athenian history and discussing

Athenian institutions. But in refusing to mention the names of

his predecessors he conforms to a tradition familiar from the time

of Herodotus.

Aristotle's readiness to date events more than two centuries

before his time without explaining whence his knowledge came

suggests that some kind of chronological system had been estab-

lished when he wrote. It is the Atthidographers, more than any

others, who have been suspected of performing this pioneer work,63

valuable or misleading as the case may be. One of our tasks in

the two chapters which follow will be to investigate the grounds for

this suspicion.

62 See chap. 1 p. 23 above.

63 Wilamowitz held (Arisloleles Â«. Athen, passim) that an Althis written in the fifth

century had established dates for historical events since Solon's time and that Aristotle

derived his dates ultimately from that source. This view has been questioned often

(most recently by W. Kolbe, "Diodors Wert fur die Geschichte der Pentekontaetie,"

H 72 [1937] 241-69), and the actual fragments of the Atthidographers offer very little

evidence in support of it.



CHAPTER VI

PHILOCHORUS AND ISTER

I. PHILOCHORUS

The fragments of Philochorus in Miiller's collection are much

more numerous than those of the other Atthidographers, and

their number has been ve.ry considerably increased since his time.1

The most important additions are the quotations from his Atthis

given by Didymus, nicknamed XaX/cevTepoj, in his commentary on

the speeches of Demosthenes, a portion of which is preserved on a

papyrus acquired by the Berlin museum authorities in 1901.

Didymus, who lived in the Ciceronian period, evidently used the

Atthis as a convenient work of reference for the history of Demos-

thenes' time. This papyrus thus provides us with valuable In-

formation about the treatment of the fourth century by Philo-

chorus. His treatment of the fifth century is best illustrated by

the quotations which are given in the scholia on Aristophanes.

Wilhelm Meiners,2 who wrote before the papyrus had been pub-

lished, argued that these scholia were to a great extent derived from

Didymus, and the familiarity of Didymus with the work of Philo-

chorus which the papyrus reveals naturally strengthens his case

considerably. On the other hand, the hypothesis that Philo-

chorus owes his frequent mention by later authorities to citations by

Ister in his 'ArdiSuv Zvvayuyfi3 rests on no sure foundation. For the

present purpose, however, it is of little importance from what

quarter these later writers obtained their information. They cited

Philochorus by name and frequently quoted his actual words; in

this manner they bear witness to the reputation which he enjoyed.

His name appears in two Byzantine library catalogues of the

sixteenth century,4 so that there is ground for believing that his

works survived much longer than those of the other Atthidogra-

phers. This does not mean, however, that Natale Conti, who

1 For references see the bibliography.

*Diss. Philol. Halenses 11.219-402.

3 Cf. G. Gilbert, Ph 33 (1874) 46-54. See p. 137 below.

4 Cf. K. Krumbacher, Gesch. der byzantin. Lit. 508-09, who gives references; he

considers that no faith can be put in the entries.
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frequently refers to Philochorus in his Mythologia,6 had ever seen a

text of this author. Conti certainly makes a formidable display

of classical knowledge; but it has been shown that most of his

references to Philochorus are derived from scholiasts and lexi-

cographers; and that in a few other cases he attached the name of

Philochorus to a story for which no other equally interesting au-

thority was attested.6 Freculphus, bishop of Lisieux in the ninth

century, also mentions Philochorus, but he seems to have quoted

only at second hand, since his citations correspond with what is

recorded by Eusebius and Syncellus.7

Apart from these citations in an unexpected quarter, the chief

authorities for the fragments are, as usual, the lexicographers and

scholiasts, particularly the scholiast on Aristophanes, who fre-

quently cites Philochorus in preference to Thucydides for de-

tails in the history of the Pentecontaetia and the Peloponnesian

War; and there are a few references in the patristic writers and in

Athenaeus.

Just enough is recorded of the life of Philochorus to give us some

idea of the position he occupied in Athens. Suidas tells us that he

was a "prophet and a reader of the signs of sacrifice," 8 as indeed

his works On Prophecy and On Sacrifices would lead us to believe.

"Muller gives only three references: Fg. 175, 29, 174â��1.36, 3.249, 9.1020 (these

references are to the third edition of 1619; the Mythologia first appeared in 1551).

â�¢ His few references to Phanodemus should certainly be explained in the same way

(see Miiller on Phanodemus fg. 3a). For a discussion of the whole question see R.

Dorschel, Qualem in usurpandis veterum scriptorum testimoniis Natalis Comes praesti-

teritfidem (Diss. Greifswald, 1862).

7 Roersch, MB 1 (1897) 146-49, compares six passages from Freculphus' Chronica

(Migne, Patrol. Lai. 106.948, 956, 957, 959, 963, 969) with Fg.10, 28, 30, 23, 39, 53.

8 The complete text of Suidas (in Adler's edition) is as follows: "fctXoxopos, KVKVOV,

'A07jcalos, p-avTis KCU iepcxr/coiros yvvfi 8e f/v airip 'ApxeorpoT?;. Kara St TOUS XP&vÂ°v*

â�¢ytyovtv b ^iXoxopos "EpaToaB'tvom, cis 'm{ia.\tiv irpe<r/3iiTB vtov ovra 'E

6e â�¬pe5peiX?eis uiro 'Ai/Tfyopou, OTL 6ie/3\^0i7 irpootittt\iKâ�¬vai rfj

i\tiq.. typa^tv A.T6L&O5 /3t/3XÂ£a if' Treptex61 ^ ^as Adrjvatoiv 7rpdÂ£ets KO.I ^u<riXeiv

&pxÂ°"ra.t, laij 'Amoxov TOV Tf\fvraiou TOV irpoaayoptvBkvTos fffou- iari lik irpds

Ilept ftavTiKijs 5', Tlepi Bvai&v a', llt/u TTJS TeTpaTr6Xea)s, i^aXa/iiVuv Kritrtc,

'E7rt7pd/i^iaTa 'ArrtKa, Ilept rÂ£>v 'A6ijvijffiv hyuvuv /:Ji.fj\ia if', Ih-pt T&V 'A&Tjvrjffiv

li.pl-a.VTwv djrA ^uKparlSov Kal nt\pi 'AiroXXoSajpou, 'OXujuTTiaSas iv ^i^Xiots /3', IIpos T-fjv

C^iinuvo'5 'firBl&a, 'Eiriropriv TTJS I5las 'ArBLSos, 'EiriTOfuriv TTJI Aiovvaiov TrpaynaTttas irepi

lepuv, Ilept rojf Zo^oKXcous fivdoiv 0t/3Xia e', Ilept EiÂ»pt7rt5ou, Ilept 'AXic/ta^os, 11 e/u fivaTTiplwv

TUV 'AdritnjtTt, 2uva.ywy?iv jjptutScuy ^rot Ili^a'yopeujc yvvaiKuv, AqXtaKa j3t/3X{a /3', Hepl

tiipTjuaTwv, Ilepi KaBappSiv, Ilepi <ru/ij36XaÂ»'. The statement that Philochorus was young

when Eratosthenes (born 275) was an old man contradicts the rest of the evidence.

Possibly Suidas has made a mistake; but the emendation 'Eparoaffivrt for 'Eparcwflecet

(suggested by Siebelis) would make Philochorus an old man in the youth of Eratos-

thenes and remove all difficulty.
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Proclus is the only authority who actually calls him an Exegetes,9

but a quotation by Dionysius of Halicarnassus from the Atthis

establishes the fact beyond any doubt.10 Dionysius first quotes

from Book VIII his account of events in the archonship of Anaxi-

crates (307-6 B.C.), when, after the entry of Demetrius Poliorcetes

into Athens, the rule of Demetrius of Phalerum was overthrown

and a number of people were forced to go into exile. He quotes this

passage to show the circumstances under which the orator Dein-

archus had to leave Athens; then, to show the circumstances of his

return fifteen years later, he goes on:

And in Book IX Philochorus writes: "With the end of this year and

the beginning of the next, a sign was observed on the Acropolis as

follows. A dog entered the temple of Athena Polias, penetrated as

far as the Pandroseion, and after climbing up onto the altar of Zeus

Herkeios beneath the olive tree lay down there (and according to

Athenian tradition no dog should go up on the Acropolis). At the

same time there was also a sign observed in the sky. During the

day time, when the sun was out and the sky was clear, a star could

be seen plainly for some time. We were questioned about the mean-

ing of this sign and this strange phenomenon, and we said that both

were signs indicating a return of exilesâ��not that this would involve a

revolution, but it would take place without any disturbance of the

established order; and our reply was found to be correct."

This description is clear evidence that Philochorus followed the

calling of an Exegetes in Athens and was old enough in the year 292

to be consulted about the meaning of signs and portents.11 Suidas

says that his Atthis, in seventeen books, extended down to the time

of Antiochus Theos, and adds that he was killed "at the order of

Antigonus because he was said to have favoured the cause of

Ptolemy." The reign of Antiochus Theos begins in 262-1, and

Athens was captured by Antigonus Gonatas in 263-2; evidently,

therefore, Philochorus was connected with the group of intellectuals

who had planned the Chremonidean War, in response to an invita-

tion from Egypt, and he was subsequently (perhaps not until some

Â»Fg. 183â��Ad Hes. Op. 808 (Gaisford, Poetae Graeci Minores 2.441).

â�¢Dein. 3â��Fg. 144, 146.

" Cf. Wilamowitz, Philol. Unters. 4.204; W. S. Ferguson, Hellenistic Athens 140-41.

There are difficulties in supposing that Book IX went down as late as 292. Either the

number is incorrectly quoted or else the passage occurs in a digression. See pp. 111-12

for discussion of the chronological arrangement of the Atthis. Miiller contradicts

himself, saying that Philochorus must have been old enough to be an Exegetes in 306

(since he thinks the passage refers to this year), but at the same time suggesting 320

as the date of his birth (FHG l.lxxxiv).
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years later) executed for his complicity in the affair.12 If he was

old enough to be an Exegetes in 292 and still young enough in 267-62

to be politically active, Miiller's suggested dates of 320-260 for his

lifetime are reasonable enough; and the KUKCOS <J>t\ox6pou 'Ava4>\v<rTios

mentioned in an Attic inscription as receiving a crown in 334-3 may

well be his father.13

Philochorus wrote many other works besides his A tthis. Twenty-

four titles are attested altogether, some of them mentioned only

by Suidas.14 Some of these titles may be alternative names for the

Atthis or some portion of it; for example, the Reply to Demon 16 and

On the Athenian Archons from Socratid.es to Apollodorus (373-318

B.C.).16 Equally uncertain are the titles On the Tetrapolis and On

the 'Ky&vK at Athens. There are three citations from the former

work, two of which could be referred equally well to an Atthis.

Athenaeus refers to it for a discussion of the -rrapacriToi in the cult

of Heracles at Athens, shortly after quoting the Atthis of Cleidemus

for the same point;17 and Suidas cites it together with the Atthis

of Ister for the name Tiraws 717 as a name of Attica.18 We have

already seen that discussion of Athenian religious customs and

topographical points was characteristic of Atthides. The work on

the 'Ay&vts is mentioned only by Suidas and there are no citations

from it; and of the two fragments assigned to it by Miiller, one would

certainly be appropriate to an Atthis: a passage quoted verbatim

"Cf. D.L. 7.24; W. W. Tarn, CAH 7.220, 706, 712; Ferguson, Hellenistic Athens

188.

Â«/G 2M750. Cf. Wilamowitz, H 20 (1885) 631.

"With the following discussion cf. Roersch, MB 1 (1897) 137-157.

16 Suidas says the Althis was written Trpds Aij^uca, but later in his list he gives a

separate title irpos rriv Aiijucoros 'ArffiSa; and Harpocration refers to ij Tpds A^upa

avnypa<t>ii (Fg. 115).

16 Bockh (Kl. Schr. 5.401-12) thinks this may be an earlier and less pretentious

work. For the title, cf. the 'ApxcWcoi" Avaypatfrri of Demetrius of Phalerum (FGrH 2B,

no. 228). Note also the two books of Olympiads which Suidas attributes to Philo-

chorus. He also credits him with an Epitome of his own Atthis, but elsewhere attributes

the work to Pollio of Tralles (s.v. IlwXiwy, A 'Affmos xPW*Ti<ras . . . fypa.<l/tv iwiTOftriv

rrjs 3>t\ox6pov Ar0i8os).

17 Ath. 6.235 A-Dâ��Cleidemus Fg. 11, Philoch. Fg. 156.

18 Suid. s.v. TiravlSa yijv 01 itiv rrfv iraaav, ol &k riiti 'ATTUIJV. dird Tmjciou,

tvfa TWV Tiravajv tip\a.iorkpov, olKrjffatfTos irepi Mapadupa, os ^uocov O&K earpaTevaev &ri

TOUS 0eous, cos 4>t\6xopos kv TerpaTroXct, "larpos 5' ev a' 'ATTIKCOP. Tirapas ^oay, kfioiflovv

yap TOIS avOputrois eiraKouoxrcs, cos NixavSpos iv a.' MTW\IKUV. Â«<o;ufoj<To Si rSiv Upia-

irco6co>> 9tun> cleat. This is the text as given in Adler's edition of Suidas. Miiller's

printing of Philoch. Fg. 157 and Ister Fg. 1 is misleading. The third reference to the

Tetrapolis, in the scholia on Sophocles (Fg. 158), is concerned with details of religious

procedure.
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by Athenaeus (without reference to any particular book), which

describes how the Athenian audience at the Dionysia was served

with wine and cakes whilst sitting in the theatre.19 Furthermore,

since Suidas says that there were seventeen books in the 'A.yÂ£>vtsâ��

the same number as in the Atthisâ��it seems quite probable that he

is merely confusing matters in his usual manner and that there was

no separate work on Contests.

These conclusions are of course by no means certain. It is

quite possible that Philochorus did write independent works under

the titles quoted, and no particular purpose is served by attempting

to reduce the quantity of his literary output. The real object of

the foregoing argument is to show that in these works, whether they

are separate from the Atthis or not, Philochorus dealt with material

similar to that which occupied him in the Atthis. Any fragments,

therefore, which are or could be attributed to these works, must be

taken into account in discussing the scope of his historical work and

his interests as an antiquary. It is unfortunate that no fragments

are quoted from his work on Attic inscriptions ('Eiri.-ypa.nna.Ta.

'ATTLKO.). Bockh, himself the founder of modern Attic epigraphical

study, thought that the existence of such a work spoke well for the

reliability of Philochorus as an historian.20

The other works fall readily into three separate categories.

First, there are works devoted to regions outside of Attica. To the

Deliaca, mentioned by Suidas, Miiller assigns two fragments about

the island of Tenos,21 concerning the cult of Poseidon there and

statues of Poseidon and Amphitrite from the workshop of an

Athenian sculptor. The Epirotica suggests possible connections of

Philochorus with Pyrrhus. Here also Miiller offers two fragments:22

one simply concerns the name Ellopia, applied to the district round

Dodona as it was to Euboea; the other mentions the name of the

city Boucheta in Epirus. No doubt it was the religious customs of

Delos and Epirus, with their famous sanctuaries, which occupied

the attention of Philochorus rather than their history or topography.

His Deliaca and Epirotica were probably not unlike the Deliaca and

"Ath. 11 464Fâ��Kg. 159. Muller also assigns Fg. 160 to this work; it might

equally well be referred to the Iltpi TpayifSiav, since it is an anecdote about the actor

Polus.

Â»Â° Kl. Schr. 5.399f.

"Fg. 184. 185.

22 Fg. 186, 187. The authenticity of the latter frag, is doubtful; Suidas cites

Philochorus, but Harpocration refers to " Philostephanus in the Epirotica." Cf.

Stiehle, Ph 4 (1849) 391; 8 (1853) 639.
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Iciaca of Phanodemus.23 The Founding of Salamis is known only

from Suidas' list.

There are a number of works on religious topics. Little need

be said about the treatises On Festivals, On Sacrifices, and On

Prophecy,H except that Philochorus was not the only Atthidographer

to write such treatises. Somewhat different is the work On Days,

apparently a modernized and systematic collection of the kind of

folklore which Hesiod used in his Works and Days, including re-

marks on the appropriate sacrifices for each day of the month and

year. Miiller quotes eight fragments from this work, and Reitzen-

stein has added several more from the Lexicon of Photius and other

sources.26 Nothing is known of the other religious works mentioned

in Suidas' list: On Expiations, On the Mysteries at Athens, An Epi-

tome of the Treatise of Dionysius on Holy Things; Utpi 2u/u/36AoÂ»', the

last item on his list, suggests either a discussion of contracts or a

work on the interpretation of omens.

There remain his works of literary criticism: On Euripides,

which is known through several fragments;26 the Letter to Ascle-

piades, which is possibly the same as On Tragedies;27 On the Myths

of Sophocles and On Alcman, which are known only from Suidas'

list. These works evidently belong to quite a different category

from his historical, antiquarian, and priestly studies. They may

be looked upon as forerunners of the many literary studies written

in Alexandrian times; Demetrius of Phalerum, with whom Philo-

chorus seems to have had something in common,28 also wrote

treatises on the Iliad and the Odyssey. It seems likely that On

Inventions and A Collection (Zwayuyii) of Heroines or Pythagorean

Women were handbooks or compilations for the literary student;

but nothing is known of these works except their titles, which are

listed by Suidas.29

We know far more about the Atthis than about the other works

of Philochorus. Miiller has over a hundred and fifty fragments

"Cf. Chap. 4, p. 72 above.

Â»Fg. 161, 163, 173-75, 190-93.

"Kg. 176-83; Reitzenstein, 2VGG, phil.-hiat. Kl., 1906, 40-48.

"Fg. 165-69.

" The two works are cited for the same material. Cf. Sch. Eur. Hec. 1â��FHG

4.648 and Stiehle, Ph 8 (1853) 640. "AXuiros in Photius is evidently a mistake for

'AaKXtyiridSijs.

Â« Cf. the list of Demetrius' works in D.L. 5.80-81.

'â�¢"â�¢' MiilU'i somewhat diffidently assigns Fg. 188, 189 (about Linus) to the Iltpi
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which should certainly be attributed to it, and with the ten new

citations from Didymus and the other fragments added by Stiehle

and Strenge, the evidence for this Atthis is much fuller than for

any other work of its kind. Thanks to the number of the frag-

ments, we can establish with reasonable certainty how much ground

he covered in each of the first ten books. Bockh's conclusions on

this point, based on the collection of Lenz and Siebelis, have not

been upset by the new fragments and his essay is still valuable.

The fragments in M Oiler's collection are arranged in accordance

with these conclusions, which may conveniently be summarized

here. References to book numbers are fairly frequent in the frag-

ments, so that detailed argumentation is not necessary.

Book I did not go beyond King Cecrops. Book II dealt with

Cecrops and his royal successors and with the story of Theseus;

the exact point at which the book ends cannot be established;

Bockh thinks it may be the archonship of Creon, the first archon,

whose traditional date is 683-2 B.C. Book III dealt with Solon,

as a reference to "the oath over the stone" shows (Fg. 65), and with

the Peisistratids (Fg. 69); references to the names of demes (Fg.

71-76) and to the procedure of ostracism (Fg. 79b) suggest the

legislation of Cleisthenes; whilst the Theorikon (Fg. 85) seems to be-

long to the age of Pericles, and the Laconian city of Aethaea (Fg. 86)

would most naturally be mentioned in connection with the Helot

revolt.30 The dividing line between Books III and IV must come

somewhere in the middle of the fifth century. Book IV seems to

have reached the end of the Peloponnesian War; it may even have

gone as far as 392, the point where Theopompus ended his Hellenica,

Book V is cited for the symmories, first established in 377 (Fg. 126),

and Book VI for the group of 1200 wealthy people selected by the

second law about symmories, as proposed by Periander in 357

(Fg. 129); hence Philip's accession to the throne of Macedonia

(359) seems a likely terminating point for Book V. Book VI is

quoted for various events in the war with Philip,31 and since no

event before the rule of Demetrius of Phalerum in Athens is men-

tioned in any fragment from Book VII, Bockh thinks the dividing

line may be the year in which his work On the Archons endedâ��318.

80 Cf. Th. 1.101.

"A citation of the sixth book of the Atthis in the Academicorum Philosophorum

Index Herculensis, ed. S. Mekler, col. 2.5-6, evidently refers to an incident in Plato's

old age.
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The later books will then be on a quite different scale. Book VII

dealt with the rule of Demetrius of Phalerum and his reforms, and

the submission of Athens to Demetrius Poliorcetes was related in

Book VIII (Fg. 144). A remark about the irregular initiation of

Demetrius Poliorcetes into the mysteries at Athens, in the year 302,

is referred to Book X;32 but the passage quoted by Dionysius of

Halicarnassus from Book IX, in which Philochorus described his

prophecy of the return of the exiles, must refer to 292.33 It seems

that either Harpocration or Dionysius has made a mistake about

the book number, unless one of the passages occurred in a digression;

but in any case the dividing line between Books IX and X cannot

be established. For the end of Book X and the division of the

material from 292 to 261 among the last seven books no evidence is

available. Laqueur points out that the Alexandrian scholars were

not so much interested in Attic history of the third century as in

the period of the famous orators; and he thinks that the lack of

citations from the later books of the Atthis may be due to this cause.34

With the general outline of the Atthis thus established, it will

now be possible to discuss more in detail the characteristics of his

work as they are revealed in the fragments.

His interest in religious questions is not confined to the early

books; it is best illustrated by fragments from Books I and II, but

there are signs of it in all parts of the Atthis. Many fragments

refer to his discussion of Athenian religious rites and their origin:

how Amphictyon instituted the worship of the nymphs as daughters

of Dionysus and how Erichthonius introduced the custom that girls

should carry baskets and old men olive branches in the Panathenaic

procession;35 how the worship of Hermes 6 irpos ry iruXiSi began when

the Athenians started to fortify the Peiraeus, and the cult of Hermes

'Ayopalos also dated from the fifth century.36 He also spoke of the

32 Kg. 148â��Harp. s.v. a.vfir&irrevros- . . . b pr) tTroirTtiiiras. TL Si TO iiroTTTevyat,

5?)Xoi 4>iX6xopos h rg Senary- "Td Upa euros doi/cei iravra TO. re JUWTTIKO Kai ra (iroirrtKa.."

Kai ira\iv "AT;;i7;Tpi<j) p^v ovv I8i.6v TI tyevero irapa TOUS aXXous, TO pbvov ajua fiinj&rjvaL Kai

iiroiTTtvaai, Kai roils xpÂ°vÂ°vs TTJJ TeXÂ«-i}s roiis irarpiovs jjtTaKicrjflfjcai." For the date of

this incident see Ferguson, Hellenistic Athens 122.

Â»Â»See p. 107 above.

sÂ« RE 19.2436.

"Fg. 18, 25, 26.

35 Fg. 80, 81, 82â��Hsch. s.v. 'Ayopatos- 'Epjjijs o&rws t\iytTO OVTUS, Kai a<t'iSpvro

Kt/iplSos apjacros, c!>s paprvpei "fiXoxopos iv Tplrtf. Bockh, Kl. Schr. 5.411, thought

KÂ«/3pÂ£oos must be a mistake, perhaps for Hybrilides, archon 491-0. But Cebris may

have been archon in 486-5, for which year no other name is attested. Cf. Wilamowitz,

H 21 (1886) 600, and Sandys's note on Arist. Resp. Ath. 22.5.
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Xurpot and the competitions held during the festival; and of the

less known festivals of the Tevetna and the AetTrvo^opia, the latter of

which was instituted in the time of Theseus.37 Apart from purely

Attic cults and festivals, we find that he described the worship

of the half-male Aphrodite in Cyprus and that he had something

to say about the qualities of Dionysus as a divine character.38

His remarks about Dionysus throw light on his general attitude

towards the traditional Athenian religion. "We must not think

of Dionysus," he wrote, "as a kind of buffoon and a disreputable

clown." 39 He insisted that the god's grave really did exist at

Delphi,40 and that he should be regarded as a soldierly general, not

an effeminate drunkard; that the ground for misrepresenting him in

female form was because his army had included women as well as

men.41 Remarks of this kind suggest that Philochorus, as an

official representative of the traditional religion, was seeking to

justify it against the philosophical heretics who complained that it

involved respect for barbaric heroes and immoral gods. It seems

that he tried to humanize the old myths, to present the traditional

religion in a manner that would appeal to people who had been

taught by the sophists and philosophers to look for an ethical basis

in religious belief. Other fragments give further hints of this

tendency on his part. Since Cecrops was supposed to be a "product

of the soil" (avToxOuv), traditional legend had represented him as

half man, half snake; Philochorus insisted that he was called "of

double nature " (5t0injs) for quite a different reason: either because of

his exceptional tallness or because he was an Egyptian and could

speak Egyptian as well as Greek.42 In a similar way he explained

the chthonic mystery of Triptolemus: it was a ship, not a winged

"Fg. 137, 164, 164a (FHG 4.648).

"Fg. IS; 22-24

3* Fg. 24â��Harp. s.v. Ko/3aXeta' . . . xo^aXeia t\eytTo TJ TrpotnroirjTrj fjtfra. airaTrjs

ratSia, Kai KOjSaXos 6 raurp XPCÂ«JMÂ£I'05- COIKC 8k avvuvvnav T<Â£ /3co/ioX6xÂ¥- â�¢I'lXoxopos tv

6firrip<f 'AT0i5os' " O4 yap, usatrtp tvioi \eyov<n, fiuijioMxov riva /ecu Kofia^ov ylvitrtiai

vonKnkav TOV AicVucrop."

"Fg. 22.

41 Fg. 23â��Syncellus 307, ed. Dindorf: fiafipov be n vouiferat TOIS ayvoovaiv 6

&IOVVITOV Tei^os, OTpaTTj-yAs St SoKtl ytv(<r8ai, Kai OVTU ypafarai 0t)Xujuop<#>os 5ta Tt fiXXaj

alerxpas curias Kai 6id T& nt^6drj\vv arparov OTrXifetc. ajjrXtfc "yap avv rots appttn ras

07jXe(as, us <j>ri<ri.v 6 $iX6xopos iv Sdiripif.

" Fg. 10. Note also that according to Fg. 13 Cecrops founded the worship of

Uranus and Ge in Athens; is this also an explanation of the tales about his earthy

origin?
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serpent, on which he had travelled when bringing the gift of grain

to men.43

It is not surprising, therefore, that, after the manner of Plato,

he objected to "the many lies that poets tell." 44 The fragments

give several examples which show how he revised some familiar

legends. For example, the contradiction between Minos, the just

law-giver, and Minos, the cruel tyrant, was an obvious stum-

bling block to the faithful. Philochorus evaded the difficulty, not

by the old device of making them separate individuals, but by

insisting that the Minotaur was merely a general of Minos called

Taurus, "of a cruel and savage disposition "; that at the games given

in honour of the dead Androgeos Athenian boys and girls were

offered as prizes (appropriately enough, since Athenians were

responsible for his death); that Taurus, who was unpopular both

with the king and with everyone else, seemed likely to carry off all

the prizes, until Theseus threw him in a wrestling bout and so

saved the young Athenians from slavery, to the satisfaction of

everyone, including Minos himself.46

There were other tales which also needed change, if Theseus

was to be presented as free from fault. We do not know how Philo-

chorus explained away his faithlessness in deserting Ariadne;

Plutarch records only his story of their first meeting: how women

were permitted by Cretan custom to watch the games and Ariadne

there fell in love with him at first sight.46 But he could not accept

the tale which represented Theseus as fighting with the gods of the

lower world. His version is that Persephone is carried off by a king

of the Molossians named Aedoneus, who has a gigantic dog named

Cerberus; and when Theseus joins Peirithous in an attempt to

** Kg. 28. Philochorus remarked that the ship was wrongly interpreted as a winged

serpent, Jix^iP 5Â« TL Kai TOV trxyntiTos.

"Fg. 1â��Sch. PI. Just. 374a (Greene, Scholia Platonica 402): irapoijifa, 8ri iroXXd

\l/eb5ovra.L aoiSot, firi T&V KtpSovs tvcKa. Kai ^uxaTwytcts \j/ev5rj \eybvrii3v, (fratri yap TOUS

TroiTjrds irdXat \tyovra.s Ta\7]6ij, a0Xcoi> varepov abrols iv rots dycoat TiQtpkvuv, ^Â«u5^ Kai

Trfir\afffifva Xeyeij* atpeTffflai, Iva 5id TOVTUV ^vxayuyovvres TO^S d/cpoaj/ievous T&V &9\<ai>

TvyxaruxTtv. ipn>^a9ri Ta(iT?;s Kai iiXAxopos fa 'ArStSos a' Kai S6Xui> 'EXeyf iais KCU H\a.Tav

faravffa. This recalls Plato's criticism of myths in R. 377d: lav rÂ« pri xaXSs ^etSijTOi.

No doubt Philochorus had not forgotten what the Muses said to Hesiod:

Id/iev i/'ti^t-a TroXXA \t-yâ�¬(.v krb^LOiffiv 5/xota,

tSjuep 5', eur Wt\ojficv, a\r]9ka yrjpvtratrtiat

(Th. 27-28).

46 Fg. 38-40. Demon offered a similar version of the tale, except that Theseus'

victory, according to him, was won in a battle in the harbour of Cnossus (Fg. 3).

" Fg. 40â��Plu. Thes. 19.
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rescue her, the dog kills Peirithous and Theseus is kept prisoner till

Heracles persuades Aedoneus to release him. This escape from

deadly peril is then said to have been misconstrued as "a return

from the house of Hades";47 and instead of an impious act of

rebellion against the gods, this adventure of Theseus is presented as

part of his mission to civilize the world. This mission is supposed

to begin in early youth; he is a very young man when he overpowers

the bull of Marathon, and the old country-woman Hecale speaks

to him as she would speak to a child.48

Hellanicus, disturbed by chronological difficulties, had put

Heracles in the generation previous to Theseus,49 and so encouraged

the belief that the tales of Theseus were merely Athenian adapta-

tions of the legend of Heracles. Philochorus rejects this version

altogether and makes Theseus a partner, not an imitator, of Heracles

in his heroic efforts to conquer lawlessness. Although he was

rescued from Aedoneus by Heracles and consecrated shrines to him

in Athens as an expression of his gratitude, they go on the expedi-

tion against the Amazons together as equals.60 But Theseus is not

only a warrior on the Homeric model. Philochorus records that

suppliants of all kinds took refuge in the Theseum at Athens,51 a

custom which establishes Theseus as a champion of the oppressed.

He helped Adrastus in arranging a truce so as to recover the dead

bodies after the expedition against Thebes; this is said to be the

first truce ever arranged for such a purpose;62 Theseus is therefore

to be held responsible for this humane rule of ancient warfare.

Although Philochorus may reject versions of legends which are

grotesque or discreditable, he shows his loyalty to the traditional

style of the Atthidographers by finding aetia in plenty. He derived

the name of the Pelasgians from their migratory habits, since in this

respect they resembled birds and especially storks (wtXapyoi); he

said that the Pelasgians on Lemnos were called Sinties because they

made plundering raids (aivtadai) and derived the word rvpavvos from

Ttippijwi.63 According to his account, when Cecrops wanted to find

out how many subjects he had, he ordered each individual to de-

" Fg. 46.

Â« Fg. 37.

"F.166 (FGrH 1).

Â»Â» Fg. 45, 49.

" Fg. 47.

Â«Fg. 51.

Â» Fg. 5-7. For the Sinties cf. Chap. 1, p. 13 above.
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posit a stone in a certain place; in this manner he was able to derive

the term for "people" (Xaos) from Xaaj, "a stone";54 and his story

provided an ancient precedent for the census of Attic citizens taken

by Demetrius of Phalerum. There are several other explanations

in the same manner;65 but there is little to suggest an interest in

affairs outside of Attica; he mentions the Spartan veneration for

Tyrtaeus only because the poet is supposed to be of Athenian origin.56

His treatment of Theseus and his attempt to derive Tyrtaeus

from Athens reveal a special sort of Athenian patriotism, which is

confirmed by a few fragments relating to later times. Herodotus 57

tells how the Alcmaeonid family, after it had been exiled by the

Peisistratids and defeated in battle at Leipsydrion, built a magnifi-

cent new temple of Apollo at Delphi, and in this way persuaded the

oracle to take up the cause of democracy, so that it urged the Spar-

tans, whenever they consulted Delphi about any project, to "set

Athens free first." This tale of bribery was felt as a slur not only

on Delphi but also on the Alcmaeonids, who from time to time had

difficulty in explaining certain incidents in their family history.58

Philochorus, however, does his best to clear both parties of blame.

"The story is," writes the scholiast on Pindar, "that the Delphic

temple was burned down (by the Peisistratids, as they say),59 and

that the Alcmaeonids, exiled by the tyrants, promised to rebuild it;

so they were given money, and, having collected an army, they

attacked the Peisistratids; they were victorious and, besides many

other thank-offerings, rebuilt the temple for the god which they

had promised, as Philochorus relates." 60 This version makes the

Peisistratid reputation even blacker than usual; the Alcmaeonids

are cleared of the charge of treason, since they do not invite the aid

of Sparta, and all that Delphi does is to lend money in a just cause.

Later on again, we find Philochorus defending the memory of the

Alcmaeonids, when he makes the Corinthians responsible for the

mutilation of the Hermae and acquits Alcibiades of all blame.61

" Fg. 12. Cf. the etymology of &ITTV in Fg. 4.

66 Cf. the derivation of Boedromia from /JoTjfleic Sp6/Mf in Fg. 33; he refuses to con-

nect Athena's name Sciras with the sunshade (<mpop) carried over her statue and pre-

fers the derivation from a certain Scirus (Fg. 42).

68 Fg. 55, 56. Adrastus and his chariot at Harma in Boeotia (Fg. 50, 51) are

relevant because Theseus intervened in the war of the Epigoni against Thebes.

7 5.62-63.

81 have discussed these occasions in CPh 31 (1936) 43-46.

â�¢ Hdt. 2.180 says that it was burned down accidentally (airojitaT-os

Â»Fg. 70â��Sch. Pi. P. 7.9. Cf. Isoc. Antid. 232.

'Fg. 110.
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His treatment of Nicias, on the other hand, seems to have been

rather less favourable. He pointed out that the commander's

superstitious fears were kept in check by Stilbides, the prophet who

accompanied him to Sicily, but that this man unfortunately died

before the fateful eclipse of the moon took place; this omen, Philo-

chorus says, was really a favourable one, since enterprises like their

flight "needed concealment." 62 These remarks should not be taken

as an indication of his interest in anecdote or biographical detail,

but rather as evidence of his own authority as a navru and an inter-

preter of omens. His authority in such matters is revealed by

another anecdote: that, when the Persians occupied Attica, the

dogs of the city set the citizens an example by attempting to swim

over to Salamis.63 This story is told to illustrate the validity of the

oracles which advised the Athenians to desert their city. So also

it appears that Procleides, "the epaorifr of Hipparchus," is mentioned

only because he was the first to dedicate a statue of three-headed

Hermes.64

The priestly interest is equally evident in the remarks about

Athenian topography, which are fairly plentiful. Philochorus

evidently went to some trouble in tracing the origin of temples

back to the time of Theseus, who founded a number of shrines in

Athens, besides rededicating to Heracles the Thesea which the people

had put up in his honour.66 He also spoke of the Araterion, where

Theseus pronounced solemn curses upon his political enemies.66

He distinguished the different places near Athens called Colonus,

evidently supplementing what Androtion had to say on the subject.67

In later books, he described where the offerings of Meton the as-

tronomer were set up, and the tripod of Aeschraeus above the thea-

tre, with the inscription cut in the face of the rock;68 and perhaps

Â«Fg. 112, 113.

63 Fg. 84â��Ael. NA 12.35. Cf. the tale about Xanthippus' dog in Plu. Them. 10.

" Fg. 69.

tsFg. 45. Cf. Plu. Thes. 17: /iaprupÂ«t St TOIITOIS i7p<?o NawnSoov Kal iaiaxos,

ciffapevov Â©^aecos ^aX^pot irpdj T(p roD S/ctpou [tep<3], Kal rrtv topTJiv TO. K.v@fpvrj<ria. t/mtric

tKfivwi TÂ«XeI<r0ai. Miiller should have included this sentence in Fg. 41.

66 Fg. 48â��EM s.v. 'AprjrriffLov TOTTOS 'AdTjvrjGiv OVTU KaXoitfievos, on Qijaevs juerd

TO iiiroTpetf/at IK TOU "Ai5oi>, knirta&v 'Adijv&v ^KtZcre TO.S Kara T&V txQp&v dpds ^Trot^a'axo.

Trapa ras apav ovv Apijri^ffto** 6 TOTTOS fK\rjdrj. oijTaj $t\6xopos kv T<jj dtvriptj} T&v Ardidwy.

Cf. Plu. Thes. 35 (not cited by Miiller): auros Si rapyrirrol Kara TUC 'hBrivaiuv dpds

Oefifvos, ou vvv %GTI rd Ka\ovpâ�¬vov 'ApaTypiov, â�¬ts ^Kupov tÂ£tir\tvfffv.

87 Fg. 73. Other sacred sites of which he spoke were the temple of Demeter Chloe

(Stiehle, Ph 8 [1853] 638â��Sch. Ar. Lys. 835) and the Upol auXSyes (Fg. 147).

Â«8 Fg. 99, 138.
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how Speusippus dedicated some statues of the Graces on the Hill of

the Muses, with an elegiac distich inscribed upon them (but this

restoration is extremely uncertain).69 His mention of the Lyceum

as a gymnasium established in the time of Pericles shows his in-

terest in buildings other than temples.70 Phyle and Eetioneia 71

would naturally be mentioned in the course of his historical narra-

tive, but he was not content to let the latter name pass without

explaining that it took its origin from a certain Eetion.

These fragments are sufficient to show that, like the other

Atthidographers, Philochorus interspersed remarks on Attic topog-

raphy in the course of his narrative. There is no reason to suppose

that he gave a continuous topographical description of Athens or

Attica.72

Like his predecessors Philochorus also found occasion to com-

ment on Athenian political and social institutions, though the

references to them in the fragments are not so numerous as the

references to religious customs. He said that armour was first

made in the time of Cecrops, shields being made from the skins of

wild animals.73 He traces back the custom of mixing water with

wine to Amphictyon, and explains that Dionysus was worshipped

under the title of 'OpBos, "the Upright," because this milder drink

enabled people to stand upright, instead of stooping as they, did

under the influence of unmixed wine; he also mentions the custom

of taking a sip of unmixed wine like a liqueur after meals, and finds

a ritual significance in this practice.74 He spoke of the "contest of

manliness" (a-yuv evavSpias) held at the Panathenaea, of the special

cup called a pentaploa given to the victors at the festival of Athena

Sciras, and of the rule against slaughtering a sheep unless it had been

shorn onceâ��a TaXtuos vo/zos of which Androtion also had spoken.76

Among Athenian political institutions, he spoke, naturally, of

the Areopagus; how its powers in trying cases of homicide dated

69 Academicorum Philosoph. Ind. Here., ed. Mekler, col. 6, 30-38.

70 Fg. 96.

71 Fg. 140, 115.

"The names of the demes (Fg. 71, 72, 74-78) would naturally be listed in an

account of the reforms of Cleisthenes (cf. Bockh, op. cit. 411). Book III, the appro-

priate book, is cited in three of the fragments; if' in Fg. 76 is most probably a mistake

for y' (cf. Chap. 4, p. 79, note 18, above).

73 POxy 10.1241, col. 5, 6: $tX6xopos dl K.aBbir\iaiv ytvtaBai irpUTOV XeyÂ« Â«ri

KeKpoiros &bpv Kal Sipnaros Ayplov irepi^oXV- vartpov 6' &T' fjSr] j36es tBiiovTO jSoeas rom

iv rfj 'ArTiKg iron?<rao-0ai.

74 Fg. 18, 19.

76 Fg. 27, 43, 63, 64. Cf. Androt. Fg. 41.
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from the trial of Ares; in what manner people were appointed to it

and how great a reputation it enjoyed; and how at one time it tried

people on charges of extravagant living beyond their apparent

means, as Phanodemus also had recorded.76 He spoke also of the

avriypafavs TTJS Siotx^crecos, of the "incapable persons" and the dole

paid to them, and of the Theoric Fund.77 His explanation of the

procedure of ostracism is preserved verbatim and it is a much more

complete account than that given in Aristotle.78 He also discussed

the organization of the i'<nrr\ and the system of military organization

during the Peloponnesian War.79 In later times, his remarks about

the symmories and about the VO\I.O^>\J\O.KK and yvvanKovbuoi. estab-

lished by Demetrius of Phalerum 80 would occur in the ordinary

course of historical narrative; they do not constitute proof that he

devoted special attention to the constitutional changes of the fourth

century.

It is fairly clear that in his interests and his choice of subjects for

digressions Philochorus conformed to the tradition established by

earlier writers of Atthides. He was ready to offer a new explanation

of the origin of some religious rite or festival, but ready also to

agree with an earlier authority. He found space in his narrative for

topographical and constitutional questions, just like the earlier

Atthidographers. He differed from them sometimes because he

had a more fastidious taste in aetia and a greater regard for the good

name of gods and heroes. It remains, therefore, to examine in

"Fg. 16, 17; 58, 59; 60. Cf. Phanod. Fg. 15.

"Fg. 61, 67-68, 85. Arist. Resp. Ath. 49, says the iiSdvaroL received two obols a

day. According to Harp. s.v. aWvaroi (Fg. 67) Philochorus said they received nine

drachmae a month. In Bekker's Anecdota 1.345, 15 (Fg. 68) the text reads: (\6.nfjavov

TTJS ripipas, <bj iitv Awiaj \fyti, o/SoXAK Iva, us Sk iiXAxopos irkvTC, 'ApiororeXTjs Sk Siio t<t>rj.

Evidently the allowance varied at different times, but 5 obols a day is clearly a mistake;

9 drachmae a month would be equivalent to less than 2 obols a day.

78 Fg. 79bâ��Phot. Lex., ed. Porson, 675, 12ff: irpoxttpoTovti ptv o Sijiios xpo rijs 6jS6rjt

TrpvraveLas fi SoK(i rl> oarpaKov fiatpipav &re Si SoKtl (leg. SoKoiif), typaaytTO aaviaai fi

a'yopa Kai KaTfiKtlirovTO tiao'boi Sftca, St.' wv fiaiovTts Kara <Â£uXds iriOfffCLV TO. oorpaKa,

arpktfrovTts rffv tTriypcufrT}v. kirtaTaTovv bk ot re tvvka &PXOVTCS KCU fi j3ouXi^. diapt&fj.ij~

Okvrwv Sk &rt (leg. OTOV) TrXetora yivoiTO Kai /xi) tXarrw iJaKwrx'^'w, TOVTOV I5ei ra SiKaia

S6vra Kai Xo/36cTa inrkp rSsv ISiwv <ruyaXXo7/idTO)v kv HIKO. rm'tptLit iteravTijvai Tijs TriXtws

try SeKa (ixrrepov Si kykvovro irtvTe), KCLpiroi^fj^vov TO. iauroO JUT) &TriftalvovTa. kvr&s wkpa TOV

Eu/^otas" AKpwTijpfou. novo* 81 lTirâ�¬p/3oXos IK T&V abofav k^porpo.Kt.aBftva.1 dia iiO"xJ)"ripLa.v

rpbirwv, oil Si viro\j/iav rvpavvlSos- fitTO. TOVTOV Si KaTf\v$T/ TO Was, apS-afievov voiiaStTri-

<rai>TOS KXeio^ecous, STC rods Tvpavvom KaTeXuow, Sirws cruvexjSaXn Kai TOUS <#>Â£Xous aiiT.

. . ." Cetera desunt. Cf. Arist. Resp. Ath. 43.5: M St Trjs &CTTJS irpvraveias irpis TOIS

Kai Trcpi T^S 6(rrpa/co^>opias kTrtxtipoTovlav difioatnv, ci SoKfl irotetc 1} fiy.

7Â»Fg. 91-93; 100, 101.

Â»Â°Fg. 126, 129; 141a & b.
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more systematic fashion the fragments of his historical narrative;

thanks to the many references in Didymus and the scholiasts on

Aristophanes, these are much more numerous than similar frag-

ments of earlier Atthides.

There is one fragment which suggests that, like Hellanicus, he

was interested in the chronology of early Attic history. He took

from Hellanicus the figure of 1020 years as the interval between the

time of Ogygus and the first Olympiad; and he is reported to have

said that after Ogygus "the country now called Attica" remained

without a king for 189 years till Cecrops; he denied that there was

any such king as Actaeus and was content to derive the name of

Attica from d/cri?.81 Very little else is preserved of his views on

the chronology of early Attic history. He said that Cecrops reigned

for fifty years and he placed the "floruit" of Homer forty years

after the Ionian migration, 180 years after the Trojan War, when

Archippus was archon at Athens.82 These are indications that he

wanted, so far as possible, to give an exact chronology of early times.

But there is no way of telling whether he adopted Hellanicus'

scheme of generations or his count of kings from Cecrops to Theseus.

Another fragment from his account of the period of the kings

suggests a different kind of exactitude. He said that Cecrops,

" wishing to know who were Athenians and how great their number

was, gave orders that they were to take stones and deposit them in a

certain place, in which way he discovered that they were twenty

thousand in number." 83 This account of a census in very early

times is quite clearly introduced to show that Demetrius of Phal-

erum had ancient precedent for his census of the Athenian peopleâ��

which, by a very curious coincidence, showed the citizens to be just

one thousand more in number than in the time of Cecrops! 84

We should be in a better position to pass judgment on the

political purpose of this story if more fragments from his treatment

of the sixth century were available. Unluckily, we have no useful

81 Fg. 8 (Hellanic. F. 47a)â��Bus. PE 10.10.7-8, quoting from Julius Africanus.

Cf. Chap. 1, pp. 11-13 above.

82 Fg. 10; 52-S4a. For Philochorus as an authority on the date of Homer see also

Eusebius PE 10.11.3. De Sanctis ('ArSis, ed. 2, 99-116), in his attempt to show that

the list of rulers at Athens in Julius Africanus is derived ultimately from Philochorus,

can find no real evidence except this mention of Archippus, "one of the archons ap-

pointed for life." It does not seem necessary to give a detailed account of his argu-

ments here.

83 Fg. 12. For the etymological point of the story see pp. 115-16 above.

"Ath. 6.272C.
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information about his treatment of Solon and Cleisthenes. Suidas,

in writing of the Seisachtheia, gives the orthodox definition that

by it the poor people were able to "shake off their burden," and

then adds that, according to Philochorus, "their burden was voted

away by decree." 85 The point of this remark is not clear at all,

so that we do not know what contribution Philochorus made to the

discussion about Solon nor which side he took in the controversy

between Androtion and Aristotle.86 It would be most interesting to

know what changes took place in the attitude towards Solon in the

interval between Aristotle and Philochorus.

With the beginning of the fifth century chronological indications

in the fragments become much more frequent. We find the names

of Athenian archons mentioned more frequently, just as in Aristotle's

Constitution of Athens. But the mere mention of archons' names

cannot be taken as proof that Philochorus gave a continuous annal-

istic account of events from the time of the Persian Wars. There is

conclusive evidence that he did give an annalistic account of the

period of the Peloponnesian War; the scholia on Aristophanes, which

will be quoted subsequently, leave no doubt on this point.87 The

difficulty, as with Hellanicus, is to decide at what point he started

to use an annalistic system. The first certain indication for the

Atthis of Hellanicus is for the year 407-6; 88 a passage from Philo-

chorus, referring to 438 B.C., is introduced with the formula, "Philo-

chorus says that the following took place in the archonship of

Theodorus" ($i.X6xopos Â«rt Â©eo&opou raura ^r/crti').89 It is extremely

likely that his use of this system starts with the fourth book, which

began some time in the middle of the fifth century. This will be a

useful hypothesis to bear in mind, while the evidence of the frag-

ments is examined in detail.

In the first place, it should be noted that the events associated

with archons' names in the first part of the fifth century are not

political events. Philochorus said that the worship of Hermes

86 Presumably this is what he means, though the Greek is not quite clear: Fg. 57 â��

Suid. s.v. SÂ«Krdx"Â«a- xPÂ«"KO7rÂ£a irnuxrkav xaJ iiuoruaw, Jjx (IffTiyiiaaTo ZAXwv. eZpTjrai

5k Trap' 6aov &?os ffv 'A.drjvijt7i TOVS 6</>eiXoi'Tas TCOC trfv-firoiv oxo/iart tp'y&fcotfai rots

86 Cf . section on Androtion, pp. 83-84 above.

87 Cf. also Fg. 106 â�� Sch. Luc. Tim. 30, where TrpoaStis is certainly a mistake for

Bris.

Â»Â«F.171. Cf. Chap. 1, pp. 24-25 above.

â�¢Â» Fg. 97. See below p. 124.
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Agoraios was started in the archonship of Cebris, who is assigned

tentatively either to 486 or to one of the very first years of the cen-

tury.90 A date of this kind belongs to temple records, with which

Philochorus ought to be familiar; it is no indication that political

events were assigned to the year of Cebris. His mention of Lacra-

teides (also tentatively placed at the opening of the fifth century)

is no more helpful; 91 his year is connected with a great snowfall

and an exceptional frost, for which and for no other reason his name

would be remembered, just as many Americans will continue to

remember 1888 as the year of the great blizzard and 1938 as the

year of the hurricane. Two dates from the 'Apxbvruv avaypcufrri of

Demetrius of Phalerum are in the same category: Demetrius men-

tioned Thales and Anaxagoras as beginning their professional

careers in the archonships of Damasias (582-1) and Callias (480-79)

respectively.92 These dates reveal an effort to establish the chronol-

ogy of prominent literary men and scholars, in the manner of

Eratosthenes and Apollodorus; but they cannot be taken as evi-

dence for the previous existence, whether in an A (this or elsewhere,

of an annalistic record of political events.

No other chronological references are available for the first half

of the century. The fragments from Book IV give more informa-

tion. The scholiast on Aristophanes refers to Philochorus for an

account of the two Sacred Wars; the names are evidently corrupted

in some manuscripts, but, if the text is emended so as to harmonize

with the account of Thucydides,93 Philochorus says that the Spartan

expedition to wrest the control of Delphi from the Phocians was

followed "two years later" (rpirif erei) by the Athenian expedition

which restored it to its former masters. Thucydides, in his usual

manner, says that the Athenian expedition took place "later on,

after an interval" (avdis vartpov),94 But, as Beloch has shown,96

there is no need to suppose any conflict between the two accounts

or to reject the more accurate indication of date given by Philo-

chorus. This passage is not yet evidence that our author possessed

Â»Â»Kg. 82. Cf. above p. 112, note 36.

91 Fg. 83â��Sch. Ar. Ach. 220. The Lacrateides in the text of the play may or may

not have something to do with this old archon.

Â»"F.l, 2 (FGrH 2 B, no. 228).

93 Fg. 88â�� Sch. Ar. Av. 557. For the different readings and emendations see

J. W. White's edition of the scholia. The account of Thucydides is in 1.112.5.

" Cf. Chap. 2, pp. 43-44 above.

"Griech. Gesch. 2.2.213.
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special information about political dates; but it is a hint (though not

certain proof) that he has started to use an annalistic system.

His remarks about the recovery of Euboea by Pericles in 445,

as reported by the scholiast, do not seem to add anything to the

account of Thucydides.96 Another event which Philochorus as-

signed to the year 445-4, "when Lysimachides was archon," is the

gift sent to the Athenians from Libya by Psammetichus of 30,000

medimni of grain, which was shared out among 14,240 citizens,

after 4760 persons were shown to be claiming citizenship falsely.97

No earlier authority is known for this incident, and Plutarch, though

his figures are not quite the same,98 probably learnt of it from him.

The mention of this incident by Philochorus shows another attempt

on his part to link up the history of his own times with the past,

though presumably he has better authority for his statement here

than for his account of the census taken by Cecrops. Not only is

this gift of Psammetichus a precedent for the gifts of grain sent to

Athens by Ptolemy I and others in the early part of the third cen-

tury,99 but the checking of citizenship claims corresponds to another

recurring event in the lifetime of Philochorus: the revision of the

citizen roll under the various anti-democratic regimes. These

considerations naturally make us regard his account with some sus-

picion; but the possibility still remains that he had seen the text of

the decree in the archonship of Lysimachides which ordered the

distribution of the grain. In any case, this is the first exact date

given by Philochorus for an event of political importance at Athens

which is not recorded by any earlier authority known to us.

His account of the ostracism of Thucydides, son of Melesias,100

is not clearly reported, since one commentator has confused exile

and ostracism and another has not distinguished this Thucydides

from the historian. Again, in recording his narrative of the dis-

88 Fg. 89â��Sch. Ar. Nu. 213. Dindorf prints as follows, borrowing the phraseology

of Th. 1.114: nepiKXeous dk ffrparriyofoTos KaraaTptyaaBai abroits iraaav (sc. Ety3otap)

4>iX6xopos- Kai TIJC jiiy aXXr/v firl 6juoXo7ia KaratrTaOrjpai, 'EffTtaieuv Si airoiKia-

v a&Touj Tijc x&pav fxÂ«"- For the date cf. Th. 2.2: riaaapa ntv yap Kai ScKa trrj

v at rptaKoj'ToC'Teis crirovdai al kykvovro jtcr' E&jSotas a\wyii>. T$ St irkfiTrry Kai

SfKarif ITU, eirJ Xpvirfios iv "Apyti riirt TrevTrjKovTa Suotc Sfovra <?TTJ iepufttviis Kai AEnjafou

i4>Â«/>ou kv 'SirapTy Kai TlvSoSwpov in. rkaaapas fifjvas apxovros 'ASrjvaiois K.T.\.

97 Fg. 90â��Sch. Ar. V. 718. For the difficulties of the figures see A. W. Gomme.

The Population of Athens, 16-17.

Â»Per. 37. He gives 14,040 instead of 14,240, and 40,000 instead of 30,000

medimni.

"Ferguson, Hellenistic Athens 141, 147.

"Â»Â° Fg. 95â��Sch. Ar. V. 947.
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grace and death of Pheidias, the scholiast has given wrong names to

the archons, but probably the passage may be correctly translated

as follows:

Philochorus, under the heading of the archon Theodorus (438-7),

writes as follows: "And the golden statue of Athena was set up in

the great temple, containing gold to the weight of forty-four talents;101

the overseer being Pericles and the artist Pheidias. And Pheidias,

the artist, being under suspicion of misappropriating some of the

ivory used for the scales on the serpents, was brought to trial and

found guilty. And it is said that, having fled to Elis, he there under-

took the contract for the statue of Zeus at Olympia. And after

completing it he was put to death by the Eleans on the charge of mis-

appropriating material, in the archonship of Pythodorus (432-1)." 102

This translation contains a few explanations that are offered by

another scholion in a paraphrase of the passage; but in other re-

spects it is a fairly literal version, which preserves the simple

chronicle style of the original; there are no subordinate clauses and

the connectives are restricted to Kai and dk. It should be noted that

the guilt or innocence of Pheidias is left for the reader to decide.

The scholiast on Aristophanes cites Philochorus again for the

expeditions to Sicily during the Archidamian War;los and he quotes

a fine example of annalistic description for the year of Euthynus

(426-5): "The Spartans sent delegates to the Athenians to discuss

a peace settlement, after making a truce with the men at Pylos and

handing over their ships, which numbered sixty. When Cleon op-

posed the settlement, it is said that the assembly was split into two

factions. Finally the president put the question to the vote; and

those who wished to fight on carried the day." 104

The scholiast on Aristophanes continues to cite him for the dates

of various events through the period of the war. He put the revolt

101 Forty talents is the weight given by Th. 2.13.5.

102 p-g 97â��gcjj Ar. Pax 605. The Greek is worth quoting in full as an example

of Philochorus' style: 5>tX6xopoj iiri SeoSupov &PXOVTOS TO.VTO. ^aiv " Kai TO a-yaXp;a

TO xputroDy rfjs 'Afli^ds taraJdri els TOV vtwv TOV fityav, exov xpvffiov aToBpov rdKaVTW /x6',

HfpLK\&>vs kirLffTa.TovvTost "^etStou 51 TroirjffavTos. Kai $â�¬i5tas 6 Troirj&as, 66Â£as irapaXoyi-

feotfcu TOV t\i<t>avTa TOV (is TO.S <j>oM5as, inpiffrj. Kai <t>v-Yav eis "B\iv ipyo\af}ij<rai r6

fryaX/ia TOV AiAs TOV kv 'OXvjuirip XeyeTai, TOVTO 61 (Â£(pya.<ra./jitvos inroBavtlv vv6 'HXeiaJi/

â�¬irt Hv8o5wpovt 6s WTIV &.-jrd TOVTOV Zfidofios." The emendations Â®co5<jjpov (archon 438â��7)

instead of TlvffoS&pov, and HvSo&upov (432-1) for ^KvBodwpov are due to Palmer. See

Dindorf's edition of the scholia. There is similar confusion over archons' names in

Sch. Ar. Pax 990; this frag, is not in FHG; see Strenge, Quaestiones Philochoreae 65.

103 Fg. 104â��Sch. Ar. V. 240.

10<Fg. 105â��Sch. Ar. Pax 665.
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of Scione, at Brasidas' instigation, in the year of Isarchus (424-5),

the Peace of Nicias in the year of Alcaeus (422-1), and the con-

demnation of the mutilators of the Hermae in the year of Chabrias

(415-4).105 He recorded that the Athenians first began to use

Athena's silver under Callias (412-1)â��a detail that every Exegetes

would know; that Cleophon rejected the Spartan offer of peace under

Theopompus (411-0); and that a gold coinage from the golden

Victories was issued under Antigenes (407-6).106 For the year

410-9 he recorded: "Under Glaucippus also the Boule for the first

time was seated in alphabetical order, and beginning from that time

its members still swear to keep the seat assigned to them according

to the letter of their name." 107 Thus it appears that in his account

of the rigours of the Peloponnesian War he did not neglect to record

slight details of official procedure, especially if he thought such

changes (like this one) showed the origin of customs of his own time.

Finally, we discover that he gave the names of the unlucky Athenian

generals at Arginusae; that, like Aristotle, he reported the appoint-

ment of thirty <rvyypanels in 411 to draw up constitutional reforms

(as opposed to Thucydides who mentioned only the ten 7rp6/3ouXot

first appointed); and his account of the death of Critias is recorded,

though in hopelessly corrupt form.108

These fragments from his chronological account of events in

the fifth century have been set forth in some detail in order to show

how little evidence there is to justify the belief that Philochorus had

literary sources at his disposal which were not available to Thu-

cydides or Hellanicus. He knows the dates of several events of

religious significance, which are not recorded elsewhere; it would

not be surprising if knowledge of many such dates, even for much

earlier events, was claimed, whether correctly or not, by priestly

colleges. On the other hand, Psammetichus' gift of grain to Athens

had a special significance for an Athenian writer in the first half of

the third century. The date of this gift is not recorded elsewhere;

but it is the only important date of political significance in the fifth

century, previous to the Peloponnesian War, that is recorded for

"'Fg. 107, 108, 111â��Sch. Ar. V. 210, Pax 468, Av. 766.

"â�¢Kg. 116â��Sch. Ar. Lys. 173; Fg. 117, 118â��Sch. Eur. Or. 371, 772; Kg. 120â��

Sch. Ar. Ra. 720. In this last instance, if Bentley's conjecture is correct, he is follow-

ing Hellanicus (see Chap. 1, p. 14, note 50).

101 Fg. 119â��Sch. Ar. PI. 972.

108Fg. 121; 122â��Harp. s.v. avyypa<t>fis (cf. Arist. Resp. Ath. 29, 2; Th. 8.67);

Fg. 123.
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us by Philochorus alone. No attempt will be made here to solve

the problem of Aristotle's chronological source for the fifth century;

but it should be pointed out that those who think he obtained his

information ultimately from the same source as Philochorus, from

an Ur-Atthis by some unknown author, have no real evidence apart

from this fragment. Admittedly, their theory cannot be disproved;

but it should be recognized on how uncertain a basis it rests, since

Philochorus may have obtained even this date from an independent,

perhaps an epigraphical source.

There is no necessity to discuss the fragments relating to the

political history of the fourth century from the same point of view.

We know that Philochorus could consult detailed accounts of the

first half of the centuryâ��those of Ephorus, Theopompus, and the

Oxyrhynchus historian among others. But the question of his

sources for the history of the fourth century does not concern us

here; our discussion will be restricted to the style and method of his

narrative.

The passages quoted by the scholiast on Aristophanes show his

use of a concise, annalistic style in recording events of the second

half of the fifth century and especially in his account of the Pelopon-

nesian War. His use of similar methods for the fourth century is

proved by quotations in Didymus and Dionysius of Halicarnassus.

The passage which apparently described the movements of Conon

leading up to the battle of C nidus is sadly mutilated in the text of

Didymus and cannot be used as evidence;109 but there are several

fragments referring to the events which followed upon this battle.

Didymus refers briefly to his account of the rebuilding of the long

109 Did. In D. Col. 7, 36-51. A more complete restoration than that of Diels and

Schubart is offered by De Gubernatis, Aegyptus 2.23-32: Kovwv nlv inr6 Kforpou /WTO

Traffuv Ttav veav dinjpe rtf 3e T^S <S>pvyLas <ra.Tp6.irfl /3ouX6^iecos tvdvs <ru/i^Â£?|cu Kat els TO

VO.VTMOV xPHMira XojSetv. Â«r' Ei>{lov\iSov 6t tr\uxrev kn 'P&bov jutTa irfSoriKovra /iec

Tpiqpav dird QOIV'IKW, Sina &' &TT& KtXtiaav. ... 3 lines with only a few letters on the

papyrus follow. Then: TeXeurÂ£uoi> 5e rds vavs trvveXefc Trpds Acopu/xa T^S Xcpffo^ffou

KO.I kvrtvStv iKTrXedaas Hal kirnrtauiv Tip ar6X<j> TUV tiaKt&aiiwvlwv. . . . Kat vavpaxias

ytvonkvys tvLKTjcre Kdl irevTTjKOVTO. TpH7peis a.ixfia.\WTovs tiroirjcre KO.I Heivavdpos ereXei'TT/o'ey.

De Gubernatis remarks on the "excessive haste" of Philochorus, so that not every stage

of the narrative is made clear to the reader. If his restoration is correct, Philochorus

told the story of Conon's movements from 397-94 without interruption or reference to

events elsewhereâ��adopting the method which Ephorus used for Cimon's campaigns

(see Chap. 5 p. 96) and which at times confused Diodorus. In that case it should

be said that he combined the Kara ykvos method with the strictly annalistic; but one

is unwilling to conclude so much from a restored passage.
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walls at Athens; uo but his account of the events of 392-1 is more

illuminating.

Didymus discusses at some length what Demosthenes meant

when, in the Fourth Philippic, he spoke of the help given by the

Persian King to the Athenians in earlier days.111 He first mentions

the view that Demosthenes was referring to the terms of peace

offered by the King through Antalcidas in 392-1. "Philochorus,"

he says, "gives a description in these very words, under the heading

of the archon Philocles (392-1): 'And the King sent down the peace

negotiated by Antialcidas (sic), which the Athenians refused to ac-

cept, because it was written in it that the Greeks living in Asia

should all be reckoned as in the estate of the King.'"112 This

account differs in one important detail from Xenophon's version.113

According to Xenophon, the Athenians refuse to accept the terms

which are proposed by Antalcidas at a conference with Tiribazus;

and when Tiribazus, after arresting Conon, goes to make his report

to the King about the proposals of Antalcidas and to ask for instruc-

tions, the King, instead of "sending down a peace," "sends down

Strouthas," who is to prosecute the war at sea against Sparta with

vigour. Besides the failure of these peace negotiations with Persia

in 392-1, Philochorus also described the abortive negotiations for

peace with Sparta in the same year when "ambassadors came from

Sparta and departed without accomplishing anything, since Andoc-

ides could not convince the Spartans." 1H

Didymus rejects the view that Demosthenes is referring to the

peace offer of 392-1 and thinks that, in speaking of the support

110 Col. 7, 51-54: Airi 54 TOUTT/S TTJS vau^iaxias i> KAvuv (cai TCI [uaxpd T]tlxi TOIS

'A97)i<oioi[sJ &f(arTifff[ii (LK/Â»I]TWV \a.Kf&ainoi>lwi>, KaBawep iriXi? 6 afrris (rvyypa.(i>fvs i<rro[p]ci.

111 Dem. 10.34.

112 Diels and Schubart print as follows (col. 7, 17-30): *iX6]xopoj

aurots 6vb\ji]a<rt, irp[oflei]s &PXOVTO. "t>iXo[KXÂ£]a 'Aca$X&[cr]Tio>'1 " Kac r-f/v (Ipriv

'AvT[ia]\Kl5ov KaTtTr[e]n^(v 6 0a[cr]iXÂ«6s, ?iv 'Aft/yalea o[iin] (Si^arro, S[L]ori

kv a&rp TOU[S rrjv Aajiac O'LKOVVT[as] "EXX^i/as kv 0a<7tXlws oZ/c[<j> Trjdvras elpcu [(r]vvvtvefjiij-

Htvovs. dXXd Kal TOU[$ ?rpÂ«cr]/3eis TOUS kv AaKe5aÂ£juopi <7uyxa)P17<7'a[*/Tas] t*t>uv6.8tvffa. [v]

KaXXtCTTpdrou -ypd^acTos [Kal ov]\ inro/jLeivavTas rty KpLfftv EirucpdrT/j/ K[Â»;]0tcrtea,

'Av5oK[L}&iiv KuSaBrivaika., KpaTivov . [. ]. UTTIOV, Eiifto[v]\tSrjv 'E\fv<rtvioi>." oi/Kovv Sn

likv OVK eU6s cart [r]6v \^\i]^oaBkvT) ro6r7;s auTous vironifivli[ffK]etv TTJS *\l\piivj}s toparat.

It seems likely, however, that the quotation from Philochorus really ends at avvvtvtu-ri-

nivoi's, and that the next sentence is part of Didymus' argument; he uses dXXd nai in

argument in col. 7, 15 and probably also in 5, 65.

Â»3ffG 4.8.12-17.

114 Argumentum in Andoc. De Paceâ��FHG 4.646. For the exile of Andocides,

following on his diplomatic mission to Sparta, cf. Vitae X Oratorum 835A (Biogr. Gr,,

ed. Westermann, p. 239).
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given by the King to the Athenians, he means his help of Conon

before the battle of Cnidus.116 He then adds that possibly Demos-

thenes is thinking of another offer of peace made by the King "which

they accepted gladly; and again Philochorus has spoken of this, how,

although it was similar to the proposals made by the Spartan

Antalcidas, they accepted it since they had spent all their money

keeping up armies of mercenaries and had for a long time been in a

state of exhaustion because of the war; it was on this occasion that

they set up the altar of Peace." I16 Philochorus, after his manner,

does not forget to mention the inauguration of this new religious

cult, which, according to one account recorded in Plutarch,117 was

first introduced when the Peace of Callias was made. On a point

of this kind one is inclined to trust Philochorus rather than another

authority. Didymus goes on to say that "one might mention

many other services which the King rendered to the city, as, for

example, the peace negotiated by Callias, son of Hipponicus."

But one cannot take these words as an indication that Philochorus

spoke of the Peace of Callias.

The four fragments assigned to Book V by Miiller are not direct

quotations and add nothing to our knowledge of Philochorus' style.

They show simply that he mentioned the alliances that led up to the

Corinthian War,118 the first establishment of the symmories in 377,

and Philip's early activities in Thrace.119 Another fragment shows

that he mentioned the sending of Athenian cleruchs to Samos in the

archonship of Aristodemus (352-1); 12Â° most modern historians

prefer to date this event in 361-0, following the scholiast on

Aeschines.121

Both Philochorus and Androtion give very similar reports of an

event of the year 350-49, the settlement by the Athenians of the

116 Col. 7, 30-34. He then quotes Philochorus' account of events leading up to the

battle (see note 109 above).

Â»Â«Col. 7, 62-71.

117 dm. 13. Isocrates, 15.109-10, says that yearly sacrifices to Peace first took

place after the peace with Sparta which followed Timotheus' victory at the battle of

Leucag, and Nep., Timoth. 2.2, interprets this to mean that altars to Peace were first

set up at that time.

111 Fg. 125â��Sch. Ar. EC. 193. The text reads: irepi TOU ffvp^axuaw "J>iA6xopos

iffropei, OTL irpd 8vo â�¬T&v tykvtro <7u/i/jaxÂ£a AoKeSai/jovicop Kal Boiairajp. As Miiller

points out, A.a.KedaiiJioviwt> is clearly a mistake, probably for '\6rivaiwv.

Â»Â»Fg. 126, 127, 128.

Â«Â°Fg. 131â��D.H. Dein. 13.

121 Sch. Aeschin. In Timarch. 53: <is 'Stifiov xXifpouxous hffi^av 'A07)caiot Â«ir'

Cf. Beloch, Griech. Gesch. 3.1.194.
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boundaries of the lepa 6pyas in the Megarid, a tract of land sacred to

Demeter and Persephone. "Thisdivision," says Didymus,122 "took

place in the archonship of Apollodorus, as Philochorus relates.

He writes as follows: 'The Athenians had quarrelled with the

Megarians over the boundaries of the sacred Orgas and entered

Megarian territory with an army under Ephialtes, who was strategus

at the time, and established the boundaries of the sacred Orgas.

And at the consent of the Megarians those who established the

boundaries were Lacrateides the hierophant and the dadouchos

Hierocleides. They declared the land at the edges of the Orgas

sacred, since the oracle had declared that "it will be better and more

fortunate for you if you leave the fields idle and do not till them."

And they marked off the boundaries all round with stelae according

to the decree of Philocrates.'" Since this is a religious matter,

one looks for an authoritative account in Philochorus. It is disap-

pointing to find that he has apparently done no more than repro-

duce Androtion's description, using mostly the same words and

altering the phrasing only slightly.123 He seems to have followed

Androtion in a similar manner in his account of the 5La.\f/r)<t>lafis of

346-5.124

Dionysius of Halicarnassus quotes several passages from Book

VI describing events in the struggle with Philip, which offer good

examples of the style of the Atthis. Dionysius quotes the following

passage for "the beginning of the war about Olynthus" in the

archon year 349-8: "Callimachus from Pergase. In this man's

archonship, when the Olynthians were attacked by Philip and sent

delegates to Athens, the Athenians made an alliance with them and

sent them help, to the extent of two thousand peltasts, the thirty

triremes under Chares, and eight others which they equipped and

manned." 125 Immediately afterwards Dionysius quotes another

sentence from his description of the same year, which is introduced

122 Col. 13, 44-58. He refers to this event for the purpose of dating Oration 13.

The reading of the papyrus &i\66uipos is quite clearly a mistake for $iXAxopos.

123 Androtion's account is in col. 14, 35-49. Since both authors mention Philo-

crates as having prepared the psephisma, it is possible that Androtion, if not Philo-

chorus also, had actually seen the stone on which it was recorded. The repetitious

language in the text certainly recalls the style of an official document.

124 Kg. 133â��Harp. s.v. 5ca^</>t<ris' . . . tvTekktFTCLTa, &k 5tâ�¬iAeKT<u irepl TO>V Sia^tj-

<Â£i<recoi>, ws yeyovaaiv eirl 'Apxtou apxopTos, 'Avdporiuv kv rfi 'ArSi-Si Kai 4>iA6xopos fv turtp

T^s 'Ar&iSos.

126 Amm. 9â��Fg. 132. The reading of the Teubner text has been adopted:

6Â£ TptaKovra. ras juerd Xdp^ros Kai as ffvvtir\'fipai(Ta.i< OKTW.
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by the familiar Thucydidean phrase "about the same time"

ri>v aiirov xpovov).12* Another passage follows, in similar Thucydidean

narrative style, describing the Athenian response to the final appeal

of the Olynthians in the spring of 348: "And again when the Olyn-

thians sent delegates to Athens and begged that the Athenians

would not suffer them to be defeated but would send them help in

addition to the forces already present, help consisting not of mer-

cenaries but of Athenians, the people sent them seventeen more

triremes and twenty thousand citizen hoplites and three hundred

horsemen in horse-transport ships, with Chares as commander of

the entire force." No doubt these passages were quoted by Didy-

mus in his commentary on the Olynthiac orations, which is not

preserved on the papyrus.

Didymus refers both to Androtion and Philochorus in his ac-

count of how the Athenians rejected the peace proposed by the

Persian king in 344-3; he quotes only this concise and brief de-

scription of Philochorus: "In this year, when the King sent am-

bassadors to Athens and asked that they should continue towards

him the friendship they had shown his father, they replied to the

ambassadors at Athens that the King would continue to have their

friendship if he did not attack Greek cities." 127 Didymus goes on

to point out the discourteous nature of this reply, but does not

suggest that any such criticism of it was offered by the historian.

Again, he quotes Philochorus' summary of events in 342-1, when

the Athenians recovered the allegiance of Euboea and reestablished

the democracy in Oreus: "And the Athenians made an alliance with

the Chalcidians, and set free the people of Oreus with the aid of the

Chalcidians in the month of Scirophorion, with Cephisophon as

general in command; and the tyrant Philistides died." A passage

in similar style from his account of the next year follows: "In this

year the Athenians crossed over to Eretria with Phocion as general

in command, and with the object of restoring the democracy they

besieged Cleitarchus, who formerly had been a rival political leader

of Plutarchus and worked against him and after his exile established

himself as tyrant; but now the Athenians forced him to submit after

a siege and restored the city to the people." 128

Dionysius of Halicarnassus quotes extensively from his account

Ist This phrase is used also in Fg. 146.

1M Col. 8, 14-23. See also Chap. 4, p. 78 above.

Â»2Â»Col. 1, 13-2S.
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of the year 340-39: "The reasons on account of which they (the

Athenians and Philip) went to war, each side claiming to have been

unfairly treated, and the date when they broke the peace are ac-

curately described by Philochorus in his sixth book. I will quote

the most important passages from his account: 'Theophrastus of

Halae. In this man's archonship Philip first sailed up to Perinthus

and attacked it; and meeting with no success there, he laid siege to

Byzantium and brought up siege engines.' Then, after describing

the protests of Philip in his letter to the Athenians, he goes on as

follows: 'The people, after hearing the letter, with Demosthenes

urging them to go to war and proposing the necessary decrees,

voted to pull down the stele which had been set up to record the

peace and alliance with Philip, to man ships, and to take the other

steps preparatory to fighting.'" 129

At this point one must interrupt the narrative of Dionysius in

order to quote another passage from Didymus.130 Didymus, after

mentioning Philip's attacks on Perinthus and Byzantium and his

reasons for wanting to detach these cities from their friendship with

Athens, describes the "entirely unjustifiable action" of Philip in

seizing the merchant ships off Mount Hieron, "230 according to

Philochorus, but 180 in the account of Theopompus,131 from which

he gathered up 700 talents; these things he has just recently done in

the archonship of Theophrastus (340-39), successor to Nicomachus,

as among other writers Philochorus records as follows: 'And

Chares set out to join the meeting of the King's generals, leaving

his ships off Mount Hieron, so that they could act as a convoy

to the merchant vessels coming from the Pontus. Philip, when he

found that Chares was gone, first of all attempted to send his ships

so as to drive the vessels to shore; but not being successful in this

way, he brought soldiers over to the opposite shore of the bay and

so captured the vessels.132 These were altogether not less than 230.

And sorting out those which belonged to the enemy, he broke them

188 Amm. 11â��Fg. 135. This last passage is also quoted by Didymus, col. 1,

70-2, 2. Sylburg's text of Dionysius, which Miiller follows, is incomplete in introduc-

ing this second quotation.

><">Col. 10, 34â��11, S.

131 This is not the only occasion when Philochorus gives different figures from

Theopompus. Cf. Fg. 103 for their disagreement about the length of Perdiccas' reign.

112 This sentence is not entirely satisfactory and the text may be at fault: rl> nkv

Mpurov tTTfiparo Tribal rds vaus ra MXoia Karayayeiv oil Svvbuevos St /3iA<ra[ff]0ai

ffTpOT[i]aiTas fiit-ftifSaafv eis TO Trkpav Â«[<Â£'] 'lepov Â«ai ruv TrXoiwc (Kvpievaev.
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up and used the timber for his siege works; he also obtained a large

quantity of grain, hides, and money.'"

We can return now to Dionysius, who says that Philochorus

describes the events of the next year after the repudiation of the

peace: "And I will give the most important passages from his ac-

count :' Lysimachides of Acharnae. In his archonship the Athenians

postponed their work on the docks and the storehouse for equipment

because of the war with Philip. And they passed a decree, proposed

by Demosthenes, that all available money be devoted to war pur-

poses.' Then, when Philip had captured Elatea and Cytinium and

sent ambassadors to Thebes representing the Thessalians, Aenian-

ians, Aetolians, Dolopes, and Phthiotes, and the Athenians at the

same time sent Demosthenes and the others, they voted to make an

alliance with these people." 133

This last sentence is a summary rather than a quotation from

Philochorus, though it begins by quoting the historian's own words.

The whole sentence was quoted by Didymus, but, since the text

fails before the end and the portion which is preserved seems to be

very clumsily constructed, it is not worth while to attempt a

translation.134

A note in the Lives of the Ten Orators 136 records that Philochorus

described the death of Demosthenes by poison, but there is nowhere

in the fragments relating to the struggle with Philip any suggestion

that he passed judgment on the merits of his policy or at any point

went beyond a bare narrative of the events. A few fragments of

antiquarian interest, which were discussed earlier in this chapter,

show that he allowed himself digressions from his annalistic record.

But if his account had contained any discussion of a critical nature,

Didymus would certainly have found occasion to quote it At one

point, in commenting on the opening sentence of Oration 11,

Didymus remarks that Philip's reason for attacking Perinthus and

Byzantium was "to intercept the Athenian grain-route from the

Black Sea, and to ensure that they should not have cities on the

us The translation is not quite certain here.

'"Diels and Schubart print as follows (col. 11, 37-51): Kal "fiXoxtopojs 5' [on]

A[OK]POIS 4>[i]Xt7T7ros auTrjv â�¬Ke[\ev(re] ir[p6]s &[rj}j3at(j}v 6.iro5o6i)va.t. 8ia TT)[S] C[K]T[TJS] tp7j(rl

T&V rpoirov TOUTOV " 3>L\[linrov] 5i [KaTaAa]/36cTos 'EXdretaj* Kal K.VTiv[Lov] Kal irpc<r^[e]ts

Trc/ti/'aj'TOS tls O^j3as 0e[rTa]Xcoj' Atv[t]actoi' AiTcuXaji' AoXoTrwv QQujsr&v KCU a^touvTos

NiKaiap AoKpoTs irapadtSopcu Trapd TO 56*y^a TO r&v knifriitTvbvuv, f)v iiiro QiXiirirov <t>povpov-

Hfvijv, OT' kxtivos kv 2Â«W?ats yv, â�¬K/3aX6pTÂ« [T]OIJS (frpovpoiis avroi naTtixov oi

TOUTOIS nkv &.iT6Kpiva.vTO Trpefffieiav inr[^p] airavTuv Trpds $L\nnrov SiaX^OfjtevTjy <C

las 847Aâ��Kg. 139. Cf. 846B (Biogr. Gr., ed. Westermann, p. 287).
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coast which they could use as naval bases against him." 136 There

is no suggestion that he has borrowed this argument from Philo-

chorus, and the very constructions which he uses are more com-

plicated than anything in the fragments which he quotes.

Everything goes to show, therefore, that Philochorus' account of

this period was a bald annalistic record, in extreme contrast with

the highly rhetorical treatment of Theopompus. At the same time,

it was evidently an accurate account and convenient for purposes of

reference, since Didymus prefers to quote from it rather than from

other authors with whom he seems to be familiar.

Whereas Book VI covered a period of at least twenty, possibly

as much as forty years, the later books are on quite a different scale.

Unluckily, the fragments here are much scantier and there is really

no way of telling to what degree Philochorus altered his method and

style. The lexicographers, apparently, thought he gave the best

available account of the magistracies instituted by Demetrius of

Phalerum, but the sentence which Athenaeus quotes about the

ywaiKovonoi does not suggest any great abundance of detail.137

Of the two passages quoted by Dionysius of Halicarnassus from

Books VIII and IX, the latter has already been quoted and dis-

cussed.138 It shows how in the year 292 Philochorus interpreted

certain omens as indicating the return of exiles, among whom was

the orator Deinarchus. Nothing more need be said about this

passage here, except that it shows how the annalistic system was

continued and the sentences were still constructed on the same plan,

with simple participial phrases and clauses connected with /ecu or St.

The earlier passage, from Book VIII, is quoted by Dionysius, after

he has completed his account of the life of Deinarchus, in order to

show the authority on which his narrative rests. "Such," he

writes, "was the life of the orator; and each detail is established by

the histories of Philochorus and what Deinarchus has recorded

about himself in the speech against Proxenus. . . . Philochorus in

his Attic History describes the exile of the anti-democratic party

(i.e. the adherents of Demetrius of Phalerum) and their subsequent

return as follows: 'As soon as Anaxicrates entered on his archon-

ship the city of Megara was captured. And King Demetrius,

136 Col. 10, 40-45.

137 6.245Câ��Fg. 143: ot â�¢ywaiKorojuot, $-qai, litra TUIV ' ApeoTrayiTwv iffKbirovv ras tv

rats otKtats ffvvodous, \v Tâ�¬ Tots 'ydjtots /cat rats dXXats flufftais.

Cf. Fg. 141, 142.

138 See above p. 107.
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returning from Megara, made his preparations against Munychia

and after tearing down the walls restored the city to the people.

Subsequently a large number of the citizens were impeached, includ-

ing Demetrius of Phalerum; those of them who did not wait to stand

trial they condemned to death by vote, but those who submitted to

trial they acquitted.'" 139

Not only is this passage in his usual general style, but there are

certain phrases in it which he uses elsewhere. â�¢ His statement that

they condemned some people "without their standing trial" (TOUS

fitv oi>x virondvavTas rr/v Kpiaiv evtOavaruaav rrj \{/ri4>(f) recalls his de-

scription of the banishment of Andocides and the other envoys to

the peace conference at Sparta: dXXd KOH TOW 7rpÂ«r/3eis TOVS kv A

xup'fiaa.vTas tyvyaStvaav KaXXiorparou ypaiftavTOS KO.I ovx

TT\V Kpiaiv. . .14Â° Again, his remark about Demetrius Poliorcetes

that he "restored the city to the people" (airiduKt T$ drifiui) occurs

also in his description of the expulsion of Cleitarchus from Eretria:

rore dt tKiro\iopKT)(ra.VTfs avrov 'Adrivaloi TU> Siy/ico rrjv TroXiv airi8o3Kav.ltl

There is, of course, nothing unusual about this phrase in itself.

But it is interesting to note that Philochorus is content to describe

the changes that took place after the flight of Demetrius of Phalerum

simply by saying "they gave back the city to the people"â��a con-

ventional phrase, more suitable to a summary than to a detailed

narrative. The use of such conventional and bald language to

describe a political upheaval is evidence of the lack of distinction in

his style.

It is also clear that he passed no judgment on the merits of

Deinarchus or the party to which he belonged, since Dionysius

could scarcely have failed to quote any such verdict if he had found

it. The only occasion on which we find an opinion expressed is in

his remark about the sacrilegious behaviour of Demetrius Polior-

cetes, when he was initiated into the mysteries without observing

the proper interval between one stage and the next: "This man

does violence to all sacred ritual, to the rites both of the mystae and

the epoptae" (since he did not wait to become an epoptes first

before receiving full initiation as a mystes).m This expression of

Â»â�¢ D.H. Dein. 3â��Fg. 144.

"Â° Did. col. 7, 23-26. Though this sentence is probably not a direct quotation, it

doubtless reproduces many words and phrases of the original text. See note 112 above.

iÂ« Did. col. 1, 24-25. See p. 130 above.

142 Fg. 148â��Harp. s.v. dfCTTOTTTCUTOS ' ... 6 /IT) ijTOTrreforas. Tt 5e TO ciroTTTeucrat,

677X01 3uX6xopos kv rjj ScKaTTj- " Ta tepa OUTOS d5iKâ�¬i Travra, TO. rf. /iUcrriKa *at TO.
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opinion is interesting in view of the fact that Antigonus Gonatas

is supposed to have ordered his execution; such outspoken disap-

proval of the father of Antigonus doubtless did not aid his cause,

when he was accused of intrigue with the Egyptian court. It also

shows that his concern for correctness in sacred matters was a

genuine one, if he was prepared to offend the feelings of such power-

ful persons as Demetrius Poliorcetes and Antigonus Gonatas. At

the same time, the similarity of his interests to those of Demetrius

of Phalerum suggests that, like Androtion, he sympathized with

the "moderates" or even the oligarchs. As an Exegetes it is

natural that he should be conservative and not disposed to welcome

constitutional change unless there was precedent for it. But the

fragments do not suggest that he was ready to proffer political

opinions at all and give us no grounds for believing that his history

represented the views of any particular party.

However inadequate our knowledge of the methods of Philo-

chorus must be, we can still see fairly clearly the opinion that later

writers held of him. As an historical authority, whether for the

fifth or fourth century, he was convenient to use and evidently

enjoyed a reputation for trustworthiness. On the other hand,

nothing suggests that his Atthis had any remarkable quality or

distinction as a literary work or that he had any particular insight

into the history of the period. In their bald presentation of the

facts the fragments recall the apparent impartiality of Thucydides.

But mere fragments tell too little for us to know whether this ap-

pearance of impartiality disguised 'any deep thought or definite

sympathies.
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II. ISTER

Ister is generally reckoned as one of the Atthidographers, since

he wrote a work on Attic antiquities which covers some of the same

ground that earlier Atthides had covered, but in reality he stands

quite apart from them. He was not an Athenian, very probably

was not of free birth; and there is no suggestion that he ever took part

in political life or held any priestly positions. There is no evidence

that his Atthis dealt with historical times at all, since quotations

from the thirteenth and fourteenth books are concerned with

Theseus; and it is very doubtful if it ought to be called by that

name (though it will be so called in this chapter for the sake of

convenience). His connection with Callimachus, which links him

with such men as Philostephanus and Hermippus, who collected

antiquarian material, gives him a better title to belong among the

scholars and grammarians of Alexandria than among the literary

men of Athens. Some apology, therefore, seems to be needed for

devoting space to him here.
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Something must first be said about the attention he has received

from earlier critics. Because his work on Attic questions is some-

times quoted under the title of A Collection or Collection of Atthides

C^vvaywyri, 'Ardlduv 'Swayuyr)), some scholars have believed that he

summarized and quoted generously from earlier Atthides. This

view, justified not so much by the fragments themselves as by his

connection with Callimachean scholarship, led on to the belief

that later authors, such as Plutarch, Pausanias, and Athenaeus,

who quote from the Atthidographers, had not seen their works at

first hand but derived their knowledge of them from Ister;l that,

instead of mentioning Ister, they gave the name only of Cleidemus

or Androtion or whatever author Ister quoted, not wishing their

readers to know that their quotation was derived from an inter-

mediate source. Such a theory cannot be disproved; we do, in fact,

find Plutarch referring to Ister as recording the versions of other

writers and the scholiast on Aristophanes speaks of him as "com-

piling the statements made by the historians" (TO. irapa TOIS <ny-

ypafavviv avaXeyonevos) .2 There is, however, nothing to show that

the work of Ister was more generally known and more accessible

than that of these earlier writers; and there is no evidence at all

that he enjoyed a greater reputation than they did.3

Even though we set aside the theory that he was the inter-

mediate source through which later writers learnt about the At-

thidographers, we must still grant that he quoted from them and

borrowed from them and certainly dealt in similar fashion with

some of the same mythological material. This seems a valid

excuse for discussing his fragments briefly and for showing in what

respects he differed from his predecessors. His apparent effort

to collect a great mass of material about Attic mythology need not

surprise us, since he is an Alexandrian writer. Completeness is

likely to be his aim rather than elucidation or consistency, and this

difference in purpose explains his need of so much space in dealing

with mythical times.4 No fragment suggests that he offered original

1 This theory is most fully developed by M. Wellmann, De Istro Callimachio, who

does not believe that Plutarch and Pausanias had read as widely as their quotations

imply. Cf. also W. Graf Uxkull-Gyllenband, Plutarch und die griech. Biographic

69-76, who, however, confuses Ister and Philochorus, attributing an 'ArSiSav Xvvayayri

to the latter.

*Fg. 11, 12â��Sch. Ar. Av. 1694, Plu. Thes. 34.

Â» Cf. Wellmann, op. cit. 33-35.

4 A complete discussion of Ister should aim at considering his place in the develop-

ment of Alexandrian scholarship. No attempt to do this can be made here.
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explanations or improved versions of legends, such as would serve

any patriotic purpose or justify the conduct of gods or heroes.

Thus, as a neutral Alexandrian rather than a loyal Athenian, he

stands apart from the Atthidographers properly so-called; this

need not mean that he had acquired a scientific spirit or a critical

faculty which the others lacked; but it may mean that he had a

greater acquaintance with earlier and less familiar literature.

Suidas 6 says that he was a Cyrenean or a Macedonian or pos-

sibly a native of Paphos; and that he was a slave and friend of

Callimachus. If he was a slave or of servile origin, the uncertainty

about his native land is readily understood. It has been suggested

that his title of Cyrenean is merely the result of his association with

Callimachus and his title of Macedonian the result of his residence

at Alexandria; but there is no such ready explanation of his connec-

tion with Paphos. It is possible, moreover, that he is the same

person as "Ister the Callatian," from Callatis on the Danube, said

to be the author of "an excellent book On Tragedy."6 Several

fragments show that our Isterâ��"the Callimachean," as Athenaeus

calls him 7â��was interested in literary history. The Life of Sopho-

cles quotes an Ister (without further qualification) for personal

details about the dramatist; and it seems most likely that this is the

same person who is quoted in the scholia on the Oedipus Coloneus

for points of Attic topography and mythology. Suidas credits our

author (the only Ister whom he mentions) with a book on Lyric

Poets; 8 and we find the same authority cited for events in the life

of Pindar, Xenophon, and Choerilus of Samos, as well as for Timaeus'

nickname Epitimaeus.g There is, therefore, quite a good case for

' S.v. "lorpos, MevavSpov, "larpov (fl "lorpou, Siebelis), Kupiypaios fj Ma/ce5w>Â», avy-

"ypa^tta, KaXXi/idxou 5oDXos KO.L -ypujpi/ios. "EpjtuirTros 6c aurov tfrqffi nd^iop kv Ttf

fieurepa) TWC dLairp(\f/avTujv kv 7rat<3tta 5ov\o>v. â�¬ypa\^â�¬ 5k TroXXd Kal KaTO.\oyadTjv Kai

iroirjTifoos. It is uncertain whether this Hermippus is "the Callimachean," who wrote

extensively on biography, or Hermippus of Berytus, who belongs to the age of Hadrian.

Cf. Heibges in RE s.v. "Hermippos" (6) & (8).

6 St. Byz. s.v. KdXarts, Tro\ixviov kv rfi TrapaXt^ TOV Tlovrov, A</>' ou "Itrrpos KaXa-

Tiav6s, irfpi rpay<fSlas â�¢ypai/'as xaXoc /SijSXiov.

'6.272B; 10.478B.

8 Fg. 50â��Suid. s.v. <f>pvvi$- . . . "lorpos 5' kv rots kTTiyptufronkvois MeXoTrotots TOV

Qpvviv Acer/Stop 0ijffi, Kdvairos vt&v. Susemihl, Gesch. der griech. Lit. in der Alexandriner-

zeit, 1.512, 625, is inclined to believe that the references in the Life of Sophocles are

to our Ister. but that the MeXorroioi was written by Ister of Callatis, a different person,

about whose date nothing can be known.

â�¢ Pindari Vita Ambros. (cited by Jacoby, RE 9.2282, not in FHG); D.L. 2.59â��

Fg. 24; Ath. 8.345D, 6.272B (see Jacoby, loc. cit.).
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identifying Ister "the Callimachean" with Ister of Callatis, and

Crusius actually suggests that, as a slave, he was called Ister be-

cause his native place was on the River Danube.10

There is nothing to establish a definite date for our author except

his connection with Callimachus and the fact that he was sternly

criticized by Polemon of Ilium, the Periegetes; Polemon, who is

said to have "flourished" in the early part of the second century

B.C., in the reign of Ptolemy V, declared that Ister deserved to be

thrown into the River Ister.11 The keen interest of Callimachus in

Attic myths, and indeed in aetiological legends generally, renders it

probable that he employed Ister in collecting the material which he

incorporated in his Aetia and his Hecale.

There is some difficulty in establishing the list of Ister's works.

Nothing is known of the poetry which Suidas says that he wrote.12

It is possible, however, that his discussion of Colonies of the Egyp-

tians (cited in two fragments) 13 is simply a digression in his Atthis.

The relations between Athenians and Egyptians in early times and

their mutual borrowings had provided a favourite topic for discus-

sion ever since the time of Herodotus; Philochorus recorded the

opinion that Cecrops was an Egyptian, whereas Phanodemus

argued that the Athenians were really "fathers of the Sai'tes." u

In a later echo of this controversy, Diodorus remarks that "the

Egyptians say their forefathers sent out many colonies to different

parts of the world"; but he decides not to record their claims in

detail because "no sure proof of their accuracy is available and no

trustworthy historian bears witness.to them." 15 It is arguable that

Diodorus is here referring, in rather slighting terms, to Ister, and

that this author in his Atthis developed the theories propounded by

earlier Atthidographers.16 On the other hand, since Athenaeus

credits Ister with a Ptolema'is,17 he may well have written more than

one separate work on an Egyptian theme.

10 Sitz.-Ber. der Munchener Akad. (1905) 794.

" Ath. 9.387F.

12 See note S above. Suidas makes a similar remark about Hellanicus (s.v. 'EX-

XdpiKos): ffweypaif/aro 5i TrXeZora Trefcos re Kat TTOITJTLKUS.

" Fg. 39, 40.

" Philoch. fg. 10; Phanod. fg. 7.

161.28.1; 29.5. His argument in these two chapters shows that he is familiar with

the views of Phanodemus and Philochorus.

" Cf. Wellmann, op. cit. 12.

17 10.478Bâ��Fg. 38: "Iffrpos A KaXXi/idxeios tv irpwrif IlToXt^atSos, Ttjs kv Aiyvirrif
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Scarcely anything can be discovered about his other minor

works, though their titles suggest similar books to those written

by the earlier Atthidographers. They included a grammatical

work ('A.TTLKO.I XeÂ£eis),18 some works on local history and customs

(Argolica, Eliaca),19 discussions of religious matters ('ATroXXwvos

firKpaveiai, 'Zvvayuyri TUV KPTJTI/CWC Ovatuv),20 and a work on Contests; 2l

the title Notes ("TironvTjuaTa) may or may not indicate some special

work.22

As regards the title of his major work on Attic affairs, the con-

fusion seems at first almost hopeless. It is never called an Atthis,

though sometimes a Collection of Atthides ('ArfliSes, 'A.r6idos or 'Ardiduv

'Swayuyri); on other occasions the title appears as Attic Collections

or simply Attic affairs ('Am/cat 2vvayuyai, 'A.TTLKO). Further diffi-

culty is caused by the references to "Arcucra, a title which Wellmann

would identify with the miscellaneous Notes (*Twonvr)na.Ta) ,23 The

probable explanation is that "AraKra and 2vvaywyfi are alterna-

tive titles, since in the two fragments referring to the Eumolpidae

at Eleusis the Synagoge is cited in one instance and the Atakta in

the other.24 The former title is used by Antigonus of Carystus

and Antoninus Liberalis for a collection of poems or stories, though

its use by the Peripatetics and medical writers for their encyclo-

paedic works is better known.26 A parallel for a similar use of

Atakta is Euphorion's Mopsopia or Atakta, the meaning of which is

18 Fg. 53-55.

18 Kg. 43-46. Cf. also Sch. Pi. O. 6.55 (cited by Jacoby, loc. Â«/.).

80 Fg. 33-37. 47.

21 Ilepi WioTJjTos byuvuv (Fg. 48). Iltpi 'HXiou iy&vuv (Fg. 60b) is probably a sub-

division of this work.

11 Fg. 52. Possibly the miscellaneous mythological fragments 56-59, 61-65,

should be assigned to this work; also the new fragments cited by Jacoby: Sch. Townley

/(. 19.119, and POxy. 2.221, col. 6.28-30.

11 De Istro Callimarhio 5-7. Cf. Susemihl, op. cit. 623.

24 Fg. 20â��Sch. Lye 1328: ED/joXTros, oii\ & Qpij.Â£ Kurd TOV "IffTpov kv rg 'Svvaywyjj,

AXX* 6 0ets rd /iuor^pia, eKÂ«XerTc Â£tvovs jji) /iuÂ£t<r0at, i\66t>Tos Si TOU 'HpaxXeous Iv 'EhfvffTvi

xai fleXojroj niiturQai, ri>v pkv TOV Eu/iAXirou v6/tov <t>v\aTTOVTts, 6f\oi>Tfs 5i ritv noivAv

evepytrTji* 'HpaxXea Oipa'trtvoiti, ol 'T&Xeuffivioi cir' ainu TO. niKpa titoL-iicravTo nvffTrjpia-

ol 6i tivbutvoi, nvpalvQ laT&frovTO. Fg. 21â��Sch, Soph. OC 1053: ^ijTflrai rl SrjiroTe ol

at TWV Tt\tTuiv i^A.pxoÂ»ai, Â£kvoi &VTK. tliroi d' av TIS, &n &Â£iov<ru> tvioi, irpwTov

i' Troirjffat TOV Aij'iiTrijs rrjt TpiirTO\ffUJv TO kv 'E\tv<rlvi nvtrrripia., /coi 06 TOV

p^xa, Kal TOVTO iaroptiv "Itrrpov kv T$ Kepi (Elmsley, TrifiirT(p) T&V itrkKTuv.

"Plu. Mus. 3.1131f; 5.11321; Antig. Caryst 26 (32); Gal. (ed. Kiihn) 12, p. 836;

Orib. Collectiones, 1. Proem. Cf. H. Etienne, Thesaurus Linguae Graecae, s.v.

section entitled Collectio, de libris aliisque scriptis.
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explained by Suidas:26 it was called Atakta "because it contained

various stories (o-iwu-yels i<rropias), Mopsopia because Attica was

formerly called by that name and the story of the poem is concerned

with Attica." It seems likely, then, that the two titles "Araxro and

"Lvvayuyri, or in longer form "Arcucra 'Arnica, 'Ar6L8uv ^vvayuyri,

were used to describe Ister's long and perhaps rather loosely organ-

ized work on various subjects connected with Attic history and

Attic customs. In that case, the title does not imply any in-

tention on Ister's part to collect or summarize the work of earlier

Atthidographers.

One must look to the fragments, however, rather than to the

uncertain evidence of the titles for information about the character

of his work. There are two fragments which suggest that, instead

of giving a single definitive account of a myth, he offered more than

one alternative. Harpocration quotes a sentence discussing the

behaviour of Erechtheus after his daughter Procris had been killed

by Cephalus: "And some say that Erechtheus is represented with

his spear fixed in the ground over the grave as pledging his spear and

signifying his distress, because it was the custom for relatives of the

deceased to take action against murderers in this manner."27

So also Plutarch in his Theseus writes that "Ister gives a peculiar

and entirely different account of Aethra in the thirteenth book of his

Attica; he says that, according to some accounts (kviuv Xtyovruv),

Alexander (i.e. Paris) was beaten in battle in Thessaly beside the

Spercheius by Achilles and Patroclus, and that Hector captured and

sacked the city of the Troezenians and carried off Aethra who was

left behind there. But this account (Plutarch adds) is entirely

unreasonable." 28 Apart from these fragments which show that

Ister liked to record and perhaps to discuss the versions of other

writers, there are two citations which show him adopting the ex-

planations given by Philochorus; and another fragment tells us

that he followed Hellanicus and Androtion in their accounts of the

institution of the Panathenaea by Erichthonius.29

"S.v. ElÂ«t>opiwv. Cf. also C. Cessi, "Euphorionea," RFIC 43 (1915) 278-92 and

F. Marx, Lucilius, 1, Prolegomena xiv, who suggests Atakta as the equivalent of

carmina per saturam. The "ATOKTOI â�¢yXuffffai of Philetas and the "ATOKTOI X6-yot of

Simonides seem to offer no parallel.

27 Fg. 19â��Harp. s.v. bca/eyiitiv Sopv.

28 Fg. 12â��Plu. Thes. 34.

29 Ister fg. 1, Philoch. fg. 157â��Suid. s.v. TirarlSa yfjv, ol plv ryv iraaav, oi &k rijv

'ATTUC^C, dird Ttrriviov, tv&s TWV firiaiuv /LpxaioTtpov, o'(,KT]cra.vTos jrepi 'MapaSSiva, 85

fuaioi oiiK iaTp&Ttvffir kirl roiis Bfoits, us 4>iX6xopos tv TerpoiroXei, "lorpos 8' ec a' 'ATTUCUI/.
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Plutarch found the story about Aethra in the thirteenth book

and Athenaeus takes another reference to the legend of Theseus

from the fourteenth.30 Evidently, therefore, Ister treated the

legendary period in great detail and there is no evidence that he

ever came down as far as historical times. Such an extensive treat-

ment of mythical times would make it possible for him to record all

manner of different versions, irrespective of whether they were

credible or reflected credit on the gods and heroes involved. We

learn from Athenaeus that he "gave a list of the women of Theseus,"

saying that "Theseus won some of them by love, others by violence,

and others by lawful marriage; he won Helen, Ariadne, Hippolyte,

and the daughter of Cercyon and Sinis by violence; but he married

Meliboea, the mother of Ajax." 31 This manner of treating Theseus

seems very different from the attempt of Philochorus to idealize him

as a law-abiding national hero.32

On the other hand, some of the usual characteristics of Atthides

are well represented in the fragments. His interest in aetia and

etymologies is shown by his account of Titenius, the Titan of

Marathon, from whom Attica obtained its name of Titanis; by his

explanations of TaupoxoXos as a name of Artemis and 'O/^oXcbtos

as a name of Zeus; and by his connection of the name of the month

Anthesterion with the flowers that bloomed in that season.33 He

wrote about the meaning and the origin of other festivals: the torch

festivals, the Theoinia, the Panathenaea, the Oschophoria, and the

procession in honour of Erse, the daughter of Cecrops.34 He

mentioned the plants specially sacred to Demeter and the wreaths

made from them worn by her priests and priestesses; and he evi-

dently gave some account of the Eumenides.36 He distinguished the

Thracian Eumolpus from the founder of the Eleusinian mysteries;

and he described the initiation of Heracles into the "lesser mys-

teries." 36 His religious interests, it seems, are very similar to those

For the text see section on Philochorus, note 18. Cf. Ister fg. 26, Philochorus, new

frag. no. 3, Reitzenstein, NGG (1906) 41-42. Ister fg. 7â��Harp. s.v. UavaB-nvaia- . . .

TJya-ye 5e rj\v toprrjv irpairos 'EpixQovi-os 6 'H^a(0rov, Â«a0d $a<ric 'EXXdptKos re Kal

'A.V&POTI&V, tKarfpos kv vrpcoTfl ArfltSos. trpo TOVTOV Ad^pata t/caXetro, cos

"Icrrpos kv rpirft TOIV 'ATTIKCOP.

3Â°Ath. 13. 557Aâ��Fg. 14.

31 See note 30 above. Cf. Plu. Thes. 29.

32 See section on Philochorus, pp. 114-15 above.

"Fg. 1 (see note 29 above), 8 (cf. Phanod. fg. 10), 10, 28.

MFg. 3, 4, 5, 7, 13, 17. Cf. Philoch. fg. 14, 44.

36 Fg. 25, 9.

38 Fg. 20, 21. See note 24 above.
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of the earlier Atthidographers. He was also an assiduous collector

of oracular responses, like Philochorus and Herodotus.37

. The fragments contain a number of remarks about Attic topog-

raphy. In the Oedipus Coloneus of Sophocles, after Theseus and a

band of Athenians have set out in pursuit of the Thebans who have

seized Antigone and Ismene, the chorus sings of the places they will

.pass on their route. In commenting on this passage, the scholiast

seeks explanation in Book I of Ister's Atakta and quotes a sentence

which seems to come from a description of the boundaries of the

deme Oea.38 Harpocration also quotes the Atakton for a distinc-

tion between the demes Paeaneis and Paeonides.39 Since the scholi-

ast cites the first book, it is hardly possible that this description

of the demes was given in connection with his treatment of Cleis-

thenes.40 It seems more likely that Ister gave a general topograph-

ical description of Attica before starting his narrative. Such a

procedure would not be contrary to the practice of earlier historians,

but there is no evidence that any of the Atthidographers followed

it.41

On another occasion the scholiast on Sophocles says that Ister

gave the number of the juopta, the sacred olives.42 But his trust-

37 Plu. Pyth. Orac. 403Eâ��Philoch. fg. 195: juvpious roivvv Kal 'SpoSorov Kal *iXo-

Xopov Kai "\ffTpov, TOJV /idXiora ras eji/xerpous navreias (jjt\oTLfji7]8â�¬VTOiv avvayayeiv, avev

perpov xpTiaiiom yeypatfroTuv, Â©eoTroynTros oMeros JITTOV avSp&iruv ecnrouSaKws irept TO

XfytfT-qplOV io-XUpSs 4lTlÂ«Tl/Â«JIM TOIS Jill) VO/tiÂ£oV(7l KCLTO. TOP TOTf XpOVOV f^l-Tpa Trfll

Hv8ia.ii 8â�¬<ririÂ£nv.

38 The particular lines in question are OC 1059-1061:

7) TTOV TOV i<t>((T1rtpOV

TreTpas vufrados TreXwa''

OtartSos els vofjtov.

The scholiast comments: TOV k$k<rjrepov. T&V A.lyLO.\6&v tprj<n, KOLL yap TOUTO lir'

k<rxb,T<j>v k<rri TOV 5-rjiiov TOVTOV. KaTaXtyovtri 5e x^pttt, Trap' a ^dXttrra etKafouat TT\V

(rv/t[}o\i)v ytviaBai rots irtpi rov fiptovra Kai &ti<rta. irtrpas Se ci^>d6os av flrj \tyav

(sc. 6 2o0oxXi;s) rr/v ovrw \tyonfvrjy Xeiai' irtrpav rj TOV PiiyiiiKtuv \o(f>ov, a 5fi irtp(.\wpia,

Baffin ctj/at, Ka6airâ�¬p "larpos kv TQ Trpair?/ T&V 'AraKrcoi' iffropet, OVTW " 'Airo 5^ TJ/S

XapdSpas eirt pkv \fiav Tr'erpa.v. Kal /iâ�¬r' 6Xt7a- " 'Airo TOVTOV 5e ccos KoXa>voD xapd

TOV XaXKOuy Trpoffayopfvbfjitvov odtv Trpos TOV Kriffriffov eajs T^S /jLVffTiKrjs tiGodov els 'EXeua'Tva.

ATTO TadTTjs 5e (3aoLÂ£6vTwv fls EXcufftya rd eirapiffTtpa ftexpi- TOV \6(pov TOV Trpos aj'ttToXr)*'

TOV At'ytdXeco."

39 Fg. 31.

40 See above pp. 117-18 and note 72.

41 Jebb, Sophocles, Oedipus Coloneus, Intro, xxxvi, is hardly justified in saying that

Ister was one of the chief authorities on Attic topography in the later Alexandrian age.

He thinks that the passage from which the scholiast quotes is an "itinerary of Attica";

but this explanation ignores rd kiraplaTtpa in the last sentence, which Jebb does not

quote in full.

Â« Sch. Soph. OC 697â��Fg. 27.
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worthiness as a topographical guide seems rather questionable, in

view of his remarks about the well called Clepsydra on the Acro-

polis. "Clepsydra is a well on the Acropolis," writes the scholiast

on Aristophanes, "which Ister mentions in his twelfth book, col-

lecting the statements in the historians; and it is so called because,

when the Etesian winds begin to blow, it fills, and when they cease

the water sinks, just like the Nile and also the well at Delos. He

says that a phiale stained with blood fell into it and was seen again

in the Bay of Phalerum, twenty stades away; and they say that the

well is enormously deep and that its water is salt." 43 If the scho-

liast is quoting accurately, this fragment seems to show that Ister,

as a dweller in Alexandria, contented himself with recording state-

ments about the Athenian Acropolis which he did not properly

understand; a visit to Athens would have taught him that the salt

spring on the Acropolis was not Clepsydra, but Poseidon's Thalassa

Erechtheis in the Erechtheum.44

The fragments show that Ister's work, whatever its exact title,

contained several of the characteristics common to Atthides. But

the task of reconstructing its arrangement is an impossible one.

There are no fragments referring to events of historical times and

the solitary reference to the sixteenth book 46 is not enough to tell

us what topics he treated after he had finished with Theseus. We

are obliged to say, therefore, that, although it resembles the work

of the Atthidographers in some ways, it seems not to correspond to

the scheme of any Atthis known to us.
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CHAPTER VII

THE ATTHIS TRADITION

In previous chapters the special characteristics of individual

historians have been investigated, so far as they are revealed in com-

plete works or in fragments. Whilst the relation of each writer to

other Attic historians has been borne in mind, no author's place in

the literary succession can be properly established until the work of

both his predecessors and his successors has been examined. There

is, indeed, a certain danger even in assuming that such a succession

existed, since it is not fair to prejudge any literary work by taking

it for granted that it conforms or ought to conform to a norm of

tradition. The aim, therefore, of the previous chapters has been

to present the evidence and draw such conclusions as followed from

the evidence examined at the time. The task of summing up the

evidence and presenting the conclusions which emerge from it when

it is taken as a whole has been reserved for this final chapter.

Modern historians sometimes speak of the Atthis tradition in the

sense of an established historical tradition; their implication is that

the Atthidographers collectively established and perpetuated cer-

tain views about Athenian history, which came to be accepted as

traditional; and that we should be able to reconstruct this tradi-

tion in great part if we possessed the full text of one Atthis. But

the fragments of the Atthidographers, as they have been examined

in the preceding chapters, have given no ground for believing in any

such traditions of historical opinion. On the contrary, there is

abundant evidence that these writers disagreed with one another

on a number of points. If there was such a thing in Athens as a

body of historical tradition, generally accepted by people of con-

servative tendencies, the evidence for it must be sought elsewhere;

any attempt to conjecture the current opinions of the general

public on historical questions must rest on evidence sought from

another quarter.1 The Atthis tradition, which forms the subject of

the present chapter, is not an historical but a literary tradition.

1 Especially on evidence sought from the Attic orators, who sometimes appeal to

the historical knowledge of their auditors.

145
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The aim of the following discussion is to show that there was a con-

tinuous literary tradition, which the local historians kept alive with

a certain degree of progress and development. No tradition can

remain alive if those who inherit it from one generation to another

make no contributions to it; and it certainly is not likely that

Atthides would continue to command respect, if each writer regarded

it as his principal task to pass on a body of historical information

that his precedessors had already collected.

The Atthides provide us with examples of Attic local history,

but we have scarcely any information about the writing of local

history in other cities from the fifth to the third century.2 The

fragments of Antiochus offer some indication of what was being

done in Syracuse in the fifth century, but later on the reputation

of Timaeus was such as to overshadow his less rhetorical contem-

poraries; we know of no representatives of the more sober style in

Sicily who rival him even to the extent that Androtion and Philo-

chorus rival Ephorus and Theopompus. But so far as the Attic

writers are concerned, we can be fairly certain from the evidence of

the fragments that they were not prone to rhetorical devices or

moral reflections. The Atthides seem to have been distinguished by

their conservatism and respect for traditional religion; and this is

not surprising when one remembers that some of their authors held

priestly offices. We know that in some respects the Atthidographers

followed in the footsteps of the earlier Ionian logographers, who,

according to Dionysius of Halicarnassus, tried to "bring to the

knowledge of the public the written records preserved in temples

or in secular buildings in the form in which they found them, neither

adding nor taking away anything." 3 It seems worth while to

discuss their loyalty to the Ionian literary tradition more fully.

The earlier Ionian logographers linked together the discussion

of myths, genealogies, and local history. Herodotus and Thucyd-

ides, on the other hand, tried to narrow their field and disclaimed

any desire to unearth the truth about the more distant past. They

were not, however, entirely successful in this attempt to limit their

theme; from time to time they indulged in mythological digressions,

since they found it impossible, as also did Ephorus, to divorce the

2 When the third volume of Jacoby's FGrH, containing the fragments of Ethno-

graphic and Horographie, is completed, the extent of our knowledge about Greek local

historians will be more easily recognized. Meanwhile see Jacoby, Kl 9 (1909) 109-21.

Â»D.H. Th. 5.
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immediate past completely from the more remote past in which the

traditions of the Hellenic peoples had been founded. Whatever

claims the Atthidographers may have made, they certainly did not

confine themselves to the history of more recent events; they

began their history of Athens at the very beginning and faced the

question whether the Athenians were autochthonous or of Egyptian

origin.

Thucydides also claimed that his history would be a "possession

for ever," a record of events which would have permanent value for

later generations, rather than a tour de force which would give

pleasure for the moment. This claim was undoubtedly felt as a

challenge by the writers of the fourth century. The mere recording

of events, with no seasoning of any kind, was naturally enough an

unpalatable form of literary composition. The pupils of Isocrates,

therefore, stressed the moral lessons to be learnt from history and

did their best to narrow the breach between history, oratory, and

philosophy. Even the earlier Atthidographers seem to have linked

historical narrative with religious discussion; and as the moralistic

approach to literature became more general through the fourth

century, Philochorus tried to make his religious discussion conform

to the ethical interests of his readers. Meanwhile, the Peripatetics

were starting to write biographies in which the ethical interest

played a prominent part. As professional philosophers, the Peri-

patetics could claim a certain authority in matters of ethics; but

an Exegetes like Philochorus also had a claim to authority. Unlike

the theoretical philosophers and rhetoricians, unlike Ephorus but

like Thucydides and Xenophon, some of the Atthidographers could

claim experience of the public life of the city, whether in politics

(as Androtion) or in sacred office (as Cleidemus and Philochorus).

Furthermore, if a politician could claim special understanding of the

political history of Athens, an Exegetes could claim special knowl-

edge of Athenian national myths and their significance for religious

life.

Dionysius of Halicarnassus finds fault with the earlier logog-

raphers, because they wrote either "Greek histories" or "bar-

barian histories," but made no attempt to describe the common

fortunes of Greeks and barbarians as Herodotus did. Here again

the Atthidographers, following the lead of Thucydides, preferred the

more restricted field. Hellenica as a theme had become unwieldy

for a writer who was concerned to be accurate. Accordingly, when
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the Atthidographers stray beyond the bounds of Attic history, we

find that they still restrict their theme Kara iroXets, writing Eliaca,

Deliaca, or Epirotica, rather than Hellenica. One can explain this

preference for a restricted theme not only by the forbidding bulk

of material relevant for a general history of the Hellenic world,

but also by the individualist political outlook of the fourth century.

The comprehensive work of Herodotus, as Jacoby points out in an

excellent essay,4 was to some extent the result of the panhellenic

feeling which the Persian Wars inspired; it is the common enmity

of the Greek states to Persia which gives unity to his work. In the

fourth century, again, the attempt of Isocrates to revive this pan-

hellenic feeling may be held responsible for Ephorus' plan in writing

a comprehensive history. His "Ririxupux \6yos about his native

Cyme is really more in keeping with the political spirit of the age.

The Atthidographers, however, restricted themselves in a similar

way in dealing with mythology. Here they followed the lead of

Hellanicus, who, instead of writing a comprehensive 'H/xooXo7ta

like Hecataeus, dealt with the various heroic families separately in

works like his Phoronis, Deucalioneia, and Asopis. The material of

Greek mythology had become too bulky for comprehensive treat-

ment, and awaited the selective hand of the Hellenistic compilers.

By confining themselves to Attic myths the Atthidographers set

themselves a less impossible task. But in time even Attic mythology

increased to an unwieldy size, so that when Ister set out to give a

complete account of it he had enough material to fill at least fourteen

books. The preceding discussion of the fragments has shown that

the Atthidographers did not merely hand on the old myths as they

found them. Each one added something of his own, some new

interpretation or some new incident; Philochorus was just as ready

to make a new contribution as Hellanicus had been. In this

respect, certainly, they were not conservative. But individual

interpretation of myths was not a new thing; it had been in fashion

ever since the time of the early logographers and was part of the

Ionian tradition of icn-opbj. Thus the Atthidographers could claim

well-established precedent for exercising their imagination and

ingenuity in this field. Sometimes they even ventured outside the

limits of Attic legend, as Philochorus did in discussing and rational-

izing the legend of Dionysus.5

4 "Griechische Geschichtschreibung," Die Antike 2.1-29, esp. 11-15.

6 Cf. Chap. 6, p. 113 above.
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It would be most interesting to know for certain what particular

tendency this rationalistic interpretation took in different periods.

The fragments offer enough examples to make it evident that each

Atthidographer indulged in it, but conclusions about its develop-

ment from Hellanicus to Philochorus can be only tentative. Hel-

lanicus explained the Homeric tale of Achilles' fight with the River

Scamander by saying that the river overflowed its banks, apparently

because of rainfall in the mountains,6 but he did not delete all

miracles from heroic legend; he retained incidents just as startling

as the fight of the river with Achilles, such as the growth of men

from the dragon's teeth, and did not deny that gods could take part

directly in the affairs of men, as Poseidon and Apollo built the walls

of Troy for Laomedon.7 His books contained enough "marvels"

(Oabnara.) to call down the scorn of Strabo, who said that "one might

as well believe Hesiod and Homer and the tragic poets, as Ctesias and

Herodotus and Hellanicus and others of their kind." 8

Plutarch records how Cleidemus altered the tale of Theseus'

adventures at Cnossus;g how he assumed the existence of some

international law regulating the sailing of ships on the sea. No

instance of rationalism in treating other myths is recorded from his

work, nor from that of Phanodemus, although Phanodemus altered

the story of Agamemnon's sacrifice at Aulis, saying that Artemis

substituted a bear, not a stag, for Iphigeneia.10 Androtion seems

to have rationalized the tale of the dragon's teeth, explaining the

term Spartoi on the ground that the companions of Cadmus were

"scattered wanderers" (<T7ropd5es).u There is not so much evidence

for the rationalistic methods of the earlier Atthidographers as for

Philochorus, who seems to have removed all supernatural elements

from the tale of Theseus and to have denied that he ever fought

against any of the gods. The legend of Theseus, however, is repre-

' F.28. F. and T. are used to denote fragments and testimonia in Jacoby's FGrH,

Fg. for those in Muller's FHG.

'F.I, 26.

â�¢Str. 11.6.3â��T. 24.

9 Fg.5â��Plu. Thes. 19.

"Fg. 10.

11 Fg. 28, 29. Cf. the etymology of AioXfis from atoXoi ("a motley crew") given

by Sch. Lye. 1374, which may be taken from Hellanicus (see Jacoby's note on Hellanicus

F.32). A different account of the dragon's teeth by Androtion seems to be implied

in Fg. 37-â��Sch. Lye. 495: 6 Ai-yeus 'A6tjva.1os Kdt yriyevjis 6.tr6 'Epex^^0*. Twts 6i Kai

TOVTOV $va \tyovai TWV 6,va,SoOkvTt^v &c rtav dSovTOJV TOV SpaKovros TOV kv @^/3cus, cos Kai

kvoporlwv.
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sented by fragments from five different Atthidographers; hence,

instead of attempting a comparison of their rationalistic methods in

general, it seems best to confine the argument to their treatment of

this legend.

The fragments of Hellanicus show no traces of rationalism here.12

According to his account, Minos deliberately selects Theseus as one

of the young Athenians to be sent to Crete, and an agreement has

been made between Minos and the Athenians that the youths are to

sail unarmed, so that their chances of killing the Minotaur are very

slight indeed. The founding of the Isthmian games, the expedition

against the Amazons and the fight against them in Attica, and the

abduction of Helen were all included in his account of Theseus.

Plutarch 13 points out that some writers, since they considered the

tale of his abduction of Helen a libel against him, tried to explain

away his connection with the episode, saying that he merely con-

sented to guard her after Idas and Lynceus had carried her off or

that Tyndareus himself had entrusted her to him for safe keeping.

Hellanicus shows no such anxiety to preserve Theseus' good name,

but is more concerned to clear up the chronological difficulty,

since Theseus is a generation older than Helen; he is obliged to make

Helen a little girl seven years old carried off by Theseus when he is

over fifty. As for the rape of Persephone, he apparently followed

the old version, according to which Theseus accompanied Peirithous

on his journey to the lower world;14 Plutarch prefers the later,

rationalized version, that makes Persephone a daughter of Aedoneus,

king of the Molossians, and Cerberus an ordinary fierce dog with

no more than one head.15 It appears, therefore, that in Hellanicus'

account Theseus has taken on the characteristics of an Athenian

Heracles, without losing the more barbaric features of that hero;

he founds games, just as Heracles did, and helps to civilize the

world by fighting against the Amazons and killing the Minotaur,

but he is also, like Heracles, ready to carry off women and defy

"See Chap. 1, pp. 18-19 for references. H. Herter, "Theseus der Athener," RhM

88 (1939) 244-286, 289-326, wants to believe that Athenian national pride (in the 5th

century) rejected the story that Theseus faithlessly abandoned Ariadne, regarding it

as a slur on his character (p. 262). He also thinks that "die Ethisierung der Theseus-

gestalt ist spatestens in der Peisistratidenzeit angebahnt worden" (p. 312). But,

though his articles are amply supplied with references on other points, he can quote no

authority for these statements.

Â» Thes. 31.

"F.134.

16 Thes. 31.
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the powers of the lower world. Hellanicus, evidently, saw no reason

to reject the stories that represented him as a woman hunter,

which Ister afterwards attempted to catalogue;16 his account

shows no trace either of rationalism or idealization.

Thucydides was interested only in the political achievements of

Theseus, but Plutarch finds the Atthidographers a fruitful source of

information for the tales of his adventures. He calls Cleidemus'

account of the expedition to Crete "individual and remarkable."

The whole passage has been quoted in the discussion of Cleidemus "

and need not be repeated here. Most significant is the fact that

Minos is not reigning in Crete; in his pursuit of Daedalus over the

sea he had been driven out of his course and died in Sicily. His

successor, Deucalion, demands of the Athenians that they surrender

Daedalus, but Theseus secretly builds a fleet and unexpectedly

descends upon Cnossus, where he kills Deucalion in a battle at the

gate of the labyrinth; then he makes a truce with Ariadne, who rules

in Deucalion's place, and recovers the Athenian captives. This

account shows a high degree of rationalism. The difficulty of

reconciling the legend of Minos the just lawgiver with Minos the

cruel tyrant is evaded,18 and the tale of Theseus' love for Ariadne

is not mentioned; perhaps, indeed, it is ignored because it reflects

discredit on Theseus. Another side of Theseus' character is

developed: his ability as a shrewd statesman and general. And the

whole setting of the story is not heroic at all, with its assumption of

"a general Hellenic decree" regulating the sailing of the seas in

ships of war. In such a setting the Minotaur has no place and

Cleidemus seems to have dispensed with it.

In the story of the battle with the Amazons at the foot of the

Acropolis Plutarch emphasizes how Cleidemus gave a detailed

account,19 making the left wing of the Amazons "wheel towards

the place now called the Amazoneion" and their right wing come

up against the Pnyx, whilst the Athenians attacked them from the

Hill of the Muses, and so on. Here again Cleidemus shows the skill

of Theseus as a general, and "in the fourth month a truce is ar-

ranged through Hippolyte," all in proper statesmanlike, civilized

Â»Fg. 14.

17 See Chap. 4, pp. 65-66 above.

18 Cf. Ephor. F.147â��Str. 10.4.8: us 8' <'I'/I;/M i< "E<Â£opos, fijXwT^s 6 MWs apxaiov

nvos *Pa5anav6vos, diKat-orarov avSpos, SjUcupu/zou TOV d6eX0ou avrov K.T.X.

19 Cleidem. Fg. 6â��Plu. Thes. 26: i<m>pei 5i KXeiSijM"', sijaKpi/Sow TO. KaS' tKaora
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fashion. He has probably refashioned the whole legend of Theseus

and changed him from a rugged hero into the model of an Athenian

soldier-stateman. It is a great pity that no further fragments of his

version of the legend survive.

The fragments of Phanodemus and Androtion contain nothing

relating to Theseus, but those of Demon and Philochorus show a

similar kind of rationalism, though the details are quite different.

Philochorus' treatment of Theseus has already been discussed,20

and only some of the points need be repeated here. Both he and

Demon explained away the Minotaur; instead of a monster they

substituted Taurus, a general of Minos. Demon follows Cleidemus

in having a battle, but it is a sea fight (a rarity for heroic times),

in which this Taurus is killed. Philochorus has a much more

elaborate story. In his account, as Plutarch gives it, nothing is

said of a battle. His story, so far as it is preserved, is that games

were given at Cnossus in honour of the dead Androgeos (about whom

Melesagoras also had something to say),21 in which the Athenian

boys and girls, who had been kept prisoners in the labyrinth, were

offered as prizes; and Theseus won their freedom for them, to the

general satisfaction of everyone, by defeating the unpopular Taurus

in a wrestling match. It is not recorded how they won their

freedom in Demon's account, except that among the maidens who

were sent to Cnossus were two young men in disguise; and the

Deipnophoroi who took part in the Athenian festival of the Oscho-

phoria were supposed to represent the mothers of the young people

sent to Crete, who brought them provisions for the voyage.

The version of Philochorus, though just as much a travesty of

the old legend as that of Cleidemus, evidently claims to be the true

version from which the conventional story has arisen through

misunderstanding. His tale of the adventures of Theseus when he

accompanied Peirithous on an attempt to carry off Persephone, no

longer queen of the underworld but daughter of Aedoneus, king of

the Molossians, is presented in the same way: his escape from deadly

peril, thanks to the intervention of Heracles, is supposed to have

been misunderstood as "a return from the house of Hades."22

Thus Theseus, the founder of so many religious cults at Athens,

who should be presented as a god-fearing hero if he is to win the

2Â»Cf. Chap. 6, pp. 114-15 above.

21 Cf. Chap. 4, p. 89 above.

22 Fg. 46.
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respect of Philochorus' contemporaries, does not engage in conflict

with the gods of the underworld; nor does he offer violence to Minos,

who, in this version, is doubtless a just judge rather than a cruel

tyrant. No doubt Philochorus is one of those writers mentioned by

Plutarch, who regarded the story of the abduction of Helen as an

unworthy libel on Theseus' character. All the fragments of Philo-

chorus which refer to Theseus represent him as a civilized negotiator,

rather than a barbaric hero modelled after the style of Heracles.

The fragments of Philochorus are numerous enough to show that

he treated other heroic figures in the same way, removing the

barbaric elements in their character as well as the grotesque fea-

tures of the legend. He emphasized the soldierly qualities of

Dionysus and defended him against charges of drunkenness and

effeminacy. He explained away the epithet 5i<Â£u7js ("of twin

growth ") applied to Cecrops by saying it referred to his exceptional

tallness or his combination of Greek and Egyptian characteristics,

and he insisted that Triptolemus travelled on a ship, not on a

winged serpent. His treatment of heroes together with his rejec-

tion of grotesque aetia and his attempts to clear the name of the

Alcmaeonids from the charges of impiety have been discussed more

fully in the previous chapter.23 The fragments enable us to form a

fairly definite idea of the kind of rationalism that he favoured; it

seems that he used rationalism, not as a weapon to discredit tradi-

tional religion, but rather in order to reinstate it and commend it

to people who were not content to worship barbaric gods and heroes.

Evidently, then, when difficulty arose from contradictory tales

about some legendary personage, Philochorus was ready either to

explain away or to ignore any incidents which did not fit in with

his characterization. But this was not the only method available

for solving the difficulty. Hellanicus had explained the contradic-

tory tales about Sardanapalus by maintaining that there were two

kings of the same name, one an active conqueror, the other an

indolent lover of luxury. He had also been ready to duplicate

characters in order to solve difficulties of genealogy; his use of this

device in the case of Pelasgus, Ilus, and Oenomaus has already been

discussed and there is no need to present the material again.24 It

seems, indeed, to have been very generally believed that the tales

about Minos did not all have reference to the same character; and

23 Cf. p. 116 above.

"See Chap. 1 pp. 10-12 above.
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in view of the long period of Cretan prosperity, modern critics have

felt no difficulty in supposing that there was more than one King

Minos. The Atthidographers, however, apparently did not accept

this distinction between Minos the tyrant and Minos the lawgiver.

There is no particular point in the versions of the tale of Theseus

told by Cleidemus and Demon unless they wished to clear Minos

from the charge of savage cruelty and make his character more

consistent with that of a just lawgiver.

On the other hand, some of them certainly believed that there

was more than one Eumolpus. Eumolpus was the founder of the

Eleusinian mysteries, but he also appears in the guise of a Thracian

king, with whom the Eleusinians joined in fighting against the

Athenians in the reign of Erechtheus.25 Naturally there was a

difficulty in believing that the founder of the mysteries fought

against Athens, and several versions which solved the difficulty are

known. Thucydides tells how "the Eleusinians with Eumolpus

fought against Erechtheus," but Isocrates represents Eumolpus as

an invader from abroad who sought to dominate the whole of Greece,

and says nothing of his connection with the Eleusinians.26 It

seems likely that this latter version was current in the fourth cen-

tury, since Phanodemus, in whose account not one but two of

Erechtheus' daughters sacrifice themselves to save their country,

speaks of the threatening army as coming from Boeotia. The frag-

ment of Philochorus unluckily speaks only in general terms of "the

war which broke out, so that Eumolpus attacked Erechtheus."

It is in Androtion's account that the distinction between the in-

vader and the founder of the mysteries is most clearly set forth:

the first Eumolpus, the invader, has a son Ceryx, whose son is called

Eumolpus; then this second Eumolpus is father of the poet Musaeus,

and it is Musaeus' son, Eumolpus III, who "started the mystic

rites and became hierophant." In like manner Ister distinguishes

Eumolpus the Thracian from the founder of the mystic cult, though

the fragment does not show how he supposed them to be related to

one another.27

26 On this question see M. A. Schwartz, Erechtheus et Theseus apud Euripidem et

Atthidographos 13-39.

" Th. 2.15.1; Isoc. Paneg. 68. Hellanic. F.40 does not show what version he pre-

ferred.

2'Phanod. Fg. 3; Philoch. Fg. 14; Androt. Fg. 34 (cf. Chap. 4, p. 81 above);

Ister Fg. 20, 21.
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No attempt can be made here to explain the origin and develop-

ment of the tale of Eumolpus,28 and the fragments do not give us

really adequate information about the way in which the different

Atthidographers treated it. It is, however, interesting to see that

Androtion, who in various ways appears to agree with Hellanicus

more closely than the others, builds up a complete sequence of five

generations and distinguishes as many as three different characters

bearing the same name. In view of the different versions of the

Theseus and Minos story it is unlikely that Androtion's explanation

of this question was adopted by his successors. Pausanias 29 re-

marks that "surely any one who is familiar with the old legends of

the Athenians knows that it was Immaradus, the son of Eumolpus,

who was killed by Erechtheus." Since Cleidemus cleared Minos'

character by making Theseus kill Deucalion, the son of Minos, after

his father had already died, it is quite possible that Pausanias is

referring to a similar attempt, made perhaps by an Atthidographer,

to clear Eumolpus of blame and to clear Erechtheus of responsi-

bility for his death by putting the two men in separate generations.

The version which makes Eumolpus initiate Heracles into the

mysteries 30 puts him even further back into the past.

The apparent diversity of views about the date of Eumolpus

shows that there was room for disagreement about the chronology

of Attic legendary history, despite the efforts of Hellanicus to

reduce everything to order. But the fragments tell us practically

nothing of the individual views of the Atthidographers on chron-

ology, and we cannot even be certain whether or not they accepted

the succession of kings fixed by Hellanicus. We learn that Philo-

chorus followed Hellanicus in his date for Ogygus, and that he

counted 189 years from Ogygus to Cecrops and made Cecrops reign

50 years.31 For the others, however, evidence of this kind is en-

tirely lacking, and it is quite impossible to estimate what contribu-

tion they made to the study of the chronology of early Athenian

history. The fragments, for the most part, refer to their statements

about the origins of religious cults, festivals, and temples, and give no

indication whether or not they improved on the chronological

28 For further references and discussion see Engelmann in Roscher's Lexicon s.v.

"Eumolpos," Kern in RE s.v. "Eumolpos" (1).

281.27.4.

30 Ister Fg. 20.

31 Fg. 8, 10. Cf. Chap. 6, p. 120 above.
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scheme of Hellanicus. A fragment of Ister shows that he mentioned

the trial of Cephalus in the reign of Erechtheus, but it does not

show whether he agreed with Hellanicus in placing an interval of

three generations between each of the four celebrated Areopagus

trials.32 The Parian Marble, however, agrees with Hellanicus in

putting the trial of Orestes over 300 years (nine generations) later

than that of Ares and Poseidon, and this is a fairly sure indication

that no Attic writer had been able to upset the scheme established

in the fifth century. It is probable, therefore, that such alterations

and additions as were made after the time of Hellanicus were made

to fit in with this chronological outline. If the portion of Aris-

totle's Constitution of Athens dealing with this early period were

preserved, a more definite conclusion might be possible.

Though it may be impossible to establish with any certainty how

permanently Hellanicus influenced the views of Attic historians

with regard to the chronology of very early times, there is no diffi-

culty in showing how well he deserves in other ways to be considered

the founder of a tradition. He should not be held responsible,

however, for the enduring interest of the Atthidographers in etymolo-

gies and aetia, because this was a legacy inherited from the old

Ionian historians and shared by the Atthidographers with many

other writers. It is true that Herodotus and Hellanicus introduced

Ionian loropit] to the Greek mainland, and for that reason they may

be held partially responsible for the permanent favour which these

features enjoyed among all historians who wrote at Athens. But

we are concerned here with features peculiar to the Atthides,

rather than with characteristics which are to be found, in varying

degree, in the work of all Athenian historians.

Since the fragments not infrequently contain references to book

numbers, it is possible to show that different Atthides conformed to

a common model in their arrangement of material. They all

started at the very beginning of Attic history. There are fragments

which show that Hellanicus and Phanodemus discussed the question

of the origin of the Athenians and their claim to be autochthonous;

Philochorus spoke of the first &arv founded by the Athenians when

they ceased to be homeless nomads; Androtion discussed the found-

ing of Thebes by Cadmus, a digression which implies a comparison

with the legend of the founding of Athens.33

32 Ister Fg. 19, Hellanic. F.169. Cf. Chap. 1, pp. 15-17 above.

Â« Hellanic. F.161; Phanod. Fg. 7; Philoch. Fg. 4; Androt. Fg. 28-30.
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Not only did they follow Hellanicus in starting at the very begin-

ning (in contrast to Herodotus, who wanted to begin at the point

when the conflict between Greeks and Asiatics first started),

but they followed him also in allotting a substantial proportion of

their work to the legendary period (herein differing markedly from

Thucydides). Jacoby rejects Harpocration's reference to a fourth

book of Hellanicus' Atthis 34 and thinks that it consisted of only two

books, of which the first was devoted entirely to events of the regal

period at Athens; but even if the Atthis did contain four books

(which seems in itself not unlikely), one quarter of his work is a large

proportion to set aside for the treatment of events in the remote

past. There is a single reference, in Hesychius, to a twelfth book of

the Atthis of Cleidemus;36 but a more satisfactory fragment shows

that in his third book he had not advanced beyond Cleisthenes,36

so that he must have devoted two books to the legendary period

and the obscure centuries after the Trojan Wars. There is not

enough evidence to show how Phanodemus arranged his material

nor in what books he wrote about Xerxes and Cimon. But the

evidence for Androtion corresponds with that which is available

for Cleidemus: the reference to a twelfth book 37 is probably incor-

rect, and other fragments show that he dealt with the Peisistratids

in Book II; Book I is cited only for the founding of the Pan-

athenaea by Erichthonius. For Philochorus the evidence is more

complete. Suidas says that his Atthis contained seventeen books

and Harpocration gives one reference to the sixteenth.38 His first

book was devoted to very early times, since the kings from Cecrops

to Theseus were treated in his second book and Solon was not

reached until the third. Ister's treatment of Attic mythology was

evidently on quite a different scale and should not be brought into

the comparison at all.

Since the later writers were in a position to apply detailed,

annalistic treatment to a very much longer period than Hellanicus,

it cannot be expected that they should devote so large a proportion

of their work to mythical times as he did. Philochorus spent only

four books in covering the period dealt with by Hellanicus; but he

devoted half of this space to early times. Androtion reached the

34 Note on Hellanic. F.44. Cf. Chap. 1, p. 14 above.

36 Cleidem. Fg. 9.

" Fg. 8.

Â»' Fg. 27. See Chap. 4, p. 79 above, note 18.

"Fg. 152.
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end of the fifth century in his third or fourth book,39 and, since he

dealt with the tyrants in his second book, one whole book seems to

have been taken up with the legendary and semi-legendary period.

Thus, if we take into account only the period down to the end of the

fifth century, we find that the difference between Hellanicus,

Androtion, and Philochorus in their arrangement of material is not

so great.

Again, in comparing the detailed annalistic treatment of events

by the different Atthidographers, one should consider, not the

proportion of a whole work devoted to this purpose, but the point

at which an author begins to describe the events of each year under

the name of its archon. The fragments of Philochorus seem to sug-

gest that he first began to use an annalistic method some time after

the middle of the fifth century and probably at the start of his

fourth book.40 The evidence for Hellanicus is unfortunately much

less conclusive; one is almost entirely dependent on the statement

of Thucydides that his treatment of the Pentecontaetia was too

short and not detailed enough in its chronology.41 But, if his Atthis

contained four booksâ��the same number which Philochorus de-

voted to the period covered by Hellanicusâ��it seems extremely

probable that Hellanicus started his annalistic treatment of events

in his fourth book and at the same point at which Philochorus

began to describe events year by year. But no certain conclusion

is possible here.

It is even more difficult to know how the different Atthidogra-

phers treated the period from the time of Theseus down to the point

where they began to describe events year by year. The evidence

of the fragments shows that all of them passed over this period

comparatively quickly; and such few fragments as survive from this

portion of their works usually refer to matters of antiquarian in-

terest or such constitutional questions as would arise in the treat-

ment of Solon and Cleisthenes. A reference to the fourth book of

Demon's Atthis 42 shows that this author, of whom we know so

little otherwise, was still dealing with the affairs of the later Athen-

ian kings in that book, describing the coming of Melanthus, the

Messenian, to Athens. This fragment, however, stands alone; no

39 Fg. 10 and 11, dealing with the Thirty, are cited from Book III, Fg. 14, apparently

referring to the battle of Arginusae, from Book IV.

Â« Cf. Chap. 6, pp. 121-23 above.

"Th. 1.97. Cf. Chap. 1, pp. 14-15 above.

42 Demon Fg. 1.
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other passage of narrative dealing with the period between the

Trojan War and the time of Solon is quoted from any Atthis;*3 no

A (this is quoted even as authority for the conspiracy of Cylon or the

code of Draco. The failure of the lexicographers to refer to them

suggests that they found little information about this period in the

Atthides which seemed useful for their purpose.44 But people

claimed in the fourth century to know more about this early period

than is actually narrated by Herodotus and Thucydides, and,

apart from the discussions in Aristotle, some of the material offered

by Plutarch must go back to the fourth century. Plutarch, how-

ever, does not say so much about his sources in the Solon as in the

Theseus; and conjecture must play a very large part in any attempt

to reconstruct what the Atthidographers said about Draco or

Cylon. A curious story about Draco, which Suidas45 records

without citing any authority, may perhaps be traced to some

Atthidographer: that on a visit to Aegina Draco was greeted with

great enthusiasm in the theatre and so many hats and articles of

clothing were thrown at him that he was suffocated. Some action

must be involved here, but.Suidas has not explained the point of

the story.

There are several fragments from the Atthides which refer to

the reforms of Solon and Cleisthenes and to the Peisistratids, but

we cannot establish with any certainty either the degree of detail

in which they treated these topics or the method of approach adopted

by the authors. Plutarch tells us that Androtion gave a heterodox

interpretation of the Seisachtheia: that it was a monetary reform

rather than a general cancellation of debts. It is also fairly clear

that Androtion, whose work was known to Aristotle, had oligarchic

sympathies; and, as an adherent of the "moderates," he can

perhaps be held responsible for first presenting Solon as the ideal

Metros TroAiTijs.46 These are valuable conclusions, as far as they go.

But we cannot tell how far his version resembled or differed from

the versions of others whose political affiliations are not known to us.

It is quite certain that all of them had something to say about the

" Hellanic. (F.125) described the single combat between Melanthus and Xanthius,

king of the Boeotians, but since the scholiast on Plato is citing Hellanicus primarily to

show the descent of Codrus from Deucalion, Jacoby is uncertain whether the F. belongs

to the Deucalioneia or the Atthis. The number of the book is not given.

" Harp. s.v. 'Ajraroipio cites the second book of Ephorus for the tale of Melanthus.

46 S.v. Apd/oop.

Â« Cf. Chap. 4, pp. 83-84 above.
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origins and development of Athenian democratic institutions; on

this point the evidence of the lexicographers leaves no doubt. The

difficulty is to know how complete their accounts claimed to be,

how far they were consistent with one another, and to what extent

they were accepted as accurate and authoritative by the Athenian

public. Though Solon is frequently mentioned by the orators, it

is not for the purpose of describing specific reforms of his, but in

order to hold him up as an example of "the best of lawgivers" and

the father of Athenian democracy.47

Very few fragments are available from Atthides dealing with the

Persian Wars and the rise of the Athenian empire, and no detailed

comparison is possible with the methods of the famous historians.

An occasional anecdote is recorded, like that of the dog of Xanthip-

pus or the "stratagem" of Themistocles in obtaining money to pay

the sailors who were to man the Athenian ships in 480.48 Other frag-

ments relating to the early part of the fifth century show a tendency

to patriotic exaggeration. According to Cleidemus only fifty-two

Athenians fell at Plataea, all from the Aiantis tribeâ��a story ap-

parently due to the fact that this tribe offered a special annual

sacrifice in honour of the victory. Phanodemus exaggerated the

glory of the Athenian victory of the Eurymedon by giving the bar-

barians the enormous number of six hundred ships. Other stories

were told to illustrate the cleverness of the Athenian leaders: for

example, how Cimon outwitted the enemy in Cyprus by giving

orders for his death to be kept secret even from his own men.49

The attempt of Philochorus to clear the Alcmaeonids of the various

charges levelled against them is linked up with his effort to dispel

any suspicion that the Delphic oracle was guilty of taking a bribe,

and so with his general attitude in all matters affecting the tradi-

tional religion.60

The evidence does not permit us to compare the annalistic

sections in the different Atthides, since it is only for Philochorus

that an adequate collection of fragments is available. It has

already been shown how some paragraphs in Thucydides approxi-

mate very closely to the style of Philochorus, and there are also

occasions when the fourth century historians employed this bald

" I have discussed "Historical Allusions in the Attic Orators" in CPh 36 (1941)

209-29. For the references to Solon see especially pp. 221-24.

Â« Philoch. Fg. 84; Cleidem. Fg. 13.

Â« Cleidem. Fg. 14; Phanod. Fg. 17 and 18.

Â«Â» Cf. Chap. 6. p. 116 above.
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annalistic style. The close similarity between the two passages

from Androtion and Philochorus quoted by Didymus51 is also

enlightening. Not only does it show that Philochorus used the

same style as his predecessor, but it is some indication of the degree

to which he made use of his work. If Philochorus gave an annalistic

account of events covering a hundred and fifty years or more, as

the fragments seem to indicate, it is only to be expected that in

some of the lean years, when there was little to be recorded, he

could do nothing except reproduce what earlier writers had said.

The event which is recorded in such similar style by both Philo-

chorus and Androtion, the settling of the boundaries of the sacred

Orgas in the Megarid, took place in the year 350-49 B.C.; and no

other events of any importance are known to have occurred in that

year (though the next year is an extremely eventful one). There

are, however, some other signs that he followed his predecessors

closely on occasion. The scholiast on Aristophanes cites both

Hellanicus and Philochorus for the minting of a gold coinage in the

year of Antigenes,52 implying that Philochorus does no more than

follow Hellanicus. And from Harpocration's note it appears that

he followed Androtion for the account of the revision of the citizen

rolls in 346-5.63

There is, of course, nothing remarkable in the fact that Philo-

chorus should follow the work of his predecessors nor does it reflect

any discredit on him or justify any charge of plagiarism. It is

interesting to note, however, that Clement of Alexandria, in his list

of those who "stole material from Melesagoras," names Hellanicus,

Androtion, and Philochorus rather than any other Atthidographers.

It has already been pointed out that Clement is probably wrong in

regarding Melesagoras as an early writer, previous to Hecataeus

and Hellanicus;64 but the passage has some bearing on the present

discussion because it groups together just these three Atthi-

dographers. The fragments suggest that Philochorus may have

borrowed material from Androtion and Hellanicus and that the two

later writers followed the methods of Hellanicus in the annalistic

portion of their work; but no such evidence is available for Cleide-

mus, Phanodemus, or any of the others. Since, therefore, there is

" Cf. Chap. 6, pp. 128-29.

"Hellanic. F.172; Philoch. Fg. 120.

" Philoch. Fg. 133.

" Cf. Chap. 4, pp. 88-89 above. E. Stemplinger, Das Plagiat in der griech.

Lileralur 70-71, quotes this passage (Strom. 6.2.26) but inexcusably mistranslates it.
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some evidence in the fragments to support the words of Clement in

linking these three together apart from the other Atthidographers,

it seems worth while to investigate more closely.

There is no reason to suppose that the Atthidographers referred

to one another by name, until Ister, following the new Alexandrian

custom, "collected the statements made by the different his-

torians." 65 Aristotle, in his Constitution of Athens, is no more

communicative about his literary obligations than Herodotus and

Thucydides, and the custom of pretending to ignore the work of

predecessors seems to have continued until the Alexandrian school

brought in a change of fashion. A fragment quoted by Harpocra-

tion shows that Philochorus mentioned Androtion by name in his

discussion of the sacred utensils used in processions at Athens:

" In former times the Athenians used the utensils bought out of the

property of the Thirty, but later on Androtion provided others." 66

It seems likely that if Philochorus had made it clear that he was

drawing on the Atthis of Androtion (as in fact he almost certainly is),

Harpocration would have quoted enough to show this. Again,

Athenaeus at different times cites both Androtion and Philochorus

for the old law at Athens forbidding the slaughter of a sheep before

it had been shorn or had lambed, and then goes on to cite Philo-

chorus for a time in Athens when the sacrifice of oxen was forbidden

because the animals were becoming scarce.67 Here it looks as though

Philochorus is not content to repeat what Androtion said but im-

proves upon it, giving a further instance of a law forbidding certain

sacrifices in the interests of the food supply. Again, a confused

scholion on the Wasps of Aristophanes does not make it quite clear

what Philochorus had to say about the ostracism of Thucydides, son

of Melesias; but here he could scarcely avoid drawing upon Andro-

tion, who took special trouble to show that Theopompus was in-

accurate and to distinguish the different people called Thucydides.58

Philochorus' obligations to Hellanicus, on the other hand, are most

clearly revealed in his statements about the chronology of very early

Attic times; and Androtion's distinction of three different charac-

ters called Eumolpus is a good indication of how much he may have '

owed to Hellanicus, who duplicated mythical characters on several

occasions.

56 Kg. 11: TO. irapa. rots <7vyypa<t>(v<riv ava\e-f6itevos.

" Philoch. Fg. 124. Cf. Chap. 4, pp. 78-79 above.

Â» Philoch. Fg. 63, 64.

" Philoch. Fg. 95, Androt. Fg. 43, 44.
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These scraps of evidence are not adequate to prove that Andro-

tion and Philochorus were plagiarists or KAÂ«TTCU, as Clement would

call them, on a large scale. They are significant principally because

evidence for annalistic treatment is available only for the Atthides

of Hellanicus, Androtion, and Philochorus, not for the works of the

other Atthidographers. From this point of view their work, so

far as we know it, stands in a different category from that of the

others. Lack of similar evidence for Cleidemus and Phanodemus

may be no more than a coincidence; but the fact remains that, as an

authority for details in Athenian history from the middle of the

fifth century onward, Philochorus is cited far more frequently than

his predecessors and as an annalistic account of events and a con-

venient book of reference his Atthis apparently superseded the

earlier Atthides.

It follows, then, that in speaking of the general literary tradition

of the Atthis and the common characteristics which all Atthidogra-

phers shared and inherited from one another, we must bear in

mind that the evidence is uneven. Certain characteristics common

to them all are admirably illustrated by the fragments: their

concern with religious ritual and the mythological explanations of

religious customs, with constitutional antiquities and the develop-

ment of Athenian democratic institutions; their interest in the

topography of Athens and Attica and the sacred associations of

different Attic sites; and (though this point is less well illustrated)

their interest in anecdote and biographical detail concerning both

the political and literary figures of Attic history. Philochorus, as

the latest in date of the Atthidographers properly so called, de-

voted a larger proportion of his work to annalistic treatment of

historical events and accordingly commanded greater respect as an

historical authority. And in his case the greater number of frag-

ments available enables us to see the particular point of view which

he took in attempting to give a consistent, rational, and credible

account of the origins of traditional Attic religion.
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Saites, 70, 73, 139.
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Social customs, 28, 37f., 63-65, 75, 98.
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Solon, 7, 23, 39, 67, 82-84, 101-03, 111,

158-60.

Sophists, 1, 6, 78, 113.

Sophocles, 4, 110, 143; life of, 138; scholia
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138, 159.
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94, 101, 111, 114f., 117, 142, 149-53.

Thirty, the, 23, 51, 57, 79, 80, 84, 103, 125.

Thucydides, son of Melesias, 80f., 84, 123,

162.
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Hellanicus and earlier historians, 1-48,
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Trojan War, date of, 12, 17.

Tyrants, Athenian, see Peisistratidae.
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47, 50-55, 87, 102n., 127.

Xerxes, 3, 70, 76.
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